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the overseen by A YY ASH suddenly ceased operating as a network 

between 30 December 2004 and 7 January 2005 after years of use. 1210 

612. It was within this context that called SABRA on his on 

4 January 2005, prompting a conversation that lasted for 80 seconds. 1211 had 

spoken the previous evening with AYYASH on his , and following his 

conversation with SABRA on called AYYASH again on his 

that afternoon. This would be the only call activity that day on AYYASH's 
1212 

613. This was not the only contact between users of the and users of the other 

covert networks during the conspiracy period. The fact and timing of the contact between 

MERHI, using , and A YYASH also reinforces the direct connection and co-

ordination between the focus of the , the false claim, and the assassination 

team. 

614. On 23 January 2005, two days before the Van was purchased and five days before the 

regular use of the in the Mission Execution Phase leading to the Attack, 

A YY ASH used his PMP 091 to call MERHI on , twice. 1213 Those calls 

formed an integral part of a tight and related sequence of successive 

between AYYASH, S6, S7, S9, and also 8816. 1214 

calls 

615. On 5 and 6 February 2005, the day after the last inter-Purple call before the delivery of 

1210 

1211 

1212 

1213 

1214 

1215 

the false claim, MERHI used for five calls withAYYASHonPMP 091. 1215 

P00796.1, para.1126. 

P01221, D0378436, row.8441; P01242, D0378790,row.0849; P01807, slide:111; G.PLATT/PRH147:T332_65-66; 
P01783, para.508. See also P01782, para.474. 

P01242, D0378970,rows.0847,0852; P01807, slide:111; P01783, para.509. See also P01782, para.474; 
see above, Section III.F. 

P01266, D0418476,rows.0792,0793; P01259, D0417525,rows.10311,10314; P01889, slides:139,140; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_67,68,71; P01783, paras.738-740. See also P01782, paras.708-709. 
See also above, Section III.F. 

P01889, slide:139; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_67-68. See also P01782, paras.705-707. 

P01266, D0418478-79,rows.0869,0877,0881,0883,0887; P01907, slides: 109-111,122-124; 
G.PLATT /PRH147 :T342 _ 88-90; PO 1783, paras. 949,951. See also PO 1782, paras.878-880,892-896. 
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There were only three other calls between them in the indictment period. 1216 The next 

mornmg, MERHI made his final ever call on to BADREDDINE on 

. 1217 The rehearsal for the assassination occurred two days later. 

616. Whilst the nature and persistence of patterns (and the I 

patterns) corresponding to each component of the false claim plot is in itself 

sufficient to dispel any notion of coincidence, that conclusion is comprehensively 

reinforced by the connections of 

networks. This could not be mere chance. 

and with the users of the covert 

H. The co-existence of all these independent connections to the key elements of the 

false claim plot is inexplicable on the basis of coincidence 

617. MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA each actively supported the terrorist plot through their 

joint effort to identify a suitable scapegoat for the false claim of responsibility, abduct 

Ahmed ABU ADASS for this purpose, and disseminate his videotaped claim to the 

media and the public. 

618. MERHI supervised this integral contribution to the conspiracy, as shown through his use 

of 

and 

and . ONEISSI and SABRA, who respectively used 

, co-ordinated with MERHI and among themselves to ensure 

the "success" of the false claim. 

619. The clear patterns of activity and inactivity in which the were engaged, 

during critical components of the conspiracy between December 2004 and 16 February 

2005, identify MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA as culpable for each of the key 

constituents of the plot to create and deliver the false claim for the terrorist assassination 

ofHARIRI. 

620. Each Purple Phone pattern of activity or inactivity is remarkable in and of itself, and, 

even when taken in isolation, they provide a strong basis for establishing the 

1216 

1217 

One call on 13 November 2004 at 22:44 (on A YY ASH's PMP 935) and two calls on 23 January 2005 at 
20:02 and20:22 (on AYYASH's PMP 091 ). P01266, D0418462,D0418476, rows.0399,0792,0793; P01259, 
D0417486,D0417525,rows.9133,10311,10314. 

P01266, D0418479,row.0889;P01907, slides 131,133; G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_104-105; P01783, para.958. 
See also P01782, paras.903-906. 
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responsibility played by MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA. Similarly, the profile and call 

patterns of are also remarkable in themselves. However, when the patterns are 

assessed together with the totality of the evidence, it eliminates any reasonable possibility 

that these are mere coincidences. 

621. When all of the features and patterns are assessed together alongside the totality of the 

evidence adduced in this case, only one conclusion can be reached: that MERHI, 

ONEISSI, and SABRA used the to knowingly co-ordinate the 

preparation and execution of the false claim component of the plot from the beginning to 

the end, and disposed of their phones within 48 hours of the false claim being delivered 

and broadcast. 

622. The conduct of each and every element of the false claim plot by the same operatives 

demonstrates their integral membership of the inner circles of the conspiracy and the 

deep level of trust and knowledge with which they were necessarily invested. The task 

with which they were charged was of fundamental importance to the conspiracy, 

designed, as it was, to protect and shield the perpetrators of the Attack. The importance 

of the task and the gravity of its consequences should it not succeed could not afford to 

be carried out by anyone but highly trusted, fully briefed operatives with an 

understanding of the ultimate goal. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONSPIRACY IN CONTEXT 

A. Introduction 

623. A strong correlation exists between the development of major political tensions m 

Lebanon from August 2004 to February 2005 and the activity of the covert phone 

networks and co-ordinated by BAD RED DINE, A YY ASH and MERHI. 

The timing and accelerations in the preparation and execution of the conspiracy that led 

to HARIRI' s assassination correspond to the key points of escalation in the threat posed 

by those opposed to ongoing Syrian control and influence in Lebanon. 

624. Significant steps taken by the opposition coalition and ultimately by HARIRI, their 

powerful ally, to resist, defy and challenge the Syrian regime's hegemony corresponded 

with a reaction of the four phone networks. When put in context with these events, the 

rationale and motivation behind the behaviour of the networks become evident. 

625. This rationale, its intimate connection to the behavioural and contact patterns of senior 

Syrian and Hezbollah officials, such as Rustom GHAZALEH 1219, Wafik SAFA1220 and 

BAD RED DINE, and the corresponding reaction of the covert networks, reinforces the 

conclusion that the networks were operated by a single entity co-ordinated by A YY ASH 

and overseen by BADREDDINE, which pursuant to a common political interest was 

dedicated to a common purpose: the assassination of HARIRI. 

626. As reflected in the network activity, the evolution of the conspiracy unfolds in eight 

distinct phases, starting after three significant events: (1) the adoption ofUNSCR 1559, 

which called, inter alia, for the withdrawal of Syrian forces from Lebanon; 1221 (2) the 

extension of the mandate of Emile LAHOUD as President of the Lebanese Republic, one 

1218 

1219 

1220 

1221 

For a fuller, detailed and strictly chronological day-by-day account of relevant events: 22 August 2004 to 17 
February 2005, See P01782 (Narrative Overview of Relevant Events) and P01780 (Chronology of Relevant 
Events); See also PO 1781. PO 1782 is referenced in footnotes throughout this section for ease of reference. 

See below, Section VII.B. 

See below, Section VII.B. 

United Nations Security Council Resolution 1559, S/RES/1559, 2 September 2004 ("UNSCR 1559"). 
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of the most prominent pro-Syrian figures in Lebanon; 1222 and (3) the attempted 

assassination of HARIRI' s friend and political ally: Marwan HAMADE. 1223 

B. Political Background 

627. The death of HARIRI is inextricably linked with the question of Syria's continuing 

hegemony over Lebanon established after the civil war. This hegemony caused 

increasing tension which divided Lebanon into two factions: the pro-Syrian loyalists, 

which included Hezbollah, and the Opposition, which advocated for the disengagement 

of Syria, to which HARIRI was aligned. 

628. In 1989, at the end of the civil war, the Taif Agreement1224 was the first step for an 

independent and sovereign Lebanon and provided, inter alia, for the withdrawal of all 

foreign military forces and the disbandment of the militias. 1225 Despite such provisions, 

Syria maintained its military presence in Lebanon in light of the Israeli occupation in 

South Lebanon and continued exercising an increasing influence over the Lebanese 

political, judicial, military, and security apparatus. 1226 Syria was also able to assert its 

control over Lebanon through trusted political figures at the highest level of the Lebanese 

institutions, imposing LAHOUD as President of Lebanon from 1998 to 2007, 1227 or 

forcing Lebanese political leaders, including HARIRI, to accept pro-Syria candidates 

(known as the Syrian deposits) on their electorallists. 1228 

1222 

1223 

1224 

1225 

1226 

1227 

1228 

See below, Section VII.C.2. 

See below, Section VII.D.6. 

P00304, Taif Agreement-National Reconciliation Charter of Lebanon. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93 _29:24 -25,30:1-22; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 _5:11-12. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93_31:14-20, 54:4-6, 59:1-14, 60-61, 74, 93; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_57-59; 
W.JUMBLATT!PRH684:T146_15:15-25,18:6-7; H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T151_32; 
G.El-KHOURY /PRH242:Tl 09 _ 45; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96 _ 8,11-12; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93_84-85; El-KHOURY/PRH242:T109 _ 45; 
F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl33_15:5-18, 24:2-6; F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl34_54:10-25, 55:1-7, 56:15-24; 
F.SINIORA/PRH1 08:T 135 _ 21:23-25,22:1-23,28:25,29: 1-21; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24_26:24-25, 27:1-14,28:2-12. 

W.JUMBLATT!PRH684:Tl46_23:6-15;M.HAMADEIPRH038:T95 81:19-22; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24 77-78. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_15:1-15; G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:T124_18-25,28-29,31-32. 
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629. In addition, the close engagement between Syria and Hezbollah at all levels facilitated its 

ongoing influence over Lebanon. 1229 At a military and political level, Syria and 

Hezbollah became tied in a symbiotic relationship. 1230 After the Taif Agreement, 

Hezbollah remained the sole militia group operating in Lebanon. 1231 The ties between 

Syria and Hezbollah had "always been good", 1232 and were also deep-rooted in their joint 

interest in ending the Israeli military occupation in the South of Lebanon. 1233 

630. Syria specifically supported Hezbollah by helping it develop into the sole militia group 

which had relations with the Syrian intelligence. 1234 Such a "special and privileged 

relationship" culminated in a kind of fusion, preventing Hezbollah from taking decisions 

without Syria's approval as"[ a ]ny disagreement with the Syrians would be translated in a 

disagreement with Hezbollah and vice versa". 1235 The strength of their unity, by way of 

example, is demonstrated by the proclamation of Secretary-General of Hezbollah 

NASRALLAH 1236 in November 2004, that Hezbollah was committed "to standing by 

Syria and to defending Syria just like Syria has defended us". 1237 

631. In 2000, the Israeli withdrawal prompted more pressing demands in Lebanon for Syria's 

withdrawal and for Hezbollah's integration into the Lebanese army as provided by the 

Taif Agreement. 1238 At the same time, Bashar AL-ASSAD, who succeeded to his father 

the same year, increased the level of control over Lebanon to new heights. 1239 These 

1229 

1230 

1231 

1232 

1233 

1234 

1235 

1236 

1237 

1238 

1239 

A.MAJDALANI/PRH49l:T 142_23:15 -19,25:2-13,27:20-25. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147_92:14-16; G.El-CHAMMAA/PRH282:T115_74-75; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _62:1-8; G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:T124_28-29,30: 16-24; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:T132 _ 40:2-6; F.SINIORA/PRH1 08:T154_ 69:10-13. 

M.HAMADE/PRH03 8 :T93 _ 45:8 -17; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_57-59; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147_5:11-16; 
F.SINIORA/PRH108:T 154_82:17 -25,83:2-9. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 _5:7-8; A.MAJDALANI/PRH491 :T142_17:20-25,18: 1-6; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038 :T95 56 :15-21. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 _5:11-16; A.MAJDALANI/PRH491 :Tl42_16-18; 
G.El-CHAMMAA/PRH282:T115 74:16-20. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95 57-58. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95 _58:23 -25; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T100_ 49:20-23. P00368, 60302906. 

PRH045:P01107, 60180573, para.38. 

P00532, D0411305-D0411312,D0411309. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93_ 46:4-15; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_20:16-23; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T100 45. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93 _ 60:12-25,61:1,63-64,67:19-25,68:1-7. 
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developments fuelled a season of recurring political conflict in Lebanon between a pro

Syrian faction, in favour of the status quo, and an anti-Syrian Opposition, advocating the 

end of the Syrian hegemony and the disarmament ofHezbollah. 1240 This conflict reached 

its apex on 14 February 2005 with the assassination ofHARIRI. 

632. It was precisely in this context that HARIRI gradually rose as one of the main political 

figures opposing the Syrian regime. HARIRI was the Lebanese Prime Minister in 1992-

1998 and 2000-2004 and played a major role in the creation and implementation of the 

Taif Agreement. 1241 Despite the Syrian tutelage over Lebanon, HARIRI maintained a 

solid relationship with President Hafez AL-AS SAD, 1242 also abiding to Syrian requests to 

include on his electoral list a number of pro-Syrian candidates 1243 in 1996 and 2000. 1244 

633. HARIRI's ties with the Syrian regime started deteriorating in 1998 when, following 

LAHOUD's first election as President of the Republic, under Syrian pressure, HARIRI 

was constrained from executing his political agenda despite having majority of the votes 

in government. 1245 In 2000, President AL-ASSAD went even further, restricting 

HARIRI' s political duties as Prime Minister by: (1) influencing his political agenda and 

the formation of his government; 1246 and (2) resorting to intimidation and blackmail 

against him and his ministries. 1247 

634. Additionally, on December 2003, President AL-ASSAD imposed the so-called 

"Damascus Protocol" on HARIRI, preventing him from: (1) disagreeing with the policies 

1240 

1241 

1242 

1243 

1244 

1245 

1246 

1247 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_12-13; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99_74-75; 
F.SINIORA/PRH1 08:T 154_ 83:2-9,83:16-25,84:1-5. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93 _ 25:6-15,30:23-25. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_12; G.El-CHAMMAA/PRH282:T115 19:19-25; 
W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl46 -52. 

Pro-Syrian candidates included: Nasser Kandil, Bassem Yamout and Adnan Arakji; 
W.JUMBLATT:PRH684:Tl47 _50:25,51 :1-3; S.DIAB/PRH031 :Tl11_11-12; 
B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T130_90; A.MAJDALANI/PRH491:Tl42_30-32, 46:1-9; 
G.EL-KHOURY /PRH242:T 108 _12-25; P00368, 60302905-06. 

S. DIAB/PRH031 :Tl11_6-13; F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl33 _24-25;G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24_30-31; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24_18-25, 28-29, 31-32; G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl25_51:9-21. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_12-13; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99_19. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93_68:1-7, 76:19, 77:2; F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl33_25-38,41; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24_16:24-25, 17:1-19,33:18-25,34:1-4,36-51,53-57. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93_73:23; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684 :Tl46_54-55; 
G.El-CHAMMAA/PRH282 Tl15 _27-28; F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl33_52:3 -13; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24_38:21-25, 39:1-10. 
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of President LAHOUD; (2) organising political rallies; (3) holding public gatherings in 

support ofHARIRI around Quraitem Palace; and (4) attending Friday prayers in public 

places. 1248 

635. In addition, a number of figures in Lebanon facilitated President AL-ASSAD's control 

over Lebanon, amongst them: (1) Rustom GHAZALEH, Head of the Syrian Military 

Intelligence in Lebanon who implemented all decisions and orders connected to the 

Syrian tutelage; 1249 (2) Hussein KHALIL, Political Advisor to Hassan NASRALLAH and 

the liaison between Hezbollah and Syria as well as HARIRI; 1250 (3) Nasser KANDIL pro

SyTian Member of Parliament; 1251 and (4) President LAHOUD, President AL-ASSAD's 

right hand man in Lebanon. 1252 

636. These dynamics transformed HARIRI's silent opposition against the SyTian presence and 

influence on Lebanon contrary to the interests and policy of Damascus and Hezbollah. 

His symbolism of Lebanese independence and growing international popularity made 

him a powerful influence and therefore a threat to those opposed to his policies. 1253 

637. His political actions were repeatedly marked as treacherous and subversive towards both 

the Syrian regime and Hezbollah. 1254 This led to increasing tension, suspicion and 

mistrust whereby a number of senior officials in the Syrian regime and Hezbollah 

believed HARIRI to be an ally or puppet of the West, who would use his power in 

Lebanon to pursue the interests of powerful international sponsors deemed to be hostile 

1248 

1249 

1250 

1251 

1252 

1253 

1254 

H.HAMMOUND/PRH052:T151_32; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_59:7-13. PM HARIRI was also accused of 
supporting the An-Nahar newspaper which was opposed to the Syrian regime and he was also instmcted to 
sell his shares in the An-Nahar newspaper and to cut all ties to the newspaper: P00308; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94 25-48. 

H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T150 _30:21-22,31: 1 0-12; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_54:25,55 :3; 
G.YOUSSEF/PRH265:T124 13-18. 

PRH045:P01107, paras.78,31; P02098, D0277627,p.ll. 

P00432, D0411220-21; F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl33_24:20-25, 25:1; 
W.JUMBLATT:PRH684:T147 _50:25,51: 1-3; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T130 _90-91; 
A.MAJDALANI/PRH49l:Tl42 32:10-22. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T146 _ 82-85; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95 _5; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T 128 _36:2-
4,38-39,45. 

PRH045:P01107, paras.32,59; M.HAMADE/PRH684:T95_8:8-13;W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl42_6-16; 
G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08_61-62; P00470. See below, Sections VII.G.l; VII.I.2; VII.J.7. 

PRH045:P01107, para.32. 
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to Syrian and Hezbollah interests, such as the United States, France, Israel and Saudi 

Arabia. 1255 

C. PHASE ONE: 25 August 2004 to 5 September 2004 

PresidentAL-ASSAD threatens HARIRI as LAHOUD Extension & UNSCR 1559 provokes 

confrontation over Syrian control and interference in Lebanon 

1. Introduction 

638. The period between 25 August and 5 September 2004 marked the beginning of the 

struggle, defiance and marginalisation that HARIRI would be met with until February 

2005, first as Prime Minister, and then as a candidate in the upcoming elections. Two 

events in particular triggered this confrontation: the adoption of UNSCR 1559 and the 

extension of President LAHOUD's mandate which occurred, respectively, on 2 and 

3 September 2004. These events, which would force HARIRI to resign and join the anti

Syrian Opposition in open defiance to Hezbollah and Syrian interests, are crucial to the 

nexus between certain political events and the reaction of the covert networks between 

September 2004 to February 2005. 

2. Extension ofPresident LAHOUD's mandate and UNSCR 1559 

639. President LAHOUD's term was due to end in 2004, however, since 2003 there had been 

discussions about extending his mandate through an amendment of the Lebanese 

Constitution. 1256 While the extension ofLAHOUD's mandate was crucial to ensuring the 

continuity of Syrian influence over Lebanon, 1257 HARIRI was against the extension of 

the presidential mandate. 1258 He also publicly opposed this during a conference, stating 

1255 

1256 

1257 

1258 

PRH045:P01107, paras.31-33; P00532, D0410368-77, D0411374. 

P00305, Lebanese Constitution, Art. 49; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_67-70. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_5:3-18; G.EL-CHAMMAA/PRH282:T115_51-52; 
W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl46 _19:7 -19,84:3-11,86:12-20. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_72-73;H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T150_31,36-39; 
G.YOUSSEF/PRH265:T124_59:6-7; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T128_32-33. 
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"I will cut my hand and will not sign a decree to extend Emile LAHOUD's mandate". 1259 

He maintained this position until August 2004. 1260 

640. On 25 August 2004, GHAZALEH met separately with HARIRI and Walid mMBLA TT, 

leader of the Progressive Socialist Party. 1261 GHAZALEH informed them that they must 

meet with President AL-ASSAD in Damascus to discuss the extension of President 

LAHOUD's mandate. 1262 JUMBLATT refused his request, triggering GHAZALEH's 

fury against him. 1263 However, HARIRI agreed to meet President AL-ASSAD without 

giving a final decision on President LAHOUD's mandate, hoping that he could convince 

him with other alternative solutions. 1264 

641. On 26 August 2004, in Damascus, when HARIRI expressed his concerns about the 

extension of the Presidential mandate, President AL-AS SAD threatened him. 1265 His 

language was violent. 

642. President AL-AS SAD told HARIRI that "Lahoud is me and I am Lahoud" 1266 and that "if 

you contradict my will, I will destroy Lebanon over yours and Jumblatt's head". 1267 

JUMBLATT and HAMADE understood this to be a direct physical threat to HARIRI. 1268 

HARIRI himself predicted that the Syrians "would maybe put explosives in Beirut 

downtown, in Solidere, because it was an achievement recognised by the international 

community". 1269 AL-ASSAD's reference to President CHIRAC, 1270 an integral part of the 

1259 

1260 

1261 

1262 

1263 

1264 

1265 

1266 

1267 

1268 

1269 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_72-73;G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T107_19:14-22; 
B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28 33:5-10. 

P00309; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_70:6-11 ,77:5-8; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95 _38:6 -11; 
G.YOUSSEF/PRH265:T124 60:15. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T146_6:3-11,64-66,69-79; P00422.1; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_79-81; 
P00301,D0380721,entry 9649. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_79:3 -15; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl46_66:5-10. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T146 _ 64:16-25,65:1-10,79:18-25,80:1-6. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_79-80,81:18-24; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_ 4:12-20;; 
H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl50_36:5-10;W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T146_76:11-16. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_ 4-5; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_87. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_5. W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T146_82:13-17; F.SINIORA/PRH108:T133 58; 
B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28_ 40; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH24:Tl07 _25:20-23. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_5; W.JUMBLATT/ PRH684:T146_82:13-17,84:3-11; 
B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28 38-40. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_22:4-16; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl46_84:22-25, 85:1-11. 

G.EL-KHOURY /PRH24:T 107 _21 :3-12, 25:23-25. 
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threat, conveyed the Syrian ire towards the pending draft ofUNSCR 1559 promoted by 

France that threatened ongoing Syrian control, and the ongoing suspicion that HARIRI 

was their agent. 1271 

643. When HARIRI left the meeting, he went directly back to Beirut to meet JUMBLATT and 

HAMAD E. 1272 He was in a state of shock and distress in light of the threats of President 

AL-ASSAD. 1273 After hearing what happened in the meeting in Damascus, JUMBLATT 

advised HARIRI to change his position vis-a-vis President LAHOUD's mandate. 1274 On 

28 August 2004, following JUMBLATT's suggestion, during an extraordinary meeting 

of the Council of Ministers, HARIRI, explicitly expressing his lack of enthusiasm, 

presented a motion to amend the constitution to extend the term of the President of 

Lebanon. 1275 

644. The extension of President LAHOUD' s mandate was widely considered to be an effort to 

retain Syrian control and influence over the internal affairs of Lebanon. 1276 On 

1 September 2004, the Council of Maronite Bishops, close allies of HARIRI, openly 

accused Syria of treating Lebanon as a province. 1277 This appeal was considered 

"historic", the first real outspoken anti-Syrian statement to end the Syrian presence in 

Lebanon. 1278 

645. At the international level, the extension of President LAHOUD 's term was also a matter 

of great concern. This led to heated discussions ofUNSCR 1559, on 2 September 2004, a 

day before the parliamentary vote in Lebanon. 1279 Despite Syria and Lebanon's 

1270 

1271 

1272 

1273 

1274 

1275 

1276 

1277 

127R 

1279 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl46 82:13-17. See also M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95 5. - -

PRH045:P01107(confidential), paras.31-33; P00425, D0411370-D0411379, D0411374; 
H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl50 89. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_3-5; B.EL-SABEH:PRH042:Tl28_37-38. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_ 4:2-3; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T146_83:18-20; 
B.EL-SABEH:PRH042:Tl28 37-39. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95 _9:4 -11; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T 146 _ 82:18-83:13. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_34-38,75-77; P00310.4, D0410144-45; P00309; 
F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl33 61:12-24. 

B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T128_ 45:8-17; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl46_19:7-19. 

B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28_ 44-46; P00364; D0410437. 

B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T128_ 46:5-18; G.EL-CHAMMAA/PRH282:Tl15_57 -58. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_ 4:20-22; P00364, D0410435. 
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condemnation of the draft resolution, 1280 the United Nations Security Council adopted 

UNSCR 1559 on 2 September 2004, calling for the: (1) withdrawal of the "foreign 

forces"; (2) free, independent elections within Lebanon; and (3) the disbanding and 

disarmament of all Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias. 1281 The UNSCR 1559 was a 

clear message against Syrian interference in Lebanon particularly in light of the 

upcoming vote for President LAHOUD's extension of the mandate. 1282 

646. President AL-AS SAD was convinced that HARIRI was the mastermind behind UNSCR 

1559, backed by the US and France. 1283 Hezbollah believed that, as result of UNSCR 

1559, the Syrians would have to withdraw from Lebanon and it would give HARIRI "a 

free hand[ ... ] [and] the capability to execute the US program in Lebanon" .1284 

647. On 3 September 2004, the Parliament approved the Constitutional amendment to extend 

President LAHOUD's term in office. 1285 HARIRI participated in the vote with "profound 

distress" and ultimately his bloc voted in favour of the Constitutional amendment. 1286 

Nonetheless, close allies of HARIRI such as Marwan HAMADE and Ghattas EL

KHOURY voted against the proposal. 1287 In this regard, EL-KHOURY testified that he 

was also subject to concerted contact from GHAZALEH and Nasser KANDIL, 1288 and 

his wife had received threatening anonymous phone calls that EL-KHOURY would 

return to her in a coffin. 1289 

1280 

1281 

1282 

12R3 

12R4 

1285 

12R6 

12R7 

12RR 

1289 

P00310.3; P00310.2. 

P00310.1; P00310.4, D0410140-41; P00364, D0410435-44; P00532, D0410503-11. 

P00310.1, 60242046; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl49 _107:7-9,90; 
G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T108_38,40,45-46; G.EL-CHAMMAA/PRH282:T115_54:21-24; 
M.HAMADE/PRH03 8 :T95 _53 :2 -19,60:9-24;,48-50, 59, 65-66; P00532, D041 0503-11; 
G.EL-KHOURY /PRH042:T 108 _38: 1-3,40:8-10. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T148 _ 45:3-13; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T 146 _90:4-8; 
PRH045:P01107,paras.33-34; F.SALMAN/PRH521:Tl05_ 40:12-17. 

P00310.1,para2; PRH045:P01107, para.33; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_61 :13-19. 

P00532, D0410503-ll; P00532, D0410512-14; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_78; 
G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl07 _67:7 -9; P00406, 60298546. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_79-80; P00311; P00409.1, Transcript 40000843A_Side B_U_EN, p.8; 
A.MAJDALANI/PRH491:T142_ 42: 16-18; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl07 _32:18-21. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_82-83; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl07 _ 48:8-15. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl07 _56:1-25, 57:1-18,66:22-25. 

G.EL-KHOURY /PRH242:Tl 07 46:2-22. 
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648. Following the parliamentary vote, the Qornet-Chewan Gathering and the Maronite 

Patriarch Bishop converged in a new national pact condemning the extension of 

LAHOUD's mandate. 1290 This marked the beginning of the rise of the Opposition which 

would become known as the Bristol Group. 1291 

D. PHASE TWO: 6 September 2004 to 12 October 2004 

The First Bristol Group Meeting, First Covert Network Activity & The Attack On HAMADE 

1. Introduction 

649. On 24 and 30 September 2004, the of three covert phones, which would 

ultimately monitor and control the key parts of the preparation and execution of the 

Attack, formed when MERHI ( ) and AYYASH ( ) called 

BADREDDINE ( ) . 1 1292 respect1ve y. 

650. The political tension fuelled by the extension of President LAHOUD's term and the 

adoption ofUNSCR 1559 rapidly polarised the political debate around Syria's role in 

Lebanon. The opponents of Syrian interference assembled into a single coalition, named 

the Bristol Group, of which HAMADE and JUMBLATT were the two most prominent 

political figures. 1293 On the other side, Hezbollah and Syria's continued condemnation of 

UNSCR 1559 1294 ran in parallel with a campaign accusing HARIRI of being its 

architect. 1295 Against this background, the assassination attempt of HAMADE was 

considered a clear message against those who opposed the status quo and a direct threat 

against HARIRI himself. 1296 

1290 

1291 

1292 

1293 

1294 

1295 

1296 

P00423; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl46_93-95; G.EL-CHAMMAA/PRH282:T115_57-58. 

See below, Section VII.D.3. 

See above, Section V.A.2. 

P00429, 60301199,60301200. 

P00532, D0410854-61,D0410855; P00532, D0410349-58,D0410356; P00310.3. 

F.SALMAN/PRH521:Tl05_ 40:12-16; F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl36_30-31; 
H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl50 _57 -58; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28 _59: 10-20; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24 76:6-9. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _16:7 -11; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl47 _ 43-44. 
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2. Resignations including HAMADE 

651. On 7 September 2004, four Ministers of the Lebanese Government, including HAMADE, 

resigned1297 in protest at the extension of the Presidential term, 1298 accusing Syria of 

undue pressure over Lebanese internal matters. 1299 HAMADE further stated that he 

intentionally resigned only from the Council of Ministers but not from the Council of 

Deputies, because it was presided by President LAHOUD and it was necessary to show 

disapproval of the extension. 1300 

652. On 13 September 2004, HARIRI himself decided to step down, announcing that the 

Government's resignation would not be tendered until after the issuance of the UN 

Secretary General's report1301 concerning the implementation ofUNSCR 1559 ("UNSG 

Report"), on 1 October 2004. 1302 This was the date chosen to assassinate Marwan 

HAMAD E. 

653. HARIRI was confident that he would be appointed again since he complied with 

President AL-ASSAD's orders, 1303 and he started working towards the formation of a 

new Government of national unity to ease the tensions in Lebanon in view of the 

upcoming elections in 2005. 1304 These efforts were widely publicised. 1305 

1297 

1298 

1299 

1300 

1301 

1302 

1303 

1304 

1305 

P00312, 60235637-38; P00303, D0004610-13; P00468, D0004590-91; P00532, D0410854-61. 

P00532, D0410854-61,D0410854. 

P00303, D0004610-13; P00312; P00309, 60235629-30; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_6-8; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_8-9; P00468, D0004591. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96 7-8. 

P00532, D0411627-33,D0411630; P00470, D0004568; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_19:19, 20:5; P00532, 
D041 0952-59 ,D041 0955; P00328, D0004625-27. 

P00310.1, D0242046-47; P00532, D0411627-33,D0411630; P00532, D0411041-49, D0411043; 
P00532, D0411120-27, D0411120. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_20:7 -17; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T107 _75:11-15. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_16:25,17:1-8; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99_7:17-23; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _ 40:3 -9,9-10:1-12; 
G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T107_75,80;W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147_54:8-9; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96 19-20. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _9-11; P00468, D0004590-93; P00303, D0004604; P00303, D0004788-90; 
P00303, D0004730; P00303, D0004836-37. 
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3. First Bristol Group Meeting 

654. The first Bristol Group Meeting was held on 22 September 2004, 1306 uniting a coalition 

of political movements 1307 against Syria's interference in Lebanese affairs, under the co

ordination of, inter alia, JUMBLATT and HAMADE, 1308 and to secure a victory in the 

imminent parliamentary elections. 1309 The coalition discussed a number of topics, 

including the Syrian withdrawal, the extension of President LAHOUD's term, and 

advocated for free elections in Lebanon. 1310 The first Bristol Group meeting gave a strong 

message for renewal, escalating the tensions in Lebanon. 

655. HARIRI never attended the Bristol Group meetings himself, but he initially tasked his 

close political associate EL-KHOURY to organise and support the group. 1311 It was not 

until the second and third Bristol Group meetings, his close personal allies EL-KHOURY 

and the late Bassell FULIEHAN attended on his instructions - an unequivocal sign of 

HARIRI joining the Opposition. 1312 

4. Pattern of GHAZALEH visits to Haret Hreik after contact with SAF A began immediately 

after First Bristol Group Meeting 

656. In the evening and over the week that followed the First Bristol Group meeting, HARIRI 

met NASRALLAH twice on 22 1313 and 27 September 2004. 1314 These meetings were 

1306 

1307 

1308 

1309 

1310 

1311 

1312 

1313 

1314 

P00313, The day before a press conference was publicly held that announced what became known as the 
Bristol Group's Democratic Gathering Declaration for Freedoms and Protections ofthe Constitutions and the 
Democratic Regime dated 21 September 2004; P00365; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T.96_34-35. 

P00429, 60301199,60301200; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_28-29; P00427, D0412131-39,D0412135. 

P00365; P00313; P00429; P00427, D041235-36; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl47_20-26; 
W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T148_98:25,99:1-6; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_28-38; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _ 4-5; El-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl07 _74-78. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T107 _71 :19-24,75:18-24. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:Tl00_21:5-14; El-KHOURY/PRH242:T107_77-78; 
W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 _20-26, 31-32,63:17-24; P00314. 

H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl52_72:5-15; G.EL-CHAMMAA/PRH282:Tl15 57-58. See below, Section 
VII.E.5. 

F.SALMAN/PRH521:Tl05_ 42:9-23; H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl52_72:5-15. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides:25-33; Annex B,rows.10056-10073. See also P01782, para.41. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides:51-62; Annex B,rows.10118-10147. See also P01782, paras.62-63. 
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closely mirrored by the first of GHAZALEH's visits to Haret Hreik after contact with 

Wafik SAFA on 22 1315 and 28 1316 September 2004. 

657. SAP A was a figure of significant seniority and influence within the Hezbollah security 

apparatus. 1317 He was a regular but not frequent contact of BAD RED DINE (SMP 944) in 

the months preceding the assassination 1318 and, significantly, formed part of a call flow 

with the (BAD RED DINE and AYYASH) that immediately preceded 

the final preparatory activity in the early hours of the morning of the Attack. 1319 

658. These visits by GHAZALEH to Haret Hreik after contact with SAP A formed part of a 

pattern of behaviour that occurred immediately after key events that challenged ongoing 

Syrian control in Lebanon prior to the assassination: 1) Second Bristol Group Meeting 

[13 December 2004]; 1320 2) HARIRI's refusal to accept Syrian deposits during meeting 

with GHAZALEH [9 January 2005]; 1321 3) HARIRI's confirmation of that refusal during 

meeting with KANDIL [ 4 February 2005]. 1322 This pattern had been absent during the 

previous 9 Y2 months of2004. 1323 

659. GHAZALEH's visit on the evening of 22 September 2004, immediately followed 

HARIRI's departure from his meeting with NASRALLAH. At the end of HARIRI's 

meeting, 1324 KHALIL had called JUMBLA TT from its vicinity and then called 

GHAZALEH twice who contacted SAP A 1325 before travelling to the vicinity of the 

Hezbollah General Secretariat in Haret Hreik. 1326 

1315 

1316 

1317 

131R 

1319 

1320 

1321 

1322 

1323 

1324 

1325 

1326 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides:36-40; Annex B,rows.l0076-10095. See also P01782, paras.44-47. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides:75-81, Annex B,rows.l0170-10185. See also P01782, paras.67-69. 

PRH045:P01107, paras.66,75,77. 

P01353. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:28-48; Annex B,rows.90071-90132; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_10-ll :1-2; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1130-1131,1141-1144. See also P01782, paras.1003-1004,1014. 

See below, Section VII.E.5. 

See below, Section VII.G.l. 

See below, Section VII.J. 7. 

P01340; P01340.1. See also P01782, paras.49-50. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides:25-35; Annex B,rows.10056-10075. See also P01782, paras.41,44-51. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slide:37; Annex B,rows.10083-10089. See also P01782, paras.41,44-51. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides:38-40; Annex B,rows.10090-10095. See also P01782, paras.41,44-51,67-
70. 
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660. On 28 September 2004, GHAZALEH travelled from the Anjar area to visit the same area 

of Haret Hreik again after exchanging calls with SAF A before and during his journey, 

and as he arrived. Their call inactivity and cell use in the same area thereafter suggests 

that they met for an hour. 1327 

5. First Network connectivity immediately after AYYASH joined 

Green Network 

661. It is significant that within hours of AYYASH joining the Green Mission Phone 

Network, and his contact with BADREDDINE, the first sign of inter-connectivity with 

the other existing emerged. This was the first demonstration of 

A YY ASH's role as the lead co-ordinator of the covert networks 1328 reporting to 

BADREDDINE, his commander. 1329 

662. On 30 September 2004, AYYASH ( ) exchanged three calls with 

BADREDDINE ( ). Immediately thereafter, at 22.19, AYYASH ( ) 

contacted an individual who later formed part of the HARIRI Assassination Unit, S9 

( ). Seven further calls were exchanged between them on their Yell ow phones 

extending into the morning (05.26) of 1 October 2004. AYYASH ( ) and 

BADREDDINE ( 

(01.12-02.13). 1330 

) also exchanged three further calls within the same period 

6. The Assassination Attempt on HAMADE Served as a Warning to the Opposition & a 

Statement of Defiance to the International Community 

663. Shortly after 09.00 on 1 October 2004, the attempted assassination ofHAMADE took 

place when a VBIED exploded near his residence in Manara, West Beirut. 1331 This was 

1327 

1328 

1329 

1330 

1331 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides:75-81; Annex B,rows.10170-10185. See also P01782, paras.67-69. 
See PO 1782, paras.44-51,67-70. 

See above, Sections V.B.4; III.F.4. 

See above, Section V.C.4(d). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.69-70,72; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides: 102-116; Annex 
B,rows.10228-10304; G.PLATT/PRH147:T324_25-61. See also P01782, paras.92-94. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _21-26; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 _36-37. 
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seen as the "first message as an implementation of [President AL-ASSAD's] threat made 

in August 2004" to HARIRI and JUMBLATT. 1332 

664. The targeting ofHAMADE served as an effective means to make such a warning given 

his significant role in the Bristol Group Meetings; 1333 his deep conviction against the 

extension of President LAHOUD's extension; 1334 his open condemnation of Syria's 

interference in Lebanon; 1335 and his close personal ties to HARIRI and JUMBLATT. 1336 

665. The attempted assassination also coincided with the date upon which it had been 

scheduled that the UN Secretary General would issue his Report relating to the 

implementation of Resolution 1559. He concluded that the demands set forth in 

Resolution 1559 had not been fulfilled, and noted concerns at national and international 

level that the extension of President LAHOUD's term was the result of direct 

intervention by the Syrian government. 1337 Hezbollah dismissed the report as biased and 

" . d . s . "1338 mme at puttmg pressure on yna. 

666. Following the UNSG Report, the attacks against the UNSCR 1559 from key pro-Syrian 

loyalists intensified. President AL-ASSAD condemned the resolution as an illegitimate 

and dangerous interference in Lebanese-Syrian affairs and stated that Hezbollah and the 

Resistance were the targets of calls to disarm the Lebanese militia. 1339 NASRALLAH 

heavily voiced his rejection of UNSCR15 59, defending the presence of Syrian forces in 

Lebanon. 1340 Likewise, KANDIL called for the dissolution of the UN Security Council 

1332 

1333 

1334 

1335 

1336 

1337 

133R 

1339 

1340 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _16:7 -11; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _ 48:10-24; 
W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 _ 43-44; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T128_55:10-21; 
G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl07 79-80. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_35,38-42; P00314. See above, Section VII.D.3. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T95_24-25; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_37-38; P00309, 60235629,60235630; 
P00406, 60298547; P00313. See above, Section VII.D.2. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96_35,37-42; P00429, 60301200; P00314. 

B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T128_55:10-21; G.EL-KHOURY:PRH242:T107_79-80; 
G.EL-CHAMMAA/PRH282:Tl15_59:9-25; G.EL_YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24_75-76,77; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93_23-24; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T93_18:11-15. It was widely known that 
HAMADE relayed messages between HARIRI and JUMBLATT and all three were engaged in weekly 
Sunday meetings at Quraitem Palace to discuss politics; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T94_87 -88. 

P00451, 60211769,paras.27,36; H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl50_50-55. 

P00431, D0410606. 

P00432, D0411215-16; P00310.3. 

P00424, D0410763-64. 
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and defined the 29 MPs who voted against the extension of President LAHOUD's 

mandate as belonging to a list of shame. 1341 

E. PHASE THREE: 13 October 2004 to 19 December 2004 

Surveillance of HARIRI Begins as he Resigns 

1. Introduction 

667. In this phase, the recently formed tightened its closed user group such 

that from this point there were no external calls, even from incoming misdials. Within 

days the was formed. 1342 

668. Overseen by AYYASH ( ), and from the day of HARIRI's resignation, two 

members of the future Assassination Unit immediately began initial low-level 

surveillance of HARIRI and Quraitem. The limited Green network activity reflected light 

monitoring of this activity by BADREDDINE ( ) through his exclusive 

communication channel with AYYASH ( ). 1343 

669. During this phase, HARIRI spent extended periods away from Lebanon. 1344 The periods 

of surveillance of Quraitem Palace, demonstrated by call activity, 

conveyed a strong correlation. 1345 The conspirators were yet to embark upon false claim 

preparations: communications between BADREDDINE ( ) and MERHI 

( ) were limited to one call. 

670. Shortly before HARIRI returned to Lebanon for an extended period, on 20 December 

2004, the Second Bristol Group meeting took place. 1346 This led to the immediate 

reemergence ofGHAZALEH's pattern of visits to Haret Hreik after contact with SAFA, 

and a resumption of calls between SAFA and BADREDDINE. 1347 In turn, this led to an 

1341 

1342 

1343 

1344 

1345 

1346 

1347 

P00432, D0411220-21; P00532, D0410952-53. 

See above, Section V.C.1(a). 

See above, Section V.C.1(a). 

See below, Section VII.E.3. 

See below, Section VII.E.3. 

See below, Section VII.E.5. 

See above, Section VII.D.4. 
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activity and the first acceleration m 

preparatory activity for both the Attack and the false claim. 

671. As part of the wider context, international pressure to implement UNSCR 1559 

increasingly polarised the division in Lebanon. 1348 NASRALLAH reiterated his 

commitment to the military role of Hezbollah in Lebanon and to "defending Syria just 

like Syria has defended us". 1349 Hezbollah's staunch defence of the role of the Syrian 

regime in Lebanon was echoed in a mass demonstration held in Central Beirut on 

30 November 2004led by Hezbollah, and hosted by Syrian deposit Nasser KANDIL. 1350 

2. Green Network activity resumes before HARIRI Resigns 

672. From 13 October 2004, when AYYASH ( ) made a short call to 

became a 100% closed user group BADREDDINE ( ), the 

whereby there was no external calls, even incoming misdials, at all. 1351 

673. At this early stage, the was involved in limited call activity. Over this 

1348 

1349 

1350 

1351 

1352 

1353 

1354 

1355 

1356 

phase, the phones had twelve calls spread over 7 days, namely: 13, 1352 

19,1353201354 and 28 1355 October 2004 and 11356, 61357 and 10 November 

2004. 1358Thereafter, there was no call activity at all until 20 December 2004. 1359 

P00542;P00303,D0004730;P00438,D0410455-56. 

P00532, D0411305-12,D0411309. 

P00438, D0410455-56; P00532, D0410378-85,D0410380-83. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:23-24; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.2.8; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.4.4.7,7.5.1.1,7 .5.7; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _75:13 -19; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.74; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slide:119; Annex B,rows.10307-
10308; G.PLATT/PRH147:T324:76_12-17. See P01782, para.10l.See above, Section V.A.2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.74-75; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slide:119, Annex B,rows.10307-
10309; G.PLATT/PRH147:T324_76. See P01782, para.101. See above, Section V.A.2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.81; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:18-21; Annex B, rows.20036-
20037, 20044-20045,20051, 20055; G.PLATT/PRH147:T324_89-90. See P01782, para.110. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.86,93, table.3; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:49-57; 
Annex B,rows.20127 -20128,20137-20138,20141-20142,20146-20 147,; G.PLATT/PRH147 :T325 14-21. 
See PO 1782, paras.118-119. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.113; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide:95; Annex B,rows.20236-20237; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T325_52-56. See P01782, paras.143-144. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide:106, Annex B,rows.20259-20260; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.117,120, table.6. See P01782, para.157. 
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674. All of the aforesaid Green network call activity involved calls between AYYASH 

( 

( 

) and BADREDDINE ( 

) and BADREDDINE ( 

), except for one call between MERHI 

) on 6 November 2004. 1360 

675. Taken m context of the 's surveillance of HARIRI, 1361 the contacts 

between A YY ASH ( ) and BADREDDINE ( ) suggest a periodic 

monitoring of this initial surveillance. 1362 

3. Blue Network phones initial surveillance 

676. On 18 October 2004 the formed as an initial closed user group of three 

phones. 1363 

677. It was on 20 October 2004, when HARIRI announced his resignation that the 

surveillance co-ordinated by AYYASH began around Quraitem 

Palace. 1364 After the attempted assassination of HAMADE, HARIRI realised his attempts 

to form a government were futile. 1365 His plans did not converge with the interests of the 

1357 

1358 

1359 

1360 

1361 

1362 

1363 

1364 

1365 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.141,143-144, table.10; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:156-157, 
Annex B, rows.20364-20369; G.PLATT/PRH147:T325 _106-111, but see in particularT325 _107,109-110. 
See PO 1782, paras.170-172. 

G.PLATT/PRH146:P01783, paras.169,173,175,table.14; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides: 184-
186,190-192, Annex B,rows.20421-20422, 20438-20439; G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_29-33,40-46, but see 
in particular T326 _ 43,44-45,45-46. See P01782, paras.184-185. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.237; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:4-5, Annex B,rows.30009-
30010,30013; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _ 43-45. See P01782, paras.300-302. See above, Section V.C.1(a)(ii). 

13 October 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slide:119, Annex B,rows.10307-10309; 19 October 2004: 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides: 18-21, Annex B,rows.20036-20037,20044-20045,20051,20055; 20 
October 2004:G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:49-57, Annex B,rows.20127-20128,20137-
20138,20141-20142,20146-20147,; 28 October 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide:95, 
Annex B,rows.20236-20237, 1 November 2004:G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide:106, 
Annex B,rows.20259-20260; 6 November 2004:G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:156-157, Annex B, 
rows.20364-20369; 10 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides: 184-186,190-192, 
Annex B,rows.20421-20422. 

See below, Section VII.E.3. 

See above, Section V.C.1(a)(ii). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:41; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 98:9-16,113:1-6. See P01782, 
paras.106-107. See above, Section V.A.3. 

P00452, D0004761-62; P00303, D0004755-60,D0004755-56; P00532, D0412058-64,D0412058; P00539, 
60219164. See above, Section V.C.1(a)(i). 

H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T150 _ 61-65 "; G.EL-YOUSSEF:T124_ 67-70; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T 147 _54. 
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Syrian regime. 1366 Instead pro-Syrian ally Omar KARAM! was appointed Prime 

Minister. 1367 It was within this context, as HARIRI's future political intentions and 

alignments awaited clarification, that initial surveillance of Quraitem Palace commenced. 

678. In the period between 20 October 2004 and 19 December 2004 regular, low level 

preliminary surveillance ofHARIRI took place. This is reflected in the call activity of the 

newly formed 

activity. 1368 

phones which were utilised by AYYASH to co-ordinate the 

679. Initially only two phones (S5), and (S7) were involved in the 

1366 

1367 

1368 

1369 

1370 

1371 

1372 

surveillance, whilst AYYASH ( ) was updated by (S5), from the 

Dahyieh area familiar to all his phones and his home address. This surveillance included: 

• Two days of surveillance ofHARIRI's visit to HAMADE's residence on 22 October 

2004 1369 and 8 November 2004; 1370 

• One day of surveillance of the route taken by HARIRI when travelling to the Airport 

from Quraitem Palace on 11 November 2004; 1371 

• Sixteen days of surveillance, including of background surveillance, at Quraitem 

Palace, namely on: (i) on 20 1372 and 21 October 2004; 1373 (ii) 1 to 5, 1374 and 9 to 11 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _13-20; P00452; H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl50_61-65; 
G.EL-KHOURY /PRH242:Tl07 _81,92-93; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl47 _54; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF /PRH265 :Tl24 68-70. 

P00532, D0412058-64,D0412058; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl47 _57,76-77; 
G.EL-KHOURY /PRH242:Tl08_8:1-3; G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24_64: 19-21; P00532, D0410960-
68. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T325 _32-35; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:38-48,71-76,80-88,91-94,98, 104-
108,112-114,117-121' 124-146,150-153,162-174,177-178,181-183,187-189,193-195,199-209,218-221,224-
225,228-231,234-237,248-249,280-282,286; Annex B.rows.20095-20126. See P01782, paras.113- 291. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.l06,109,table.5; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:79-88; 
Annex B,rows.20194-20223; G.PLATT/PRH:T325_ 40-47. See P01782, paras.125-127; 
M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 41-42. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.151,153,table.11, paras.154-155,table.12; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, 
slides:161-174; Annex B,rows.20375-20404; G.PLATT/PRH:T326_14-24. See P01782, para.176-177. 

P00346, 60004134; P00536, 60242319; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.182,184-185,table15,186-
191,tables.16-17,map.12; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides: 198-209; Annex B,rows.20456-20477; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_ 47-59. See P01782, paras.190-191. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.85,88-91,table.2; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, 
slides:38-45;Annex B,rows.20095-20117; G.PLATT/PRH147:T325_5-13, but see in particular 
T325 _9-11. See P01782, para.117; P00303, D0004739-42; P00301, D0380772-74, entries 12114-12226. 
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November 2004, 1375 23 to 26, 1376and 29 November 2004; 1377 (iii) 17 December 

2004. 1378 

680. The call patterns reflect that there was no surveillance over two extended periods: 

1373 

1374 

1375 

1376 

1377 

137R 

1379 

• 12 November 2004 to 22 November 2004, (ten days), 1379 and 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.97,100-101,table.4,map.2; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:71-75; 
Annex B,rows.20176-20188; G.PLATT/PRH147:T325 _30-38, but see in particular T325 _32-35. See P01782, 
paras.124; P00303, D0004736-37(; P00301, D0380774-77, entries 12227-12359. 

1 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.115,table.6,map.4, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, 
slides: 105-108, Annex B,rows.20257 -20258,20261-20265, G .PLATT /PRH14 7 :T325 _70-75, see 
P01782, paras.155-156; 
2 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.125,table.7,map.5, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, 
slides:111-114; Annex B,rows.20269-20274, 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T325_78-80, see P01782, paras.158-159; 
3 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:ll7 -121; Annex B,rows.20277-20292, 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T325_82-86. See also P01782, paras.160-161; 
4 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.l30-132,table.8,map.6, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, 
slides:124-146; Annex B,rows.20295-20349, G.PLATT/PRH147:T325_87-103, see in particular 
T325_102-103, see P01782, paras.163,165; 
5 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.135,137-138,table.9,map.7, 
G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01787, slides: 150-153; Annex B,rows.20353-20361, 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T325_104-106. See also P01782, paras.166,168; P00301, D0380786-91, 
entries 12785-13039. See also P00303, D0004836-37; P00346, 60004133; P00303, D0004863. 

9 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.159, 161-162,table.13,map.9, 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:177-178; Annex B rows.20410-20411; G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_25-
28; See P01782, paras.178-179; 
10 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.172, 174, 176, table.14,map.10; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:181-183, 187-189, 193-195; Annex B,rows.20414-20419,20430-
20435,20445-20452, G.PLATT.PRH147:T326_28-29,33-39,46-47. See also P01782, paras.181-183; 
11 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.182,184-186,table.15,map.11, 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:199-201, Annex B,rows.20456-20461, G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_ 47-
49, See P01782, paras.189,191. 

23 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.198,201-203,table.18,map.13, 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:217-221, Annex B rows.20495-20502; G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_102-
104. See also P01782, para.214; 
24 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.208,212,table.19,map.14; 
G.PLA TT /PRH14 7 :PO 1787, slides:224-225, Annex B,rows.20505 -20508; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_104-105. See also P01782, paras.215-216; 
25 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.218-221, table.20,map.15; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:228-231; Annex B,rows.20511-20517; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_105-107. See also P01782, paras.217-218; 
26 November 2004: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.224,226-228,table.21,map.16; 
G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01787, slides:234-23 7, Annex B,rows.20520-20527; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_108-109. See also P01782, paras.219-220. 

G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01787, slides:248 -249; Annex B,rows.20542-20546; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _12-13,15. See P01782, para.229. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.233,235-236,table.22,map.17; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:280-282; 
Annex B,rows.20596-20603; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _29-30. See P01782, paras.288-289. 

P01229,rows.01 02-01 06; P01225, rows.0078-008. See Section V.C.1(a)(ii). See also P01782, paras.194, 212. 
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• 30 November 2004 to 16 December 2004 (17 days). 1380 

681. The periods of covert network inactivity align with HARIRI's extended absence from 

Lebanon for international trips, reinforcing their evident relationship, namely: 

1380 

1381 

13R2 

1383 

13R4 

13R5 

13R6 

13R7 

13RR 

• 24 to 27 October 2004-HARIRI was in Paris and Riyad. 1381 There was no 

activity indicative of surveillance around Quraitem Palace 

between this period, although (S5) used a cell east of Quraitem Palace 

for one call in the morning of 26 October 2004; 1382 

• 11-13 November 2004-HARIRI was in Saudi Arabia. 1383 After following him 

to the Airport on 11 November 2004, there was no subsequent 

surveillance; 

• 19 to 24 November 2004 HARIRI was in Europe. 1384 The 

phones were active around Quraitem Palace for brief periods on both the 23 1385 

and 24 November 2004. 1386 Daily surveillance continued up to 27 November 

2004. 

• 28 November to 16 December 2004-HARIRI was in Europe and the Middle 

East. 1387 There was no Phone surveillance around Quraitem 

Palace throughout this period although on 29 November 

one call from the area before moving to Dahyieh; 1388 

(S5) made 

P01229,rows.0127 -0135; P01225, rows.OIOI-0111; See Section V.C.1(a)(ii). See also P01782, para.229,288-
289. 

P00346,60004133;P00536,60242320;P00303,D0004753-54;P00303,D0004791. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:91-93; Annex B,rows.20226-20233; G.PLATT/PRH147:T325_ 48-52. 
See P01782, paras.131-137. 

P00346,60004134; P00536,60242319. 

P00346, 60004134; P00536, 60242319;P00303, D0004856; P00303, D0004855; P00348, 60141010-11. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.197-199,201-203,table.18,map.13; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:217-
221; Annex B,rows.20495-20502; G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_102-104. See P01782, paras.213-214. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.206-208,212,table.19,map.14; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:224-225; 
Annex B,rows.20505-20508; G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_104-106. See P01782, paras.215-216. 

P00346, 60004134-35; P00536, 60242319;P00303, D0004845; P00303, D0004899; 
G.EL-CHAMMAA/PRH282:Tl15:65-66. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:248-249; Annex B,rows.20542-20546; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327_13:2-12. 
See P01782, paras.229-230. 
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• 17 to 20 December 2004- HARIRI was in Paris. 1389 The Phones 

were only active in the vicinity of Quraitem Palace for one call on the afternoon 

of 17 December 2004. 1390 

682. The alignment between HARIRI's presence in Lebanon and inactivity 

during these periods, is also mirrored by their alignment with the inactivity in the 

. This is an early demonstration of the relationship between the two 

networks of which, AYYASH, as lead co-ordinator, was the common thread. 1391 

4. Reduction in HARIRI's Security 

683. On 29 November 2004, the security provided to HARIRI by the Lebanese government 

was drastically reduced. 1392 With fewer Internal Security Forces ("ISF") staff his convoys 

became smaller. 1393 His explosive experts and military staff were removed. 1394 A 

reconnaissance drive that was usually undertaken ahead of time was also stopped. 1395 

This left him more exposed and vulnerable to attack and an easier target to monitor and 

surveillance. 

5. The Second Bristol Group Meeting 

684. The Second Bristol Group meeting, held on 13 December 2004, 1396 was a historic 

moment. 1397 An Opposition had become wide enough to be representative of all factions, 

1389 

1390 

1391 

1392 

1393 

1394 

1395 

1396 

P00346, 60004135; P00536, 60242319; P00303, D0004902; P00303, D0004903. See above, Section 
V.C.1(a)(ii). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.233,236,table.22,map.17; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:280-282; 
Annex B,rows.20597-20603; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _29-30. See P01782, paras.287-289. 

See Section V.C and D. 

H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T150_77-79; P00346, 60004134; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T108_8-9; 
PRH076:T81_16-17; PRH357:Tl56_ PRH357:Tl56_13:1-4,13:8-21; T.SOUBRA/PRH559:P00336, 
60295674-75, 60295677; M.DIA/PRH150:T83_68-76; P00288; PRH155:P00266, 60037022; 
Y.EL-AJOUZIPRH084:P00334, 60300713,paras.17 -24,60300716,para.32; T.SOUBRA/PRH559:P00336, 
60295681. 

M.DIA/PRH150:T83 _68-74; P00288; PRH084:P00334, 60300713-15,paras.17-26, 60300720,60300722, 
60300724;PRH155:P00266,60036360-60030708. 

PRH357:Tl56_13:1-4; T.SOUBRA/PRH559:P00336, 60295674,para.48. 

M.DIA/PRH150:T83_75-76; P00288; Y.EL-AJOUZ:PRH084:P00334, 60300716,para.32; 
T.SOUBRAIPRH559:P00336, 60295674,para.48. 

P00440, D0411389; P00441, D0411481-83; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28 61-67; P00365, video time from 
39:40 to 43:43 shows a recording of the 2nd Bristol Group meeting on 13 De~ember 2004, which is explained 
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sects and confessions in Lebanon. 1398 The Bristol Group publicly adopted a joint position 

endorsing the Taif Agreement, but seeking the dismissal ofPM KARAMI's government, 

calling for a fair and democratic election law and to free Lebanon from Syria's 

interference especially by Syrian intelligence services. 1399 

685. JUMBLATT stood beside his bitter opponent ex-President Amine GEMAYEL, whilst the 

Lebanese national anthem was played, symbolizing the breadth of the alliance opposed to 

the Syrian regime. 1400 At the meeting, JUMBLA TT also reiterated his strong alliance 

with HARIRI. 1401 When HARIRI was questioned regarding the second Bristol Group 

meeting, he stated that the 2005 parliamentary elections would be decisive. 1402 

686. Accepting that his relationship with the Syrians could not be salvaged 1403 HARIRI sent 

three close allies, MP Farid MAKAR!, MP Ahmad FA TF AT and Dr. Ghattas EL

KHOUR Y, to the meeting on his behalf. 1404 Their presence at this meeting endorsed 

HARIRI's alignment to the Bristol Group. 1405 

687. The timing of the appointment of Terje ROED-LARSEN, the following day as the 

Special Envoy for the implementation ofUNSCR 1559 1406 severed what remained of the 

1397 

1398 

1399 

1400 

1401 

1402 

1403 

1404 

1405 

1406 

by the witness B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T128_61-67; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T108_9:12-15; P00532, 
D0411564-72, D04111566. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 97:8-13. 

P00365, video time from 39:40 to 43:43 which a recording of the 2nd Bristol Group meeting on 13 December 
2004, which is explained by the witness B.EL-Sabeh/PRH042:Tl28_61-67; P00440, D0411389; P00441, 
D0411482; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:147 _97:8-11. 

P00441, D0411481; P00440, D0411389; P00303, D0004868-76,D0004868; 
G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:T124_67-68; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T108_35-37; 
B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28_67:3-17. See above, Section VII.D.3. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 _101-104; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T128_63-66; P00365, video at 43:43. 

P00441, D0411482; P00303, D0004868-76, D0004868. 

P00303, D0004868-76,D0004868. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl47_100-101 ;G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242 :Tl08_ 42-43. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 62:6-9; H.HAMOUD/PRH052:Tl50 73-74; P00365, video time from 
00:39:40 to 00:43:43shows a r~ording of the 2nd Bristol Group meeting on 13 December 2004, at which 
Ghattas El-Khoury is present at 00:40:32; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28_52:6-16. See also 
G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl07 13:11-25. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl47 _62:7 -9; G.-EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08_ 44:12-19; 
A.HAMADE/PRH683:Tl39_39:1-20; G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl24_67-68. 

P00322. 
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relationship between HARIRI and the Syrians. 1407 The appointment was perceived as a 

"denial to what HARIRI was publicly [saying] and [ ... ] as an insistence of the 

international community to obtain the full withdrawal ofthe Syrian forces." 1408 President 

AL-ASSAD considered HARIRI's public messages of reassurance towards Syria as 

"mockery"; his deep mistrust ofHARIRI's real political intentions was conveyed to him 

through trusted intermediaries. 1409 

6. The Pattern of GHAZALEH/ Hezbollah Meetings in Haret Hreik resumed immediately after 

Second Bristol Group Meeting 

688. The Second Bristol Group meeting led to the re-emergence of the pattern of visits by 

GHAZALEH to Haret Hreik after contact with SAF A, which had begun after the first 

Bristol Group meeting. 1410 

689. On 13 and 16 December 2004, two meetings took place in Haret Hreik involving 

GHAZALEH and SAF A. 1411 The first meeting was immediately after the Second Bristol 

Group Meeting. 1412 It was the first time in six weeks such a meeting took place. 1413 The 

Syrian Presidential Palace called GHAZALEH, they exchanged a further three calls as 

GHAZALEH travelled from Anjar to Central Beirut. 1414 On his arrival in Beirut, 

GHAZALEH contacted SAF A, 1415 then their phones congregated in the vicinity of the 

Hezbollah General Secretariat in Haret Hreik. 1416 While GHAZALEH was in the vicinity 

1407 

1408 

1409 

1410 

1411 

1412 

1413 

1414 

1415 

1416 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 55:17-23. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99_55: 8-14; G.-EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08_ 44:12-19. 

A.HAMADE/PRH683:Tl39 54. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide:257; Annex B,rows.20559-20560. See P01782, paras.260, 263-267. See 
above, Section VII.D.4. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01781, slide:45; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:258-262; Annex B,rows.20562-
20569,slides:273-277; Annex B,rows.20586-20593. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01781, slide:45; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:258-262; Annex B.rows.20562-
20569. See P01782, paras.260,263-267. 

Since 30 October 2004. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01781, slide:45; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:99-101; 
Annex B,rows.20243 -20248. See PO 1782, paras.l51-152,266. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide:257; Annex B,row.20559. See P01782, paras.263. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide.257; Annex B,rows.20559-20560. See P01782, para.264. 

G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01787, slides:258 -262; Annex B,rows.20562-20569. See PO 1782, paras.264-266. 
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of the Hezbollah General Secretariat, his phone was inactive for a period between one 

and two hours, indicating that he was in a meeting. 1417 

690. The second meeting on 16 December 2004 followed an almost identical dynamic: (1) 

GHAZALEH again travelled from Anjar to Haret Hreik, while in contact with SAFA; 1418 

(2) he contacted the Syrian Presidential Palace for a three minute call, in the vicinity of 

the Hezbollah General Secretariat; 1419 and (3) there, his phone was inactive for a period 

b d h . d" . f . 1420 etween one an two ours, m 1cat1Ve o a meetmg. 

691. During the same period, the contact between BADREDDINE (SMP 944) and SAFA 

suddenly resumed and intensified. There had been no telephone contact between them for 

around three weeks. 1421 

692. However, on 13 December 2004, the day of the Second Bristol Group Meeting, and 

before GHAZALEH's visit to Haret Hreik, SAF A made three calls to BADREDDINE 

within an hour. 1422 Shortly before their calls, KHALIL had called GHAZALEH and then 

SAF A. SAF A spoke to KHALIL again only minutes before his third call to 

BADREDDINE. 1423 

693. Between 18 and20 December2004, SAFA and BADREDDINE's contact resumed, and 

they continued to exchange further calls. 1424 Their sudden resumption of contact in this 

eight day period to 20 December 2004 was also a significant intensification relative to 

1417 

141R 

1419 

1420 

1421 

1422 

1423 

1424 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:258-259; Annex B,rows.20562-20565 . See P01782, para.265. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:273 -275; Annex B,rows.20586-20590. See PO 1782, paras.281-284. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:273-274; Annex B,rows.20586-20589. See P01782, para.282. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:273-274; Annex B,rows.20586-20589. See P01782, para.282. 

See P01782, paras.269-270. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:257,263; Annex B,rows.20558-20561,20570-20572. See P01782, 
paras.268-270. 

G.PLA TT /PRH 147 :PO 1787, slides:257 ,263; Annex B,rows.20558 -20561,20570-20572. See PO 1782, 
paras.268-270. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide:285; Annex B,rows.20606-20609; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slide:8; 
Annex B, rows.30017-30018. See P01782, paras.269-270,293-295,313-314. 
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their usual behaviour. It accounted for 20% of all their calls over the five and a half 

months before the assassination. 1425 

694. It was also on 20 December 2004 that A YY ASH and BAD RED DINE had their first 

activity for over five weeks. Immediately thereafter, the conspiracy 

accelerated significantly on two fronts: 

• Surveillance of HARIRI expanded from two to all six of the future Assassination 

Unit, and its frequency rapidly intensified (Phase IV); 1426 

• Preparation of the false claim began as the Phones of ONEISSI and SABRA 

began to frequent the area around the Arab University Mosque (Phase IV). 1427 

F. PHASE FOUR, Part One: 20 December 2004 to 8 January 2005 

Intensification of HARIRI Surveillance, Purchase & Set-Up of 

Preparation Follows the Second Bristol Group Meeting 

& False Claim 

695. In late December through to early January, the conspiracy moved from its preliminary 

phase to a stage marked by the intensification in the surveillance of HARIRI, led by 

AYYASH, and the false claim preparations, overseen by MERHI. 1428 

696. This immediately followed a week in which the threat to ongoing Syrian control in 

Lebanon had accelerated markedly. In that week, HARIRI had returned to Lebanon, the 

historic second Bristol Group meeting had taken place, the recurring pattern of visits to 

Haret Hreik by GHAZALEH after contact with SAF A resumed immediately thereafter, 

and, in turn, contact between BAD RED DINE and SAF A had suddenly resumed and 

intensified. 1429 

1425 

1426 

1427 

1428 

1429 

P01305, rows.166827, 166837, 166845, 167382, 167386, 167453, 167600, 167601; P01353, rows.6248, 
6251,6256,6645, 6647, 6737 and 6738. 

See above, Section VII.F. 

See above, Section VI.B.2. 

See above, Sections V.C.l(a)(iii); VI.B.2. 

See above, Section VILE. 
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697. This phase represented a clear step-change in the evolution of the consp1racy as 

A YY ASH and the principal actors reacted to the unfolding political context. The 

principal events comprised within the period included: 

1430 

1431 

1432 

1433 

1. The sudden resumption of activity on 20 December 2004 following 

an extended period of inactivity over five weeks. 1430 This triggered a corresponding 

reaction by the phone networks and groups under its control. 

2. From 21 December 2004, expanded and intensified surveillance ofHARIRI from two 

operatives (S5 and S7 supervised by AYYASH), to the full Assassination Unit led by 

AYYASH (the Principal Six) using , and phones; 1431 

3. Surveillance of HARIRI and his security convoy during a meeting with 

NASRALLAH at a covert Hezbollah location in Haret Hreik, that betrayed an 

advance knowledge held only by the innermost circles within the organisation; 1432 

4. The inception of sustained, daily, mobile surveillance of HARIRI, primarily along the 

route from Faraya to Quraitem Palace and vice versa; 1433 

5. The sudden, unusual use of ONEISSI and SABRA's in the Arab 

University Mosque area over the same period that "Mohammed" appeared and met 

This relates to Green 023 and Green 300. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.237,243,249,275, 
tables.24,26; P01782, paras.300-30 1 ,322-324,337;G.PLATT/PRH147:PO 1793, slides:4-5,19,21-22,95-99; 
Annex B,rows.30009-300 10,30046-3004 7,30053-30056,30233-30234,30241,30243; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _96-97; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:34; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.1.1-7.5.1.3, graph.01, paras.7.5.4.1-7.5.4.3,7.5.4.7, graph.07, 
para.7.5.4.8. See above, Section V.C.1(a)(iii). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.245-263; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:18-75; Annex B,rows.30045-
30201; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _63-101, see in particular T327 _80-81,94,95,98,100-101. See also P01782, 
paras.320-331. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:23-75; Annex B,rows.30059-30201; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _63-100, 
see in particular T327_80-81,94,95,98,100-101. See also P01782, paras.320-331. See above, Section 
V.C.2(c). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides: 160-193; Annex B,rows.30367-30441,slides:197-216; 
Annex B,rows.30455-30514, slides:220-259; Annex B.rows.30521-30608,slides:284-30 1; 
Annex B,rows.30672-30717, slides:326-368; Annex B,rows.30767-30862,slides:383-430; 
Annex B,rows.30884-310310; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:2-20; Annex B, rows.40004-40049; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_81-100, see in particular G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_87-89,91-92; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T329 _ 8-30,38-81,41,48-51,60-64,97,100-1 04; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330 _ 61-68,71-
74,85-89; G.PLATT/PRH147:T331_09-11,20-30,33-49,70-77,86-93; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.31 0,313-321,324,327-332,336,340-344,349,356-361,376,3 79,385,394-402,406,420-427,43 7,441-
445. See also PO 1782, paras.320-321 ,349,361-364,369-3 73,3 84-392,405-406,417-421,428-433,442-449. 
See above, Section V.C.2(b). 
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with ABU ADASS (COLA Phase) in anticipation of abducting a scapegoat to create a 

false claim of responsibility; 1434 and 

6. The purchase and set-up of the for immediate use as and when 

required as a set of Mission Execution phones in the assassination itself. 1435 

698. In short, the conspiracy was evolving to a state of heightened readiness pending a green 

light to advance to the assassination itself. 

699. That green light, instigated by the result of the meeting between GHAZALEH and 

HARIRI on 9 January 2005, 1436 occurred at the beginning of the Green Primary Phase 

between 11 January and 16 January 2005. On 11 January 2005, AYYASH began to co

ordinate the search for a truck suitable for use in the VBIED shortly before the Attack 

Set-Up Phase began (Phase Six: 18-27 January 2005), and, on 12 January 2005, MERHI 

began to co-ordinate preparations for the abduction of ABU AD ASS closely monitored 

by BADREDDINE in the False Claim Set-Up Phase (Phase Five: 12-16 January 2005). 

1434 

1435 

1436 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:302-309; Annex B,rows.30719-30730, slides:369-380; 
Annex B,rows.30864-30880, slides:431-448; Annex B,rows.31 012-31 034; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:54-65; Annex B,rows.40125-40145, slides:70-73; 
Annex B,rows.40157-40166, slides:80-90; Annex B,rows.40179-40193, slides: 110-119; 
Annex B,rows.40245 -40261, slides: 126-134; Annex B,rows.40280-40296,slides: 155 -160; 
Annex B,rows.40344-40350, slides: 196-215; Annex B,rows.40434-40464; 
G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01783, paras.381-384,table.43,map .35, paras.403 -405,table.48,map.3 8, 
paras.428-436,table.52,map .41, paras.453 -462,table.56,map .44, paras.468-4 75,table.57, 
paras.480-486,tables.58-60,map.45, paras. 51 0-512,table.64,map.48, paras.525-530,table.66,map .50, 
paras.533-538,table.67,map.51, paras.565-572,table.71,maps.56-57. See also P01782, paras.407-
41 0,422-426,434-441,450,458,463-465,4 75,480,486,497-500. See above, Section VI. B. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_ 46:21-47:9,116-119; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_76-78,80-88,91-92; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _20-21,86-87; J.E.PHILIPS/PR435:P01118, slides:42-43,125-129,164; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, D0346174,paras.6.2.6, 6.3.2.1-6.3.2.10, 6.3.16; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117,para.5.3.1.2,graph.01, para.5.3.1.3, paras.5.4.7 .1, 5.4.8.15 -5.4.8.18, 
5.6.2.4, 5.6.2.13, fig.05, paras.5.6.2.19, 5.6.2.21-5.6.2.23, 5.7.1.4-5.7.1.5, 5.7.1.10-5.7.1.11, D0457505, 
paras.5.8.1.6-5.8.1.8, 5.8.1.11, 5.8.1.42, 5.8.1.44-5.8.1.45, 5.8.1.47-5.8.1.48, D0457601-08. See above, 
Section V.A.1 and C.2(a)(i). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:230-239; Annex B,rows.40502-40518. 
See also P01782, paras.508-515.See above and below, Section VII.G; V.C.1(b)(i). 
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1. Network Activity Suddenly Resumed & Intensified 

(a) 

Weeks 

I become Active Again after Approximately Five 

700. Although the was operational before this point, there had only been 

limited activity. 1437 However, from this point onwards, its use accelerated reflecting the 

evolution in the conspiracy. There was hereinafter two main phases of Green activity: 

(1) The Green "Initial Phase": 20 December 2004 to 2 January 2005; 1438 and 

(2) The Green Primary Phase: 11 January 2005 to 14 February 2005. 1439 

701. In this, the Green Initial Phase, and having had no contact for 40 days, 1440 

1437 

1438 

1439 

1440 

1441 

1442 

1443 

(BADREDDINE) and (AYYASH) were in contact four days in a row from 

20 to 23 December 2004. 1441 They had a further four days of contact during this 

phase. 1442 Having had no contact for 48 days, 1443 (BADREDDINE) and 

(MERHI) were in contact from 23 December 2004 for three days during this 

phase. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_96-98; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:34; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, 
paras.7.5.1.1-7.5.1.3,graph.Ol, paras.7.5 .3.1-7 .5.3.3, 7.5.3.6, graph.06, paras.7.5.3 .7, 7 .5.4.1. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 _96-98; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1118, slide:34; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.7.5.1.3, graph.01, paras.7.5.4.1-7.5.4.3, 7.5.4.7, graph.07, 
para.7.5.4.8. See above, Section V.C.1(a)(iii). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _96-98; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slide:34; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.7.5.1.3, graph.01, paras.7.5.5.1-7.5.5.2, 7.5.5.4-7.5.5.7, graph.08, 
paras.7.5.5.8-7.5.5.11, 7.5.6.1-7.5.6.9, graph.09. See above, Section V.C.1(b)(i). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _ 43-45; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.237; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_96-
98; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:34; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.1.1-7.5.1.3, 
graph.O 1. See P01782, paras.300-30 1. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:4-5; Annex B,rows.30009-30010, slides:19,21-22,47; 
Annex B,rows.30046-3004 7,30053-30056,30109-3011 O,slides:95,97 ,99, 
Annex B,rows.30233-30234,30241,30243,slides: 128,130, Annex B,rows.30295 -30296,30300-30301; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, graph.04, para.7.5.2.15, graph.05, paras.7.5.2.1-7.5.2.2; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.237,243,249,275, tables.24,26. See P01782, paras.300-302,322, 324, 
337,347. 

P01207, rows.72-75,77-78; P01211, rows.81-84,86-87. 

P01793, slides: 128-129,235-236; Annex B, rows.30294-30299,30551-30555; 
P01807, slides:71 ,73,rows.40157 -40162,40165-40166. 
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702. This sudden escalation and resumption in activity extending over two 

weeks until 2 January 2005 1444 reflected a step-change in both limbs ofthe conspiracy 

driven by BADREDDINE through AYYASH (intensified surveillance and set-up of 

) and MERHI (identification of scapegoat-COLA Phase ). 1445 

703. A pattern also re-emerged whereby both (AYYASH) and 

(MERHI) called (BADREDDINE) within a very short period of time (e.g. 

three minutes) from different locations. 1446 This call pattern was seen, particularly on 6 

November, 23 and 27 December 2004, and 7 February 2005. 1447 This reflects an 

organised process of control, whether by pre-arrangement or other means, over the two 

limbs of the conspiracy. 

704. This type ofhighly co-ordinated control at the apex of the conspirators readily explains 

the parallel, ordered evolution of the two parts of the plot. For example, the full 

1444 

1445 

1446 

1447 

1448 

engagement of the of 15 phones in furtherance of the Attack Set-Up 

awaited the abduction of ABU ADASS to set-up the creation of the false claim. 

Similarly, regular use of the 

of that period in which the 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.237,249,275,288-

leading into the Attack awaited the cessation 

had been fully engaged. 1448 

289 ,table.29, paras.34 7-348,357-358,366,3 71,416,464,469-4 70,4 7 4; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:4-5; Annex B,rows.30009-30010, slides:19,21-22,47; Annex 
B,rows.30046-30047,30053-30056,30109-30110, slides:95,97,99; Annex B,rows.30233-
30234,30241 ,30243, slides: 128-130, Annex B,rows.30294-3030 1, slides:235 -23 7,253 -254,256; Annex 
B,rows.30551-30557,30592-30596,30598-30599, slides:268-269; Annex B, rows.30621 ,30624,30626, 
slides:393-394; Annex B,rows.30913-30914,30917-30918; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807,slides:67-
68,71,73; Annex B,rows.40147-40148,40161-40162,40165-40166. See P01782, paras.300-302,322-
324,33 7,34 7,3 79-382,397,429,455. 

See above, Sections V.C.2(a)(i); VI.B. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.288-289,table.29, paras.347 -348,table.38; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, 
slides: 128,235; Annex B,rows.30294-30297 ,30551-30553. See also e.g. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1116, 
paras.7.5.4.4-7.5.4.6; P01211, D0388910,rows.0078-0081; P01205, D0381030,rows.0226-0227; P01207, 
D0381121,rows.0071-0072. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.143-144,288-289,347-348; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide:156; Annex 
B,rows.20364-20366; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slide:128; Annex B,rows.30294-30296, slides:235-237, 
Annex B,rows. 30551-30557; G.PLATT.PRH147:T325_109-111. See J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, 
paras.7.5.4.4-7.5.4.6; P01211, D0388910, rows.0070-0071,0078-0081; P01205, D0381030, rows.0224,0226-
0227; P01207, D0381121,rows.0064,0071-0072. See also P01782, paras.347,379-381. 

See above, Section V.C.1(b)(i). 
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(b) Advance Surveillance ofHARIRI's Visit to NASRALLAH in Haret Hreik 

indicates AYYASH & BADREDDINE tipped-off by Hezbollah Inner Circles 

705. The first day of covert network surveillance occurred on 21 December 2004 at a covert 

Hezbollah location in the heart of Haret Hreik during one of the secret, late night 

meetings arranged between HARIRI and NASRALLAH. 1449 

706. The day before there was a pattern of contact between NASSER, KHALIL, and Quraitem 

P 1 1450 h. h . . h h. . b . d. d 1451 Th a ace, w IC was consistent wit t IS meetmg emg arrange m a vance. ese 

meetings were private and only a small circle of people knew about these meetings. 1452 

707. Two hours before this meeting (BADREDDINE) had his longest ever call 

1449 

1450 

1451 

1452 

1453 

1454 

1455 

1456 

1457 

with (AYYASH) lasting over four minutes. 1453 The vast majority of their 

Green calls lasted less than a minute. 1454 At the time of this call 1455 A YY ASH was using 

a cell in the vicinity of the location where HARIRI was to meet NASRALLAH. This is 

demonstrated by the cells used by KHALIL1456 and HARIRI's security detail during the 

meeting. 1457 

G.PLATT/PRH1478:P01793, slides:18-75; Annex B,rows.30045-30201; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _59-101, 
see in particular G.PLATT/PRH147:T327_94-95,98,101 ; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.245-263, 
tables.23-25. See also P01782, paras.320-331. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:2-3, Annex B,rows.30002-30008; P00301, D0380827. 
See P01782,paras.297-299. 

M.NASSER/PRH476:T 137 _7 -9,12,28-29,32-33,36-37. 

M.NASSER/PRH476:T 137 _7:7 -22,32:21-25. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides: 19,21-22, Annex B,rows.30046-30047,30053-30056; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.243,249; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _59-63; P01782, paras.322-324. 

See P01207. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _59-63; P01793, slides: 19,21-22, Annex B,rows.30046-30047,30053-30056. See 
also PO 1782, paras.322-323. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:47-48, Annex B.rows.30108-30114; See P01782, para.323. 

G.PLATT/PRH147 :P01793, slides:53-54,57,59, Annex B,rows.30130-30134,30137,30150-30151,30154-
30154, slides:42-43, Annex B,rows.30101-30104;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.248,250,258,tables.24-
25; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _94-95; See P01782, para.324. 
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708. From that time, throughout the meeting and ending only when HARIRI departed for 

Quraitem Palace, AYY ASH's phone use indicated that he remained in the same area 

using one of two adjacent cells. 1458 

709. All three and networks converged in the vicinity of the meeting, 

waiting for HARIRI's arrival. This was instigated and co-ordinated by AYYASH's 

( ) contact with S6, who in turn contacted the other operatives in an immediate 

successiOn of calls. They followed HARIRI back to Quraitem Palace after the 

meeting. 1459 This activity, taken in context, demonstrates that: 

• HARIRI was their common focus; 1460 

• Information had been passed on regarding the meeting from within Hezbollah inner 

circles to those controlling the covert networks; 1461 and 

• A YY ASH, as the common thread using all and Network 

Phones, was the lead co-ordinator of the covert network users and the channel 

between the Command unit and the Principal Six Network phones users. 1462 

710. This is the clearest example of a simultaneous focus and the highly synchronised 

succession of calls that inextricably links all the network phones to one common purpose. 

On this occasion, the purpose was to focus on gathering intelligence and conducting 

surveillance ofHARIRI's security convoy. 1463 

145R 

1459 

1460 

1461 

1462 

1463 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:47-48,53-54,56-57,59, Annex 8 rows.30109,30114,30132,30137,30149-
30150,30154. 

See above, Section V.C.2(c).; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _ 44-46; See P01782, paras.322-331. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:35-46, Annex B,rows.30084-30107; See P01782, paras.318,322-331. See 
above, V.C.2.(d).(i). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.248-263,tables.24-25; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _73-81 see in particular 
76-78; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:23-68, Annex B,rows.30059-30175. See P01782, paras.325-331. 

AYYASH Blue 322, S5 Blue 585, S7 Blue 324, S6 Yellow 457, S8 Yellow 933, Yellow 024; See above, 
Section V.C.2(c). 

See above, Section V.C.2(c). 
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711. It presented an ideal opportunity for the future Assassination Unit, on their first outing as 

a group of six, to assess the behaviour of HARIRI's convoy and his security outside 

Beirut at close quarters within an area familiar to them. 1464 

(c) Surveillance of HARIRI Suddenly Resumed and Intensified: Principal Six 

Began Surveillance Around Quraitem Palace & Route to Faqra 

712. The first period of daily, frequent surveillance of HARIRI, including regular mobile 

surveillance, and now expanded to the full future Assassination Unit (Principal Six), was 

concentrated around Faraya and Quraitem Palace and along the route in-between during 

the Christmas and New Year period (23 December 2004-1 January 2005). 1465 This did 

not merely enable the unit to learn about the security convoy and behaviour, but crucially 

also to observe his regular routes and assess suitable locations to execute the Attack. 

Amongst them were the Zouk Mosbeh turn-off and the eventual Crime Scene itself. 

713. The first time and Network Phones used cells in the Mosbeh-Faraya 

1464 

1465 

1466 

corridor was on 25 December 2004. 1466 Both Networks continued to use those cells for a 

P00298, 60298221; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286 _ 45 -80; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slides:60-65; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, D0455636,paras.5.1.1.4, 7.2.3.2,table.02, paras.7.2.4.1-7.2.4.5, 7.5.2.6-
7.5.2.7,table.05, paras.7 .5.2.8, 7 .5.2.11,map.O 1, paras.7.5.2.17 -7.5.2.19,table,06a-06b,map.03, 
paras.7.5.2.22-7 .5.2.30, D0455673-76, para.7.5.3.9,tables.08-1 0, paras.7 .5.3 .1 0-7 .5.3.18, 
7.5.4.10,tables.11-13, paras.7 .5.4.11-7.5.4.28, 7.5.5.16,tables.14-16, paras.7.5.5.17-7.5.5.30, 7.5.6.11-
7.5.6.12,tables.17 -19, paras.7 .5.6.13-7.5.6.20, 7.5.6.27 -7 .5.6.30,map.1 0, para.7 .5.6.46, D0455696-97; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117, paras.5.2.7 .6-5.2.7.11, 5.2.15.2-5.2.15.4, 5.2.16.6-5.2.16.11, 5.2.17.2, 
5.2.18.5, 5.2.18.9, 5.2.19.5, 5.2.19.18, 5.4.3.1-5.4.3.2, 5.4.3.4, 5.4.4.1-5.4.4.2, 5.5.1.7, 5.5.3.6-5.5.3.9, 
6.2.3 .1-6.2.3 .6,table.03A,map.06A, paras.6.2.3 .14-6.2.3 .18, 6.2.3 .23-6.2.3 .24,table.04A, paras.6.2.3 .25-
6.2.3 .27, 6.2.3.34-6.2.3 .38,map.09A, paras.6.2.3 .43-6.2.3.44,table.05A, paras.6.2.3 .45-6.2.3.4 7 ,map.11A, 
paras.6.2.3 .48-6.2.3 .54, 6.2.4.6-6.2.4. 9, 6.3 .3 .4-6.3 .3 .5, 6.3 .3 .1 0-6.3.3 .11, 6.3 .3 .24-6.3 .3.25, 6.4.1.1, 
6.4.3.2-6.4.3.3,table.06A, paras.6.4.3.4-6.4.3.8,table.07 A, paras.6.4.3 .9-6.4.3.11,map.13A, paras.6.4.4.6-
6.4.4.11, 6.4.4.19-6.4.4.21,map.16A, paras.6.4.5 .1-6.4.5.3,tables.08A-09A, paras.6.4.5 .6-6.4.5.12, 
6.4.6.6,map.19A, paras.6.4.6.7-6.4.6.12,map.20A, paras.6.4.6.13-6.4.6.14, 6.5.1.1-6.5.1.14, 6.5.2.1-
6.5.2.5,table.1 OA, paras.6.5.2.6-6.5.2.8,table.11A, paras.6.5.2.9-6.5.2.11,table.12A, paras.6.5.2.12-
6.5 .2.14,table.l3A, paras.6.5 .2.15-6.5 .2.18,table.14A, paras.6.5 .2.19-6.5 .2.22,table.15A, paras.6.5 .2 .23-
6.5.2.24,map.21A, paras.6.5.2.25-6.5.2.34, 6.5.3.1-6.5.3.4,table.16A, paras.6.5.3.5-6.5.3.8,table.17 A, 
paras.6.5 .3 .9-6.5 .3 .11, 6.5 .4.1-6.5 .4.4,map.22A, paras.5 .4.5 -6.5 .4.6; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1115, 
D0368669-73, D0369026-36, paras.7.3.1.19-7.3.1.22. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_18-19,50:13-18; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides: 111-125, Annex 
B,rows.30263 -30289, slides: 141-144,148-155, Annex B rows.30322-30334,30344-30359See PO 1782, 
paras.357,361-364,368-373, 378,384-392,392, 394-399, 404-406,414-421, 427-433,442-449; 
PRH234:P00338, 60295805,para.27;; PRH314:P00339, 6029577, para.65A;; 
M.NASSER/PRH476:Tl37 _90:9-11. See above, Section V.C.2(b). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.313-321,table.33,map.25; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:160-190, 
Annex B,rows.30384-30441; G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_86:18-23-89:15-21; See P01782, paras.357,361-364. 
See above Section V.B.3(b) and C.2(b). 
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further five days on 26, 1467 27, 1468 29, 1469 301470 and 31 1471 December 2004. 1472 This was 

an unusual and simultaneous focus for the two network phones along a route and in an 

area which HARIRI frequented in winter when residing at his Faqra Villa. 1473 This was a 

further reflection of their common purpose: the surveillance ofHARIRI in preparation 

for his assassination. 1474 

714. There are three elements of significance to the surveillance during this phase. It was not 

merely the fact that its regularity had intensified and that there was regular mobile 

surveillance being conducted, but also that for the first time it had expanded to include 

the full Assassination Unit. 1475 

715. Surveillance came to a halt on 1 January 2005 when HARIRI left Lebanon in the 

afternoon and resumed when HARIRI returned on 7 January 2005. 1476 This further 

demonstrates that HARIRI was their focus. 1477 However, for 18 days from 9 January 

1467 

1468 

1469 

1470 

1471 

1472 

1473 

1474 

1475 

1476 

1477 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.327-332, tables.34-35, maps.26-27; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, 
slides:197-216, Annex B,rows.30455-30514; G.PLATT/PRH147:T329 _10-11,15. See P01782, paras.368-
373. 

G.PLATT/PRH1783 :P01783, paras.338,340-345,359-361,tables.36-37,40,maps.28,31; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T329 _39-41,45-46,48,50-51,58-61,63-66,69-70,72-74,80; P01782, paras.278,384-
392; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:219-234,238-252,257-259, Annex B.rows.30527-30550,30558-
30591,30600-30608. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.8; See P01782, paras.383-392. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.376-377,379; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:285,288,290, Annex 
B,rows.30678,30682-30683; G.PLATT/PRH147:T329 _100-101. See P01782, paras.404-405. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_61-62; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:326-358, Annex B,rows.30767-30841; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.394-401, tables.45-47, map.37.See P01782, paras.414,417-421. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_98-99,109; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:396-430, Annex B,rows.30923-
31010; G.PLATT/PRH147:T331_10-11.; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783,paras.406-408,420-427, tables.50-51, 
map.40).See P01782, paras.427,430-433. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.420-427,tables.50-51,map.40; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:396-430, 
Annex B,rows.30923-31 01 0; See PO 1782, paras.427 -429. 

PRH314:P00339, 6029577,para.65A; T.SOUBRA/PRH234 :P00338, 60295805,para.27. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_89-93; G.PLATT/PRH147:T329 _9-11,15-16,20-22,24-26, 37-48,51-52. 

See Section V.C.2(b ). (d), 4( c). 

P00346; G.PLATT/PRH147:T331 70-75,91-93,95; G.PLATT/PRH147:T332_ 4,10-11. See above, Section 
V.C.2(d). 

See, e.g., G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_89-93; G.PLATT/PRH147:T329 _9-11,15-16,20-22,24-26, 37-48,51-
52G.PLATT/PRH147:T331 102-105. 
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2005 through 26 January 2005, further mobile surveillance of HARIRI was entirely 

suspended and static surveillance was negligible. 1478 

(d) Expands and the Shuts Down 

716. The set-up and addition of nine phones (7-12 January 2005)- the Balance ofNine- as 

part of the expansion of the from the Principal Six to a network of 

fifteen 1479 was executed incrementally immediately after the shut down of the 

from 7 January 2005. 1480 It also coincided with the end of the COLA Phase. 

717. It was also on 7 January 2005 that AYYASH stopped using and started using 

PMP 170, previously a network phone, to contact certain unidentified associates 

outside the network, most notably with S816. 1481 

718. The was a network of 15 phones ready to be utilised from 12 January 

147R 

1479 

14RO 

1481 

1482 

14R3 

2005. 1482 However, it did not become a fully operational integrated unit of 15 phones 

until the 18 January 2005, when the Principal Six and Balance of Nine became fully 

integrated and complementary in their activity during the Attack Set-Up Phase. 1483 It was 

no coincidence that this followed immediately after the abduction of ABU AD ASS on 16 

January 2005: the False Claim Set-Up Phase. 

For example, surveillance resumed after Hariri's return to Beirut and continued to 8 January 2005. There was 
also Red network activity for 42 minutes in the vicinity of the Al-Omari mosque on 20 January 2005. See also 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T332_18-19. See above, Sections V.C.l(b); V.C.4(c). 

See above, Section V.C.4(c). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T252_34,36; G.PLA TT/PRH147:P00796.1, para.l111; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slide: B. 
See also PO 1782, paras.49 5. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:164,188,195, Annex B, rows.40354,40417,40427; P01262; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T332_93-97; P01782, para.492.See above, Section III.F.3(d). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:28; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
para.6.3.3.1.J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-37,41,43,47; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
graph.03,graph.O 1A, para.6.4.2.5; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _10 1. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-37,41; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.18.1-5.2.18.4; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_101. See also P01782, paras.644-7. See Section V.C.4. 
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(e) SIM cards/Handsets Purchased and Set-Up in Tripoli 

719. Another concrete indication of the elevation in preparatory activity for the Attack during 

this period was the purchase of the Red 8IM Cards (86 & 89), 1484 the Red handsets (S8 & 

89)1485 and the repair of one of the handsets (88). 1486 The had a very clear, 

specific purpose: their purchase and set-up is the clearest signal that the conspirators were 

establishing a state of readiness for the instruction to accelerate the final preparations for 

the Attack. 

720. It is significant that whilst were purchased, and set up for use, they were not 

used regularly until 28 January 2005. 1487 It is only from that day that the six 

1488 used by the Assassination Unit on 14 February 2005, begin to lay their 

deliberate forensic trail of their surveillance of HARIRI in the 18 days preceding the 

Attack. 

721. That Tripoli features in the purchase and set up of the 

for three reasons. 

Phones is significant 

722. Firstly, on 28 December 2004 86 and 89 (using the and Network) used cells 

1484 

14R5 

1486 

14R7 

14RR 

14R9 

1490 

1491 

in the immediate vicinity of the shop in Tripoli from where the Red 8IM cards had been 

purchased. 1489 One of those calls was from A YYASH's deputy, 86, to A YY ASH 

), 1490 who then immediately used his to call BADREDDINE ( 

( ). 1491 This demonstrates, amongst other things, AYYASH's pivotal role in 

See above, Section V.B.l(a) and C.2(a), 4(b). G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:24,102,137,139; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.1.2.1. See also PO 1782, paras.395-398. 

See above, Section V.A.1; B.1(a); C.2(a); G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, slides:24,102,137,140; See P01782, 
paras.415-416. 

See above, Section V.C.2(a). See also P01782, paras.478-479. 

The Red Network phones were used onl4 January 2005 as a settling in day and as a testing day 20 
January 2005, when the Red Network appear to have travelled to the Grand Al-Omari Mosque where 
HARIRI used to go on eid, but HARIRI decided to change the mosque he attended on 20 January 2005. 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01118, slide:42; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, graph.01; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _117-118; See P01782, para.766. 

See above, Section V.C.l(b)(i), C.2(b),(d)(ii)(iii) and D. 

See above, Section V.B.1;V.C.2(a)(i). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:263,267, Annex B,rows.30612,30615,30619. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slide:268, Annex B,rows.30620-30621,30623-30624; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.371; See P01782, para.397. 
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preparation for the Attack, and the controlling entity behind the phones used to execute 

the Attack. 1492 

723. The sequence of hierarchical calls flowing between the and on this 

occasion, is a recurring pattern that emerges in ordered and self-contained phases of the 

conspiracy: and . All occur in sequence, and are 

linked, like this one, to critical events in each stage of the preparations for the Attack. 1493 

724. Secondly, S6 and S9 ( and Networks) used cells in Tripoli, on the day that 

the were initialised for use. 1494 They used those cells before and after the 

calls to Alfa, and then returned to Dahyieh. The specific nature of their trip 

reflects part of the rationale behind using the prior to the date of the 

Attack-so as to leave a deliberate forensic trail linking the users' identity to the Tripoli 

area.1495 

725. The use of the in Tripoli was designed to from an integral part of the trail 

left by their direct association with HARIRI's final movements and the crime scene 

immediately before the Attack. 1496 It deflected focus and further enquiry away from the 

specific area of Dahyieh heavily utilised by the conspirators' use of and 

phones, and towards the fictitious Sunni extremists that featured in the false claim video, 

ABU AD ASS and the calls that claimed he had gone to Tripoli before leaving for jihad in 

Iraq. 1497 The purchase of the Van in Tripoli also dovetails with this trail of deceit. 

726. The methodical organisation entailed in the set-up of the Phones, followed 

1492 

1493 

1494 

1495 

1496 

1497 

by the full expansion of the co-ordinated with the shutting down of the 

, all of which ran in parallel with the identification of the scapegoat for 

the false claim (the COLA Phase) reflects remarkably structured behaviour directed by a 

sophisticated and disciplined controlling hand: the 

See above, SectionV.C.5, B.l(a); C.2(a). 

See above, Section V.C.5. 

See above, Section V.B.l(a); C.2(a). 

See above, Section V.B.l(a); C.2(a); See P01782, paras.471-473. 

See Sections V.C.4(b) and VII.J.3. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.4.4.3; G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_59-60. 
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2. False Claim Preparation at the Arab University Mosque Began (COLA Phase) 

727. In the same period as the set-up of the Phones, BADREDDINE and 

MERHI oversaw the first stage of preparation for the false claim of responsibility 

undertaken by ONEISSI and SABRA namely scoping, identifying, and approaching the 

scapegoat that would be used in the false claim video (COLA Phase). 1498 

728. That the components of the false claim were put in place at the same time that 

preparations for the Attack were intensifying, including the set-up of the assassination 

network ( ), 1499 confirms the central importance of the false claim to the plot 

as a whole. The false claim of responsibility was not an afterthought to the Attack, 

thrown together at the last minute, but an undertaking carefully planned and undertaken 

as an integral part to the planning of the Attack. 

729. For the false claim of responsibility to successfully sway the public away from the real 

perpetrators of the Attack, a suitable scapegoat was essential to the making of the video 

claiming responsibility. This was achieved by the deliberate recruitment of ABU ADASS 

who met the specified criteria of a devout Sunni Muslim, who could believably fit the 

mould of a Sunni extremist militant. 1500 

730. The recruitment required careful monitoring and observation of scapegoat candidates in 

an area not usually linked to the perpetrators otherwise they would risk being recognised. 

It was during the period late December 2004 to the first week of January 2005 that ABU 

ADASS was approached by a Muslim man who called himself "Mohammed" asking 

him to teach him how to pray and learn more about how to practice his faith as a 

Muslim. 1501 It was this man that ABU ADASS left to go meet on the morning of 16 

January 2005, never to be seen again until he appeared in the false claim of responsibility 

video. 

149R 

1499 

1500 

1501 

See below, Section VI. 

See above, Section V.A.1, B.1(a), C.2(a), C.4(a).(b). 

See above, Section IX.A.1; VI.B. 

See above, Section VI.B.2. 
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731. As detailed above, the patterns of call activity of the 

during this exact same period. 1502 The 

were exceptional 

used the COLA cells, providing 

coverage of the Arab University Mosque area, over a period of 10 consecutive days 

beginning from the 29 December to 7 January 2005, with the exception of 2 January 

2005. 1503 Not only were the unusually in the COLA area, but SABRA 

and ONEISSI exchanged an exceptional number of calls with each other during these ten 

days. Indeed, their contact on these 10 days accounted for 45% of all the calls between 

(ONEISSI) and 

used these phones. 1504 

(SABRA) over the course of the years that they 

732. The first use of the COLA cells around the Arab University Mosque was the 

22 December 2004 when (ONEISSI) connected to COLA cells for two 

calls. 1505 This occurred as the conspiracy as a whole accelerated- indeed, the day before, 

the first surveillance of HARIRI by the Principal Six Network users as a group took place 

and BADREDINE called AYYASH for their longest ever call. 1506 

733. (ONEISSI) called (MERHI) within minutes of leaving the 

1502 

1503 

1504 

1505 

1506 

1507 

1508 

COLA cells on 22 December. 1507 The next day, MERHI called BADREDDINE on his 

phone for the first time in almost two months (since 6 November 2004). 1508 

See above Section VI.B.2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_22,50. See also G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_50-56,89-97; T331_ 49-57; T332_11-
16,22-24,29-33,65-68,74-79,85-88,91; T333_12-26 ; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:302-309,369-
380,431-448, Annex B,rows.30719-30729,30864-30880,31012-31034; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:54-
65,70-71,80-90,110-119,126-134, 155-160,196-215, Annex B,rows.40125-40145,40157-40 160,40179-
40 193,40245-40261,40280-40296,40344-40350,40434-40464; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.378,381-
384,391 ,403-405,409,428-436,440,453-462,467,4 79-486,492,510-512,516,525-530,532-538,541,565-
572;P01233, rows.7410-7567; P01221, rows.8342-8481. See P01782, paras.407-410,422-426,434-
441 ,450,463-465,4 75,480,486,497-500. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:446-448, Annex B,rows.31032-31034; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, 
slides:7,18-19; G.PLATT/PRH147:T331_59;P01221, rows.8342-8481; P01223, rows.7410-7567. 
See Section VI.B.2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.277-280,map.22; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:100-107, 
Annex B,rows.30245-30255; G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_2-3,5-9; P01223, rows.7333-7334. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:18-75, Annex B,rows. 30044-30201; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.245-263; G.PLATT/PRH147:T327_59-101,94-95,98,101; See P01782, paras.320-322,325-329. See 
above, Section V.C.2(c). 

P01223, rows.7333-7335; G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_5-7; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:103-107, Annex 
B,rows.30251-30255; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.267,278; See P01782, paras.340-342. 

P01266, row.0305; G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_33; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.288; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slide:129 & Annex B,rows.30298-30299; See P01782, para.347; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01118, slide:34. 
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Indeed the call on 6 November was the only time they had been in contact since 

7 October 2004. 1509 Yet despite their rare contact, they were then again in contact on 

27 December 2004, two days before the COLA Phase started, and 2 January 2005, 1510 in 

the middle of the COLA period, the only day when the 

the COLA area. 

were not active in 

734. Activity in the COLA area was exceptional because (ONEISSI) had only 

ever used the COLA cells six times, in the previous two years. 1511 After the COLA Phase 

(ONEISSI) connected to this cell on one further day 17 January 2005, the 

day after ABU AD ASS' abduction around the same time a payphone call was made to 

ABU AD ASS' home, informing his parents that he was travelling to Iraq and would not 

be returning home. 1512 

735. Similarly, (SABRA)' s regular presence in the area of the Arab University 

Mosque over this same period was unique. Prior to the start of the COLA Phase, he used 

a COLA cell only twice. 1513 The first time he connected with the COLA cell was on 

12 November 2004. 1514 Yet he used the COLA cells on 30-31 December 2004 and 1, 3-

7 January 2005 for a total of 50 calls. 1515 Furthermore, after the end of the COLA phase 

on 7 January 2005, SABRA's never again connected to a COLA cell. 1516 

736. The sudden and unusual use of the COLA cells in the vicinity of Arab University Mosque 

during this period, and only during this period, by both ONEISSI and SABRA reflects 

1509 

1510 

1511 

1512 

1513 

1514 

1515 

1516 

P01266, rows.Ol70,0305; G.PLATT/PRH147:T325_107; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slide:156, Annex 
B,rows.20364-20366; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.144; See P01782,paras.170-171. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.347,464,469-474; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slide:235, Annex 
B,rows.30551-30552; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:71, Annex B,rows.40161-40162; P01266, 
rows.0642,0675; See P01782, paras.379-381,455. 

P01223, rows.3531,4596,6341,6557,7163,7164; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, slide:14. See above, Sections 
VI.C; VI.B.2(b). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, slides:16,17; P01807, slides:413-416, Annex B, rows.41025-41029; P01223, 
rows.7671-7679;P01783, paras.670-672,680-682; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_97; See P01782, paras.622-626. 
See above, Section VI.C.2. 

P01221, rows.8045,8113 (end cells); G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_92-93. See above, Section VI.C.2. 

P01221, row.8045; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, slide:13. 

PO 1221, D03 78433-3 7; See PO 1782, paras.422-426,434-441 ,450,463-465,4 75,480,486,497-500. 
See Section VI.C.2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, slide:13; P01221; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slide:378, Annex B,row.30878; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T330 97. 
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that their presence in the area was directly connected with the sudden appearance of 

"Mohammed" prior to ABU ADASS' abduction. 1517 

G. PHASE FOUR, Part Two: 9 January 2005 to 11 January 2005 

Final Meeting between GHAZALEH and HARIRI Triggers a Final Acceleration in the 

Evolution of the Conspiracy 

1. HARIRI makes Unprecedented and Emphatic Rejection of Syrian demands to accept 

electoral deposits 

737. HARIRI conveyed his ultimate rejection to the electoral reform and the alliances imposed 

by the Syrian regime, 1518 during his final meeting with GHAZALEH, which took place at 

Quraitem Palace on 9 January 2005. 1519 He informed Mr. Ghazaleh that he was going to 

stand for the elections in all the Lebanese districts and that he would not accept any of the 

Syrian deposits on his electoral list. 1520 

738. This meeting was a turning point of real significance. It sent a clear message that 

HARIRI would no longer bow to Syrian demands and instead seek to form a majority 

government with the opposition that would serve the Lebanese national interests free of 

Syrian interference. 1521 His defiance and direct rejection of the ongoing Syrian attempts 

to control his political behaviour and the government was unprecedented. 

739. Immediately after leaving Quraitem Palace, GHAZALEH's first reaction was to call 

senior Hezbollah Military official SAP A and travel to the Haret Hreik area. 1522 Their 

1517 

1518 

1519 

1520 

1521 

1522 

See above, Section VI.B. 

P00395.1, 40000843C _ SideA _ U _ EN,p.8,15-19,22-23 and 
40000843D_SideA_U_EN;G.EL-CHAAMAA!PRH282:T116_3,9; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08_66-
70. G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl25_113-116; 

P00303, D0004921; P00301, D0380844; G.EL-CHAAMAA/PRH282:Tl16_6; 
G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01807, slides:230-234, Annex B,rows.40502-40509; 
H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl50_83 -84; G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:T 125 _55-117; 
G.EL-KHOURY/PRH265:Tl26_ 4-107; P00395; P00395.1. 

G.EL-KHOURY /PRH242:Tl 08 _ 66:6-18; G.EL-CHAAMAA/PRH282:Tl16 _ 8; 
H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T150 84-85. 

G.EL-CHAAMAA!PRH282:Tl16 5. 

G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01807, slides:230-238, Annex B,rows.40502-40516; See PO 1782, paras.508-511. 
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phones' subsequent inactivity indicated their involvement in a meeting of at least 20 

minutes. 1523 

740. The location of this meeting was in the same area as the late night meetings between 

Hezbollah and HARIRI, the Dahyieh area most familiar to BADREDDINE's phones1524 

and the base area for the and Network Phones. 1525 

741. This was the most significant example of a recurring pattern between key political events 

that directly challenged ongoing Syrian control over Lebanon and GHAZALEH's visits 

to Haret Hreik after contact with SAP A. This pattern of meeting between the Head of 

Syrian Military Intelligence and a senior Hezbollah official had been almost entirely 

absent throughout 2004 until immediately after the First Bristol Group Meeting on 22 and 

28 September 2004. 1526 It recurred immediately after the Second Bristol Group Meeting 

on 13 and 16 December 2004, and again on 5 January 2005 when shortly after 

GHAZALEH's arrival, SAFA called KHALIL and BADREDDINE in quick 

succession. 1527 

742. The re-emergence of this pattern at this juncture reinforces the apparent concern shared 

by those with an interest to maintain the status quo at the actions of HARIRI, his alliance 

with the opposition and his increasing refusal to bow to Syrian demands. 

743. This concern is reflected in the urgency of the meeting between GHAZALEH and SAFA, 

but also in the words ofKHALIL, the Senior Hezbollah official responsible for relations 

with Syria, in the angry warning sent to HARIRI on 4 February 2005: 

1523 

1524 

1525 

1526 

1527 

HARIRI will accept [the Syrian deposits on his electoral lists] with his foot over his neck 
[meaning by force][ ... ] if [I] was in HARlRl's shoes [I] would grant Rustom 
[GHAZALEH] eight seats [on his electoral list] instead[ ... ] even Hasan Abd Al-Karim 
NASRALLAH couldn't refuse such a demand from the Syrians [ ... ] ifHARIRI thinks he 
can hand the country over to the Christians we'll not allow it and we'll turn the country 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:233, Annex B,rows.40506-40507; See P01782, paras.509-510. 

G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01807, slides:234,236, Annex B,rows.40508-40509 ,40512; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:P02023 .3; See PO 1782, para.511. See above, Section III.B.4. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:59-64; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_ 45-49,55-69; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.7 .7-5.2.7.10, 5.2.12.8, 5.2.12.10, 5.5.1.7, 5.2.18.9, 5.2.19.5, 
5.4.3.4, 5.4.4.2, 5.4.7 .5, 5.6.2.1. 

See above, Section VII.D.4. 

See above, Section VII.E.6. 
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upside down[ ... ] [we] did not fight for 25 years simply to see HARIRl hand over the 
country to the Christians. 1528 

Ten days later, HARIRI was assassinated. 

744. On this day, 9 January 2005, before he left Haret Hreik for Anjar, GHAZALEH 

exchanged calls with the Syrian Presidential Palace. 1529 Shortly after GHAZALEH left 

Haret Hreik, SAFA also received a relatively lengthy call (almost 10 minutes) from 

BADREDDINE (SMP 944). 153° Calls between them were infrequent, and calls ofthis 

length were unusual; this was only their third day of telephone contact in January 

2005.1531 

745. The timing of SAFA's contact with BADREDDINE, though infrequent, tended to be 

linked to key events: 25% of their contact in the five months preceding the assassination 

took place in the nine days that followed the Second Bristol Group Meeting during which 

GHAZALEH paid two visits to Haret Hreik after contact with SAF A. 

746. From September to 14 February 2005, SAFA was essentially the only common contact 

between GHAZALEH and BAD RED DINE (SMP 944). SAF A was the communication 

link between the two men that could facilitate the passing of information. This is the 

channel that would explain the intimate link between key political events opposed to 

Syrian interests, subsequent contact and meetings between Syrian and Hezbollah 

officials, and the reaction of the covert networks led by BADREDDINE. 

747. In fact, GHAZALEH's meeting with HARIRI triggered an immediate reaction not only 

in the covert network activity (which had lain largely dormant since 1 January) reflecting 

the final acceleration in the conspiracy but also in the behaviour of AYYASH. 

748. On 11 January 2005, following his first call with BADREDDINE for ten days, 

1528 

1529 

1530 

1531 

AYYASH took immediate steps to fulfil his role in the conspiracy and, accordingly, 

[Redacted]; H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T151_26 :17-22. H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T151_26:18-25,27:2-
11 ,28:1-4 ; [Redacted]. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:231,235, Annex B,rows.40502-40503,40510. See also P01782, 
paras.506,512. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:237,239, Annex B,rows.40514-40515,40517-40518; See P01782, 
para.514. 

P01353, rows.7513-8631, see in particular 8099; P01287, rows.3027-3238, see in particular 3108; 
See PO 1782, para.514. 
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cancelled his leave request for travel to the Hajj shortly thereafter. 1532 First among those 

steps was his immediate journey to the area in Tripoli from which the Van was purchased 

two weeks later, and from where he reported back to BADREDDINE. 1533 

2. First Green Network Contact for 10 days triggers Exceptional & Significant Activity by 

AYYASH (11 January 2005) & MERHI (12-16 January 2005) and AYYASH cancels his Hajj 

leave 

(a) Unique & Immediate Travel by AYYASH to area of Tripoli Canter Van 

dealership from where he calls BADREDDINE; 

749. The beginning of the Green Primary Phase, 11 January 2005, 1534 marked a change which 

reflected a dramatic increase in covert network activity led by AYYASH1535 over the 

same period that he had planned to travel for Hajj. 1536 This occurred in an extremely 

organised and staged manner, as the conspiracy evolved extending from the abduction of 

ABU ADASS (False Claim Set-Up Phase), 1537 through the acquisition and assembly of 

the components required for the Attack such as the Van (Attack Set-Up phase), 1538 and 

concluding with the 

phase).1539 

surveillance and use to co-ordinate the Attack (execution 

750. AYYASH's request for leave to travel for the Hajj pilgrimage suggests that the plot was 

not expected to accelerate until much later in January 2005 after HARIRI had returned to 

Lebanon. However, the outcome of GHAZALEH's meeting with HARIRI on 

9 January 2005 rendered that acceleration much earlier. 

1532 

1533 

1534 

1535 

1536 

1537 

153R 

1539 

See above, Section III.F.5. 

G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01807, slides:252,261-266, Annex B,rows.40561 ,40577 -40580,40584; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.593-597,map.59; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_73-85, see in particular 79-
80. See also P01782, paras.533-535. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:34,43; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_96-97,119: 1-7. See also P01782, 
para.529-532. See above, Sections V.C.l(b); V.C.4(c). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-37,41; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117,paras.5.2.18.1-5.2.18.4; 
See above, Sections V.C.l(b); V.C.4; V.D. 

See above, Section III.F.5. 

See above, Section VI. 

See above, Section V.C.2(a). 

See above, Section V.D. 
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751. The Civil Defence records demonstrate that AYYASH submitted his leave request on 

11 January 2005. 1540 On that day at 11:22, AYYASH ( ) contacted 

BADREDDINE ( ) while travelling north from the direction of the Doueir area 

(the location of the Civil Defence station to which he had submitted the request) towards 

South Beirut. 1541 Prior to that phone call, AYYASH had had no contact with 

BADREDDINE since 2 January 2005 at 15:13. 1542 Neither had there been any contact 

between BADREDDINE and MERHI since 2 January 2005. 1543 

752. Following that call, AYYASH travelled to an area near to his Hadath residence in 

South Beirut from where at 12:34, he attempted to contact the Civil Defence station in 

Nabatiyeh, but the connection lasted only two seconds. 1544 Immediately after that call, 

AYYASH travelled to Tripoli. At 13:29, about 20km south of Tripoli, AYYASH 

(PMP 935) contacted his Hadath residence. 1545 

753. Once in the Tripoli area, AYYASH ( ) contacted BAD RED DINE ( ) 

at 14:30 and 14:55, activating cell towers in the general area of the dealership from where 

the Van used as the VBIED in the Attack was purchased on 25 January 2005. 1546 During 

the period for which records of AYYASH's multiple phones are available- over three 

and a half years 1547- this was the first and only time A YY ASH activated cell towers in 

the Tripoli area. on any of his phones, which make his calls to BAD RED DINE truly 

exceptional. 

754. Immediately following his 14:55 call to BADREDDINE, AYYASH travelled back to 

South Beirut activating cell towers in the area of his Hadath residence from where he 

1540 

1541 

1542 

1543 

1544 

1545 

1546 

1547 

See above, Section III.F.5. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:254, Annex B,rows.40567-40568; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.593. 
See also P01782, para.537. 

P01207, rows.0078-0079; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:251, Annex B,rows.40555. 

P01205, rows.0228-0229. 

G.PLATT/PRH174:P01807, slides:257-258, Annex B,rows.40573-40574; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783,table.74. See also P01782, para.537. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:259-260, Annex B,rows.40575-40576; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.594. See also P01782, para.538. 

G.PLA TT /PRH14 7 :PO 1807, slides:261-262, Annex B,rows.40577 -40578,263-264, Annex B,rows.40579-
40580; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.595-596. See also P01782, paras.534. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_76-77; P01259, row.9973. See above, Sections III.F.3; III.F.4. 
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. 1548 Having had no contact for 

calls, travelled to a location with which 

his phones had no previous association to make two of those calls, and an area from 

which S6 oversaw the purchase of the Van two weeks later. 

755. The conspiracy to assassinate HARIRI accelerated quickly after that: 

1548 

1549 

1550 

1551 

1552 

1553 

1554 

(1) 11 January 2005 was the first of eleven successive days of regular phone 

11 . . 1549 ca act1v1ty; 

(2) on 12 January 2005, S8 ( ) made three phone calls to S6 ( ) from 

the general area of the Van dealership; 1550 

(3) on 13 January 2005, after having last been m contact on 9 January 2005 at 

15:12, 1551 AYYASH ( ) and S6 ( ) exchanged five calls that 

evening; 1552 

(4) on 14 January 2005, the operated for the first time; 1553 

(5) on 15 January 2005, S8 ( ) exchanged calls with S6 ( ) from the 

area ofthe Van dealership who immediately contacted AYYASH; 1554 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:266, Annex B,rows.40584-40585; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.597. 
See also PO 1782, para.539. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:253-254,261-264,266, Annex B rows.40561-40562,40567-
40568,40577- 40580,40584-40585; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333 _74:9-19; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783,paras.593-597; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.7.5.5.5,Graph08. See 
also PO 1782,paras.533-539. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:283-284, Annex B,rows.40642-40643; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.603-604,Table76. See also P01782, paras.549. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:227, Annex B,row.40498. 

P01238, rows.0008-0013; P01227, rows.0188-0189,0191,0194,0196,0197. See also P01782,paras.560. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slide:42; PHILIPS J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1117, paras.2,6.6.8.6; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:322-324,328,333,335,339, Annex B,rows.40775-40779,40791-
40794,40804-40808,40817 -40821,40828-40829,40831-40832,40837; G.PLATT/PRH147:T334_ 47-53, 
see in particular 47-49; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.622-629. See also G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, 
slide:97. See also P01782, paras.564-568. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.28, see in particular J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.28.9; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.652-654,658-660; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:363-365, 368-369, 
Annex B, rows.40928-40937. See also P01782, paras.595 -596. 
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(6) on the evening of 15 January, as reflected by the confluence of his 

PMP 170 and PMP 091 at the Airport1555 at the time of their check-in, 1556 and his 

subsequent call to BADREDDINE in Dahyieh,1557 AYYASH saw offhis 

wife and child as they departed for KSA. 

(7) on 16 January 2005, Ahmad ABU-ADASS was abducted; 1558 

(8) on 18 January 2005, the most significant phase of overall Blue network activity 

began in which AYYASH was the central actor (this phase ends on 

27 January 2005); 1559 

(9) on 25 January 2005, the Van was purchased from the dealership in Tripoli; 1560 and 

(10) on 28 January 2005 regular and frequent activity and 

hierarchical call flows began. These concentrated patterns, which featured 

A YY ASH at their centre from the outset, were sustained through to the time of the 

Attack. 1561 

(11) on 28 January 2005 AYYASH, heavily engaged with the preparatory focus 

(reflected by the and network activity) in the area of the Zouk Mosbeh 

slip road and the road to Faraya, 1562 did not meet his wife and child in as they 

returned to the Airport from KSA. Four calls made to and from the area of the 

Airport (PMP 091) and Zouk Mosbeh (PMP 170),1563 around the anticipated 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_6-7; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:370-371, Annex B, rows.40928-40937. 
See also P01782, paras.595-596. 

1D00297, 60138075, rows.232-233. 

G.PLATT/PRH147: P01783, para.655,table.83; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:370-371, Annex B, 
rows.40931,40933. See also P01782, para.593. 

See above, Section VI.C. 

See above, Section V.C.4(c). 

J.E.PJILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.38, see in particular 6.9.38.10,table.lll; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.745,750-762; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:161-173, Annex 
B,rows.50567-50602; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_88-90. See also P01782, paras.726-731. 
See above, Section V.C.2. 

See above, Sections V.B.4; V.C. 

See above, Sections V.B.3.(b); V.C.2(b). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:I0-18, Annex B,rows.60008-600042,17-18. See P01782, paras.779-780. 
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arrival time, 1564 reflect that AYYASH leant his personal phone (PMP 091) to the 

person who did meet them in so that he could be informed (through his PMP 170) 

of their arrival. 

756. These events, in which AYYASH is pivotal as their co-ordinator, span the period that 

AYYASH had planned to attend the Hajj. They all followed that first call for ten 

days which appears to have taken place on AYYASH's return from his work station. 

757. The sequence of events, when considered with the totality of the evidence, lead to the 

conclusion that during that call BADREDDINE informed AYYASH of the 

renewed urgency in the date of the planned Attack and instructed him to take immediate 

steps accordingly. These steps included, as a starting point, the search for the vehicle that 

would serve as the truck bomb to be used in the Attack. 

758. It was against this background that, sometime between his leave request on 11 January 

2005 and the start date ofhis intended leave, 15 January 2005, AYYASH cancelled that 

request1565 so that he could co-ordinate the preparation and set-up of the Attack. 

H. PHASE FIVE: False Claim Set-Up: 12 January 2005 to 17 January 2005 

1. Introduction 

759. A fundamental part of the false claim was the abduction of the scapegoat after the careful 

selection of this individual. 1566 During this phase, the unusual call patterns, movement, 

intensity and direction of call activity between BADREDDINE's 

MERHI's and the timing of the hierarchical 

and 

call flows in the 

four days prior to the abduction on 16 January 2005 reflected their close supervision and 

co-ordination of a critical part of the plot. 

760. Similarly, the involvement ofMERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA in the abduction of ABU 

ADASS and the related activity in the subsequent 48 hours, is conveyed by their 

involvement in the Green-Purple call flows and the sudden and simultaneous inactivity 

1564 

1565 

1566 

See P01782, paras.779-780. 

1D00301, 60129969, rows.40-41,44; 1D00302, 60277222,60277224; 
A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T387 _24:5 14. See above, Section III.F.5. 

See above, Section VI.B.l. 
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that immediately followed. This call inactivity, extending 

between 16 January 2005 and 18 January 2005, was punctuated by limited inter-Purple 

activity between ONEISSI and MERHI. 1567 That activity corresponded with the time of 

the two calls to the home of ABU ADASS on 17 January 2005 reporting that he was in 

Tripoli, and was leaving for jihad. 

761. During this period tensions continued between Lebanon and Syria amidst the pressure 

exerted by the international community for the implementation of UNSCR 1559. 1568 At a 

speech on 16 January 2005, NASRALLAH proclaimed UNSCR 1559 to be a "reflection 

of Israeli demands" and described members of the Opposition as "fanatics."1569 

Throughout this period, HARIRI spent the majority ofhis time at Quraitem Palace. 

2. Green and Purple Phone Co-ordination peaked in run-up to ABU ADASS abduction on 

16 January 2005 

762. In the four days leading up to the abduction of ABU ADASS on 16 January 2005, there 

was a dramatic increase in MERHI' s contact with BADREDDINE. 

This, and the co-existence of hierarchical call flows between 

BAD RED DINE, MERHI, SABRA and ONEISSI and a 

reflect the close monitoring and co-ordination of those involved in the planning and 

carrying out the abduction of ABU ADASS. 

763. The majority of the contact between (BADREDDINE) and 

1567 

1568 

1569 

1570 

1571 

(MERHI) was concentrated in the period from 12 to 16 January 2005-the days 

preceding ABU ADASS' disappearance. 1570 They exchanged 11 calls in this period, 1571 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides: 314-321,352-357, 375-378,405-418, Annex B,rows. 40743-
40769,40865-40892,40942-40955,41012-41032; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_86-87; See P01782, 
paras.543-611. See above, Section VI.C. 

P00532, D0411405-12,D0411405-07; P00532, D0410104-11,D0410107-09. 

P00532, D0410104-11,D0410107. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides: 155-157; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.5.3.3-5.5.3.6, 5.5.3.1 0, 
6.2.4.8; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.5.8-7.5.5.9,graph.03; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _69-77; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T333 _ 86-87; G.PLATT/PRH147:PO 1807, slides:271-273, Annex B,rows.40594-40596; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.605,607,612-613,620,631,638,646,661,662,666-667,669, 
tables.77 ,78,80,81,83,84. See also PO 1782, paras.544-547 ,555-557,579-580,585-586,588. 

P01266, rows.725-758, see in particular 727,729,739,742,751,753-758; P01211, rows.93-105; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.605,607 ,612-613,620,631,638,646,661,662,666-667,669, 
tables.77 ,78,80,81,83,84 ,612-614,631,646,661,666-669. 
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whereas in the other 118 days within the closed-user period 1572 there were only 

seven calls between them. 1573 This clearly reflects BAD RED DINE and MERHI's 

supervision over a critical part of the preparation and execution of the false claim of 

responsibility. 1574 

764. Furthermore, of all the 18 calls between BADREDDINE and MERHI during the 

closed-user period, there were only three in which BAD RED DINE initiated the calls

two of which took place during this period. 1575 The regular pattern of MERHI calling 

BADREDDINE is an indication of MERHI reporting up to BADREDDINE. 1576 

However, the significant change in direction of contact on 12 January 2005 indicates a 

more directorial relationship reflecting the decision to abduct ABU ADASS. 1577 

765. BADREDDINE made the second of his two calls to MERHI on 12 January 2005 

at 20:20. 1578 The call lasted for a minute and 41 seconds, and was immediately followed 

by a call by MERHI to [Abbas MERHI]. 1579 This phone 

was one of the five phones simultaneously inactive over a 48 hour period during the 

abduction four days later. This was the first of three hierarchical 

flows in the days leading up to the abduction of ABU ADASS. 

call 

766. The next day, on 13 January 2005, three days before the abduction, BADREDDINE and 

1572 

1573 

1574 

1575 

1576 

1577 

157R 

1579 

MERHI shared by far their longest ever call, lasting nearly 20 minutes, indicating 

13 October 2004-14 February 2005. 

P01266; P01211; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:271, Annex B,row.40594; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_62; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_88. See also P01782, paras.545. 

G.PLATT/PRH147 :P01807, slides:270-273, Annex B,rows.40593-40596; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333 _ 86-88. 

P01266, rows.0727,0729,0777; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_87-88; See P01782, paras.545,547. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:155-156; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.5.1.5,fig.04; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.1.11-7.5.1.13,fig.Ol; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _68:20-
25,69:1; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_88. 

See above, Section VI.C. 

G.PLA TT /PRH14 7 :PO 1807, slides:277 -280, Annex B,rows.40619-40620,40625-426,40630,40631; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.605; P01266, row.0729; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_88-91. 

P01266, rows.0729,0730; G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_89-90; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:272,277, 
Annex B,rows.40595,40619-40621; See also P01782, para.547. 
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there were issues of unusual importance to discuss. 1580 All other calls between them were 

d £ . . 1 h 1 h . 1581 un er our mmutes m engt , most ess t an a mmute. 

767. The hierarchical call flow patterns that started on 12 January, recurred on 

14 and 15 January 2005, the two days that fell immediately before ABU ADASS' 

abduction. 1582 This close supervision by BADREDDINE over a critical element ofthe 

plot, forms part of a wider pattern ofhierarchical call flows ( 

) occurring at key moments of the conspiracy. 1583 The 

flows only occurred in these four days leading up to the abduction. 1584 

call 

768. Each of the three cascades of hierarchical call flows started with a call between 

BADREDDINE and MERHI on their Phones followed immediately by a call 

from MERHI on his (using co-locating cell sites to his ) to 

another or phone user. These are the same phones that, 

contrary to their previous behaviour, would all fall inactive around the same time, and 

over the same 48 hour period coinciding with the abduction. 

769. On 14 January 2005, following his 

immediately called 

network call with BADREDDINE, MERHI 

[Abbas MERHI] and SABRA, 1585 immediately 

prompting SABRA to call ONEISSI twice. 

770. On 15 January 2005, following his 

immediately called SABRA. 1586 

network call with BADREDDINE, MERHI 

1580 

!SRI 

15R2 

15R3 

15R4 

15R5 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.7.4.2.11(Please note: this paragraph contains a typographical error, 
whereby 13.01.2004 is mentioned instead of the correct date 13.01.2005, as demonstrated by MERHI's 
and BADREDDINE'sCSTs); G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.613; P01266, row.0739; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T334_28-29; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:297-299, Annex B,rows.40681-
40682,40687 ,40688. See also P01782, para.555. 

P01266; P01211. See also J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289_76:13-21; G.PLATT/PRH147:T334_28:14-20. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:272,320, Annex B,rows.40595,40763-40768; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_86-87; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.605, tables.76,77,80,81. See also 
P01782, paras.544-547 ,555-557,574-580,583-590,602-611. See above, Section VI. C. 

See above, Section V.C.5. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:272-273, Annex B,rows.40595-40596; G.PLATTIPRH147:T334_92. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T334_90-92; G.PLATTIPRH147:P01807, slides:315-321, Annex B,rows.40745-
40746,40749-40753,40763-40768, P01807.1; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.630-635. 
See also PO 1782, paras.574-580. 
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771. At 23:40 on 15 January, the eve of the abduction, MERHI made one more call to 

BAD RED DINE which lasted almost three minutes. 1587 This call followed the 21:00 call 

to the ABU ADASS residence from "Mohammed" arranging for him to collect ABU 

ADASS at 7:00 the next morning. 1588 

772. MERHI and BADREDDINE's contact peaked on the morning of the abduction. In the 

approximately two and half hours before the time of ABU ADASS' disappearance, 

BADREDDRINE and MERHI exchanged five calls. 1589 These calls account for 30% of 

the total calls (MERHI) had over the closed-user period. 1590 After 

16 January 2005, they only ever exchanged three further calls. I 59! 

773. After the first of MERHI's calls to BADREDDINE at 06:19, 1592 BADREDDINE 

travelled from Faraya to converge with MERHI ( 

of the abduction. 1593 

) in Dahyieh around the time 

774. In contrast to the intensity ofhis phone communication, BADREDDINE's three 

1586 

1587 

1588 

1589 

1590 

1591 

1592 

1593 

phones suddenly became uncharacteristically inactive (besides receiving SMS). This 

inactivity extended into the evening. The same type and length of inactivity recurred the 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_21-22; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:353-354, Annex B,rows. 40870-
40874,40877-40879; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.640-651. See also P01782, paras.583-588. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_23; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:357, Annex B,row.40892; P01266, 
row.0753; P01305, D0404590, row.170144; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.661. See also P01782, 
para.588. 

P02129, 300145. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_72-81, 85-86; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:381-396, Annex 
B,rows.40961-40984; P01266, rows.0754-0758; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.666-669; See also 
P01782, paras.604-609. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides: 157-158; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.5.3.3, 5.5.3.10; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.5.8-7.5.5.9; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _74-78; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_86; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:379-380, Annex B,rows.40956,40959; 
P01266. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.716,954,958; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:74, Annex 
B,rows.50248-50249; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:131 ,133, Annex B,rows.70465-70466,70472-
70473; G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_75:2-13; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_6-7; P01205, rows.236-243; 
P01211, rows.101-149, see in particular rows.119-120,149; See P01782, paras.604-611,675-676,905. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:381-383, Annex B,rows.40961-40964; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.667. See also PO 1782, para.604. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_72-81,85-86; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:381-396, Annex B,rows. 40961-
40984; P01266, rows0754-0758; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.667; See P01782, paras.604-609. 
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next day. His inactivity mirrored the behaviour of the 'ofMERHI, 

ONEISSI and SABRA, 1594 those who were acting under his direct co-ordination. 

3. Abduction of ABU ADASS coincides with Exceptional and Simultaneous Purple Call 

Inactivity and Purple Phones Re-activation Coincided with Calls to the ABU ADASS Residence 

on 17 January 2005 

775. On the morning of 16 January 2005 at 07:00a.m., ABU ADASS departed his residence, 

[Redacted] he was meeting "Mohammed" and would return. 1595 He never did. 

776. That same day, all three and the two phones ( & ) 

became inactive in a synchronised manner. This inactivity extended from the night of 

15 January until17 January 2005 thereby corresponding with the period in which ABU 

AD ASS was abducted. This, taken with the totality of the evidence, demonstrates the 

involvement ofMERHI, ONEISSI and SABRA in the abduction. 1596 

777. This was the only time that all five phones had been inactive on the same day. 1597 In fact, 

it was the only time that any two or more of these phones had been inactive on the same 

day. Even taken individually, it was exceptional, and in some cases- unique -for any of 

these phones to have a whole day of inactivity. 1598 

1594 

1595 

1596 

1597 

159R 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_95; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:397-398, Annex B,rows.40986-40988; 
P01305, D0404590,rows.170157-170164; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.665-669. See also P01782, 
para.611. 

[Redacted] T.ABU ADASS/PRH636: 5D00513, 5008260. 

See above, Section VI.C. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, slide:21; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:354-
356,3 75-3 78, Annex B,rows.40877-40878,40882-40885,40942-40953,40955; G.PLATT/PRH147 :T335 _53-
54,65-69; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.640-645,647-651,656-657,664-665,668,674-685; P01223; 
P01221; P00527; P01342; P01339. MERHI's Grey phone ([Redacted]) was likewise inactive between 15:22 
on 15 January 2005 and 18:36 on 16 January when he received two SMS and made one call before becoming 
inactive again until 20:36 on 17 January when he received seven service SMS, consistent with his phone 
being turned on after a period of having been turned off. This is consistent with MERHI being otherwise 
occupied, as with his Purple 231, during the period of ABU ADASS' abduction. P02144, D0536951-52, 
rows.1648-1658; A.DONALDSON/PRH230:T404_83-84; See P01782, paras.583-590,602-603,619. 

See above, Section VI.C. G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_59-66; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, slides:24-26; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.665; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:378, Annex B,row.40955. 

Between 1 September 2004 and 16 January 2005 Purple 231 (MERHI) was active every day except for one 
day (6 January 2005); Purple 018 (SABRA) was active every day except for 2 days (5 September and 10 
December 2004); Purple 095 (ONEISSI) was active every day; Purple Associate 375 was active every day 
except one day (25 October 2004); and Purple Associate 744 was active every day. MERHI's Grey Phone 
([Redacted]) was inactive on 8 days during this period (28-30 September, 13 December (only one incoming 
SMS), 14, 16, 18, 19 December 2004). While this phone had numerous inactive days, none of them matched 
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778. Following their period of mutual inactivity on 16 January 2005, when ABU AD ASS was 

abducted, the became active again on 17 January 2005. 1599 However, this 

activity was extremely limited and corresponded with the very time that two calls were 

made to ABU AD ASS' home to claim why he had not returned. 

779. ONEISSI's first became active again half an hour before the first call was 

made to the ABU ADASS residence. This activity was limited only to the receipt of 

several, pent-up SMS texts from the Alfa network reflecting that his phone had been 

switched off or without a signal for a period of time. His phone otherwise remained 

inactive until the time of the second call to ABU ADASS' home. 1600 

780. Shortly before the time of that second call (ONEISSI) again received several 

pent-up SMS texts as he travelled to the COLA area. It was whilst there that he sent a 

SMS text to MERHI at 21:02. Shortly afterwards, he exchanged calls with MERHI as 

he returned to South Beirut. 1601 This was the last time that any of the ever 

connected to a COLA cell reflecting that, in much the same way as the man posing as 

"Mohammed", ONEISSI and SABRA retained no further interest or purpose in that 

area.J602 

781. In the 18 days that followed 17 January 2005, there were only eight further inter-Purple 

calls. However, on 14 February, and only during the specific period in which the false 

claim was delivered, their contact increased dramatically. 1603 This reflects that, following 

the abduction of ABU ADASS, any need for contact by mobile phone had largely 

subsided. The contrast between this period and the concentration of calls on 14 February 

1599 

1600 

1601 

1602 

1603 

with days of inactivity of the Purple Phones, and patiicularly with MERHI's Purple 231. P01223; P01221; 
P00527;P01342;P01339. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, slides:l6-19,32; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.671-672,675-686. The Purple 
Associate Phones became active again on 18 January. See above, Section VI.C.2. 

See P01223, D0388890-91; G.PLATT/PRH147:T335_101-102; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slide:407, 
Annex B,rows.41014-41016; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, slide:22; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.674-
675,678-681,683-685; P01223, D0388890-D0388892; P01221, D0378439. 

P01223, D0388891; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:412-417, Annex B,rows.41024-41031; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T335 _102-107; G.PLATT/PRH147:T336_2-3,10-11; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.677-681,683. See P01782, paras.618,625. 

P01223; P01221; P00527; G.PLATT/PRH147:T336_3:3; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01934, slides:l6-19; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.672. See also P01782, para.627. 

P01223, rows.7741,7771,7784,7800,7806; P01221, rows.8588,8589,8591,8640; 
PO 1266, rows.0788,0794,0799,0800,0806,0809,0858. 
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is very significant and, taken with the totality of the patterns and the evidence, is a clear 

demonstration of their focus and purpose. 

4. AYYASH contact with BADREDDINE on the eve of Attack Set-Up Phase 

782. At 22:08 on the evening of 17 January 2005, AYYASH made a short call 

to BADREDDINE . 1604 Both used the same cell in the Haret Hreik area. 

The subsequent inactivity of the multiple phones held by both men for around 30 

minutes suggests that they met. 1605 

783. The timing of their contact is significant. This was a pivotal point in the conspiracy 

and it is significant for a number of reasons: 

1604 

1605 

1606 

1607 

160R 

(1) It followed closely after the abduction, a decisive step in the set-up of the false 

claim, which had been closely supervised by BADREDDINE; 

(2) It occurred towards the end of the two-day period in which the 

simultaneous inactivity reflected their engagement in activity integral to the set-up 

ofthe false claim; 

(3) It occurred immediately before the first day of the Attack Set-Up Phase (Blue 

Mission Set-Up) 1606 during which preparation for the Attack intensified 

significantly. It was only during this period that the entire of 15 

phones became fully engaged and extremely active 1607 co-ordinated by 

AYYASH1608 and closely monitored by BADREDDINE through call 

flows; 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:428-429, Annex B,rows.41048-41049,41055-41056; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.687. See also P01782, para.635. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:428,430, Annex B, rows.41048-41051, 41053, 41058, 41060-41062; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T336_30-31; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.687, table.85. See also P01782, paras.635-
636. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH43 5:P01118, slides:110-112; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, graph.01,graph.03; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 89-90. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:35-36,41; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.6.3.1.6,6.4.2.5, 
graph.01A,graph.03; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.31-6.9.39; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_99,101-103,114-115. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:76-91,151-152; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.6.2.5, 
5.6.2.8, 5.6.2.14, 5.6.2.17 -5.6.2.18, 6.6.4,table.20A; 
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784. The context and the timing of this contact between the two principal conspirators co

ordinating the assassination explains the intensification of covert network activity that 

immediately followed (Mission Set-Up phase), and which extended in a structured 

manner through the (Mission Execution phase) to the time of the Attack 

ending only minutes before the detonation of the bomb. 1609 

785. This preparation and execution of the crime, motivated and influenced by political events 

as demonstrated by the reaction of the users of the networks, reinforces the conclusion 

that the networks co-ordinated by AYYASH and overseen by BADREDDINE, were 

dedicated to a common purpose: the assassination of HARIRI. 

L PHASE SIX: Attack Set-Up: 18 January 2005 to 27 January 2005 

1. Introduction 

786. Concrete steps having been taken to ensure there would be a false claim for broadcast 

following the Attack, preparations for the Attack led by AYYASH advanced 

immediately. Blue covert network activity intensified and broadened to unprecedented 

levels despite there being no mobile surveillance ofHARIRI at all, and negligible static 

surveillance (most notably on 20 January 2005). 1610 

787. Over this period AYYASH, overseen by BADREDDINE, co-ordinated intensive 

preparatory activity which centred around the purchase of the main component of the 

VBIED: the Van, in Tripoli on 25 January 2005. 

788. Syria's ongoing attempts to break national unity and consensus m Lebanon only 

strengthened the Opposition. 1611 The Opposition was no longer intimidated by Syria's 

1609 

1610 

1611 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_114-116; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _1-47; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _55-61,63; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01111. 
See above, Sections V.C.l.(b); V.C.2.(d); V.C.4.(c). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:145; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 44 -46; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T336 30-33. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.711,713, ,717-721; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:82-84, 
Annex B,rows.50260-50280; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_14-15; P00299, 60142150; 
M.MNEINMEH/PRH066:T89 _31-35; G.EL-CHAMMAA/PRH282:Tl16_10-15; P00091, D0003919-27; 
H.HABRAKEN/PRH371:P00111, paras.8-9.PRH009:P01186, para.27-28.See P01782, paras.671,673-
674. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl48 19-24. 
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threats to suppress them. 1612 Objections to the electoral law which sought to manipulate 

the upcoming elections became the focal point of political debate in Parliament during 

this period. 1613 HARIRI had decided that he could no longer be silenced and openly 

violated the Damascus Protocol by opening the doors of Quraitem Palace to greet the 

public on the Eid Al-Adha celebrations. 1614 

2. HARIRI's Demonstration of Autonomy in Defiance of Syrian Constraint 

789. On 20 January 2005, HARIRI celebrated Eid Al-Adha, by opening the doors ofQuraitem 

Palace to the public over a period of three days. 1615 This was publicly announced by his 

Press Office three days (17 January 2005) before Eid. 1616 Threats were made to certain 

individuals to not visit HARIRI. 1617 Nevertheless, people flooded to Quraitem Palace to 

meet him1618 reflecting his enduring popularity and political power. 

790. HARIRI went a step further by standing beside his Christian friend and political ally, 

Ghattas EL-KHOURY, whilst greeting hundreds of people at Quraitem Palace on Eid. 1619 

However, Wissam AL-HASSAN voiced his concerns to Hani HAMMOUD, a close 

personal and political associate ofHARIRI, about HARIRI's change in behaviour, stating 

that "we're going to get beaten because ofthis." 1620 

791. This type of public gathering around Quraitem Palace was forbidden by the SyTian 

regime. It was one of the prohibitions that had been imposed upon HARIRI by President 

AI-ASSAD ("The Damascus Protocol") 1621 in the presence of his senior Syrian Military 

1612 

1613 

1614 

1615 

1616 

1617 

161R 

1619 

1620 

1621 

P00446, D0412235; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl48_22-24; P00532, D0412316-2l,D0412318. 

P00532, D0410112-18,D0410114; P00303, D0004941; P00303, D0004935; P00532, D0412151-
58,D0412154; P00446, D0412233-38,D0412235; P00532, D0412316-21,D0412318; P00097, D0003994-
D0004014; H.HABRAKEN/PRH37l:P00108; P00532, D0412322-27,D0412324. 

G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl26_107; P00476, D0004918; H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl51_32-35. 

H.HAMMOUD:PRH052:Tl51_32-35; M.MNEINMEH/PRH066:T89 _31 :7 -16; P00476, D0004918; 
M.MNEINMEH/PRH066:T89 31:7-16. 

P004 76, D0004918.M.MNEINMEH/PRH066:T89 _31 :7-16. 

G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:T126 107. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08_71:10-22; G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl26_107; P00091, D0003900-908; 
H.HABRAKEN/PRH371:P00111, paras.1-10; H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl51_34-35. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08_71-73; P00367. 

H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T151_32-35,34:10-12. 

See above, Section VII.B. 
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Intelligence officers, including GHAZALEH. AL-HASSAN's comments were a direct 

reference to the gravity of violating those constraints. 1622 

792. Those "red lines" imposed by AL-ASSAD were designed to constrain his political 

autonomy and thereby alleviate the threat posed by his popularity to Syrian control in 

Lebanon. However, though conscious of the reaction it would provoke in Syria, 

HARIRI's open defiance was a message of his political power and growing 

autonomy. 1623 

793. The inter-play of political tensions between the Opposition, international community and 

Pro-Syrian interests escalated when JUMBLATT stated he would take his objections to 

the UN Secretary General, if the election law was manipulated. 1624 In response Lebanese 

Interior Minister Suleiman FRANGIEH warned the Christians that he would re-draft the 

election law if they allied themselves with HARIRI, in an attempt to break the pro-Syrian 

loyalists. 1625 Subsequently, HARIRI threatened to resign from Parliament with his 

parliamentary bloc, if the election law proposed by Frangieh was accepted. 1626 

3. Attack Set-Up Phase: Behaviour of the Mission Phone Networks reflects that this was a 

Period in which Fundamental Preparations for the Attack occurred 

(a) Integration of Principal Six and Balance of Nine Phones & High Overall 

Blue Network activity confined to this period 

794. This nine day period was the most significant phase of the indictment period for the 

overall Blue network acting as a full unit of 15 phones. A YY ASH's role as the leader of 

the network is reflected, not only by his communication with BADREDDINE on his 

Green phone, but also by the frequency and breadth of his contact with the other Blue 

users. 1627 

1622 

1623 

1624 

1625 

1626 

1627 

H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T151_32-35,34: 10-12. 

H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T151_32-35; G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265 :T 126 _1 07; 
G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08 71-73. 

P00532, D0412151-58,D0412154; P00303, D0004935. 

P00446, D0412233-38,D0412235; P00532, D0412316-2l,D0412318. 

P00532, D0412322-27,D0412324. 

See above, Sections V.A.3; V.A.4(c). 
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795. The number of phones activated for use in the had gradually expanded 

from the Principal Six with the addition ofthe Balance ofNine between 7 January and 

12 January 2005. 1628 

796. However it was not until 18 January 2005, six days after the last of the fifteen phones had 

been activated for use, 1629 that the Blue group became operational as a fully-fledged 

network when the two sub-groups began to contact each other regularly. It was also the 

first day that as many as 13 Blue network phones were used. 1630 

797. By far the most frequent use of the Balance of Nine phones leading up to the 

assassination was confined to this nine day period: they operated at average levels which 

were almost the equal of the Principal Six phones. 1631 This was their "key phase". It was 

also the key phase of their most unusual and most significant phone up to the 

assassination: the static, Blue "Base phone" ( ). 1632 

798. engaged in its busiest activity over these nine days and began to call its most 

1628 

1629 

1630 

1631 

1632 

1633 

1634 

frequent contacts over the indictment period-the Principal Six Blue phones 1633 (the 

Assassination Unit)-on 18 January 2005. It is significant that the Blue Base phone's 

principal contacts during this, its key phase, were AYYASH ( ) and S9 

( ) 1634-the primary actors amongst the Blue network during the same Attack 

Set-Up Phase. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:35; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _99; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
para.6.4.1.1; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.25.4. See above, Sections V.A.3; V.C.4(c). 

Blue Base phone (Blue 501). J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.19.1.1; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 _99:7 -9. See also PO 1782, para.548. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.31,6.9.31.6. See P01782, para.5(pp.197 -198. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:POIII8, slides:35-37,41; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _99-1 03, but see in particular 
T285 _99: 12-18, I 01 :4-25-102:1-6, see also T285 _I 04-105, 114-115; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:POIII7, 
paras.5.2.18,6.4.2.5,!:,rraphs.O IA,03A. See also POI782, paras.644,5,6(pp.l97 -198). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_68-85; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_9-10; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, 
slides:65-66; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.19, 6.19.3, 6.19.6. See above, Section V.B.3.(a). 

In fact, only four of them: AYY ASH, S9, S6 and S8 (211d, 31d, 4th and 5th most frequent contacts over the 
indictment period). J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_79-80; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:65-66; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1115, paras.6.19 .4.4,6.19 .4.9,table.214. See also PO 1782, para.6(p.198). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_80-81; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, table.214. See also P01782, 
para.6(p.198). 
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799. The importance ofBlue Base phone, and its relationship with AYYASH and S9, to the 

Attack Set-Up Phase (particularly 18-19 January 2005) is illustrated by its concentration 

of call activity with both ofthem. 1635 

800. Although they were the 2nd and 3rd most frequent contacts of Blue Base phone 

respectively over the relevant period to the Attack, AYYASH and S9 had ~80% and 

~90% of all of their activity with it in this nine day period alone. In fact, AYYASH had 

~75% of that contact in just two days, 18-19 January 2005. 1636 

801. The importance of those two days to the preparatory activity in this phase, falling 

immediately before the East of Airport activity, is emphasised by a sudden high 

frequency of Green activity, combined with three hierarchical call flows, and the 

exceptional movement and behaviour of certain Blue phones. 1637 

802. The call patterns convey clearly that, whatever the role of the additional Balance of Nine 

phones (including the Base phone) in the conspiracy, their principal purpose was focused 

on this exceptional nine day period. 1638 

803. However this period coincided, save for one notable exception (20 January 2005), 1639 

with the near absence of covert network surveillance ofHARIRI. There was no mobile 

surveillance at all. 

1635 

1636 

1637 

163R 

1639 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_80,82:17 -22; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:65-66,111-123; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1115, paras.6. 9 .31-6.9.32. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1115, paras.6. 9 .31.6,6. 9 .32.6. See also PO 1782, paras.9(p.198), 14(p.200),659-
660,663; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 19,24,30,32,34,58,62,64,67 ,Annex B,rows.50058,50061,50076-
50077 ,50103-50104,50107-50108,50193,50199,50207-50208,50121-50213. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T285 _96-97; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T287 _73-76,79-80,88-90; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :T288 _3-18,20-23 ,25-27,29-31,33,35-3 8,55-58,68-70, 73-75; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435: PO 1118, slides:34, 101,103,111,113-117 ,120-121,123; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.31.8-6.9.31.11, 6.9.32.8-6.9.32.11, 6.9.62.213, 6.9.62.220, 
map.28, paras.6.9.62.227-6.9.62.229,map.30, paras.6.9.62.230-6.9.62.231, 6.9.63.3-6.9.63.11, 
.00369039-040; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, para.7.5.1.3,graph.01, para.7.5.5.7,graph.08, 
paras.7.5.5.3-7.5.5.6, D0455697; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.4.8.27-5.4.8.31, 5.4.8.33, 
5.5.2.1-5.5.2.5, 5.6.2.8-5.6.2.11, 5.6.2.14-5.6.2.18,fig.05, paras.5.6.2.25, 5.8.1.37 -5.8.1.42; 
G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01889, slides:6-48,Annex B,rows.50008-50 161. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:112; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _94:22-25,95:1-10. 

G.PLATT/PEH147:P01783, paras.712-723; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:73-74,82-95, 
Annex B,rows.50248-50249,50260-50328. See also P01782, paras.673-678. 
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804. Given that this phase followed on immediately from the period of ABU ADASS' 

abduction, and immediately preceded the resumption of surveillance of proliferating 

intensity up to the Attack, the inference that this unusual nine day period of activity had 

an additional, fundamental preparatory purpose connected to the assassination is clear. 

(b) Exceptional Blue Network Call Locations and Patterns also confined to this 

Nine-Day period 

805. AYYASH was at the centre of activity that concerned exceptional cell use by Blue 

Network phones and other exceptional call patterns of Green and Blue Network phones 

that were confined only to this phase. 

806. It was not merely the call frequency and integration of the Blue network that marked this 

narrow period as unusual and significant. The use of cells in Baalbek (by S9), 1640 in Anjar 

(by )1641 and the concentrated use of three adjacent cells East of Airport (by 

89)1642 was both unique and linked sequentially in time. The use of cells in Tripoli near to 

the Van dealership (by S6) at the time of its purchase, 1643 nestled within the heart of the 

East of Airport activity, was also unusual cell use. 

807. The large majority of this exceptional activity revolved around calls with AYYASH's 

, the lead Blue phone, often in the early hours, thereby reinforcing the direct 

significance of this activity and this period to the evolving conspiracy. 

(c) Unusual Intensity of Green network activity between AYYASH & 

BADREDDINE) notwithstanding Surveillance of HARIRI suspended 

808. The concentration of activity between 13 October 2004 and 

1640 

1641 

1642 

1643 

14 February 2005 was predominantly focused on those periods of time during which the 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_3-19; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _89-91; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, 
slides: 112-113; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01115, paras.6.9.31, 6.9.31.1 0-6.9.31.12, 6.9.45.82, fourth bullet 
point at D0369040. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_20-30; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _89-91; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, 
slide:115; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.62.231, map.30. See below, Section VII.I.6. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 _30-55; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _ 89-91; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, 
slides: 117-118; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.32.1 O,table.99,6.9.37.9,table.109,6.9.39.11,table.113. 

See above, Sections V.B.3(a); V.C.2(a). 
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movements of HARIRI's convoy were being surveilled by and/or 

Network phones: 21-31 December 2004 1644 and 28 January to 14 February 2005. 1645 

809. This nine-day period between 18 January 2005 and 27 January 2005 was a significant 

exception to that rule. It was a phase of unusual . . 1646 mtens1ty 

notwithstanding that actual or attempted surveillance of HARIRI had been reduced to 

negligible levels. 

810. Whereas in the three months prior to this period (including the Faraya surveillance in 

December) there had been an average of approximately 2 calls a week (29 calls in total) 

between BADREDDINE and AYYASH's , there were 16 calls in this 

. d . d 1 1647 nme- ay peno a one. 

811. Five of those 16 calls took place in the early hours of two consecutive days: 

1644 

1645 

1646 

1647 

164R 

1649 

1650 

1651 

19 1648 and 20 January 2005. 1649 This call activity coincided with the unique Blue network 

activity taking place in the early hours of the morning in An jar and the East of Airport 

area respectively. 1650 Two of those five calls in the early hours were the second and 

fourth longest they ever had. 1651 

See above, Sections V.C.l(a); V.C.2(d). 

See above, Sections V.A.3; V.C.1(b); V.C.4(c). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_36-37; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:34,51; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, graph.01,paras.7.5.5. 

P01207, see in particular rows.86-102; P01211, see in particular rows.107-125. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 _93-95; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.704,table.88; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:46-48, Annex B,rows.50153-50161; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, 
slide:120; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, graph.08. See also P01782, paras.648,654,661-663. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 _117-119; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_ 4-5; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.712,715,table.89; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:71-72, Annex B,rows.50238-50239; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, graph.08. See also P01782, para.664. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.705,714,table.89; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:42-48,71-72, 
Annex B,rows.50142-50161,50233-50245; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides: 120-121; See P01782, 
paras.647,650-660. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:46-48, Annex B,rows.50158-50161; G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 _95. 
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812. This was very unusual behaviour indeed; the only other occasion a series of early hours 

Green network calls had occurred between BAD RED DINE ( )andAYYASH 

( ) was on the eve ofthe attack on Marwan HAMADE. 1652 

813. This Green network activity provides a further strong indicator in addition to those listed 

above of the significance of this period: the Attack Set-Up Phase. 

4. Green/Blue Hierarchical Call Flows confined to this period Signpost the Principal Attack Set

Up Activity 

814. Immediately preceding and following this nine-day period, recurrent hierarchical call 

flows associated with crucial stages and specific events in the conspiracy had occurred: 

(1) :preparations for the abduction (12-16 January 2005); 1653 and 

(2) : final surveillance of HARIRI's convoy and the cnme scene (28 

January-14 February 2005). 1654 

815. This reflects close monitoring and a line of communication regarding critical or complex 

elements of preparation for the assassination, 1655 that is characteristic of the organised 

structure that was executing this complex operation. 

816. Each of the hierarchical call flows that occurred m this nine-day 

1652 

1653 

1654 

1655 

1656 

Attack Set-Up Phase were associated with each of the exceptional call patterns and 

cell locations, including the purchase of the bomb truck. In light of the demonstrable 

significance of other such patterns to preparations for the Attack, this tends to confirm 

that this was also a crucial period in the activities required to set-up the Attack, such as 

the preparation of the VBIED. 1656 

See above, Section VII.D.5; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01784, slides:111-112, Annex B,rows.10270,10272. 
See also P01782, paras.92-94. 

See above, Sections V.C.5; VI.F. See also P01782, paras.547,555-556,579,584-585,602-604. 

See above and below, Sections V.C.5; VII.J.5; VII.K.2.3; VII.I. See also P01782, paras.767-774,798,803-
804,840-845,928-930,940, 963-965,976-982,1028-1030. 

See above, Section V.C.5. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:25,42-48,62-64,162, Annex B,rows.50088-50089,50142-50 161,50192-
50208,50567-50574; G.PLATT/PRH147:T337_36-38,93-95,109-112; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_88-90. 
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5. Meeting of BADREDDINE & AYYASH following Unique travel of Blue phones to 

Baalbek: 18 January 2005 

817. The first of a succession of unusual or unique events occurred between late morning on 

18 January 2005 and the early hours of 19 January 2005, the first day of the Attack Set-

Up Phase. BADREDDINE ( ), AYYASH ( I ), S9 

( ) and Blue Base Phone ( ) were the actors principally concerned 

therein. 

(a) Meeting near the Parliament/ Coastal Route area & First Green-Blue 

Hierarchical Call Flow (Blue Base Phone) 

818. Following a sequence of calls between them over late afternoon, the 

BADREDDINE moved from ROUEIS3 in Dahyieh and converged with the 

phone of 

phone 

of AYYASH. This was followed by them exchanging a call on the same cell (PORT2) in 

the Port/ Parliament area. 1657 

819. The circumstances indicate that the two men felt it necessary to meet, and meet in that 

particular area rather than in Dahyieh, despite four previous interactions by phone shortly 

before. 1658 It followed a period of 45 minutes in which each of their respective phones 

were inactive 1659 after which AYYASH (PMP 170) was cell sited in the vicinity of the 

St. Georges's Tunnel. 1660 

820. This was the first of only three occasions that their phones converged outside of Dahyieh 

after contact with each other. The second occasion on 28 January 2005 occurred near the 

Zouk Mosbeh turn-off to Faraya also a location, it may reasonably be inferred, being 

1657 

165R 

1659 

1660 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.689,695,table.86; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:26-29, Annex 
B,rows.50092-50099. See also PO 1782, paras.9-1 0, 13(pp.198-200). 

They averaged ~5 calls a week whereas here there were 4 calls in an afternoon. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.691-692,694-695,697table.86; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 16-29, Annex B,rows.50040-50099. 
See also P01782, paras.9-10,13(pp.198-199); G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 _37-38,56-57. 

BAD RED DINE's PMP 663 received 20 SMS texts shortly afterwards consistent with his phone having been 
turned off during the meeting. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:30-33, Annex B,rows.50100-
50112;G.PLATT/PRH147:T337_51,55-56. See also P01782, para.10(p.198). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:30-31, Annex B,row.50100; G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 52. See also 
P01782, paras.l0-11 (pp.198-199); PO 1783,para.698. 
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considered as suitable to assassinate HARIRI. 1661 The third one, on 3 February 2005, also 

concerned a cell on the Coastal Route nearby, not far from the crime scene. 1662 

821. It was from this point that there was a marked increase in the frequency and regularity 

that the and network used cells around the Port/ Marina/Coastal Route 

up to the time of the Attack. On this basis, and seen in context, it is likely that this was 

the day when that area was identified as a prime location in which to mount the attack. 

822. Minutes before AYYASH and BADREDDINE's cell use converged, and shortly after 

they had spoken to each other, the first hierarchical call flow occurred when 

AYYASH ( ) contacted Blue Base phone ( ) 1663 h' 1 h . ; t IS was on y t eir 

second ever call. 

823. The timing of the meeting between BADREDDINE andAYYASH in the area around the 

Coastal Route near Parliament, and the associated hierarchical call flow with the Blue 

base phone, appears to have been connected with the unique activity concerning Blue 

1661 

1662 

1663 

1664 

base phone ( ) and S9 ( ) shortly beforehand, and the subsequent heavy 

contact between A YY ASH ( ) and S9 ( 

. 1664 E' h . I ~ h' evemng. It er way, It was on y a1ter t Is 

) a short while later in the 

hierarchical call flow that 

A YY ASH and these two network actors played a salient role in the East of Airport 

activity that followed immediately thereafter, but also in the significant preparatory 

activity that pervaded this phase as a whole. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides: 17-18,20-21,43-45,48-50,58-61,69-71 ,Annex B,rows.60038-
60042,60054-60056,6011 0-60115,60120-60133,60153-60159,60181-60 186; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _66-68,73-74; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.782,788, table.98. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.8, table.14; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.48; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, D0457564-65; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:4-8,13-52, 55-57, 
Annex B, rows.70007 -70027, 70035-70208, 70217-70231. See also P01782, paras.840-852. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:120; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_55-56; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, 
slides:22-25, Annex B,rows.50066-50091. See also PO 1782, paras.9-1 0, 12(p.200). See above, Section V.C.5. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 _58-60; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:36,38, Annex B,rows.50121-50122. 
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(b) Preceding Unusual Travel to Baalbek/ Beqaa Valley marked by First 

Contact of Blue Base phone with Assassination Unit 

824. During the early afternoon of 18 January 2005, S9 ( ) was cell sited in the 

Baalbek area where it received its first ever call from the Blue Base phone ( )1665 

lasting nearly four minutes. He returned the call from the same area an hour later. 1666 

825. The use of cells in Baalbek was exceptional 1667 amongst any of the mission phones in the 

period from the inception of the Blue network and surveillance on HARIRI up to the 

assassination. The nature of the call from Blue Base phone was also unusual: 1668 

• It was its first ever call with the Principal Six after lying largely unused since 
. . 1669 act1vatwn; 

• It was an outgoing call- only five (~15%) of the 33 calls between Blue Base phone 

and its' key contacts (AYYASH and S9) were outgoing; 1670 

• It was by far the longest outgoing call Blue base phone made 1671 to any party prior to 

the assassination. 

826. Following his calls en-route to Baalbek with S6 1672 and in Baalbek with S6 and the Blue 

Base phone, 1673 and a subsequent three hour absence of call activity, S9 ( ) used 

the ROUEIS3 cell indicating he had returned back to Dahyieh. 1674 Notwithstanding the 

1665 

1666 

1667 

166R 

1669 

1670 

1671 

1672 

1673 

1674 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:11-12, Annex B,rows.50020,50027-50028. See also P01782, 
para.12(page200). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:14, Annex B,rows.50036-50037. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T337_15; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:11-12, Annex B,rows.50020,50028; 
see PO 1782, para.12(page199). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.19,6.19.3,6.19.6; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _ 89-91. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.19,6.19.4.2; G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 20-21. See also P01782, 
para.12(page2 00). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, table.214. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:ll-12, Annex B,rows.50020, 50027-50028. See also P01782, 
para.12(page199). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:11-12, Annex B,rows.50020-50021,50028. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:ll-12,14 Annex B,rows.50020,50027-50028, 50033, 50036. See also 
P01782, para.12(page200). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:22, Annex B,rows.50067 see P01782,para.13,(p.200). 
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large proportion of calls made by S9 using cells in Dahyieh, this was the only time that 

S9 used this cell to support a call prior to the assassination. 1675 

827. ROUEIS3 was the cell which was most heavily associated with the 

("Green HQ") and with BADREDDINE's Alfa phones. 1676 

828. Within half an hour BAD RED DINE ( ), who had also been using ROUEIS3 

around the same time as S9 and earlier in the afternoon, called AYYASH ( ) 

and travelled to meet him in the Port area of Beirut. 1677 It was then that A YY ASH made 

his first ever call to the Blue Base phone, and the first ever 

flow.1678 

hierarchical call 

829. The circumstances of the travel to the Baalbek area strongly indicate that the purpose was 

highly specific and requiring an urgent, unusual level of detailed instruction from a 

pivotal actor in this phase: Blue Base phone. Its subsequent association with the first 

meeting of the senior hierarchy in the Parliament/ Coastal Route/ Crime Scene area 

serves to reinforce the potential importance to the plot. 1679 

6. Unique Concentration of Activity by S9 in East of Airport area & Associated Contact 

between S9, AYYASH & S816 following Unique travel of Blue phones to Anjar area: 19-

26 January 2005 

830. After returning to Dahyieh and using ROUEIS3 in the afternoon of the 18 January, 1680 S9 

1675 

1676 

1677 

1678 

1679 

16RO 

16R1 

( ) had no other call activity for a further four hours. 1681 He then had exclusive 

P01228, see in particular row.0133. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:148; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 47; G.PLATT/PRH147:P00795, 
slide:55; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, table.06A,para.7.5.2.26. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783,paras.694-695,table.86; G.PLATT /PRH147:T337 _36-37,50,56-57; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:16,19,28-29, Annex B,rows.50045,50048,50094-50099. See also 
P01782, paras.9-11(pp.199-200). 

See above and below, Sections V.C.5;VII.I.4 G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:30-33, Annex B,rows.50103-
50 111. 

See above, Sections V.C.2(d); V.C.4(c). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:22, Annex B,row.50067 see P01782,para.13,(p.200). 

P01228, rows.l33-134. 
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contact-a series of four calls in 40 minutes-with AYYASH1682 ( 

remainder of the evening. 

) for the 

831. This was S9 's last contact prior to the start of his East of Airport call patterns (principally 

calls with A YY ASH in the early hours) which began at 05.22 the following morning. 1683 

832. Within one hour of his multiple calls with S9, AYYASH (PMP 170) made a call to 

S816: 1684 a salient figure in the period of AYYASH's final preparations on the 14 

February 2005 and, through his calls to A YY ASH on that day, directly linked to the East 

of Airport area and the bomb itself. 1685 

833. This first ever call 1686 between their two phones marked the beginning of a period in 

which a series of call flows between S9 ( ), AYYASH ( I PMP 170), 

and S816 were both closely related and co-terminous with the core S9's activities at the 

East of Airport area. 

834. It was only half an hour later that AYYASH initiated a series of calls that led to 

travelling to the Anjar/ Syrian Border area just after Midnight 1687 and returning back to 

Dahyieh in the early hours shortly before the East of Airport activity began. 1688 

835. 

16R2 

16R3 

1684 

1685 

1686 

1687 

1688 

1689 

(a) S9, AYYASH & the East of Airport call patterns: 19, 24 and 26-

27 January 2005 

The East of Airport call patterns concern the successive and exclusive use of three 

closely adjacent Alfa cells 1689 situated on the east side of the Airport, largely 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.700; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:36, Annex B,rows.50121-50122. 
See also P01782, para.l7(page201). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.705; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:58-59, Annex B,rows.50178-
50179; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 117; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _89-91; See also P01782, 
paras.64 7-648. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.701; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:39-40, Annex B,rows.50133-
50136. See also P01782, para.15(p.200). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T337 _74-75. See also P01782, para.18(p.201). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:39-40, Annex B,rows.50133-50136. G.PLATT/PRH147:T337_64. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:41-45, Annex B,rows.50137-50152; G.PLATT/PRH147:T337_75-76. 
See also PO 1782, paras.19-20(page200). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:46,49, Annex B,rows.50153-50157,50162. See also P01782, 
para.20(page200). 

KARAME3, AIB2 and AIB3. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.64.10-6.9.64.11. 
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concentrated into extensive periods of use on each of three days. A substantial proportion 

of the 39 calls occurred in the early hours of the morning with AYYASH1690 ( 

)-the most dominant and pivotal member of the 

Phase. 1691 

in the Attack Set-Up 

836. These call patterns were unique. The three cells were situated in an unusual area of South 

Beirut rarely used by any of the network phones or personal phones of the Accused, and 

distinct from the circle of cells in Dahyieh so predominant in the lifestyle of the 

and network phones. 1692 

837. The call patterns were focused in an area characterised by industrial buildings. 1693 The 

most dominant cell used, KARAME3 (~50%), provided substantial predicted coverage to 

an industrial area bordering the east side of the Airport runway and its outbuildings, away 

from residential housing. 1694 The large majority (~75%) of calls used a different start and 

end cell 1695 consistent with use at a specific location receiving best server coverage from 

all three of the cells. 1696 Two of the three areas matching that cell profile were also 

situated in the same exclusively industrial zone. 1697 This was a potentially suitable area in 

which to undertake and conceal covert preparatory activity or equipment related to the 

conspiracy such as that required to prepare the VBIED. 

838. The call patterns were confined to the Mission Set-Up Phase 1698 and to only one 

1690 

1691 

1692 

1693 

1694 

1695 

1696 

1697 

169R 

1699 

conspirator, S9, using his 1699 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 _33 -35, but see in in particular T288 _34; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, 
slide:117; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.32, 6.9.32.10, 6.9.32.14,table.99. See also P01782, 
para.647. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _56: 17-18,57: 19-22,58:4-6; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 152. 

See above, Sections V.C.4(c); V.A.2-4. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_51; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:118. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 117; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_ 43-44; P00631, D0430211. 

P01228, D0379214-15. 

P01121; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:117-118; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_ 43-55. 

P01121; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:117-118; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_ 43-55. 

S9 also had two calls in the early hours of28 January 2005: 00:16 and 00:43. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, 
slide:25, Annex B,row.60062. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01115, para.6.9.64; see P01782, paras.647, 713-714, 743-749. 
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839. The call patterns were imbued with a number of other very unusual features which 

signpost their significance to the particular phase and the wider conspiracy: 

1700 

1701 

1702 

1703 

1704 

1705 

1706 

a) ~90% of the calls were concentrated into three principal days 1700 in which the cells 

were used exclusively over extended periods of time: 

1. 19 January 2005 (05:22- 22:01: 13 successive calls over~ 17 hours) 1701 

11. 24 January 2005 (12:17- 20:45: 8 successive calls over ~8 12 hours) 1702 

111. 26-27 January 2005 (12:33- 06:07: 13 successive calls over ~18 hours) 1703 

b) ~70% ofthe calls were with AYYASH ( ); 1704 

c) ~30% of the calls within the entire East of Airport pattern occurred in the early hours 

(00:00- 06:15)- those calls were exclusively with AYYASH (whereas early hours 

calls between them did not recur outside of this period); 1705 

d) A hierarchical call flow connected with the East of Airport activity 

occurred on the afternoon of 19 January 2005 when two short calls from 

BADREDDINE ( ) to AYYASH ( 

later, by successive calls from A YY ASH ( 

) were followed, minutes 

) to the Blue Base phone and S9 

(1 minute 42 seconds) in the East of Airport area; 1706 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 118; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_ 44-55; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, 
paras.6.9 .64,6.9 .65. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.32; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.705-708,710; See P01782, 
paras.648-660. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.37; See P01782, paras.712-720. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.770 ; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.39-6.9.40; See P01782, 
paras.745-748,764. 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01118, slide: 117; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 _30-44, see in particular T288 _ 40:4-8. 

This was exceptional behaviour- no other calls between them in the indictment period took place in the early 
hours. J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 117; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_30-44, see in particular 40:14-
22. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:121; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_68 -70; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _89-91; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.707; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, 
slides:24-25, Annex B,rows.50076-50091; See P01782, paras.650-655. 
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e) Later that evening, exceptionally, AYYASH used a cell closely adjacent to the 

KARAME cell site to call the Blue Base phone 1707 again (a key phone in the Attack 

Set-Up Phase )1708-indicative of a visit to the location on the first of the extended 

days; 

f) S9 also made calls to the Blue Base phone 1709 from the East of Airport cells on 

24 January1710 and the evening ofthe final extended day, 26 January 2005, 1711 when 

he made an exceptional ~6 minute call - the second longest call by a network phone; 

and 

g) The focus of the relationship between the central actors in these patterns, AYYASH 

( ) and S9 ( ), and its role within the conspiracy, was heavily 

concentrated in this phase ( ~80% of all their calls 1712) at this location ( ~40% of all 

their calls). 

840. The final two days of call patterns at the East of Airport area were punctuated by one day 

in which such call activity was absent: 25 January-the day the Van was purchased. 1713 

841. S6, who used cells in the vicinity of the Tripoli dealership around the time of its 

purchase, had two calls with S9 just prior to his departure from Tripoli 1714, and then co

located with S9 in the Blue base area whilst in contact with each other, consistent with 

1707 

1708 

1709 

1710 

1711 

1712 

1713 

1714 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.708; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:64,65, Annex 
B,rows.50202,50205,5021 0. See also P01782, para.659. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:65-66; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286_79-83; P01237. (80% of all calls 
between Blue 501 and A YY ASH (his 2nd most frequent contact in the indictment period) took place in this 
Mission Set-Up Phase). See above, Section V.C.4(c). 

P01237; P01228; See also J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:65; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T286 79-83. ~90% 
of all calls between Blue 501 and S9 (his 3rd most frequent contact in the indictment period) took place in this 
Mission Set-up Phase. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:118; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115,para.6.9.37.11,table.109; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 153-154, Annex B,rows.50543-50544,50551; See P01782, para.713. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:118; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, paras.6.9.39.11-6.9.39.15,table.ll3; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:189-190, Annex B,rows.50644-50645; See P01782, para.746. 

Up to 14 February 2005. 

Whereas S9 made calls from these cells on eight of the other nine days over the period: 19-28 January. 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.64.2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.760,table.94; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 171-
172, Annex B,rows.50591-50592,50595. See also PO 1782, para. 729. 
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meeting 1715 . S6 also had contact with other members of the Assassination Unit en-route 

to Beirut1716 . 

(b) S816, AYYASH, S9 Call Flows & The East of Airport Activity 

(i) Subject 816 (S816) 

842. S816 was a significant contact of AYYASH (PMP 170) during the indictment period. 

843. S816 began using his phone on 8 December 2004. 1717 He had 25 calls with AYYASH 

prior to the assassination restricted to defined periods: 

(i) The night of 18 January 2005 1718 (one call); 

(ii) The evening of23 January to the morning of27 January 2005 1719 (sixteen calls); 

(iii)The evening of 10 February 2005 1720 (one call); and 

(iv)The evening of 13 February 2005 to 11:19 on 14 February 2005 1721 (eight calls). 

844. Following the assassination, one call each took place on 15, 1722 17 1723 and 

18 February 2005, 1724 followed by three months in which their call activity ceased 

completely. 

1715 

1716 

1717 

1718 

1719 

1720 

1721 

1722 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, table.94; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:173,175 Annex B, rows.50597, 
50600, 50604, 50605. See also P01782, para.729. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.762, table.94; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:173-174, Annex B, 
rows.50596-50599, 50603. See also P01782, para.729. 

P01326,row.l. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.701; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:39-40, Annex B,rows.50133-
50 136; See PO 1782, para.15(page200). 

G.PLATT/PRH147 :P01889, slides: 138-139,143,146,148,150,173,183-185,187,200,202,218,220, Annex 
B,rows.50484-50485 ,50499-50500,50507-50508,50521-50522,50526-5052 7,50601-50602,50619-
50620,50623-50624,50630-50631,50634,50636,50673-5067 4,50676,50679 ,50705-50706,50713; See PO 1782, 
paras.705-707, 715-720,730,748,7 50-751,764,954-958. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, table.146; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slide:175, Annex B,rows.80686,80689; 
See P01782, paras.954-956. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1125-1127 ,1133,1141, 1150,1159,tables: 155-157,160,162; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:20-25,31-32,36,38,52-53,61 ,63, Annex B,rows.90048-90049,90054-
90058,90061-90062,90084-90085,90090-90091 ,90105-90106,90108-90109,9013 8-
90139,90143,90145,90165-90166,90171-90 172; See PO 1782, paras.994-996,999-1002, 1015-1016,1018. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:200, Annex B,rows.90491-90492; P01326,row.1148. 
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845. The phone attributed to 8816 spent the large majority of the time up to 14 February 2005 

using cells in the Riyak area in the Beqaa valley: 44 of 58 days. 1725 On the 14 days that 

the phone did not use those cells, it was located using cells in Dahyieh. 1726 

846. From the evening of 13 February 2005 to his arrival in central Beirut immediately prior 

to the Attack, a critical moment in the plot, the entirety of AYYASH's call activity1727 

was restricted to BADREDDINE 1728 (Commander- one call), 85 1729 (the suicide bomb 

escort- one call), 86 1730 (his deputy- six calls), and, his most frequent contact, 88161731 

(eight calls). 

847. The final two calls between the men (prior to the assassination) occurred as AYYASH 

travelled to central Beirut from Dahyieh shortly before the Attack. 1732 The first of them, 

1723 

1724 

1725 

1726 

1727 

1728 

1729 

1730 

1731 

1732 

1733 

1734 

from 8816, 1733 was immediately followed 1734 by AYYASH's ( 

P01326, row.1172. 

P01326, row.1189. 

P01326, rows.1-1141. See also P01121.. 

P01326, rows.1-1141. See also P01121; P01131.. 

) call to 85 

On all five ofhis attributed phones: Green 300, , Blue 233, PMP 170, and PMP 091. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1131,table.156;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:l3-14,26,28,30, Annex 
B,rows. 90034-9003 5, 9003 9-90040,90066-90067,9007 4-9007 5, 90079-90080. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.l151, table.160; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:52-53, Annex B, 
rows. 90140-90141. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1124,1128,table.156; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:20,24,31,34-
35,39-40, Annex B,rows. 90050-90051,90059-90060,90082,90088,90094,90100,90102-90103,90110-
90111,90113-90114. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1125-1127 ,1133,1141, 1150,1159,tables.155-157 ,160,162; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:20-25,31-32,36,38, Annex B,rows.90048-90049,90054-90058,90061-
90062, 90084-90085,90090-90091,90105-90106,90108-90109; See PO 1782, paras. 994-997,999-
1002,1015-1016,1018. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides: 52-53, 61, 63, Annex B, rows.90138-90139, 90165-90166; See P01782, 
para.1002. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1150, table.160; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:52-53, Annex B, 
rows.90138-90139; See P01782, para.1002. 

22 seconds after the call from S816 ended. 
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( ). 1735 This was the final call before S5 began to move northwards to escort the 

suicide bomb to the crime scene. 1736 

848. AYYASH, as the principal in the "field", subsequently maintained close contact with S5 

on both his and phones as he travelled with the bomb to the crime scene, 

including contact upon his safe arrival 1737 thereby prompting the last ever 

call. 1738 

network 

849. Given the timing, urgency and circumstances of the call flow between S816, AYYASH 

and S5, it is highly unlikely to be merely coincidental; rather, it directly associates the 

purpose of the calls with the bomb prior to its subsequent movement. 

(ii) The Links between S816, AYYASH & S9 Call Flows and the East of Airport 

activity 

850. The contact between A YY ASH (PMP 170) and S816 was not regular; rather it was 

focused on specific days prior to and on the day of the assassination. There was no 

contact in the three months following the assassination. 

851. Aside from the call on 10 February 2005 and the eight calls on the eve of the Attack 

which led S816 to travel from the Riyak area to use the East of Airport cells in the early 

hours of the morning, their contact was concentrated around the principal East of Airport 

days: 19, 24 and 26 January 2005. 

1735 

1736 

1737 

1738 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1151, table.160; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:52-53, Annex B, 
rows.90140-90141; See P01782, paras.1002,1019. 

G.PLA TT/PRH147:P01923, slides:65-66,70-72,76-77,80,82,88-89,96, 101,103-104,108,111, 125,132,Annex 
B,rows. 90183,90191,90199,90214,90227,90232,90251,90264,90273,90283,90285,90300,90305,90340, 
90352; See P01782, paras.1 002,1019. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1170, table.167; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:66, 70-72, 76-77, 80, 
82, 88-89, Annex B, rows.90183, 90190-90191, 90213-90214, 90227, 90232,90235,90238,90240,90251-
90254,90256. See also P01782,paras.1028-1029. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1173,table.168; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:82,88,97 -98, Annex 
B,rows.90232,90235,90238,90240,90251-90254,90265-90268. See also PO 1782, para.1030. 
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852. The first contact between AYYASH and S816 occurred on the evenmg of 

18 January 2005, 1739 several hours before the S9-East of Airport call patterns began at 

05:22. S816 used a cell in Dahyieh to receive a call from AYYASH, who only an hour 

before had exchanged four calls in succession with S9. 1740 

853. Between 00:17, 19 January 2005 and 00:39, 20 January 2005, S816 had no call activity at 

all following which his phone received a series of pent-up SMS texts consistent with it 

having been switched off or without a signal. 1741 The period of inactivity encompassed 

the ~ 17 hours of successive calls made by S9 from the East of Airport cells on 

19 January 2005. 1742 

24 January 2005: 12:17-20:45 

854. The first three of four closely sequential call flows between S816, AYYASH and S9 

occurred as follows: 

1739 

1740 

1741 

1742 

1743 

1744 

1745 

(a) 19:53-19:56, 23 January 2005 

1. On the night before the second of the three principal East of Airport days, 

A YY ASH called S816 and 22 seconds after the end of that call, contacted S9; 1743 

11. It is significant that within six minutes, A YY ASH had called S9 again 1744 

followed immediately by a call to MERHI ( }-unusual calls 1745 and 

timing. This is significant because of the evident co-ordination and inter-

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.701; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:39-40, Annex B,rows.50133-
50136. See also P01782, para.l5(p.200). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.700; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:36,38, Annex B,rows.50121-
50 122,50132. See also P01782, para.656. 

P01326, rows.791-795. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:58-59,64-65,69-70, Annex B,rows.50178-50179,50202-50204,50226-
50228,. See also P01782, para.656. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:139, Annex B,rows. 50482,50484-50486, 50491. See also P01782, 
paras.705-707. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:l39, Annex B,rows. 50482,50486-50488,50491. 

This was the first call between a phone attributed to A YY ASH or MERHI for over two months since 
13 November 2004. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.738; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_70-72; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:139-140, Annex B,rows.50492-50493; See P01782, para.706. 
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connectivity that took place between the progress of the preparatory activity for 

the Attack (AYYASH) and the false claim (MERHI) that is reflected in the 

overall evolution of the conspiracy; and 

111. Minutes later, S9 called S6 (who would supervise the purchase of the Van less 

than 48 hours later) and S7. 1746 

(b) 08:55-08:57, 24 January 2005 

1. AYYASH called S816 and 40 seconds later called S9. 1747 Within two hours, 

S816 travelled from the Riyak area to Dahyieh where he had further contact with 

A yy ASH. 1748 

(c) 13:27-13:28, 24 January 2005 

1. S816 (now in Dahyieh) called AYYASH and 27 seconds later, AYYASH called 

S91749 (now in the East of Airport area during the second extended day of activity 

there). Fourteen seconds later, AYYASH again called S816, this time for only 

eight seconds; 1750 and 

11. Between 13:49 and 22:41, S816 had no call activity which, like the extended 

period of call inactivity on 19 and 26 January 2005, largely mirrored the period of 

S9's successive calls in the East of Airport area. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:138-139, Annex B,rows.50482,50483,50487-50489. See also P01782, 
para.706. 

G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01889, slides: 143-144, Annex B,rows.50499-50500,50503. See also P01782, para. 716. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:l45, Annex B,row.50504; P01326. See also P01782, para.717. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide148 & Annex B rows.50513,50518,50521-50522; P01262; P01326. See also 
P01782, paras.717 -718. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:148, Annex B,rows.50513,50518,50521-50522; P01262; P01326 see 
P01782, para.718. 
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855. On the evening of 25 January 2005, when S6 had returned to Beirut following the 

purchase of the Van in Tripoli and on the eve of the final principal day of extended East 

of Airport activity, AYYASH (PMP 170) initiated contact with S816. 1751 His next call, 

half an hour later, was to S9 ( ). 1752 

856. The final of the four closely sequential call flows between S816, AYYASH and S9 

occurred as follows: 

(a) 12:31-12:33, 26 January 2005 

1. S816, using a cell in Dahyieh, made a short call to AYYASH (PMP 170). 1753 

Within two minutes, AYYASH ( ) called S9 ( )-who received 

the first call of his final extended day of activity in the East of Airport area; 1754 

and 1755 

n. Shortly afterwards, and once again, S816 did not have any call activity for 

~21 hours1756 (12:54-09:56) largely mirroring the period length over which S9 

made his 13 successive calls in the East of Airport area. 

857. The close, intrinsic association between: 

1751 

1752 

1753 

1754 

1755 

1756 

• the concentrated activity of S9 with A YY ASH in the industrial East of Airport area, 

much of it in the early hours, and only during the Attack Set-Up Phase; 

• the call flow activity of S9, AYYASH and S816 occurring only during the East of 

Airport call patterns; 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide: 173, Annex B,rows.50601-50602;P01262;P01326. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:l73, Annex B,rows.50600-50602; P01228; P01262. See also P01782, 
para.730. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:l84, Annex B,rows.50623-50624; P01262;P01326. See also P01782, 
para.748. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:184, Annex B,rows.50625-50626; P01228; P01238;see P01782, para.748. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:l84, Annex B,rows.50625-50626; P01228; P01238. See also P01782, 
para.748. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:200, Annex B,row.50673; P01326. See also P01782, para.749. 
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• the recurrence of activity in the East of Airport area only on the eve of the Attack

this time by S816 calling AYYASH from there, again in the early hours; and 

• the timing of the call flow between S816, AYYASH and S5 shortly before the latter 

escorted the bomb to the crime scene, 

creates an obvious nexus between the covert preparatory activity within the area east of 

the Airport and the Attack itself. 

858. The significance of this preparatory activity is reinforced by the hierarchical 

call flow on 19 January 2005 1757 that concerned S9 in the East of Airport area during the 

first of the three principal days of extended activity. 

859. Whilst not an essential finding of fact to guilt of the accused, all of the circumstances, 

including its association with the purchase ofthe Van, 1758 point to the confined period of 

covert activity at the East of Airport area as being preparatory activity related to the set

up of components required for the Attack. 

(c) AYYASH, Blue 742 & the Unique travel to Anjar immediately before the 

East of Airport call patterns 

860. In the hours immediately preceding the commencement of the East of Airport activity, 

the Blue network was concerned in another unique call pattern centred upon contact with 

AYYASH ( ) and which culminated in another hierarchical call 

flow. 1759 Once again, this covert network call pattern and call flow took place in the early 

hours indicative of a covert purpose. 

861. Late in the evening on 18 January 2005, only half an hour after his first ever contact with 

1757 

1758 

1759 

1760 

S816, 1760 AYYASH made his second-ever call to 1761 who, in turn, contacted 

Blue 742 twice. 1762 

See above, Sections V.C.5; V.C.4(c). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T338:88-89,96-97. See above and below, Sections V.C.2(a); VII.I.7. 

See above, Section VII.I.4. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.701; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:39-40, Annex B,rows.50133-
50136; P01326, row.0789 see P01782, para.15(p.200). 
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862. Within 50 minutes, at 00:04 on 19 January 2005, was using start and end cells 

in Masnaa indicative of movement in and towards the Anjar/ Syrian border area. 1763 

remained using cells in the general area for no more than 30 minutes where he 

exchanged three short calls (12, 13 and 33 seconds) with AYYASH ( )1764 

returning back to Dahyieh by 01: 12. 1765 

863. The following features point towards the purpose of this brief round trip as being specific 

and integral to this phase and to the set-up of the Attack: 

1761 

1762 

1763 

1764 

1765 

1766 

• This was the only time that a mission or covert network phone used cells in the area 

of Anjar/ the Syrian border within the indictment period; 

• It concerned Blue Mission Phone activity: a network specifically set-up and expanded 

to assist in preparations for the Attack, which retained the lowest forensic visibility, 

and was thereby the only candidate for the facilitation of covert activity central to the 

plot; 

• The only time that a Mission Phone used cells in this area was the only time that it 

had contact with A YY ASH ( ), the "field commander" of the network users 

and principal co-ordinator of preparatory activity and the Assassination Unit 

itself; 1766 

• AYYASH's next call activity, coinciding with the time of 

Dahyieh, at around 01:00, was two successive 

's return to 

network calls to 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:41, Annex B,rows.50137,50140; P01231, row.0067; P01238. See also 
P01782, para.21(p.201). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:41, Annex B,rows.50140-50141; P01230. See also P01782, paras.21-
22(p.201). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:42-44, Annex B,rows.50143,50148,50149; P01230, rows.0064-0066. See 
also P01782, para.19(p.201). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:42-45, Annex B,rows.50142-50143,50147-50148,5149-50151.; P01230, 
rows.0067-0069; P01238, rows.0063-0065. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:46,49, Annex B,rows.50156,50162; P01230, row.0071 . See also P01782, 
para.20(p.20 1 ). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:42-45, Annex B,rows.50142-50143,50147-50148,50149-50151; P01230, 
rows.0067-0069; P01238, rows.0063-0065. See also P01782, paras.19-21(page201). 
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calls they had) and the second 

was an unusual phone that retained a low profile: it was used almost 

exclusively in Dahyieh and for calls with 1768 

• Its return journey was not only unique, but very brief and made at an unusual hour, 

indicative of a covert, urgent delivery or acquisition of something important; 1769 and 

• The journey immediately preceded the beginning of the East of Airport activity (at 

05:22)- another exceptional pattern of activity significant to the Attack Set-Up Phase 

closely supervised by BAD RED DINE. 1770 

7. Mitsubishi Canter Van Purchased on 25 January 2005: S6 (Blue 610) m Tripoli & 

Green-Blue Hierarchical Call Flow 

(a) Preponderance of witness testimony points to 25 January rather than 

17 January 2005 as the date of purchase 

864. The Van that was detonated in the Attack 1771 was imported into Lebanon by PRH075 1772 

on 17 December 2004 1773 and placed for sale in the showroom of his business partner, 

PRH063, 1774 [Redacted], near Tripoli, a few days later. 1775 

865. The receipt issued for the sale of the Van from the showroom was undated 1776 but 

appeared in the receipt book between two dated receipts issued on 17 January and 

26 January 2005. 1777 

1767 

1768 

1769 

1770 

1771 

1772 

1773 

1774 

1775 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:46-48, Annex B,rows.50154-50155,50158-50161; P01207, rows.0090-
0091 ; P01211, rows.Oll1-0 112 . See also PO 1782, para.23(page201 ). 

P01230; P01231. 

See above, Section V.4(c). G.PLATT/PRH147:T337:93-98. 

Featuring the third green-blue hierarchical call flow indicative of its fundamental importance to the senior 
conspirator. See above and below, Sections V.C.2(a); VII.I.4. 

See below, Section V.3.B. 

During his testimony he was referred to as "the owner". See P004 73 .I. 

PRH075:T161_19:10-17,33:17-25-34:1-19. See also K.EL-MASRI/PRH082:P00462, 60136506-08; P00480; 
PRH063:T158 _ 80:8-25,81:1-3. 

During his testimony he was referred to as "the salesman". See P00473.1; PRH075:T161_7:14-20. 

PRH063:T158_75- 77; PRH063:Tl58_68:13-19, 80-81; PRH063:P00474, para.18. 
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866. On the day of the sale, PRH063 rang PRH075 twice within around 5-10 minutes:1778 first 

to authorise a reduction in price and second to confirm the sale and request that he bring 

the vehicle documents to the showroom. 1779 On this basis, the purchase date can be 

narrowed to the only two dates in the range on which two consecutive calls occurred 

. h" h f . 1780 w1t m a s ort space o t1me: 

• 17 January 2005: calls at 13:07 and 13:12; and 

• 25 January 2005: calls at 15:24 and 15:36. 

867. Examination of the cell data for PRH063 and PRH075 is inconclusive in determining the 

correct date. 1781 Whilst the cells used by PRH063 on both dates provide predicted 

coverage to his showroom, the cells used by PRH075 on both dates provide predicted 

coverage the perimeters of which are ~3km (17 January 2005) and ~500m 

(25 January 2005) away from his location. 

868. However, the preponderance of the evidence provided by the witnesses points firmly to 

25 January 2005 as being the actual date of sale: 

1776 

1777 

1778 

1779 

17RO 

17R1 

17R2 

17R3 

17R4 

17R5 

17R6 

(i) All three witnesses-PRH063/ 782 PRH075 1783 and PRH4591784 (the office manager 

who provided PRH075 with the vehicle documents)-recall that the sale occurred 

after Eid Al-Adha (20 January 2005) 1785 celebrations; 

(ii) After counting the money paid, PRH075left before the purchasers 1786 to attend a 

post-Eid "feast" with friends; 1787 

PRH063:Tl58_86:8-13,92: 1-16,97:17-25,98:1-3; PRH075:Tl61_51, P00475. 

1D00149. 

PRH063:Tl58 _ 83-85; PRH075:Tl61_ 40:8-20, 66:6-11. 

PRH075:Tl61 41:12-25. 

PRH075:T161_65:24-25,66:6-23. 

P00478. 

PRH063:Tl60 69:8-22. 

PRH075:Tl61 55:14-18. 

PRH459:T163 _99: 14-25,100:1-13. 

P00476. 

PRH075:Tl61_ 45:22-25,46:1-2. 
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(iii) PRH075 recalled that the sale took place at the end of the working day in the 

afternoon; 1788 and 

(iv) On 17 January 2005 a US$1000 deposit was paid for another vehicle owned by 

PRH075 -both he and PRH063 were clear that this and the US$11250 sale of the 

Van did not occur on the same day. 1789 

(b) Exceptional cell use by S6 in Tripoli on 25 January 2005 & related 

Green-Blue Hierarchical Call Flow confirms date of purchase 

869. If there were any lingering doubt about the date of purchase, it is confirmed by the 

870. 

behaviour of the and networks, in particular, S6 ( ) on 

25 January 2005. 

(S6) was one of only two phones in the 15 strong Blue network to ever use cells 

in Tripoli up to 14 February 2005. Significantly, it did so during the afternoon of 

25 January 2005: 14:40-16:49. 179° Conversely, there was no Blue network activity in the 

Tripoli area on 17 January 2005. 1791 

871. The use of in the Tripoli area was exceptional behaviour given that it only 

17R7 

17R8 

1789 

1790 

1791 

1792 

1793 

1794 

occurred on three days out of the 54 that ran from its joinder with the Blue network: 28 

December 2004 1792 (purchase of SIM cards and related 

hierarchical call flow), 4 January 2005 1793 (set-up of 

2005.1794 

PRH063:Tl60 69:8-22. 

PRH075:Tl61_73:25,74: 1-5,17-23. 

) and 25 January 

PRH063:Tl60_72:22-25, 73:1-11; PRH075:Tl61_76:7-13; PRH075:Tl62_108: 13-25,109:11-17. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:162,163,165,167,171,172 
Annex B,rows.50567,50575,50581,50584,50591 ,50595; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.745,755-
757,759-762,table.94. See also P01782, paras.727-729. 

See G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.670-687,table.85. See also P01782, paras.637-639. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:261-274, Annex B, rows.30612-30631; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.365, 369, 372, 373, table.41. See also P01782, paras.395, 396. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:101-106, Annex B,rows.40222-40236; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.489,50l,table.62. See also P01782, paras.471-472. See above, Sections V.B.l(a); V.C.2.(a). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:161-176, Annex B, rows.50567-50604; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.745, 755, 760-761, table.94. See also P01782, paras.727-729. See above, Sections V.C.2(a)(ii); VII.G.2; 
VII.I.7.(c). 
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872. At 15:37 on 25 January 2005, only one minute after the call that confirmed the sale of the 

Van, S6 ( ) used a cell in the immediate vicinity of the showroom from which the 

Van was purchased. 1795 That call was made to AYYASH ( ). 1796 It is submitted 

that, in all of the circumstances, this could not be coincidence. 

873. During his time in Tripoli on this afternoon S6 ( ) had six calls in total: four with 

AYYASH 1797 and, shortly before leaving, two with S9 1798 (with whom he called and co

located on his return to Dahyieh). Eight minutes after their penultimate call, AYYASH 

( ) called BADREDDINE ( ) for 81 seconds. 1799 

874. This hierarchical call flow 1s yet another example in the pattern of 

hierarchical call flows that signaled the most fundamental aspects of the conspiracy, 1800 

extending from the purchase of the to the arrival of the VBIED at the crime 

scene. On this occasion, falling as it did immediately before the purchase of the Van, it 

surely related to that aspect of the plot. 

(c) Exclusive contact with S6 by S8 from Tripoli throughout January suggests 

prior co-ordination to identify a suitable vehicle 

875. Further support for the assertion that it was S6 that oversaw the purchase of the Van lies 

in the behaviour of the only other Blue phone to use cells in Tripoli up to 14 February 

2005: S8 ( ). 

876. S8 ( ) used cells in Tripoli on seven of the 54 days after it joined the Blue 

1795 

1796 

1797 

179R 

1799 

1800 

network on 23 December 2004. Most of those seven visits took place in the two weeks 

prior to the purchase of the Van. The remaining three visits occurred on 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:165-167, Annex B,rows.50581-50584; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.759. See also P01782, para.728. 

(Thus S6 was the Subject involved in the purchase of the Van) G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_88; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:165-167, Annex B,rows.50581-50584; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.759. See also P01782, para.728. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:162, 165, 167, Annex B, rows.50567, 50571, 50581-50582, 50584; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.745, 755-757, 759, 761, table.94. See also P01782, paras.727-728. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:171-172, Annex B,rows.50591-50592; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.760,762,table.94. See also P01782, para.727. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:162,164, Annex B, rows.50573-50574,50577-50578; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.746,758,table.94. See also P01782, para.728. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_89:24-25,90:1-11. 
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30 December 2004 1801 (purchase of Red handsets), 27 January 2005, 1802 and 

2 February 2005 1803 (top-up of ). 

877. The majority ofS8's visits to Tripoli were concentrated into 12-22 January 2005. This is 

significant because: 

1801 

1802 

1803 

1804 

1805 

1806 

1807 

1808 

• On 11 January 2005, the first day of the Green primary phase which heralded the 

green light to accelerate the conspiratorial network activity, AYYASH ( ) 

called BADREDDINE ( ) from the cell in the immediate vicinity of the 

Tripoli showroom from which the Van was sold; 1804 

• 11 January 2005 was the only day for three years up to 14 February 2005 that any of 

A YY ASH's seven phones used a cell in the Tripoli area; 1805 

• The next day, 12 January, was the first ofS8's four visits to Tripoli in 10 days prior 

to the purchase of the Van; 1806 

• On two of those four visits (12 and 15 January 2005) S8 also used the same cell in the 

. d. . . . f h v h 1807 1mme 1ate VlCllllty o t e an s owroom; 

• On three visits, S8 had exclusive contact with S6: 12 January 2005 1808 (three calls), 

14 January 2005 1809 (four calls), 15 January 2005 1810 (four calls and three more en-

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:311-325, Annex B,rows.30732-30764; G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_56-61; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.388,393,396,tables.44,46. See also P01782, paras.415-416. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:225,227-229, Annex B,rows.50732,50737,50739,50741, 50744; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 30-38. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:326-336, Annex B,rows.60876-60930,60926; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_34-43; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.886-887,896,898-899,table.112. See 
also PO 1782, para.832. 

G.PLA TT /PRH14 7 :PO 1807, slides:253,261-264, Annex B,rows.40561-40562,40577 -40580; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T_333_74-85; G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _84; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.595-
596,table.74. See also P01782, paras.533-534. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.589,594-596,598,table.74. See also P01782, paras.533-534. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:281-285, Annex B, rows.40634-40644; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.600, 603-604, table.76. See also P01782, para.549. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:281-285,361-369, Annex B.rows.40634-40644,40902-40927; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.603,653,tables.76,82. See also P01782, paras.549,591. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:283-285, Annex B,rows.40642-40644; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.600,603-604,table.76. See also P01782, para.549. 
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route back to Beirut). On the fourth, 22 January 2005, he had one call with the Blue 

Base phone, 1811 and then one call with 86 1812 en-route back to Beirut. 

878. The inference that this pattern of activity was 88 being sent to Tripoli to scout for an 

appropriate vehicle on behalf of 86, overseen by AYYASH and BADREDDINE, is 

compelling. 1813 Indeed, at ~01:00 of the morning of his last visit (22 January 2005) 

before the purchase, a series of unusual calls took place between AYYASH, 88 and 

86.1814 

879. It stands to reason that an important feature of the vehicle purchased for use as the 

VBIED was its capacity to support and conceal the vast quantity of explosives required 

and intended. The nature and quantity of explosives and the vehicle's availability for 

purchase would plainly need to be mutually compatible. 

880. The corollary is that the scouting and purchase of the vehicle to be used would sensibly 

take place around the sourcing and acquisition of the explosives, so that their suitability 

as the VBIED could be established. From that perspective, the scouting and purchase 

(12, 14-15, 22 and 25 January 2005) fits neatly with the exceptional travel to Baalbek, 

Anjar and the East of Airport activity (18, 19-21, 23-24, and 26-27 January 2005). 1815 

1809 

1810 

1811 

1812 

1813 

1814 

1815 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:346-347, Annex B,rows.40855-40856; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.629. See also P01782, para.570. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:364-365,368-369, Annex B, rows.40911-40912,40923-40927; 
G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01783, paras.636-63 7, 652-653, 658,660, tables.82,83. See also PO 1782, paras.591-592, 
594. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 119-120, Annex B,rows.50413,50415-50416; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.730,table.92. See also P01782, para.696. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:119,121, Annex B,rows.50412-50413,50417; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.735. See also P01782, para.696. 

See G.PLATT/PRH147:T338 49-50. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:119, Annex B,rows.50411-50413; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.729, 
table.92. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _89-91; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_3 -19; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:113; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1115, paras.6.9.31, 6.9.31.10-6.9.31.12, 6.9.45.82,fourth bullet point at 
D0369040; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_20-30; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:115; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.62.231,map.30; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_30-55; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slides: 117 -118; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01115, para.6.9.32.10,table.99,6.9.37.9,table.109,6.9.39.1l,table.113. 
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(d) S6's calls with S9 after the purchase of the Van strengthens its nexus to the 

East of Airport activity 

881. After the Van was purchased and before leaving Tripoli, S6 ( ) had two calls 

with S9 ( ). 1816 These were the only calls, other than those to AYYASH 

( ), 1817 that S6 made whilst in the Tripoli area. 

882. Upon his return to Beirut in the evening, there was further contact between S6 and S9 but 

this time both used the same cell in the Blue base area. 1818 It was the next day that S9 

resumed activity in the East of Airport area, his activity extended. 

883. The ostensible need to call S9, and only S9, as well as the leader of the Assassination 

Unit (AYYASH), before leaving Tripoli after the purchase of the Van, and the 

convergence of their cell use later in the evening, strengthens the links between the 

preparatory activity of S9 and the vehicle to be adapted into the VBIED. 

8. Summary ofthe Attack Set-Up Phase: 1819 

884. During this phase the Blue network was engaged as an entire unit. This cohesion was 

unique to these nine days. The nature of the Blue network call patterns- the hierarchical 

call flows, call concentration in unusual areas, at unusual times, and a combination of 

them all 1820-in themselves demonstrate that this preparatory activity was invested with 

an importance crucial to the plot. 

885. It was only during this phase that: 

1816 

1817 

1818 

1819 

1820 

(a) a major component of the bomb- the Van- was purchased; 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 171-172, Annex B,rows.50591-50592,50595; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.760,table.94. See also P01782, para.729. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 162-163,165,167, Annex B,rows.50567 ,50571,50581-50582,50584; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.745,755,759,table.94. See also P01782, paras.727-728. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 173-175, Annex B,rows.50597,50600,50603-50605; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.762,table.94. See also P01782, paras.729; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_99-
100. 

See above, Section V.C.4(c). 

Corresponding examples pervade the plot e.g. Hierarchical call flows [preparation for the abduction (Green
Purple), purchase of Red phones (Green-Yellow) and final surveillance (Green-Red)], unusual Green or Red 
call intensity/ hotspots (surveillance ofHARIRI) and/or call concentration in exceptional areas (Yellow/ Blue 
surveillance in Faraya area; Blue surveillance in Quraitem area; Purple use in Cola area). 
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(b) extended periods of time within three days, two of which straddled the time of that 

purchase, were spent by S9 ( ) in an unusual "industrial" area East of the Airport; 

much of it occurring in the early hours exclusively calling AYYASH; 

(c) confined to those same periods, were related call flows between S9, AYYASH and 

S816 (a pivotal contact of AYYASH's in his final preparations on 14 February 2005 

including calls from the East of Airport cells in the early hours and call flows with S5 

immediately before movement of the bomb) occurred; 

(d) the aforesaid activities were immediately preceded by a unique and very brief journey 

to the Anjar/ SyTian border in the early hours, during which AYYASH was repeatedly 

called; 

(e) all of the aforesaid features were inter-connected and pervaded by exceptional 

activity and also overseen, through the 

flows, by AYYASH and BADREDDINE. 

hierarchical call 

886. The high levels of activity amongst both component sub-groups of the 15 phones in the 

, confined only to this phase, indicate covert preparatory activity requiring 

a larger body of operatives. This preparatory activity was not focused on surveillance 

(despite HARIRI being in Beirut throughout). 

887. Final surveillance resumed immediately after this phase on 28 January 2005 when the 

Assassination Unit (Principal Six) switched to use their to surveil HARIRI 

on a regular and frequent basis thereby leaving a credible trail to the time and location of 

assassination. It was from that date too, that the call activity of the other nine members of 

the immediately diminished to negligible levels. Both of these features 

support the conclusion that, by 28 January 2005, the elements necessary to execute the 

Attack were in, or largely in, place. 

888. All of these features indicate that it was within this phase that preparation was focused on 

those components fundamental to the execution of the Attack, other than surveillance and 

the purchase of the Red Phones, including the acquisition of a component part of the 

suicide bomb (VBIED), the Van. 
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J. PHASE SEVEN: 27 January 2005 to 7 February 2005 

Final Surveillance Begins Amidst Final Attempts to Contain HARIRI 

1. Introduction 

889. This phase marked the resumption of regular and frequent surveillance of HARIRI by 

AYYASH and the other five members of the Assassination Unit. They once again used 

their 

they also deployed their 

for this purpose but now, significantly, and for the first time, 

for regular and frequent surveillance. The regular 

use of the phones intended to co-ordinate the final movements of the suicide bomber with 

the movement of HARIRI, marked a decision to begin the final weeks of surveillance that 

would leave an obvious forensic trail to the Attack. 

890. Political confrontations between the Opposition and pro-Syrian loyalists had escalated to 

new heights and were beyond repair. 1821 HARIRI was considered to have crossed the 

point of no return, 1822 when he publicly rejected the Syrian deposits in his bloc and joined 

the Opposition. There was hope that the united national front could end the "days of 

[Syrian] domination and hegemony." 1823 During this phase, the presence ofUN Special 

Envoy Terje ROED-LARSEN in Lebanon and Syria, charged with overseeing the 

implementation ofUNSCR 1559, did not ease the tensions in the deteriorating political 

climate. 1824 

2. Final Period of Surveillance: Primary Phase of Red Network & Resumption of Surveillance 

891. The 27 January 2005 marked the resumption of near daily surveillance of HARIRI's 

movements and associated locations by the Assassination Unit of six led by A YY ASH. 

This surveillance occurred every day, bar the two days that he was abroad, 1825 up to the 

eve of the assassination on 14 February 2005. 

1821 

1822 

1823 

1824 

1825 

P00448, D041055l,D0410552; P00532, D0410124-31,D0410129; P00447, D0410470-76,D0410470-73. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl47 63-64. 

P00448, D0410551. 

P00448, D0410550; P00447, D0410470-76,D0410470; P00532, D0410399-405,D0410400. 

P00346, 600004136; P00536, 60242318; P00537, 60242349; P00303, D0004966-D0004969; P00303, 
D0004970. 
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892. This period contrasted starkly with the previous 18 days (9-26 January 2005) in which 

mobile surveillance had been entirely absent, and static surveillance had been 

negligible, 1826 despite the presence ofHARIRI in Beirut over the entire period. 

893. The 28 January 2005 marked the beginning of the Red Primary Phase when regular and 

frequent activity began, 1827 intensifying incrementally up to its peak only 

minutes before the assassination. 

894. This also followed a period of 24 days in which the had been almost 

wholly inactive, 1828 notwithstanding their ostensible availability for use over the entire 

period. 1829 

3. Final Surveillance & Red Primary Phase Co-ordinated to await completion of False Claim 

Set-Up & Attack Set-Up 

895. These parallel periods of suspension in both the surveillance and the 

activity, particularly given the complex, highly organised nature of the operation being 

conducted, were not coincidental. 

896. The principal purpose of using the , classic Mission Phones, was to preserve 

the absolute anonymity of the Assassination Unit as it executed the crime. 1830 The 

, in principle, could have discharged this function by being used only on 

the day of the Attack. 

897. However, part of their ancillary function was to alleviate/mitigate the risk of the other 

1826 

1827 

1828 

1829 

1830 

covert networks being discovered. The regular, proliferating use of the m 

the 18 days leading up to the Attack (the Red Primary Phase), including a "rehearsal 

The exception being the Red Network activity in the area around the al-Omari mosque on 20 January 2005 
during early morning prayers which was aborted after 40 minutes. See above, Sections V.C.4.(C) and 
VII.F.l.C. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.5.1-6.3.5.15; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285_118:5-18; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1118, slide:42. 

Red network activity occurred on 14 January, 20 January (for 42 ruins), and credit top-up on 2 February 
2005. See above, Sections V.B.l.(a) and V.B.4.(c). J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _117 -118; 
J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :PO 1118, slide:42. 

See above, Sections V.C.1(b); V.C.2.(a)(i). The Red Network Phones were activated for use on 4 January 
2005. 

See above, Sections V.C.l(b); V.C.4(a).(b). 
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day", laid a credible footprint or trail of antecedent preparatory use inextricably 

associated with HARIRI's movements up to the time of the assassination. 1831 This created 

the forensic impression that they were the only phones used to prepare and execute the 

Attack and thereby tended to deter any wider forensic search for other conspiratorial 

phones or networks. 1832 

898. The corollary is that this strategy, the regular and frequent use of the for the 

phase of final surveillance, largely precluded the deployment of the principal conspirators 

for other preparatory tasks. This necessitated that the requisite elements of preparation 

were largely or wholly complete before the Red trail began to be laid. 1833 

899. The behaviour of the and network phones form a cogent basis for concluding 

had been suspended pending the green light (on 11 that regular use of the 

January 2005) to accelerate preparations and pending the fulfilment of preparations to 

set-up the Attack (18-27 January 2005) co-ordinated by those such as AYYASH, S6, S8 

and S9 who would otherwise have conducted that surveillance. 

900. The following features of the demonstrate that as from 27 January 2005, 

1831 

1832 

1833 

1834 

1835 

1836 

any requisite preparatory activity other than surveillance was very limited and had 

already been fulfilled in the preceding period: 

(a) Whereas from the inception of the full , on 18 January 2005, the 

Balance ofNine phones ("Mission Set-Up" phones) call activity had been integrated 

and equally frequent as the Principal Six denoting their engagement in the Attack set

up activity, 1834 as from 27 January 2005 the diminution in their activity and role was 

both immediate, marked and sustained; 1835 

(b) When HARIRI left the country for three days in early February 2005, 1836 not only 

was there no network activity1837 around locations such as Quraitem Palace, 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288 _ 81:20-25,82:1-12. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:127; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.1.5.3; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_77-82; G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_59-60. 

See above, Section V.C.4.(b). 

See above, Section V.C.4.(c). 

See above, Section V.C.4.(c). 

P00346, 60004136; P00348, 60141023-25 P00537, 60242331;P00536, 60242318. 
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Parliament, etc., with which he was associated, but the frequency of calling amongst 

the entire was almost non-existent; 1838 

(c) The hierarchical call flows that had occurred throughout the period up to 

27 January transformed 1839 from 28 January 2005, into regular 

hierarchical call flows 1840 indicating that the fundamentals of the plot being 

monitored by the lead conspirator were now predominantly focused on final, mostly 

mobile, surveillance ofHARIRI, his security convoy, and also on the potential crime 

scene(s). 

901. The highly disciplined and structured way in which the conspiracy and preparatory 

activity evolved following the trigger event is reflected below. 

9 January 2005: 

902. The day that HARIRI told Rustom GHAZALEH 1841 he would no longer bow to the will 

and constraints imposed by the Syrian regime, and rejected the imposition ofpro-Syrian 

deposits on his electorallists. 1842 

903. This was an event of real significance that led to an immediate, sustained, and co

ordinated acceleration in Mission Phone activity; and the absence of mobile surveillance 

endured only until the concrete steps required to set-up the execution of the conspiracy 

were implemented as follows: 

1837 

1838 

1839 

1840 

1841 

1842 

1843 

.1!} 11 January 2005: 

the first day of the Green Primary Phase. 1843 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.948,950. See also P01782, paras.861,876,877,887,890. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_103-104. See also P01782, paras.877,890. 

See above, Sections V.C.5; VII.I.5.(a). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _27-43; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:103, 138-143; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _57-58, 63-64; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:43, 58 ,69, Annex B, 
rows.60110,60153,60181. 

See above, Section VII.G.l. 

See above, Section VII.G.l. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 96:5-98:1; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:34,43; See above, Section 
V.C.1(b)(i). 
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Hierarchical Call Flows); 1844 and 

The (MERHI) Phase. 1845 

(c) 18-27 January 2005: 

the Attack Set-Up Phase ( Hierarchical Call Flows); 1846 and 

The Blue Primary Phase. 1847 

(d) 28 January-14 February 2005: 

the Execution Phase ( Hierarchical Call Flows); 1848 and 

the Red Primary Phase. 1849 

4. Intensification of Focus on Quraitem Palace & HARIRI's security convoy 

(a) Quraitem Palace 

904. The and phones held by the Assassination Unit (the Principal Six) used cells 

1844 

1845 

1846 

1847 

1848 

1849 

around Quraitem Palace on every one of the nine days that HARIRI was at his residence 

during this phase: 27 January 2005 to 7 February 2005. 1850 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:2,6, Annex B,rows.50002,50006. See also P01782, paras.544-547,555-
558,574-580,583-594,601-611; See above, Sections V.C.4(c); VII.H.1.2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:2,6, Annex B,rows.50002,50006; G.PLATT/PRH137:P01807, 
slides:293-294,320,321, Annex B, rows.40670-40671, 40763-40769; P01205, rows.229-239; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807.1, corrected slides:294, 321 ofP01807, Annex B,rows.40671,40769; See 
above, Section V.C.5. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _78-80, T288_55-58,68-73; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:103,119-122; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:2-3,6,7, Annex B,rows.50002,50003,50006,50007; See above, Section 
VII.I. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _99-102,118-119; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01118, slides:35,43; See above, 
Section V.C.l.(b ). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _78-80, T289 _27-43; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides: 103,138-143; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118.2, corrected slide139; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:4,5, Annex 
B,rows.60004,60005; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:4,5, Annex B,rows.70007-70010,70011-70014; See 
above, Sections VII.J.5 and V.C.2.(d)(ii). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T285 _116-119; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:42-43. 
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905. In fact, of the two hundred plus calls made in the area of west Beirut 

between 12 January and 14 February 2005, 95% were made from 27 January 2005 

reflecting the sudden resumption of surveillance in this phase, and the immediate 

intensification of focus that continued to, but only to, the time of the assassination. 1851 

(b) The Movement of HARIRI's Security Convoy 

906. Equally salient over this phase was the close movement of the or phones in 

1850 

1851 

tandem with HARIRI and his security convoy. On seven of the ten days that HARIRI 

was in the country, the Assassination Unit (Principal Six) used cells consistent with 

surveilling HARIRI's travel and/or his visits to: 

27 Janua1y 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.767,774-777, table.97, 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889 slides:225-226, Annex B, rows.50727-50736; P00303, D0004936,; P00301, 
D0380876-78, entries 17183-17257; 
28 January 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.779, 784-786, table.98,map.72, 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:28-33, 52-53,63-64, 72-74, Annex B, rows.60069-60093,60143-
60145, 60171-60174, 60187-60200; G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _52-53; See P01782, para.769; P00303, 
D0004937;P00301, D0380878-80, entries 17258-17367; 
29 January 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.793, 796-799, table.99, paras.802-806, 812,817-
821,825-826, tables.100-101,map.75, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:87-155, Annex B,rows.60228-
60382; P01782, paras.786,788-790; P00301, D0380880-81, entries 17368-17414; 
30 January 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.829,831, table.102, map.76, paras.833-834, 836-837, 
840, table.103, map.77; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:158-182, Annex B, rows.60385-60438; See 
P01782, para.794; P00303, D0004950; P00301, D0380881-82, entries 17415-17466; 
31 January 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.841-843,846,table.104, paras.852-853, table.106, 
paras.861, 864-868, table.107, paras.871, table.108, map.80; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:196-
197,214-218,249-251,254-258, 261-263,268-270,272-273,276-279,286-292, Annex B, rows.60459-
60474,60515-60536,60616-60621,60625-60638,60645-60659,60676-60693,60696-60699,60707-
60726,60735- 60753; See P01782, paras.800, 802, 805,810-811; P00303, D0004956-57; P00301, 
D0380882-84, entries 17467-17554; 
1 Februaty 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.873, 875-878, 880,883, table.109,map.81; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:294-311, Annex B, rows.60756-60820; See P01782, para.824; 
P00324, D0004987-88; P00301, D0350884-87, entries 17555-17686; 
2 February 2005: .PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.885,890-895,table.111,map.82; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:318-323, Annex B, rows.60838-60867, See P01782, para.835; 
3 February 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.902,907, table.ll5, paras.911,913-914,table.117, 
map.95, paras.919, 921,923, table.l19, map.86; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:48-50, Annex B, 
rows.70181-70196; P00303, D0004989-90; P00303, D0004976; P00301, D0380888-D0380890, entries 
17761-17842; See P01782, paras.845-846,850-852; 
4 February 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.925, 929-931,tables.120-121,maps.87-88, paras.935-
937, paras.939,941-944,table.123,map.89, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:67-97, Annex B, 
rows. 70260-70360, See PO 1782, paras.870-871 ;P00303, D0004970;P0030 1, D03 80890-91 ,entries 
17843-17908; 
7 February 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.953, table.124, paras.959,961, table.125, 
paras.90,967, table.127, map.91, paras.972-975,table.128,map.92, paras.978-982,table.129,map.93; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:135-167, Annex B,rows.70476-70610; See P01782,paras.909-911; 
P00303, D0004965; P00301, D0380892, entries 17914-17951. 

Whereas there were 215 Blue calls in that area: 27 Jan. to 14 Feb. 2005; there were 8 such calls 15 Feb. to 
18 Mar. 2005. See above, Section V.C.2.(d). 
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(ii) Marwan HAMADE's residence (30 1853 January & 41854 February 2005); 1855 

(iii) the Airport (4 1856 & 7 February 2005); 1857 

(iv) Naameh Villa (29 January 2005); 1858 

(v) Sheikh QABALAN at the Higher Shiite Council (31 January 2005); 1859 and 

(vi) Deputy Prime Minister Issam FARES's yacht moored in St. Georges's Marina 

(3 February 2005). 1860 

907. This activity represented a clear step change in the intensity of focus and surveillance on 

HARIRI and his mobile security arrangements. 

908. Whereas in the previous 101 days, since the inception of the on 

1852 

1853 

1854 

1855 

1856 

1857 

1858 

1859 

1860 

1861 

18 October 2004, there had been 10 examples of this type of mobile surveillance: at 

HAMADE's residence (22 October 2004, 1861 8 November 2004 1862 and 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.768,771,774; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:203-232, Annex B, 
rows.50680-50760; G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _14-15,20,28-29. See also P01782, para.762; PRH019:P00358, 
60296063,para.34; P00357, D0003887,D0003889-90. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_7-10; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:177-180, Annex B,rows.60432-60436. 
See also P01782, para.794. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_ 4-13; P01907, slides:63-77. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_7-10; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:68-77, Annex B, rows.70262-70301. 
See also P01782, para.870. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_22-24,28; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783,paras.937-941; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, 
slides:81-95, Annex B,rows.70314-70357. See also P01782, paras.869,871. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T343_6-9,13; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.953,959,961,968-971; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:l35-136, 143,145-147, Annex B,rows.70476-70484,70512-
70514,70521-70528. See also PO 1782, paras.908-910. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _91-93,95-97; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.823-825; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:111-133, Annex B,rows.60289-60335. See also P01782, para.788. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_20-22, 25, 48, 52, 64, 67-68, 70-71, 77-78, 90,96; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, 
slides:185-212, 213-226, Annex B, rows.60442-60513, 60515-60554; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.842, 
852-854, 858, 861, 864,866. See also PO 1782, paras.798-804; PRH019:P00358, 60296063,para.35; P00359; 
P00303, D0004956-57; P00303, D0004951-55. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_55-56,58,60-61,76,78,82,83,87-88,92,97, 102-104; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.901,905,910-914; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:13-62, Annex B,rows.70035-70249. See also 
P01782, paras.845,848-850. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T325_ 42-43,45-47; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:78-88, Annex B,rows.20193-
20223. See also P01782, para.126. 
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1 January 2005 1863), at the Airport (11 November 2004 1864 and 7 January 2005 1865), at/ 

from Hezbollah General Secretariat (21 December1866), and also to/ from Faqra Villa 

(2i 867 , 301868-31 December 2004 1869 and 1 January 2005 1870), there were eight such 

examples over the 12 days of this phase alone. 1871 

5. Green-Red Hierarchical Call Flows: Special Focus on Location of the Attack 

909. This phase was marked by the inception of hierarchical call flows: they were 

the first three of seven that occurred up to the Attack. 1872 

910. All three concerned the use of cells in the area ofthe crime scene (on 31 January and 3 

February 2005) or near the Zouk Mosbeh turn-off to Faraya (on 28 January 2005). 1873 

911. On all three occasions BADREDDINE's either converged to co-locate with, 

in the vicinity of those key 

1862 

1863 

1864 

1865 

1866 

1867 

1868 

1869 

1870 

1871 

1872 

1873 

1874 

or was in close contact with, AYYASH's 

locations. 1874 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_18-19,21-24; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:165-173, Annex B,rows.20385-
20402. See also PO 1782, para.177. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T331_83-85,91-113; G.PLATT/PRH147:T332_3-4,10-11; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, 
slides:21-52, Annex B,rows.40050-40118. See also P01782, para.449. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T326_ 47-59; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01787, slides:197-209, Annex B,rows.20454-20477. 
See also PO 1782, para.191. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T333_2-8; G.PLATT/PRH147:T332_97-100, 102-105; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, 
slides:179-194, Annex B,rows.40388-40426. See also P01782, paras.494-496. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T327 _ 43, 46-47, 89, 95, 101; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:23-67, Annex 
B,rows.30057-30173. See also P01782, paras.325-328. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T329_36-42, 44-52, but see in particular 41,46,48-51; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, 
slides:221-234,238-252, Annex B,rows.30521-30550,30558-30591. See also PO 1782, paras.384-390. See 
above, Section VII.F.l.(c). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T330_61-68, 71-74, 77, 79-82, 85-89, but see in particular 61, 63-64, 72-74, 77; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:326-368, Annex B,rows.30765-30862. See above, Section VII.F.l.(c). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T331_10-11, 20-28, 30-31, 33-49, see in particular 10, 22, 45; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01793, slides:396-430, Annex B,rows.30922-31010. See also P01782, paras. 428-
433. See above, Section VII.F.l.(c). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T331_70-77, 86-91; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01807, slides:2-20, Annex B,rows.40002-
40049. See also P01782, paras.446-448. 

See above, Sections V.C.4.(c); VII.E.3; VII.F.l.(c). 

See above, Sections V.C.4(c); VII.I; VII.K. 

See above, Section V.B.3(b ). P00630. 

28 January 2005: J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.5.11-7.5.5.12, G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _66-
71, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.780, 782, 788, table.98, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:48-50, 
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912. Both locations were known to be places through which HARIRI' s convoy was known or 

expected to pass en-route between Quraitem Palace and the Parliament/ Faqra. 1875 Both 

also featured routes, parts of which limited the speed of road traffic due to their 

topography and thereby leant themselves to being potential sites to detonate a suicide 

bomb on a moving target. 1876 

28 January 2005: The Zouk Mosbeh Turn-Off 

913. AYYASH ( I ) repeatedly used cells in the immediate vicinity of the 

slip road at Zouk Mosbeh over a period of three hours (13:58-16:48) 1877 to contact 

members of the Principal Six on their , who were either stationed using cells 

in the Faraya area on the route to Faqra Villa or in the Quraitem Palace area. 

914. The behaviour and location of the phones throughout and around this period is consistent 

with the Assassination Unit waiting to follow HARIRI either from Quraitem Palace 1878 

and/or from Faqra Villa 1879 through the Zouk Mosbeh turn-off area. 1880 

915. However, S7 ( ) used adjacent cells to AYYASH for the only two calls he made 

1875 

1876 

1877 

1878 

1879 

1880 

1881 

between 14.561881 and 16.42, 1882 consistent with being present with AYYASH in the 

Annex B, rows.60120-60133, see P01782, para.773; 
31 Januaty 2005: G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_92-93, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.842, 845,853,856, 
861, 863, 866-867, tables.106-107, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:259-260, Annex B,rows.60639-
60644, see P01782, paras.798,809; 
3 Februaty 2005: J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01116, paras.7.5.5.8, 7.5.5.32-7.5.5.33, 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_76-7791-94, G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.901, 906,912,918,920, 
tables.115, 117, 119; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:45, 47, 50,58-59, Annex B, rows.70175-70176, 
70179-7080, 70195-70196, 70235-70236, 70243-70244, see P01782, para.843. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T339_70:1-16; G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_84:2-21; G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_8:22-
25,81:21-25. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _72:14-22; G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_85:9-17; G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_78: 14-
25,79:1-24. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.780,788,table.98; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:16-22,40-41, Annex 
B,rows.60030-60057,60099-60 101. See above, Section V.B.3(b ). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _54:5-13; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.779,784-786, map.72; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:29-35, 52-53,63-64, 73-74, Annex B, rows.60069-60093, 60143-
60145,60171-60174, 60198-60200. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _56:6-8,12-18,57:1-9; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.787-790, map.73; 
G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01902, slides:36-43,46-48,54-57 ,65-68,77-82, Annex B,rows.60094-60 110,60116-
60129,60146-60152,60175-60180,60204-60210. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 63. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.780,787,789,table.98; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides: 56-57, Annex B 
rows.60150-60152. See also P01782, para.770. 
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same vicinity. This is significant because events on 14 February 2005 indicate that S7 

was charged with overseeing the final movements of the suicide bomber at the location of 

Attack shortly before the VBIED was detonated. 1883 

916. The nature of the call patterns between AYYASH and BAD RED DINE suggests 

1882 

1883 

1884 

1885 

1886 

1887 

1888 

1889 

that they, together with S7, were interested in examining the location, and observing 

HARIRI's convoy pass through the area if possible, because: 

(a) All four calls occurred within the period that A YY ASH remained in the 

Mosbeh turn-off area; 1884 

(b) The first two (14:14 1885-14:2i886) exchanged between AYYASH and 

BAD RED DINE as the latter converged on the same location 1887- subsequent cell 

use of his phones (PMP 663 & SMP 944) indicate that he remained in the area for 

10-15 minutes before moving several kilometres north near his Sahel Alma 

apartment; 1888 

(c) The first, third and fourth calls were immediately followed or preceded by Red calls 

between AYYASH and a member of the Principal Six stationed either in the Faqra or 

Quraitem Palace area; 1889 

(d) Following the final call, the began to move back to the Beirut 

area and ceased contact for the day; 1890 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.780,787,789,table.98; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:67-68, Annex 
B,rows.60178-60180. See also P01782, para.770. 

See below, Section VII.L.3. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:42, 45, 48, 51, 59-60, 62,69-70, Annex B,rows.60104-60105,60114-
60115, 60122-60123,60136-60137,60154-60157,60165-60167, 60181-60183;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras. 782, 788,table. 98,map.73. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:42-45, Annex B,rows.60104,60107,60110-60111,60115. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:42,48,50, Annex B,rows.60104,60107,60122,60125,60132-60133; See 
P01782, para.773. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.788,table.98; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides: 16-17,19-20,42-43,48,50, 
Annex B,rows.60032-60038,60043-60054,60 104-60110,60122-60127,60132-60133. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:42-44,46,48, Annex B,rows.60102-60113,60116,60120-60129; P01310, 
rows.092974-092989; P01287, rows.3359-3360; Annex C.l, row.79; Annex C.2, location entries for MTC 
Touch cells Dkarine_B, Ghadir_A, Ghadir_C, Jounieh_MPT_C, Kaslik_A, Kaslik_B, Zouq_MPT_C, 
Zouq_Tunel_A, and Alfa cells JOUNCT3,KASLIK1; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.788. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783,table.98; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:42-69, Annex B,rows.60102-60181. 
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call that contact between AYYASH, S9 and S7 on their 

resulted in S7 also converging on the Zouk Mosbeh turn-off area. 1891 

31 January 2005: The Crime Scene 

917. The surveillance ofHARIRI's visit to the Higher Shiite Council and his 

return to Quraitem Palace 1892 was one of the clearest examples of the intensified scrutiny 

ofHARIRI's security convoy whilst travelling on an official engagement. 

918. This day was, by far, the busiest day of Green activity: 11 calls between BAD RED DINE 

and AYYASH. 1893 All 11 calls took place in a period oflittle more than an hour (10:49-

12:07) 1894 coinciding very closely with Red surveillance ofHARIRI's movements on his 

round trip between Quraitem Palace and the Higher Shiite Council. 1895 

919. BADREDDINE's presence using cells in the area of the crime scene (ZOUKAK1, 

PHENMB 1, MRAICI2) lasted over 40 minutes (11: 13-11 :55).1896 The seven calls 

that occurred there were tightly confined from the time HARIRI arrived at the Higher 

Shiite Council until the moment it became clear that his security convoy were not 

heading towards the St. Georges's Marina area on their return to Quraitem Palace. 

1890 

1891 

1892 

1893 

1894 

1895 

1896 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783,table.98; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:72-82, Annex B,rows.60187-60210. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.789, table.98; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:75-82, Annex B, 
rows.60201-60210. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_12; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:185-263, Annex B,rows.60441-60659; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.849-851,854,857-866,tables.105,106. See also P01782, paras.799,803-805; 
PRH019:P00358,60296063,para.35; P00359; P00303, D0004956-57; P00303, D0004951-55. See above, 
Section V.C.2(d). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:204-205, 214-216,218,225-226,228,230,232,234-236,243-244,246-
248,250-251,254,259-260, Annex B, rows.60488-60493, 60515-60524,60530-60536, 60552-60554,60556, 
60561, 60564-60565, 60570-60576,60579-60583,60596-60598,60604,60610-6015,60619-60621' 60626, 
60639-60640,60642-60643; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.845. See also P01782, paras.798,807. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:204-205, 214-216,218,225-226,228,230,232,234-236,243-244,246-
248,250-251,254,259-260, Annex B,rows.60488-60493,60515,60520,60 522-60524,60531,60534,60552-
605 54,605 56,60561 ,60564-60565,60570-6057 5,60579-605 83,60596-60598,60604,60610-60615,60619-
60621,60626,60639-60640,60642-60643; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.853,856,861,863,867. See also 
P01782, para.807. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_12,19-22; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:185-212, Annex B,rows.60442-
60513; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.842,853-854,856-858,861,867,tables.106-107. See also P01782, 
paras.802-806. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_66-67; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:218, 225-226,228,230,232,234-
236,238,243-244,246-248,250, Annex B, rows.60530-60536, 60552-60554,60556-60562,60564-
60565,60570-60576, 60579-60580, 60582-60583, 60586-60587,60596-60605,6061 0-60615,60619; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.856,863, tables.106-107. See also P01782, para.808. 
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920. From the time that HARIRI's convoy left the Higher Shiite Council to the time when it 

turned away from the route towards the Marina, there were six calls between 

AYYASH and BADREDDINE1897 featuring three call flows over a 10 

minute period. 1898 AYYASH's cell use illustrates clearly that he was following 

HARIRI's convoy very closely back to Quraitem Palace. 1899 Two of the three 

call flows featured S9 who was using a cell in the vicinity of the point where the convoy 

would either head towards the Marina or west directly to Quraitem. 1900 

921. The call patterns suggest that BAD RED DINE was not merely examining the crime scene 

area in light of information received as to the assembly of the convoy, but may have been 

anticipating an opportunity to actually observe the convoy pass through the crime scene 

area.J90J 

3 February 2005: The Crime Scene 

922. HARIRI's lunch with Deputy Prime Minister Issam FARES in St. Georges's Marina1902 

1897 

1898 

1899 

1900 

1901 

1902 

1903 

provided an ideal opportunity for surveillance of his security arrangements 

in the immediate vicinity of the crime scene. The core activity was focused 

on cells in that area from the time of his lunch (14:00) until shortly after his departure 

( ~ 15:40). 1903 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_74-75; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:227-247, Annex B,rows.60555-60614; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.861,863; See P01782, para.808. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_74-79; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:232,235,246, Annex B,rows.60570-
60576,60581,60610; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.859-861; See P01782, para.808. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340 _90-91; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:227-235,240-241,243-254,257,259-260, 
Annex B,rows.60555-60581 ,60590-60593,60596-60626,60629-60636,60639-60644; See P01782, para.808. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_76-77; PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:231-232,235,240-241,244-245, Annex 
B,rows.60566-60576,60581 ,60590-60593,60598-60609; G.PLATT/PRH14 7:P01783, paras.861-863,865-867. 
See P01782, para.805. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T340 _ 22,48-49,52. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.908-909, table.ll6; P00471; F.SINIORA/PRH108:Tl34_20-22. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_76-81; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:23-47, Annex B,rows.70074-70180; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.910-914,table.ll7. See also P01782, paras.848-851. 
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923. AYYASH( I ) repeatedly used cells (14 calls/ 4 calls) in 

the crime scene area between 13:56 and 15:51. 1904 A further hierarchical call 

flow occurred around the time ofHARIRI's departure from the Marina area. 1905 

924. By the time ofHARIRI's departure from the Marina, BADREDDINE ( ) had 

converged on AYYASH' s location: both used MRAICI2 on the Coastal Route next to the 

Marina in their fourth and final call with each other at 15:44. 1906 S7 ( ), who had 

been using cells in the immediate vicinity of the Marina throughout, was also co-located 

at MRAICI2 one minute before. 1907 

925. In the event, HARIRI's convoy appears to have travelled back to Quraitem Palace via 

Hamra rather than the Coastal Route. BADREDDINE's (SMP 944) next call at 16:15 

was in the vicinity of Quraitem Palace. 1908 

926. However it is significant that for the second time in a week BAD RED DINE, A YY ASH 

and S7 were engaged in operational activity using the same cell at a key location, this 

time at the crime scene, and at a time that HARIRI's convoy was anticipated to pass 

through. 1909 

927. The convergence ofBADREDDINE and AYYASH's phones outside ofDahyieh was 

exceptional in itself. Its occurrence twice in a week in the area of the Crime Scene and, 

1904 

1905 

1906 

1907 

1908 

1909 

1910 

what appeared to be, a "back-up" location for the Attack amongst core 

call flows, only heightens and confirms its significance. 1910 

activity and 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:21-29, 31-35,37-45,47-48,50-51, Annex B, rows.70065-70104,70108-
70133, 70136-70176,70179-70185, 70189-70201; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.910-914, 918-922, 
tables.ll5, 117, 119. See also P01782, paras.841-844, 849-851. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides: 13-17, Annex B,rows. 70035-70048,slides:43-47, Annex B,rows.70164-
70 180. See PO 1782, paras.843-844. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:45,47, Annex B, rows.70175-70176, 70179-70180; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.920. See P01782, para.843. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:45-47, Annex B, rows.70173-70180; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.919,table.ll9. See also P01782, para.851. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:59,62, Annex B, rows.70241-70242,70248-70249; See P01782, para.845. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T341_74-75, 78-80. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T341 87-89. 
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928. The convergence of their outside of Dahyieh had occurred only once 

before, on 18 January 2005, at the start of the Attack Set-Up Phase. 1911 It had also taken 

place in the Port/ Marina area near to the crime scene. 1912 That event also coincided with 

the first of the hierarchical call flows. 1913 

929. It is submitted that the exceptional presence of BAD RED DINE at these key locations on 

three days, during core Red activity and hierarchical call flows, and on two 

of them converging on the same cell as AYY ASH and S7, could not be coincidence but 

represents a significant escalation in the focus ofBADREDDINE's supervision. It points 

firmly to his direct input into the finalization of the finer details of the execution at the 

chosen location of the Attack. 

6. False Claim Awaiting Delivery: Final Inter-Purple Call before 14 February, Final MERHI

AYYASH calls & Final MERHI-BADREDDINE call 

930. The final Inter- 1914 MERHI-AYYASH 1915 and MERHI-BADREDDINE 1916 

' ' 
calls convey the finalisation, co-ordination, and alignment of the key aspects of the 

conspiracy. The above three sets of calls demonstrate the connection and focused 

relationship of these three central actors in the conspiracy. 

931. The final inter- call activity on 4 February 2005 was call from SABRA to 

1911 

1912 

1913 

1914 

1915 

1916 

1917 

MERHI from central Beirut at 14:53. 1917 It was unusual behaviour for two reasons. 

Firstly, it occurred in an area that was not frequented by the phones during the 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:24, 28-29, Annex B, rows.50081-50082, 50094-50095, 50097-50098; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.689,695,table.86. See also P01782, paras.10-11,13(p.199). 

G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :P01889, slides:24,28 -29, Annex B,rows.50081-50082,50094-50095,50097 -50098; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.689,695,table.86. See P01782, paras.10-ll(pp.198-199). 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:120; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_55-56; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, 
slides:23,25-26, Annex B,rows.50072-50073,50087-50092. See P01782, paras.6-7,9(p.198). 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:100-101, Annex B,rows.70376-70377; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.927,946-947. See P01782, paras.873-875. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:109-111,122-124, Annex B,rows.70396-70397,70402-70403,70438-
70444. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:131,133, Annex B, rows.70465-70466, 70472-70473; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.954,958, table.124; See P01782, paras.903-906. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_29-30; P01221, D0378442,row.8640; P01266, D0418478,row.0858; P01907, 
slide: 101. 
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indictment period. 1918 Secondly, it was highly unusual for SABRA's to call 

MERHI's h .l . . 1 B . 1919 h. h ~ ~ w 1 st actiVe m centra or west e1rut, w 1c was not 1ar 1rom 

the third of the four payphones used in the false claim of responsibility in the hours after 

the explosion. This call took place from an adjacent cell (AICHAil) to the one it 

connected with on 14 February, which was within the area of the payphone used to 

contact Al Jazeera shortly before the video was collected. 1920 Identification of the 

location of functional payphones from which to deliver the false claim was surely a 

necessary preparatory step prior to the Attack. 

932. Similar activity occurred on 25 January 2005, when SABRA whilst active in the vicinity 

of Parliament and the Al Jazeera offices (ETOILE I) exchanged contact with MERHI. 1921 

This is significant because this cell is directly adjacent to cells that were connected by 

SABRA around the tree from which false claim video was collected after the 

explosion. 1922 Furthermore, these calls were SABRA's first contact with another 

phone for 10 days, since ABU ADASS' disappearance. 1923 The following day, MERHI 

called ONEISSI twice, 1924 and these were their last calls until 14 February 2005. 1925 

933. MERHI's final inter

between MERHI's 

call was followed by two days of consecutive contact 

and AYYASH (PMP 091) on 5 and 6 February 2005, 

1918 

1919 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_28-30; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:100-101, Annex B, rows.70375-70377; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.946; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_102-103; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, 
slides:176-179, Annex B, rows.50606-5061l.See P01782, paras.734, 873-875. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_28-30.See P01782, paras.735,873-874. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slide:101, Annex B,row.70376; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.946. See 
P01782, paras.873-874. On 14 February, SABRA connected to SPEARS3 not long after the the second call to 
Al Jazeera at 15:27. SPEARS3 is adjacent to AICHAII. See P01923, slides:165,167,170-171,177; P01221, 
D0378445. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides: 176-179, Annex B, rows.50606-50611. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_101-107; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slides:177-179,Annex B,rows.50607-50611; 
See P01782, para.732. See below, Section VI.D. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_102: 12-20; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01889, slide:177, Annex B,rows.50607-50609; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.748,763-764; See P01782, para.733. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.766; See P01782, paras.752-753. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:149-156, Annex B,rows.90388-90401; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _73-75; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1204,1218-1221. See also P01782, paras.1054-1055,1057. See above, 
Section VI.C. 
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before the false claim was put into motion following the Attack. 1926 Contact between 

them was very infrequent, but the timing and number of their calls was extremely 

unusual. It is significant because: 

• These calls were exchanged between two co-conspirators who were a central part of the 

Green Network Command Mission group and conspiracy. Their communication 

happened at a fundamental moment in the conspiracy intrinsically related to the false 

claim side of the plot that and is directly associated with the imminent mission execution 

phase; 

• Given the strict nature and use of the closed user , it is reflective of the 

fact that both AYYASH and MERHI adhered to the triangular reporting lines and 

therefore they intentionally did not breach this structure within the 

Instead they communicated using their personal mobile phones; 

• The second day of contact in which AYYASH and MERHI exchanged four calls1927 

preceded MERHI's final Green network contact with BADREDDINE on 7 February 

2005. 1928 This call took place approximately 15 minutes after (AYYASH) 

called (BADREDDINE). 1929 This call indicates that the preparatory elements 

necessary for MERHI to discharge his role in enacting the false claim were nearing or at 

completion. This is another example of the structured co-ordination in the operating 

hierarchy beneath BAD RED DINE and directly associates all three co-conspirators; 

• These calls occurred two days before the final rehearsal of the Attack. 1930 

See two paragraphs above. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:109-111, Annex B, rows.70396-70397, 
70402-70403, 122-124, Annex B, rows.70438-70439, 70441-70444; G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_88-90; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.949, 951. See P01782, paras.878-880, 892-896. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T342 _100-101; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:122-124, Annex B,rows.70438-70444; 
G.PLATT/PERH147:P01783, para.949; See P01782, paras.892-895. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T342_104; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:l31, 133, Annex B, rows.70465-70466, 
70472-70473; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.958,table.124; See P01782, paras.903, 905-906. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:l31-133, Annex B rows.70464-70473; See P01782, paras.904-905. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T343_ 48-112, see in particular T343_53-54,58-60; G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_5-20(Platt 
comments on surveillance of Hariri on the 81h of Feb 05); G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:2-106, 
Annex B,rows.80002-80422; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.988-1020; See P01782, paras.918-934. 
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7. Third Bristol Group Meeting-The Point ofNo Return 

934. Tensions reached a peak, when the Bristol Group held its third meeting on 2 February 

2005. 1931 This meeting was heavily covered by the media. 1932 Basel FULEIHAN's 

presence for the first time at this meeting was significant for many reasons. 1933 Firstly, he 

participated in the name ofHARIRI given their close relationship. 1934 Secondly, it was a 

sign ofHARIRI's irrevocable decision to join the Opposition and that MOUALLEM's 

visit did not change his position. 1935 Lastly, it was a clear message to the Syrian regime: 

"I am officially against you."1936 HARIRI's non-presence was intentional in order to 

allow himself"a wider margin ofmanoeuvre". 1937 

935. The Bristol Group released a statement demanding the full withdrawal of Syrian forces 

pursuant to the Taif Agreement, dismantling of all Syrian-Lebanese intelligence 

networks, to restore sovereignty and restructure the national authority in Lebanon. 1938 At 

this meeting, JUMBLATT insisted on the necessity of dismantling the joint Lebanese

Syrian networks and to make the Lebanese intelligence services completely independent 

and free from the complete control of Syrian agencies. 1939 

936. This meeting was followed by pro-Syrian loyalists launching a verbal attack on the 

Opposition. President LAHOUD and Prime Minister Omar KARAM! issued warnings 

that the "anti-Syrian campaign had exceeded all limits."1940 The Lebanese Interior 

Minister Suleiman FRANGIEH accused HARIRI "of being the tutor of the opposition 

1931 

1932 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1936 

1937 

1938 

1939 

1940 

P00407, D0429677; P00447; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T129 _ 4-12,14; P00365; 
H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl51_19-28, 37-39, 55-58. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08_23:2-5; P00407, D0429677; P00447. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl09 _56:21-23, 57:11-17; P00365; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28_52:6-16. 

H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T150_74:6-14; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T108_31:18-22; P00407, 
D0429678F.SALMAN/PRH521:T105_ 42:1-23; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28_72:12-18. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T108_29:18-25,30:1-2;H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:T150_76-77; 
W .JUMBLATT /PRH684:T14 7 _ 63; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T129 _12-13. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 64:14-19. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08 31:1-4. 

P00407; P00447, D0410470-76,D0410471; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl48_100-101,105:2-8; 
G.EL-KHOURY /PRH242:T 108 _36-39; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:T 128 _ 67:3-17. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl48 105:2-7. 

P00448, D0410551,D0410552. 
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,"1941 and House Speaker Nabih BERRI classed the opposition as 'being inspired by 

American orders."'1942 

937. Consequently, the Pro-Syrian loyalists held a rally on 7 February 2005, seen as an 

attempt to counter the Bristol Group meeting. 1943 This was attended by NASRALLAH, 

BERRI, Prime Minister KARAM! and several other Ministers and politicians. 1944 

Hezbollah criticised the UNSCR 1559 as an American-Israeli driven plot supported by 

the French. 1945 This was further supported by Pro-Syrian political forces stating that 

UNSCR 1559 was a tool created for interference and illegal foreign intervention. 1946 

8. HARIRI confirms rejection of Syrian Deposits 

938. Unlike the previous elections in 1996 and 2000 where HARIRI found himself in an 

uncompromised position to accept the Syrian quota on his electoral lists, 1947 HARIRI had 

already decided that he was determined to win the upcoming elections without the Syrian 

deposits on his parliamentary bloc. 1948 Prime Minister KARAM! passed the draft 

Election Law for approval to Parliament on 27 January 2005, despite criticism from 

various political factions describing the electoral division of Beirut "along sectarian 

lines" as "extremely dangerous." 1949 HARIRI refused to be deterred and marginalised by 

the Syrians. 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1944 

1945 

1946 

1947 

1948 

1949 

P00448, D0410551. 

P00448, D0410551. 

P00532, D0410891-98,D0410893; P00532, D0410801-09,D0410802. 

P00532, D0410891-98,D0410893. 

P00532, D0410801-09,D0410805. 

P00532, D0410891-98,D0410893. 

G.El-KHOURY :PRH242:Tl 08 _ 86; P00368, 60302905-60302906; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T96 _12-13; 
S.DIAB/PRH031:Tl11 9-18. 

P00368, 60302905; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl09:11:8-12,28-30 ;G.EL
KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08_80,85:3-7; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99_76:12-22,77:1-16; 
S.DIAB/PRH03l:Tlll_32-37; A.MAJDALANI/PRH49l:Tl42_51-52. 

P00532, D0410119-23,D0410121. 
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939. HARIRI's fearless confidence that he would win the upcoming elections was growing 

day by day. 1950 His statement to the Higher Shiite Council, that he would continue to 

fight from the "toughest Electoral Constituency." 1951 

940. On 29 January 2005, HARIRI had met with HAMADE at his home in Beirut. 1952 The 

same day he travelled to his private residence in Naameh, where he discussed with EL

KHOURY and Basel FULEIHAN the removal of the Syrian deposits from his electoral 

list. 1953 

941. On the same day, it was reported in the media that HARIRI would exclude Syrian 

candidates from his bloc. 1954 That evening, Y AMOUT called GHAZALEH once and 

GHAZALEH called KANDIL three times. 1955HARIRI had not personally informed the 

Syrian deposits Adnan ARAKJI, Bassem Y AMOUT and Nasser KANDIL of his 

decision. 1956 

942. On 4 February 2005 at Quraitem Palace, HARIRI personally informed KANDIL of his 

decision to not include him on his electorallist. 1957 Immediately after he left the Palace, 

KANDIL engaged in a close sequence of calls with GHAZALEH and then, unusually, 

SAFA. 1958 Later that same evening, KHALIL invited the journalist, AL-ASSAAD, to a 

meeting in Dahyieh to convey an angry message warning HARIRI to cooperate with 

GHAZALEH and accept the Syrian deposits. 1959 

1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T100_19:14-24; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99_76:12-14; 
G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl09 22-24. 

P00303, D0004951-55,D0004951; B.EL-SABEH/PRH042:Tl28_70-71. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T339 _83-90; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01902, slides:87-110, Annex B,rows.60229-60286. 
See P01782, para.783; M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99_66:8-ll. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl08 77-83. 

P00368; G.EL-KHOURY /PRH242:Tl 08 _ 80:23 -25;G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl 09 _5-8. 

P01340, rows.ll201,11204,11208,11238; P01389; P01387; P01782, para.784. 

A.MAJDALANI/PRH49l:Tl42 46-51. 

P00301, D0380891, entry 17866, Nasser Qandil registered as a visitor at Quraitem Palace from 09:25 tol 0:40 
to meet with HARIRI; A.MAJDALANI/PRH49l:Tl42_ 46-48,50-51. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907,slides:l03-104, Annex B, rows.70379-70383; P01353, row.9730, the first 
call Kandil had made to Safa since at least 1 Sept 2004 is on 4 Feb 2005. 

[Redacted]; H.HAMMOUD/PRH052:Tl51_23-27; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:l06-107, Annex B, 
rows.70385-70391. 
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K. PHASE EIGHT: 8 February 2005 to 13 February 2005 

Final Preparation as Severity of Threat to HARIRI's Life Emerges 

1. Introduction 

943. This phase comprised the final week of surveillance by AYYASHand the other members 

of the Assassination Unit under his co-ordination. The was used on five of 

these six days to conduct static and mobile surveillance including, significantly, a 

rehearsal of their movements during HARIRI's visit to Parliament on 8 February 

2005. 1960 This being a key day in the preparations, BADREDDINE was updated by 

A YY ASH from the area of Quraitem Palace, after HARIRI had returned there from 

Parliament. 

944. In the late evening of 13 February 2005, the penultimate call on the 

from BADREDDINE to AYYASH followed immediately from an exchange of calls with 

SAFA. 1961 This led to the final preparatory activity, as reflected by the unusual 

concentration of covert activity amongst the Assassination Unit through 

the early hours of 14 February 2005. 

945. The intense political battle between the Opposition and the Syrian regime did not 

undermine HARIRI's confidence and belief that he was going to win by a majority 

landslide in the upcoming 2005 elections, as he did in the year 2000. 1962 According to 

HAMADE, "[HARIRI] was becoming too powerful and according to political 

calculations, there were many reasons to kill him." 1963 During this period, serious threats 

to HARIRI's life emerged from various sources. JUMBLATT stated to HARIRI, "we 

were expecting a new round of assassinations [ ... ]based on [ ... ] the attempt on Marwan 

HAMADE's life and[ ... ] the words by President Bashar AL-AS SAD when he said 'I 

shall break Lebanon over your heads.'" 1964 GHAZALEH's demands for an extra monthly 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

See below, Section VII.K.2. 

See below, Section VII.K.5. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _76,77. 

PRH045:P01107, para.59. 

W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T148 109:13-110:4. 
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payment the day before HARIRI's assassination1965 signaled the imminence of the 

Attack. 

2. Rehearsal for the Attack on 8 February 2005 

946. HARIRI attended a parliamentary session on 8 February 2005, where it was announced 

that the next session would be held on 14 February 2005 at 11:00.1966 HARIRI left before 

the session ended to attend an election lunch that had been organised at Quraitem Palace 

for 13:30. 1967 HARIRI had a similar lunch scheduled around the same time on 

14 February 2005. 1968 

947. All three networks were active on 8 February 2005. 1969 The behaviour of the and 

Phones in particular bore a strong similarity to their activity on the day of the 

Attack. This day represented an important opportunity for the principal conspirators to 

practice the co-ordination of the Attack, because it was the last time HARIRI attended 

Parliament until 14 February 2005. 1970 

948. The following key aspects of covert network activity on 8 February 2005 suggest that this 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

was, in essence, a rehearsal for the assassination: 

(a) Blue surveillance ofHARIRI from Quraitem Palace to Parliament: in the morning, 

(S5), (S8) and (S9) were located around Quraitem 

Palace and from there followed HARIRI's convoy to Parliament. 1971As the convoy 

departed from Quraitem Palace, S8 and S9 calledAYYASH who had gone directly to 

the Parliament area; 1972 

G.EL-CHAMMA/PRH282:Tl16_ 46-48(Al-Arab is also known as Abou-Tareq). 

P00540, 10012112-10012113; P00092, D0004290; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.984; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:12-18, Annex B, rows.80028-80042. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.984; P00299,60142169; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 19-21, 
Annex B, rows.80043-80047. 

P00299, 60142169,60142175; S.DIAB/PRH031:Tll1_59-61. 

See above, Sections V.C.2(d)(iii); V.C.5. See P01782, paras.915,918-934. 

See above, SectionV.C.2(d)(iii). See P01782, paras.915,918-934. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.988-991,994-997;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 11-17,22-34, Annex 
B,rows.80027-80039,80048-80091 ;G.PLATT/PRH147:T343 _ 61:6-62:25, 65:16-66:2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.988-993;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:25-38, Annex B,rows.80056-
80111;G.PLATT/PRH147:T343 _66:3-21,63:18-64: 11. 
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(b) Movement in concert of S9 with S7 from South Beirut to Central Beirut: a few 

minutes before 13:00, S9 and S7 started moving to central Beirut, contacting each 

other as they travelled; first using their and then their as 

they entered central Beirut. 1973 This is very similar to the timing of the movement and 

switching of phones of S7, in concert with S5, shortly before HARIRI was due to 

emerge from Parliament on 14 February 2005. 1974 

(c) Use of Unusual Cell, Mraijeh A: S7 connected to this cell before moving in concert 

with S9 to central Beirut and switching to the . 1975 This cell was also 

used on the day of the Attack, when Mraijeh A featured as the originating location for 

the same type of movement by S5 from South Beirut to the crime scene. 1976 

(d) Switch from Blue to Red Phones: after moving in concert to central Beirut, S7 and S9 

connected to RASNAB 1 using their . Less than a minute later A YY ASH 

( ) also connected to the same cell. 1977 By the time ofS7's next call with S9, 

they were both cell sited at ZOUKAK1, between the Parliament and the crime scene, 

where AYYASH was also sited at that time. 1978 This pattern was replicated almost 

precisely on 14 February 2005. 

(e) Red and Green surveillance of HARIRI from Parliament to Quraitem Palace: during 

the halfhour after HARIRI emerged from Parliament (13:07-13:39), 20 calls took 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:53-56, Annex B,rows.80177-80178,80181-80183,80188,80190-80191. See 
also P01782, para.921. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:61-62, 64-66,70-77, 80-81, Annex B, rows.90162-90163, 90168-90169, 
90182-90183,90195-90196,90204,90207,90214,90216,90220,90221,90227-90228; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 55-57, Annex B, rows.80183-80185, 80189-80193; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1162-1164, tables.164-165; G.PLATT/PRH147:T343_90:19-92:13, see 
in particular 91:24-92:-13. See also P01782, paras.1024-1025. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.998-1000; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:41-55, see in particular 
slides:41-44,55, Annex B, row.80124-80188, see in particular rows.80129, 80132, 80135, 80138, 
80142;G.PLATT/PRH147:T343_70-75, see in particular 70:16-71. See also P01782, paras.922-924. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.998,table.132;G.PLATT/PRH147:T343_70-75, see in particular 70:16-71; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:41-55, see in particular slides:41-42, Annex B,row.80124-80188, see in 
particular rows.80129,80132; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:44, 46, 52-53, Annex B, rows.90123, 90129, 
90141-90142. See also P01782, paras.924,1019. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:53-56, Annex B,rows.80181-80184,80188-80191. See also P01782, 
para.925. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.999-1000,1003,tables.133,135, maps.97,98;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, 
slides:53-59 see in particular slides:53,55,58, Annex B,rows.80177-80178,80181-80182,80183,80188,80190-
80 191,80196,80198,80199,80202-80203 ;G.PLATT/PRH147:T343 _90: 19-93:6,94:22-96:8,100-101:3. See 
also PO 1782, paras.925 -926. 
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place in the area around the Parliament; 12 of which occured within 14 minutes of 

HARIRI having left Parliament. A YY ASH ( ) was involved in half of these 

calls. 1979 A YY ASH ( ) then followed the convoy back to Quraitem Palace, 

where upon arrival he immediately called BADREDDINE ( ). 1980 The 

continued to be located between the Parliament, the crime scene and 

Quraitem Palace, making bursts of frequent calls for a further five hours before the 

users switched to their and returned to their base area. 1981 During this 

period, another call took place between AYYASH and BADREDDINE. 1982 The 

intensity and co-ordination of these call patterns on the afternoon of 8 February 2005 

are consistent with detailed preparation at and between the key locations for the 

Attack, which was carried out only six days later. 

3. AYYASH leads Final Red Surveillance before the Attack: 9-12 February 2005 

949. Following the rehearsal on 8 February 2005, surveillance continued on 

each of the following four days as final preparations were conducted. The first three days 

concerned static surveillance around Quraitem Palace. On 12 February, AYYASH co

ordinated mobile surveillance of HARIRI's visit to Sacre Coeur Church and the Mar 

Michael Church for two funerals. This was closely monitored by BADREDDINE using 

the 

(a) 9-11 February 2005: Static Red Surveillance around Quraitem Palace 

950. From 9 to 11 February 2005, the , led by AYY ASH, were used for static 

1979 

19RO 

1981 

19R2 

surveillance around Quraitem Palace, consistent with the pre-determined imminence of 

the Attack: 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1004; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:55-71, Annex B, rows.80183-
80264; G.PLATT/PRH147:T343_102:24-109:8. See also P01782, para.928. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1005, table.136; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:70, 72, Annex B, 
rows.80258-80259,80265-80266;G.PLATT/PRH147:T343 _109-110:5. See also P01782, para.929. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1 006-1007 ,1009-1020,tables.136, 137,138,139.; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:77-110 see in particular slides:95-99,105-109, Annex B,rows.80285-
80431, see in particular rows.80355-80380,80414-80429;G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_5-13,18-20, see in 
particular 6,8,12. See also P01782, para.930. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1008, table.137; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:87,89, Annex B, 
rows.80332-80333, 80335-80336;G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_14-16. See also P01782, para.930. 
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• On 9 February2005, between 13:16 and 18:13, all ofthe were used in the 

area around Quraitem Palace. 1983 Between 15:28 and 16:31, while the 

remained active around Quraitem Palace, S5 and S7, the escorts of the VBIED for the 

Attack, switched from their to and converged in Dahyieh to 

use an unusual cell (MraijehA). 1984 MraijehA was also used by S5 on the morning of the 

Attack as he moved in concert with S7 to the crime scene. 1985 

• On 10 February 2005, between 12:09 and 15:46, all of the (except 

AYYASH's ) were used in the area around Quraitem Palace. 1986 The first call of 

the day made by S6 ( ) was in the area of the crime scene. 1987 

• On 11 February 2005, between 11:46 and 17:45, S7 ( ), S8 ( ), S9 ( 

) and AYYASH ( ) were conducting surveillance m the area around 

Quraitem Palace. 1988 At approximately the same time, S6 ( ) and S5 ( ) 

were sited in the northern area of Tripoli, 1989 thereby cementing the association of the 

with Tripoli on the eve ofthe Attack. AYYASH also spent time around 

the crime scene and Parliament, leaving the group at 13:28 and moving south until north 

of the Airport. 1990 

951. The Red calls were interspersed by calls between AYYASH ( ) and 

1983 

1984 

19R5 

1986 

19R7 

1988 

19R9 

1990 

BADREDDINE ( ) for regular updates, as part of the typical Red/Green 

pattern: 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:135-140, 142-148, 151-154, Annex B, rows.80498-80525, 80529-
80562,80568-80589;G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_30-52, see in particular 30:24-31:5, 39:10-20, 42:25-43:6, 
47:2-49:5. See also P01782, para.940. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 149-150, Annex B,rows.80564-80567; G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_ 45:21-
46:13. See also P01782, para.943. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:44,46,52-53, Annex B,rows.90123,90129,90141-90142 P01782, para.943. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:164-171, 173-174, Annex B, rows.80625-80669, 80674-
80681;G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_61:20-64:19. See also P01782, para.950 

G.PLA TT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 166-167, Annex B,rows.80638,80646;G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_ 63:8-18. 
See also P01782, para.950. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 183-188,191-192,196,199,201-204, Annex B,rows.80713-80738,80744-
80753,80768-80769,80779-80789 ,80797 -80824;G.PLATT /PRH14 7 :T344 _ 89:10-92:17; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_5-10. See also P01782, para.965. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:186, 189, 191, 194, Annex B, rows.80727-80728, 80733,80740-80741, 
80743, 80748, 80756G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_92:1-11, 94-96. See also P01782, para.966. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 191,193,195-197, Annex B,rows. 80747-80748,80754-80755,80759-
80773; G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_101-106; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_5-15. See also P01782, para.965. 
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• On 9 February 2005, while all of the 

Quraitem Palace, AYY ASH ( 

were operational in the area around 

) made one call to BADREDDINE 

( ). 1991 

• On the afternoon of 11 February 2005, there were three calls between AYYASH 

( ) and BADREDDINE ( ): 

o The first call was made by A YY ASH from the crime scene area, during the heart 

of the core Red activity. 1992 

o The other two calls were initiated by BADREDDINE. The first call made by 

BAD RED DINE was half an hour after he had connected to the unusual Mraijeh 

A cell, which was used in the rehearsal of 8 February 2005 and on the 

. . d . lf 1993 assassmatwn ay 1tse . 

(b) 12 February 2005: Mobile Red surveillance of HARIRI's visit to Sacre 

Coeur Church- Final activity before the Attack 

952. 12 February 2005 was the last day of Red call activity before the Attack, and was also 

one of the busiest days of 

BADREDDINE. On this day, the 

activity between A YY ASH and 

were operational for over eight and a half 

hours, from 10:08 to 18:48, conducting surveillance in the Faraya and Zouk Mosbeh 

areas. 1994 

953. On the morning of 12 February 2005, HARIRI attended two funerals: the first one at 

Sacre Coeur Church, 1995 and the second at Mar Michael Church. 1996 He returned to 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:139-141, Annex B, rows.80516-80517, 80526-80527; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_35:11-36:5. See also P01782, para.940 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 186,188, Annex B,rows.80731-80732,80739G.PLATT/PRH147:T344_93:8-
94: 11. See also PO 1782, para.963. 

G.PLA TT/PRH147:P01916, slides: 195,197-201, Annex B,rows.80760-80761 ,80774,80775,80781,80791,80794-
80795,80799,80809;G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_5:9-7:4. See also P01782, paras.964,967-968. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:221-233,235-255,258,266-277, Annex B,rows.80872-80917 ,80920-
80992,81000-81003,81014-81068; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 _15:10-16:2,23:13-24:9. See also P01782, 
paras.976-977. 

G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl26_109-112; P00299, 60142137-60142180, 60142173; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, 
slides:210-214, Annex B, rows.80846-80853;G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_18:23-23:9. See also P01782, para.974. 

G.EL-YOUSSEF/PRH265:Tl26_111-112; A.MAJDALANI/PRH491:Tl42_54-55; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, 
slides:215-217, Annex B, rows.80854-80860;G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_18:23-23:9. See also P01782, para.974. 
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Quraitem Palace by 11:24. 1997 In the afternoon, HARIRI visited the Beirut Association 

for Social Development in Verdun for approximately two hours from 14:00. 1998 He 

returned to Quraitem Palace by 16:11. 1999 

954. S6 ( ) and S9 ( ) conducted the surveillance of HARIRI' s convoy from 

Quraitem Palace to both funerals, 2000 after which S6 followed the convoy back to 

Quraitem Palace from the Mar Michael Church. 2001 AYYASH travelled to Sacre Coeur 

Church from South Beirut after a call from S6 ( ), and also used his m 

the vicinity of the church, prior to HARIRI's convoy departure from the funeral. 2002 

AYYASH immediately called BADREDDINE, consistent with a regular update as part 

of the Red/Green hierarchical call flow. 2003 S6, S9 and AYYASH then returned to West 

Beirut and were joined there by S7 ( ) from Faraya, while also maintaining 

contact with S5 and S8 in the Faraya/Faqra Villa area. 2004 

955. The second Green call from BADREDDINE to AYYASH ( ) occurred just 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

2001 

2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

after 12:30, while AYYASH was located on the costal road near the crime scene, 

remaining there for at least 20 minutes using his . 2005 The next three calls 

between AYYASH and BADREDDINE took place later in the afternoon, when 

AYYASH( ) moved North and was sited in the immediate vicinity of the Zouk 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:218-219, Annex B,rows.80861-81064; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 _18:23-
23:9. See also P01782, para.974. 

A.MAJDALANI/PRH491 :T 142 _55-56; G.EL-KHOURY /PRH242:T 109 _32-33; P00089, D0004529-33; 
P00303, 00004992-5002; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:260-263, Annex B, rows.81005-81010; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_56:1-59:9. See also P01782, para.975. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slide:264, Annex B,row.81011; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_56. See also P01782, 
para.975. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:226-243, Annex B,rows.80889-80942; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_23:13-
24:9,29:2-37:8. See also P01782, para.978. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:245-246, Annex B,row.80953. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:227, 229-230, 232-233, Annex B, rows.80893, 80898, 80902-80904, 
80910, 80916; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_30:6-32:20. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:232,234, Annex B,row.80912-80914,80919; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 _34-
35. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:232, 236, 252-255, 258, Annex B, rows.80909-80911, 80913,80922-
80923,80974-80992,81000-81003; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_34-41,50-55. See also P01782, para.980. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:254, 256,257, Annex B, rows.80984-80985, 80993-80994, 
80996;G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 _52:17-54:4. See also P01782, para.980. 
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Mosbeh slip road, remaining there for over three hours, while BADREDDINE moved up 

from Dahyieh to Jounieh. 2006 

956. S6 ( ) was in contact with A YY ASH throughout this period in the vicinity of the 

Quraitem Palace. After a call with S6 at 17:07, which took place simultaneously with a 

Green call to BADREDDINE, AYYASH called the other Red users, consistent with 

instructing the others to stop the surveillance and return to Beirut. After AYYASH's 

calls, all d h . . . 2007 stoppe t e1r act1v1ty. 

957. These four days of increased and well co-ordinated Red surveillance around Quraitem 

Palace and mirroring HARIRI's movements on 12 February 2005, demonstrate that 

AYYASH was co-ordinating the final preparations and surveillance before the Attack. 

The I call flow reflects that A YY ASH facilitated 

BADREDDINE's continuing supervision of the operation. 

958. This (12 February 2005) was the last day of surveillance of HARIRI or relevant locations 

until the Attack. Between the commencement of preliminary surveillance on 20 October 

2004 and the Attack on 14 February 2005, there were a total of 58 days of surveillance, 

including 19 days of mobile surveillance. 2008 In this 118 day period between 20 October 

2004 and 14 February 2005, 58 days of surveillance represent almost 50% of the days in 

this time period. 

959. The amount of time required and spent for this task, particularly mobile surveillance, 

demonstrates the extreme care and the degree of meticulous and extensive planning 

undertaken by the Assassination Unit led by AYYASH, and monitored by 

BADREDDINE, to ensure that their criminal purpose would be accomplished. 

2006 

2007 

2008 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:266,268-270,272-273, Annex B, rows.81017-81018,81026,81032-81033, 
81039,81043-81044, 81056;G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_57:7-60:13. See also P01782, para.981. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01916, slides:271-274, Annex B, rows.81040-81057;G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_57:7-
67:3. See also P01782, para.982. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T347_63:2-15. See above, Sections VII.E-K. 
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4. Urgent Warning of Threat to HARIRI's Life 

960. UN Special Envoy ROED-LARSEN2009 had been tasked with meeting senior officials 

from both Lebanon and Syria, including President AL-AS SAD, to monitor progress with 

regards to the implementation ofUNSCR 1559.2010 

961. ROED-LARSEN'smeetingwith PresidentAL-ASSAD on 10 February 2005, resulted in 

him making an urgent visit to meet with HARIRI in Beirut the next day. ROED

LARSEN reported that President AL-ASSAD had been very angry and threatening 

towards HARIRI, and as a result ROED-LARSEN advised HARIRI to leave Lebanon 

immediately for his own safety.2011 

962. On 13 February 2005, AL-ARAB also feared an imminent attempt on HARIRI' s life. 2012 

On that day, at GHAZALEH's request, AL-ARAB travelled to Anjar to deliver a 

payment to him additional to the usual monthly sum paid. 2013 During their meeting 

GHAZALEH insulted, humiliated and threatened him and HARIRI, accusing them of 

"treachery". 2014 

5. BADREDDINE's Penultimate Command Call to AYYASH and the final stages prior to the 

Attack 

963. On the evening of 13 February 2005, SAFA called BADREDDINE (SMP 944) twice, at 

23:01 and 23:05, for the last time before the Attack. 2015 Immediately after, at 23:07, 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

P00532, D0410801-09,D0410801. 

P00532, D0410801-09, D0410801-04; P00532, D0410891-98,D0410891-95. 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _63-64:5. See P01782, para.962. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T 109 _ 49:9-10; A.AL-ARAB/PRH289:P00726,paras.27-28,32-33; G.EL
CHAMMA/PRH282:T116_56-58; G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:T109 _ 48-49,50:7-19; A.AL
ARAB/PRH289:P00726, para.19. 

Since 1993, GHAZALEH had requested US$40,000 per month from HARIRI in order to carry out his 
functions. Less than a year later, he asked for this amount to be increased to US$67,000 per month. All 
payments to GHAZALEH were tracked by Ghaleb EL-CHAMMA and made in cash at the beginning of 
each month, usually delivered by Yahya AL-ARAB: G.EL-CHAMMAA/PRH282:Tl16_23:11-19,24:1-
7,20-22, 29:13-25,30-31. 

G.EL-KHOURY/PRH242:Tl09 _ 49:9-10; G.EL-CHAMMA/PRH282:Tl16_56-58; G.EL
KHOURY/PRH242:Tl09 48-49. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1130, table.156; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:28-29, Annex B, 
rows.90071-90075, 90076-90077. See also PO 1782,para.1 003. 
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). This was the penultimate 

were discarded shortly before the Attack. 2016 

964. SAFA's and BADREDDINE's phones converged in the same area. 2017 BADREDDINE 

left his personal phone (PMP 663) at home.2018 His last call from the Ouzai area, at 

01:57, was to the Great Prophet Hospital. 2019 

965. Upon his return home, by 02:31, BADREDDINE sent a SMS text from his personal 

phone to a close female friend, saying: "If you know where I have been, you would be so 

sad".2o2o 

966. This penultimate Green Network call to AYYASH on the eve of the Attack was the 

immediate precursor to unusual activity through the early hours of 14 

February 2005 between AYYASH and his deputy, S6, and in turn others within the 

Assassination Unit. 2021 

6. AYYASH's Contact with S816 Intensifies on Eve of Attack 

967. On 13 February 2005, from around 20:00-20:30, a series of eight calls occurred between 

2016 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 

2021 

2022 

AYYASH (PMP 170) and S816, ending shortly before the became active 

immediately before the Attack. 2022 Prior to this evening, there had been only very select 

contact between A YY ASH (PMP 170) and S816, which was repeatedly and sequentially 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1131,table.156;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:13,28,30, Annex 
B.rows.90034-90035,90074-90075;G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_98-100, see in particular 99:19-21. See also 
PO 1782, para. I 004. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1130-1131,table.l56; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:l3,28-29, Annex 
B,rows.90032-90036,90071-90075, see in particular rows.90076-90077; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345_98-101, 
see in particular 99:19-21. See also PO 1782, para.1 003. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:12-13 & Annex B rows.90030,90036; G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 _80-83, 
see in particular 83. See also P01782, para.1006. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1141, table.157;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides: 13,31,33, Annex 
B,rows.90033,90089,90092. See also PO 1782,para.1 005 . 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1141, table.157;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:13,36-37, Annex 
B,rows.90036,90104,90107; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346,16-17; P01294, row.9691. See also P01782, para.l006. 

See below, Section VII.L.l. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1126-1128,1133, tables.156-157;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:20-
25,31-32,36,38,52-53,63,65, Annex B,rows.90048-90049, 90054-90062, 90084-90085, 90108-90109,90138-
90139,90171-90172,90174-90181;G.PLATT/PRH147:T345 _91-95; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_14-15,23-24. 
See also PO 1782, paras. 994-1002. 
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) 2023 Th. . l . . 
. IS tnangu ar associatiOn 

of calls occurred over a narrow period of nine days in January (Attack Set-Up Phase), the 

central feature of which was S9's use of two or three unusual and contiguous cells 

located east ofBeirut Airport ("East of Airport").2024A further defining characteristic was 

the use of those cells over extended periods which preceded or were closely proximate to 

the date of the purchase of the Van. 2025 

968. The intrinsic link between this triangular call activity, apparently covert activity forming 

a pivotal part of the Attack Set-Up Phase and the purchase of a principal component of 

the VBIED, in itself provides a basis for linking S816 and AYYASH to the preparation 

of the VBIED. This conclusion is significantly reinforced by events on the day of the 

Attack. 

969. Firstly, on that night, and only a few hours before the Attack, S816 called AYYASH 

(PMP 170) twice at 23:54 and at 03:33, using for the first time two of the East of Airport 

cells, KARAME3 and AIB3. Seen in context, the use of these cells is unlikely to be 

coincidental. These cells were heavily associated with S9 and corresponded with 

AYYASH's contact with S816 in the Attack Set-Up Phase.2026This is particularly 

relevant considering that S9' s calls in the early hours from the same cells over those nine 

days in January were also exclusively associated with AYYASH ( ).2027 

970. Secondly, AYYASH's final two calls with S816 prior to the Attack took place in the 

morning (at 10:50 and 11: 19), while on his way to the Parliament/Crime Scene area and 

approximate in time to HARIRI's arrival at Parliament. One of those calls, with 

AYYASH at its fulcrum, formed part of a tight sequence with S5 shortly before he 

escorted the VBIED to the crime scene. 2028 

2023 

2024 

2025 

2026 

2027 

202R 

See above, Sections VII.I.3(a)(b); VII.I.6. 

See above, Section VII.I.6(a). 

See above, Section VII.I.6.; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_23-24. See also P01782, paras.994,996, 998. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, tables.156-157;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:31-32, 36,38, Annex B, 
rows.90090-90091 ,90105-90106,901 08-90109;G.PLATT/PRH147:T346 _ 6-8,14:19-25,15,23-24 see in 
particular 8:3-7,15:10-13;See above, Section VII.I.6. See also P01782, paras.999-1000. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, tables.156-157; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:34,36,38, Annex B, 
rows.90096-90097, 90105-90106, 90108-90109. See also PO 1782,paras.998-1 000. See above, Section VII .1.6. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P1783,paras.1150,1152,1159,tables.160,162; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:52-
55, 61-63, AnnexB, rows.90138-90139, 90142-90150,90162,90165-90166, 90171-90172; 
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971. This call flow and the sudden, unusual concentration of call activity between A YY ASH 

(PMP 170) and S816 on the eve of the Attack and while en route to the crime scene, 

particularly when viewed in the context of their previous activity and its integral role in 

the activity, 2029 link it to the final preparations of the VBIED prior to its 

movement and ultimate detonation. 

L. The Attack: 14 February 2005 

972. From the early hours of 14 February 2005 until the explosion there was a dramatic 

increase of call activity amongst the Principal Six Network users (the Assassination 

Unit). Firstly, using their 

latterly, switching to their 

to make final preparations in Dahyieh before 

to co-ordinate the Attack in around the Parliament 

and St. Georges's Marina. The use of these phones, particularly those within the and 

Network, demonstrates inexorably their users' and BADREDDINE's direct 

involvement in executing the Attack. 

973. The replication of certain movements and call patterns that had been rehearsed by the 

Principal Six users only several days before in the same areas, demonstrates the care and 

planning that A YY ASH and the other Principal Six Network users invested in ensuring 

the Attack was successfully executed. 

1. Early Hours Preparation: AYYASH's Contact with the Principal Six and S816 

974. The last night before the Attack was marked by patterns of unusual and significant call 

activity. From 19:59 on 13 February 2005 until18:50 on 14 February 2005, AYYASH's 

call activity was exclusively focused on the pivotal figures in the final preparations: 

2029 

2030 

BADREDDINE, S816, and members of the Principal Six Network users (the 

Assassination Unit). 2030 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_33-34:1-18,42:9-13,46:22-25,47:1-11,48:9-18 see in particular 47:2-11; 
P00090, D0003477. See also P01782, paras.1002, 1018. 

See below, Section VII.L.l. See P01782, paras.1014,1018-1019. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1125-1128,1131,1133-1137,1141-1144,1150-1151,1159,1161-
1164,1170,1173,1175,1180,1183-1184,1195,1197-1198,table&155-158,160,162-165,167-169,171-172; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:20,28,31,34,36,39,52,61,65,70,72,76,82,88,101,108,117 ,125, 141, Annex 
B,rows.90048-90374; P01262, rows.179-186; P01238, rows.293-303; P01207, rows.137-138; 
P01197,rows.118-129. See P01782, para.1015. 
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975. Equally significant is that AYYASH's contact with the Assassination Unit occurred 

through the Blue Phones, which were unusually active between midnight and 08:35.2031 

Overnight, A YY ASH ( ) exchanged five calls with S6 ( ), his deputy?032 

Immediately after the last of those calls, around 5:00, S6 contacted S7 ( ) who, in 

turn, attempted to contact S5 ( ) . . . 1 . 2033 Th. . 11 tw1ce m qmc c success10n. 1s mtense ca 

sequence is particularly relevant given S5's and S7's later involvement in transporting 

and positioning the suicide VBIED at the crime scene. 2034 

976. Within the same timeframe, A YY ASH (PMP 170) also received two unusual, late night 

calls from S816 (at 23:54 and 03:33). 2035 The timing of these calls-occurring during the 

very final preparations for, what was, a highly complex attack of historic gravity-is 

significant in itself. Furthermore, those calls are invested with additional importance as 

S816 used the East of Airport Cells for both calls, and at an unusual time which would 

naturally aid covert activity. 2036 These were the first and only occasions that S816 was 

directly linked to that area, 2037 which in turn is intrinsically linked with S9's covert 

preparatory activity during the nine-day Attack Set-Up Phase when the Van was 

purchased. These two calls link S816 to significant, final preparatory activity connected 

to S9's earlier activity at the East of Airport. 

977. The integral connection between the calls of S816, A YY ASH and S5 which occurred at 

10:50, as AYYASH was on his way to the Parliament/crime scene area, suggests a 

2031 

2032 

2033 

2034 

2035 

2036 

2037 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1141-1143,tables.157-158;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:34-35,39-45, 
Annex B,rows.90094-90095,90099-90100,90110-90128;G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_12-13:3-16,18-20:1-9. See 
also P01782, paras.1014. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T328_86-88; G.PLATT/PRH147:T338_91-92; G.PLATT/PRH147:T340_9-ll; 
G.PLA TT /PRH 14 7:T332 _ 23:17 -24,72-73:4-6; G.PLA TT /PRH 147:T345 _10 1:4-23. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783,para.1143, table.158; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_18-20: 1-
9;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:39-42, Annex B, rows.90110-90117. See also P01782, paras.1014. 

See below, Section VII.L.2. See also PO 1782, paras.IO 14. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1133,1141,tables.156,157; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:31-32,36,38, 
Annex B,rows.90084-90085,90105-90106. See also P01782, para.1000. 

See above, Section VII.K.6. See also P01782, paras.998-1000,1016. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_7:12-8: 10; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1133,1141,tables.156,157; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:31-32, 36,38, Annex B, rows.90084-90085, 90105-90106. See also 
P01782, paras.999-1000. 
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connection between S816 and the VBIED. 2038 S5 ( ), was sited at the unusual 

cell, Mraijeh A, 2039 the originating location of at least one of the conspirators charged 

with escorting the VBIED to the crime scene both on the rehearsal day and now on this 

day.2040 It was from this location that S5 started moving via the Blue Base area to the 

vicinity of the crime scene in concert with S7, to escort the suicide VBIED to the crime 

scene in readiness for its detonation. 2041 

978. The concentration of AYYASH's Blue network activity with members of the 

Assassination Unit during these final hours, and his calls with S5 (and S816) en route to 

the crime scene area where he converged with S5 and the bomb truck, reinforces the 

direct significance of AYYASH' s role in ensuring that the suicide VBIED was in place at 

the crime scene before the arrival ofHARIRI's convoy. 

2. Surveillance ofHARIRI at the Parliament and Cafe Place de l'Etoile as the Suicide VBIED 

Moves to the Crime Scene 

979. In the morning of 14 February 2005, HARIRI was at Quraitem Palace attending 

meetings, 2042 before heading to a parliamentary session which was scheduled for 

11:00.2043 On this day, HARIRI's convoy consisted of six vehicles, including three 

Mercedes equipped with jamming devices. 2044 HARIRI was driving the third vehicle in 

2038 

2039 

2040 

2041 

2042 

2043 

2044 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1150,1152-1153, table.160; P00090, D0003477-
84;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:52-53,57, Annex B, rows.90138-
90145,90152;G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_33:11-34:18, 42:9-13. See also P01782, paras.1018. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1150-1151,table.160; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:52-53, Annex 
B,rows.90138-90141. See P01782, paras.1018-1019. 

See above, Section VII.K.2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1150-1151,table.160; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:52-53,61-62, 
Annex B,rows.90138-90145,90162-90163; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_31 :20-32:11,33:11-34:18. See P01782, 
paras.1 002,1018-1019,1024. 

P00300, 50015696-99; P00301, D0380904-05; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.l146. 

P00540, 10012113T; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1147 -1148; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:49-
51,54-55, Annex B,rows.90134-90135,90146-90148. See also P01782, para.1020. 

T. SOUBRA/PRH559:P00336, 60295687,para.78; PRH155:T76_68:8-69:16; PRH076:T81_19:7-20:5,33:20-
24; A.V AN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345832. 
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the convoy which was an armoured Mercedes, followed by two other Mercedes, 2045 and 

an ambulance at the end. 2046 HARIRI's convoy arrived at Parliament around 10:54.2047 

980. The conspirators were in a position to know HARIRI's movements in advance of this day 

as the time of the parliamentary session was made public one week before. 2048 Red 

network activity began in late morning when S6 ( ), S8 ( ) and S9 

( ), used cells around Quraitem Palace. The parliamentary session started, at 

11:00 and HARIRI arrived at Parliament a few minutes before.2049 

981. At 11:33, while HARIRI was still attending the session, AYYASH ( ) arrived in 

the vicinity of Parliament and called S6 ( ).2050 This call triggered S6 ( ), 

S8 ( ) and S9 ( ) to move swiftly to the vicinity of Place de ]'Etoile, 

where HARIRI was expected to arrive once the parliamentary session was over, while 

AYYASH proceeded directly to the crime scene area.2051 Clearly, AYYASH was making 

sure that the would be well placed to update him on HARIRI's movements 

after he exited Parliament. 2052 

982. During this time (between 11:18 and 11 :4 7), S5 ( ) and S7 ( )moved up 

2045 

2046 

2047 

204R 

2049 

2050 

2051 

2052 

in convoy from the Blue Base area (Sfeir _A) to the Ras Nabah area in the south part of 

PRH076:T81_19:14-25; PRH155:T76_69:2-15,71 :14-72:22. 

PRH076:T81_20:1-5; PRH155:T76_69:13-16; PRH155:P00266, 60037041,para.6; PRH256:T87_8:3-5; 
L.AHMAD/PRH286:P00084, 60290659. 

P00090, D0003477-84; P00173,00:00:55-00:01:10, T43 _70-71; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1148J152-
1153; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:54-57, Annex B, rows.90146-90152; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_ 42:1-
13. See P01782, para.1020. 

P00540, 10012113; P00092, D0004288-90. See above, Section VII.K.2. See also P01782, para.915. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1156,tab1e.161,maps.118-119; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:54-59, 
Annex B,rows.90146-90160;G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_ 43:15-44:13. See P01782, para.1021. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1161, table.163;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:64-65,67, Annex 
B,rows.90173, 90178-90179, 90184-90185; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_ 49:6-21; P00090, D0003545, D0003603; 
H.HABRAKEN/PRH371 :POO 110, 60282579-80. See PO 1782, para.1 022. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1161,1163-1164,tables.163, 165;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:65,67, 
69, 76,78-79,81-85, Annex B, rows.90178-90181, 90184-90185,90187-90189,90218-9019,90223-90226, 
90229-90231, 90240-90247; G.PLATT/PRH147;T346_ 49:9-21, 56:20-57:12. See P01782, para.1022. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1165-1170, tables.166-167; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:65, 67,76, 
78-79, 81-85, Annex B,rows.90 178-90181,90184-90185,90218-9019,90223-90226,90230-90231,90240-
90247; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_ 49:9-21,56:20-57:12, 64:1-,65:19; P00090, D0003610-12. See P01782, 
para.1023. 
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central Beirut, while calling each other, as it was precisely rehearsed on 

8 February 2005. 2053 

983. AYYASH ( ) also called S5 ( ) twice from the Parliament area and on 

route to the crime scene area. During the first call, at 11:35, S5 ( ) used a cell in 

Dahyieh and immediately called S7 ( ) who used the same cell 

(Mar_ Mikhael_ C).2054 By the time of the second call, at 11:47, S5 ( ) was in the 

Ras Nabah area ready to switch to his 

calls prior to the explosion. 2055 

as rehearsed. These were the last Blue 

984. Three minutes later, at 11:50, S5 ( ) and S7 ( ) turned on their 

and contacted each other in the Ras Nabah area.2056 

985. As AYYASH made his way from the Parliament area to the crime scene he was, given 

their subsequent convergence there, directing S5 to continue moving the bomb to the 

crime scene area. 2057 AYYASH knew that HARIRI was still in the Parliament area since 

he had two calls with S9 and S6, who were in the Parliament area, moments before 

HARIRI exited Parliament (between 11:49 and 11:53).2058 

986. 

2053 

2054 

2055 

2056 

2057 

205R 

2059 

HARIRI left Parliament at 11:54 and went to Cafe Place de I 'Etoile. 2059 

See above, Section VII.K.2. G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1158,1160, 1162, tables.162, 164; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T346 _ 45:11-23,46:14-21,59:8-60: 11; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:61-62,65-66,70-
72,76-77, Annex B, rows.90162-90163, 90168-90169, 90174, 90177, 90182-90183, 90190-90191, 90194-
90197,90199,90204,90207,90216,90220-90221. See P01782, paras.1024-1025. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1162, table.164, map.124; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_ 45:11-23,46:14-
21,59:8-60:11;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:70-71, Annex B, rows.90190-90191, 90194-90197. See 
P01782, paras.1024-1025. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:95-96; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.4.7; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _61-65; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1163; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_61:10-62:12; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:76-80, Annex B,rows.90213-
90228. See P01782, para.1025. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:96; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _64; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.ll63-
1164,table.l65; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_90:7-23;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:80, Annex B, rows.90227-
90228. See P01782, para.1026. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:88-96, Annex B,rows.90251,90254-90264; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_93-
96; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1170. See P01782, paras.1028-1029. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1164,table.165; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:72-79,82-83, Annex 
B,rows.90 198-90226,90230-90243; G.PLA TT/PRH14 7 :T346 _ 64-65. See PO 1782, para.1 023. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:81,86, Annex 8 rows.90229,90248; P00090, D0003610-28; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1165,1168; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_ 49:15-21,91:1-14,92: 17-25; 
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987. Approximately three minutes later (at approximately 11:56:57 real time), the Mitsubishi 

Canter Van was recorded on CCTV cameras travelling through the President Suleiman 

Frangieh Tunnel (commonly referred to as "St. Georges's tunnel"), which is close to the 

crime scene.2060 

988. The movement of the Van coincided with a call from S5 ( ), using a cell in the 

vicinity of the same tunnel, to AYYASH ( ) (11:57:01). The end cell of the call 

indicated that S5, reflecting his presence escorting the VBIED, was heading from the 

tunnel to converge in the crime scene area where AYYASH was already located 

(PHENMB1). 2061 By the end of the call, S5 was using the same cell (PHENMB1) as 

AYYASH.2062 From their previous call on their Blue phones 10 minutes before, S5 

would have known that AYYASH was also going to the crime scene. 2063 This Red call 

would have been necessary to announce his arrival as he left the tunnel but also to receive 

further direction. 

989. At this time AYYASH, having had calls with the conspirators around the Parliament, was 

in a position to do two things. 

990. First, AYYASH was able to confirm his own direct observations that the bomb had 

physically arrived in the immediate vicinity of the planned location of the Attack. 

2060 

2061 

2062 

2063 

H.HABRAKEN/PRH37l:P00110, 60282579-81; M.DIA/PRH150:T84_ 4:13-17;PRH076:T81_31. See 
P01782, para.1020. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:89-95, Annex B, row.90256-90262; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1171-
1172, maps.133-134; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, paras.140,146,163-165 ; P00006 Camera 1 at CCTV 
footage time 11:54:43 (extract from P00079); P00007 Camera 2 at CCTV footage time 11:54:45 (extract from 
P00078); P00008,Camera 3 at CCTV footage time 11:54:49 (extract from P00077); P00009 Camera 4 at CCTV 
footage time 11:54:54 (extract from P00076); P00010 Camera 5 at CCTV footage time 11:54:56 (extract from 
P00075); P00011 Camera 6 at CCTV footage time 11:55:00-11:55:15 (extract from P00073); P00044; 
Q.MUGG/PRH555:P00081, paras.l 0-11; R.FRASER/PRH283:T32 _ 62,74; R.FRASER/PRH283 :T33 _30,42. 
See P01782, para.1028. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1170, table.167; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:88-89, 96, Annex B, rows. 
90251, 90254, 90256, 90263-90264; G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_93:12-94:6; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _6:5-7:20. 
See P01782, para.1028. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_93:19-94:15; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347_6:10-21; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, 
slides:88-89, 96-97, Annex B, rows.90251, 90254,90256, 90263-90266. See P01782, para.1029. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:95-96; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.5.4.7; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _61-65; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1163; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T346_61:10-62:12; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:76-80, Annex B, rows.90213-
90228. 
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991. In fact, only forty seconds after his last contact with S5 (11:58:31), AYYASH 

( ) made a short call to BADREDDINE ( ), who was located in 

Dahyieh (ROUEIS3), to update him that the means of the Attack, the suicide VBIED, had 

safely arrived in the immediate vicinity of the crime scene prior to HARIRI's expected 

time of arrival. 2064 This hierarchical call flow is the last example in the 

pattern of hierarchical call flows which marked oversight of the most salient aspects of 

the conspiracy, signposting that the Attack was imminent. 2065 This being the last ever 

call, according to PHILIPS, it ordinarily would indicate or 

signpost that the Attack (completion of the mission) was imminent. 2066 It was. 

992. Second, knowing that HARIRI was yet to set off, A YY ASH was in a position to direct 

the VBIED to turn off and wait as planned, if necessary. 

993. In fact, when exiting the President Suleiman Frangieh Tunnel, the Mitsubishi Canter Van 

pulled off the main road leading to the crime scene and waited. 2067 As we know from 

later events, it waited on the side of the road until the signal was given to S7, who was 

waiting to receive it, the moment HARIRI departed from the Cafe' Place de l'Etoile.2068 

994. HARIRI stayed at Cafe' Place de I 'Etoile between 12:00 and 12:49. 2069 During this time, 

S6, S8 and S9 carried out surveillance of exit routes from Place de l'Etoile, where they 

2064 

2065 

2066 

2067 

2068 

2069 

J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435 :P01118, slides:96-97; J .E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _ 68:2-12,69: 14-19; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.l173,table.168; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:88,97-98, Annex B, 
rows.90252-90253, 90266-90268; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _7:9-8:10,20-22. See P01782, para.1030. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:143; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _ 43:16-25. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:PO 1118, slides:96-97; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _ 69,73-76; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.8.1.46, 5.8.1.48. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.ll71-1172; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:90-95, Annex B,rows.90257-
90262; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347:14-15; P00002; POOOll, Camera 6 at CCTV footage time 11:55:00-11:55:15 
(extract from P00073); R.FRASER/PRH283 :P00005, para.148; R.FRASER/PRH283 :T32 _ 62:19-63:1 ,64:20-22; 
Q.MUGG/PRH555:P00081, 60285585-602. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T347:12-15; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:120-129, Annex B, rows.90331-
90337,90342-90346; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1181, 1184,1186, table.172; P00090, D0003638-
D0003644; H.HABRAKEN/PRH37l:P00110, 60282579-81. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1168, 1181-1182; G.PLATT/PH147:P01923, slides:86, 120-123, Annex B, 
rows.90248, 90331-90334; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 47:13-21; F.SALMAN/PRH52l:Tl05_22,56; 
H.HABRAKEN/PRH371:P00110, 60282579-81; P00090, D0003613-28, D0003634-44. See P01782, 
paras.1 031-1033. 
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were joined by S5 around 12:12, S5 having moved away from the crime scene area.2070 

A YY ASH, who remained in the vicinity of the crime scene, kept in contact with 

them.2071 

995. Within minutes from the final call to BADREDDINE (at 11:58), AYYASHmade 

two short calls to S7 using a cell (ZOUKAK1) providing predicted cell coverage to the 

east of the tunnel. 2072 S7 was also using the same cell. 2073 At 12:09, 12:16 and 12:43, 

AYYASH had three further calls using the same cell, and all of them with S8 whose role 

was clearly to monitor HARIRI and his convoy, and to give the signal the moment he 

left. 2074 

996. S7 received no calls between 12:05 and the moment he got the signal at 12:50.2075 It is 

clear that A YY ASH, having made the call to assure his superior that the bomb was in a 

position to be used as planned, immediately thereafter joined S7 to wait with the suicide 

bomber in the side road, receiving updates from the Parliament area ensuring that 

everything was in place as the suicide bomber was made to wait. 

997. 

2070 

2071 

2072 

2073 

2074 

2075 

2076 

The last such update was at 12:43, minutes before HARIRI's convoy made final 

preparations to leave.2076 As they did so S8, in line with his role, gave the signal in a 5 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1175,table.169; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides: 108-113,115-119, 
Annex B,rows.90293-90310,90314-90330; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 42:10-43:3,46-47:1-12. See also 
P01782, paras.1 031-1033. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1175,1180,tables.169,171 ;G.PLATT /PRH147:P01923, slides: 108-110,113,117-
118, Annex B, rows.90293-90304,90309-90310,90320-90328; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 40:25-43:9,47:4-12. 
SeeP01782, paras.1031,1033. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P1783, paras.1173,1175,1268,tables168,169; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, 
slides:88,98, 101,105,107, Annex B,rows.90252-90253,90267 -90268,90276-90277,90287-90288,90291-
90292.See P01782, paras.1030-1031. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P 1783, paras.1173, 1175, 1268, tables.168,169; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, 
slides:88,98,101,105,107, Annex B, rows.90252-90253, 90267-90268,90276-90277, 90287-
90288,90291-90292.See P01782, paras.1030-1 031. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1175,1180, tables.169, 171; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:108-
1 09,113,117-118, Annex B, rows.90296-90297,90301-90302, 90309-90310, 90320-90321, 90327-90328; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 40:25-42:7, 43:4-9,45:19-46:20,47:4-12. See P10782, paras.1023, 1031, 1033. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1175,1183-1184,tables.169,172; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, 
slides: 101,107,125-129, Annex B,rows.90276-90277 ,90291-90292,9033 7-9033 8,90342-90344,90346. 
See PO 1782, paras.1031 ,1035. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.ll80,table.l71; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 40:25-42:7,43:4-9,45:19-46:20,47:4-
12. 
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seconds call to S7, who fulfilled his role by ensuring the suicide bomber left immediately 

to the crime scene.2077 

3. Final Red Network Activity until the Explosion 

998. HARIRI's convoy departed from Place de l'Etoile around 12:50 and started moving 

towards the coastal road. 2078 It was at this point, beginning with the call to S7, 2079 that a 

sequence of tightly co-ordinated and choreographed 

were made within three minutes, mainly radiating from S8 ( 

calls took place: six calls 

) . 2080 These, the last 

ever calls, occurred within 4-5 minutes before the explosion?081 The order 

of these calls telegraphed HARIRI' s direction of travel. 

999. Sixteen seconds after S7 received the signal, AYYASH ( ) also received a short 

call (10 seconds) from S8. The fact that both S7 and AYYASH were called suggests that 

while S7 was ensuring that the suicide bomber moved immediately, AYYASH had 

already separated from them. 2082 

1000. Immediately after these calls, at 12:50:58 the Mitsubishi Canter Van was recorded by a 

CCTV camera at the exit of the President Suleiman Frangieh Tunnel. It was travelling 

2077 

2078 

2079 

20RO 

2081 

20R2 

P00090, D0003634, D0003638, D0003644; H.HABRAKEN/PRH371:P00110, 60282579-81; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:120-129, Annex B, rows.90331-90346; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 48-
49,56-58:6.See P01782, paras.1034-1035. 

P00090, D0003638-D0003644; H.HABRAKEN/PRH37l:P00110, 60282579-81; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.1181-1182,1185; PRH009:P01186, para.68; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:120-124, Annex B, 
rows.90331-90335; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 47:13-21. See P01782, para.1034. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1183-1184, table.l72;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:125,129, Annex 
B, rows.90336-90337, 90345-90346; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 48:5-49:12, 56:14-57:4, 57:22-58:6. See 
PO 1782, para. I 035. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:PO 1783, paras.1183-1184,1187-1190,table.172;G.PLATT:PRH147:P01923, slides: 125,129-
134, Annex B,rows.90336-90341,90345-90356; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 48:5-49:12,57:22-59:8. See P01782, 
para.1034. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide:164; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T289 _86-87; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, 
para.6.11.4, maps.27 A-32A, table.30A; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01114, para.6.3.14; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
paras.1183-1184, 1187-1190, 1192, table.172;G.PLATT:PRH147:P01923, slides:125, 129-134, Annex B, 
rows.90336-90341, 90345-90356; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 48:5-49:12, 57:22-59:8. See P01782, para.1034. 

This is also supported by the cell use, as S7 and A YY ASH were using neighbouring cells. 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1183-1184,table.l72; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:125,130, Annex 
B,rows.90336,90338,90347-90348;G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 48:5-49:13,57:22-58:11. See P01782, para.1037. 
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towards the crime scene from the direction of a side road where it had waited after 

pulling off the road about an hour earlier. 2083 

1001. The other calls took place from 12:51 to 12:53 from S8 ( ) to S9 ( 

) and S6 ( 

) and 

)_2084 S6 ( ) and, in turn, from S9 ( ) to S5 ( 

This intense call sequence located the remaining members of the 

connecting to cells providing coverage to the south and to the west of the Parliament, 2085 

consistent with them being placed to observe those routes back to Quraitem Palace that 

were alternative to the Coastal Route. 

1002. Between 12:51:26 and 12:53:17, the Van was recorded moving very slowly towards the 

crime scene, passing by the Phoenicia Hotel and HSBC building along Fakhreddine and 

Minet el Hosn streets. The Van was travelling at a speed that was estimated as being only 

one tenth of the speed of the other vehicles, as it co-ordinated its final position for 

detonation to coincide with as short wait as possible before the target convoy passed. 2086 

1003. Moments later, at 12:54:57, HARIRI's convoy was also recorded moving past the HSBC 

building towards the crime scene and almost instantaneously, the explosion can be 

seen. 2087 

1004. In fact, it was at approximately 12:55, within three minutes from the last Red call that the 

suicide VB lED exploded as HARIRI 's convoy passed by the St. Georges's Marina on his 

return to Quraitem Palace. 2088 

20R3 

20R4 

2085 

20R6 

20R7 

R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.166; P00013, 00:00:13-00:00:25; R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_75-77,104-
105; Q.MUGG/PRH555:P00081, para.11, 60285603-18; R.FRASER/PRH283:T33_ 48. See above, Section 
VII.L.2. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1183,1187-1190,table.172; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:125,131-
134, Annex B, rows.90336-90341, 90349-90356. See P01782, para.l038. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1183,1187-1190,table.172; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:125,131-
134, Annex B,rows.90336-90341,90349-90356; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 48:5-49:12,57:22-59:8. See also 
P01782, para.1 038. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, paras.167-168; P00273.2, 01:36:49; T77 _63; P00015; R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_90; 
P00024; P00026; P00026; T.JOLLY/PRH333:P00080, paras.12-14; R.FRASER/PRH283:T33_16; P00028, 
D0070700-14; T75 _ 40-41; R.FRASER/PRH283 :T33 _5-8,48;R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, paras.74, 111-112, 

159-161,fig.16; P00049; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1186,1191; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:126-
127, Annex B, rows.90342-90343; G.PLATT/PRH147/T347 _52:22-54:7. See also P01782, para.1036. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.169; R.FRASER/PRH283:T33_11,18-20; P00024; P00026; P00027, 
D0234312-20; P00028, D0070730-35; T75_ 40-41. 
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1005. The timing and respective locations of these final Red calls is indicative of a high degree 

of synchronicity which, 2089 combined with the co-ordinated shut down of the 

phones, 2090 left an unavoidably clear forensic impression of their direct 

involvement in the Attack. 2091 

1006. The and Network phones were never used again after the explosion. 2092 The 

Principal Six Network users were only concerned in five inter-Blue calls for the 

remainder of the day after the explosion. This dramatic reduction in activity continued 

throughout February and beyond. 2093 

1007. This sudden decrease in call activity, giVen the exceptionally high levels of call 

frequency of the Principal Six phones in the weeks preceding the assassination, simply 

serves to confirm that their focus and purpose had been fulfilled. 

M. The Delivery of the False Claim: 14 February 2005 

1008. With the "successful" completion of the Attack, there remained only one task to complete 

the conspiracy: the delivery of the false claim of responsibility to direct scrutiny away 

from the real perpetrators and conspirators and deflect responsibility from those who 

could be expected to be blamed. Just over an hour after the explosion, the 

2088 

2089 

2090 

2091 

2092 

2093 

' call activity heralded the delivery of the false claim of responsibility. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1185,1192-1194,maps.158-159; PRH009:P01186, para.68; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _62:5-15; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.169; I.SURSOCK/PRH548:P00317, 
50002773-74,50002782; P00029; P00030; P00031; P00032; R.FRASER/PRH283:T33_27; P00014, 
00:00:12; R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_77-79; H.CHERR1/PRH310:P00050,para.12; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:l35-137, Annex B,rows.90357-90359. See also P01782, para.1040. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:93,129; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.5.3, 5.8.1.45, 6.11, 
maps.28A-32A; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T287 _56-57; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_83-89, 91-92; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1183-1184, 1187-1190, 1192, table.l72;G.PLATT:PRH147:P01923, 
slides:125, 129-134, Annex B, rows.90336-90341, 90345-90356; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 48:5-49:12, 
57:22-59:8. See also P01782, para.1034. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.5.3-5.2.5.4, 5.2.19.11, 5.7.1.5; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _ 48:5-
49: 12,57:22-59:8G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1183-1184,1187-1190, 1192, table.l72. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slide: 127; J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:T288_77 -78,81-82; 
J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, para.6.1.5.3. 

J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01117, paras.5.2.5, 5.2.11, 6.10.2.1; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1190, 
table.172; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:125, 134, Annex B, rows.90336-90341, 90355-90356; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T347_62:16-63:23, 65:17-66:4. See also P01782,para.1041. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1195-1198,1200-1201; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:139-143, Annex 
B,rows.90361-90381; G.PLATT/PRH147:T347_66:6-14, 67:9-68:3. See also P01782, para.1042. 
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1009. Having had almost no contact since the abduction of ABU ADASS, and indeed having 

exchanged only one call in the previous 18 days (on 4 February 2005), the 

resumed inter-activity immediately before the first call in which responsibility 

was claimed. 2094 In fact, 12 inter- calls took place in the 3-4 hours between that 

first call and the time in which the video was eventually broadcast. The significance of 

this surge in inter-Purple calls is illustrated by the fact that, over the three or so years of 

use of their phones, six percent of all calls between ONEISSI and SABRA took place in 

these three and a half hours alone. 

1010. It is very significant that this sudden intensity of contact between the lS 

confined only to the three and a halfhours (14:03 to 17:24), to the very same time period 

in which the false claim of responsibility was delivered and then, after the final call to 

Al J azeera, broadcast. 2095 

1011. The exact timing of this sudden spike in inter- contact, coupled with ONEISSI's 

and/or SABRA's presence in the vicinity ofpayphones from which the false claim calls 

were made to the media, and the intensity of calls between MERHI, ONEISSI, and 

SABRA that followed the recovery of the videotape from the tree, all assist in 

establishing their involvement in the delivery of the false claim. 

1012. The simultaneous disposal of all three over 36 hours between 15 and 16 

1. 

February 2005 after years of continuous use serves to reinforce their involvement, and 

dispels any remaining notion that their inextricable connection with each and every 

component of the false claim plot could somehow be coincidence. 

Activity is Inextricably Linked to the Payphone Calls 

1013. Prior to the explosion and until an hour after it, the 

quiet.2096 

remained relatively 

2094 

2095 

2096 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01907, slides:100-101, Annex B,rows.70376-70377; P01221,rows.8599-8739 see in 
particular P01221, rows.8640,8722; P01266, rows.0819-0941 see in particular P01266, rows. 0858,0932, 
P01223, rows.7815-8132. 

P01223, rows.8115-8132; P01221, rows.8719-8736; P01266, rows.0932-0941; P01782, paras.l048-1050. 

P01783, para.1204. 
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1014. MERHI ( ) was involved in nine calls throughout the day. 2097 MERHI was 

completely inactive on his phone until an hour after the explosion. Indeed, eight of 

MERHI's nine calls on 14 February 2005 fell within a period closely aligned with the 

delivery of the false claim (between 14:03 and 17:24). Seven of these eight calls were 

with SABRA,2098 and three of those in the minutes immediately following collection of 

the videotape from the tree, all consistent with the former exercising a supervisory role. 

1015. Additionally, all of MERHI's calls connected to SFEIR3, his most dominant cell 

throughout the indictment period and the cell which ONEISSI and SABRA had 

connected to prior to the explosion2099 and before starting their movement towards the 

payphones. 2100 This is also consistent with his direct supervision of the delivery of the 

false claim from his base area. 

1016. Similarly, SABRA ( ) had 19 calls on 14 February, 14 of which fell within the 

period of the delivery of the false claim (14:03 to 17:24). Twelve of those calls were with 

MERHI or ONEISSI indicating the sudden re-emergence of a common focus confined 

only to the period in which the false claim was being delivered. 2101 Eight of those 12 took 

place in nine minutes following the collection of the videotape from the tree. 

1017. ONEISSI ( ) likewise engaged in 11 calls on 14 February, eight of which took 

2097 

209R 

2099 

2100 

2101 

2102 

place during the period of the false claim delivery, and five of those calls were with 

SABRA?102 Those five calls occurred in the minutes that followed collection of the 

videotape from the tree-ONEISSI used a cell providing best server coverage within its 

vicinity. 

P01266, rows.0932-0941. 

P01266, rows.0932-0941; P01221, rows.8722-8734. See P01782, para.l058. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:l49-150, Annex B, rows.90388-90391. See P01266, rows.0932-0941; 
PO 1782, para. I 057. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:151-153, Annex B, rows.90392-90393, 90396-90397; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _75-78; P01782, para.1058. 

P01221, rows.8718-8736. 

P01223, rows.8115-8132. Seven ofONEISSI's other instances of call activity during the period from 14:03 to 
17:24 were service SMS (Ill) consistent with him turning his phone on and off such that five of ONEISSI's 
eight actual calls during this period were with SABRA. See P01223, rows.8118,8122-8126,8132. 
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1018. The first phone call claiming responsibility was made just over an hour after the Attack, 

by which time HARIRI' s death had been confirmed publically in the media. 2103 While the 

false claim of responsibility calls would have had to wait for the assassination to have 

been confirmed, those making the calls would necessarily have had to know of the 

planned attacks beforehand. It is inconceivable that, in such a meticulously planned 

attack, the most public of acts of making the false claim calls would not have been 

carefully planned in advance, including identifying functioning payphones to call from 

and ensuring that those calling knew what to say. 

1019. In this regard, the person making the call would have to be a trusted person with a clear 

understanding of the plot in order to be prepared to adapt as necessary in making the false 

claim calls such, as for example, how to respond or not to reactions or questions from the 

media companies as they made the false claim. This would not have been merely 

delegated to someone outside of the inner circles ofthe conspiracy given that this was the 

public face of the conspiracy and that its credibility was integral to the plot. 

(a) First Payphone Call 

1020. At 13:59, ONEISSI and SABRA started northerly movement away from their base area 

in Dahyieh towards the first payphone used to make the false claim call to Reuters. 2104 

While en-route, SABRA received a call from MERHI at 14:03, eight minutes before the 

first call to Reuters. The end cell used by SABRA indicated that he was within the 

2103 

2104 

2105 

vicinity of the payphone and moving towards it. 2105 This was the first inter

the day. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl68_81,82; Tl69 _77,82; Tl70_97,99. See also PRH012:Tl72_16-17; 
PRH006:Tl66_3 ,7. 

call of 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:151-155, Annex B, rows.90392-90393,90396-90399; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _77-78; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1220,map.161; P01223, rows.8115-
8117; P01221, rows.8720-8721. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:151,154-156, Annex B,rows.90392-90394,90398-90401; P01923.8; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T347 _77-78; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_31,35-37;G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1221, 
map.161; P01221, row.8722; P01266, row.0932. 
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1021. At 14:11, Reuters received the first payphone call, in which a man stated he was with the 

"El-Nusra-wal-Jihad group in Greater Syria" and claiming responsibility for the 

assassination of HARIRI. 2106 

(b) Second Payphone Call 

1022. Eight minutes later, at 14:19, Al Jazeera received the first ofthree phone calls, with a 

similar claim of responsibility from a different payphone nearby. 2107 

1023. Almost twenty minutes later, MERHI called SABRA, at 14:37, by which time the 

latter's phone co-located with ONEISSI's whose predicted coverage was some l-1.5km 

south from both payphones. 2108 

(c) Third Payphone Call 

1024. At 15:27, a second call was made to Al Jazeera, from a third different payphone, 

informing them that a videotape had been placed inside a tree nearb/109 and instructing 

them to collect it within 15 minutes. 2110 

1025. ONEISSI and SABRA did not engage in proximate activity from which 

2106 

2107 

2108 

2109 

2110 

either man's location could be indicated as this third call took place. However, by 15:53-

15:54, the next call, SABRA's used a cell providing predicted 

best server coverage to the third payphone whilst ONEISSI's 

cell in the vicinity of the tree. 

was usmg a 

P01970, row.0067; P00546; PRH012:Tl72 _ 4-5,16-18,58-60; P00509, 50011108; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1205; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:156, Annex B, rows.90400-
90401. 

P01971; 3D00305; P00546; PRH006:Tl65_ 40-47; PRH006:Tl66_ 4; G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl68_82-
84; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1206-1207; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:l57, Annex 
B,rows.90402. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:l57-159, Annex B,rows.90402-90408; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_39-43; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1225-1226, map.161; P01266, row.0934; P01221, row.8723; P01223, 
row.8118. 

P00498; PRH115:P00492, 60305534-35; PRH115:Tl67 _63-64; P00495. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl69 _27; P00546; 3D00305; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.1208. 
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1026. At 15:52, PRH115, anAl Jazeera staff member who offered to collect the tape,2111 sent 

an SMS to another staff member stating that "There is a white box on it [the tree], I dare 

not go and get it".2112 A minute later, PRH115 confirmed via SMS that "I got it, a VHS 

tape."2113 to which the other staff member replied "Stay where you are we are coming" at 

15:54.2114 Another SMS instructing to "Stay where you are Ghassan is coming down" 

was received at 15:55 by PRH115, who collected the tape. 2115 

1027. As the Al Jazeera staff members were exchanging SMS concerning the collection of the 

tape from the tree, MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA exchanged a flurry of calls 

consistent with them closely monitoring the collection of the tape. Between 15:53 and 

15:55, as the tape was retrieved from the tree, MERHI called SABRA who was still by 

the payphone. SABRA then immediately called ONEISSI who was in the vicinity of the 

tree and then immediately called MERHI back. 2116 SABRA and MERHI spoke for 

nearly three minutes, with the clear purpose of updating his superior. 2117 At 15:56, 

ONEISSI's received five pent-up SMS, as he was still in the vicinity of the 

tree, consistent with him having switched offhis phone.2118 

1028. It was only following the collection from the tree of the videotaped false claim of 

responsibility that inter-Purple contact had intensified with the three Accused exchanging 

2111 

2112 

2113 

2114 

2115 

2116 

2117 

2118 

PRH115:T167 _36-39; PRH115:P00492, 60305520. 

PRH115:P00492, 60305521 ; P00493; P00494; PRH115:Tl67 _ 44,62-63; PRH115:P00492, 60305534-35; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:l66, Annex B, row.90418. 

P00493; P00494; PRH115:Tl67 _ 44,62-63,65,68-69; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:168, Annex B, 
row.90421. 

P00493; P00494; PRH115:Tl67 _ 44,62-63; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:l69, Annex B,row.90422. 

P00493; P00494; PRH115:Tl67 _ 44; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide: 172, Annex B,row.90426; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T348 48-49. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:165,167,170-171, Annex B,rows.90415-90417,90419-90420,90423-
90425; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_ 45-47; P01266, rows.0935,0936; P01221, rows.8724-8726; P01223, 
row.8121; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1235-1237, map.163. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:l65, Annex B, rows.90415-90416; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_ 49-52; 
P01266, row.0936; P01221, row.8726. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:l73-174, Annex B,rows.90427-90428; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_52-53; 
P01223, rows.8122-8126; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, table.177, map.163. 
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eight calls in nine minutes. Over the course of these calls, SABRA began converging 

with the location of ONEISSI, who was still near the tree. 2119 

1029. By 16:32, ONEISSI had returned to that area ofDahyieh where he had been stationed 

with SABRA until shortly after the explosion, and where MERHI was cell-sited just 

20 minutes earlier. 2120 

1030. The location, timing, frequency, and duration of calls present a compelling basis to 

conclude that ONEISSI was watching the tree while SABRA had remained near the third 

payphone from where he was updating MERHI vis-a-vis the videotape collection. It is 

also telling that SABRA only began to move from the vicinity of the payphone after 

ONEISSI had confirmed that the tape had been successfully delivered into the hands of 

Al Jazeera. 

(e) Fourth and Last Payphone Call Pressing for Broadcast the False Claim 

Video 

1031. Having observed that Al J azeera had not yet broadcast the videotape, a fourth and final 

payphone call was made at 17:04 pressuring the news agency to immediately telecast the 

videotape with the false claim. 2121 

1032. This call in itself confirms that the -in particular ONEISSI-were 

observing the tree, for that is the only possible way in which they could have known that 

the videotape had indeed been retrieved but not yet broadcast. 2122 

1033. The fact that the conspirators felt it necessary to make another call to render threats that 

the video be aired betrays the importance of the false claim to the plot to the conspiracy. 

Had the sole purpose of the false claim been to mislead eventual investigators, delivery of 

2119 

2120 

2121 

2122 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:l76-181, Annex B,rows.90430-90441; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_55-57; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, Map.l63; P01221, rows.8727-8731; P01223, rows.8127-8130; P01266, 
row.0937. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:l82,184-185, Annex B,rows.90442-90443,90445-90447; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_57-59; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.l243-1244,table.178; P01223, 
row.8131; P01266, row.0938. 

3D00305; P01971; P00546; PRH430:Tl71_23-24,39-41; G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl69_51-53,107-108. 

PRH115:Tl67 _39; G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_57-58. 
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the tape would have been sufficient as it would necessarily have been handed over to 

authorities. 

1034. The threats and intimidation to secure public broadcast of the claim conveyed an unusual 

preoccupation with the public perception of responsibility for the Attack which betray the 

interests and motives of the conspirators. 

1035. The context amidst the escalating political tensions in the months preceding the Attack, 

particularly in light of the perceived motives for the bomb attack on Marwan 

HAMADE, 2123 rendered it almost inevitable that the Syrian regime, or another military 

entity aligned with its interests, would stand to be widely blamed for the assassination of 

HARIRI. 

1036. In this context, taking the unusual and elaborate step of not only creating a false claim but 

ensuring its publication is revealing. It was readily foreseeable that international and 

domestic pressure for Syria to leave Lebanon, backed by public outrage, would have 

become irresistible after the Attack. The publication of a false claim ran contrary to the 

interests of an anti-Syrian actor motivated to eject the Syrian presence from Lebanon,2124 

neither did it serve the interests of an extremist group motivated to promote its own 

standing and political agenda. It did however serve the interests of those intent on 

preserving Syria's presence and control in Lebanon. 

1037. Just as for all the other calls to the media on this day, the same prepaid phone card was 

2123 

2124 

2125 

2126 

used for this final call.2125 Once again, SABRA's connected to a cell near the 

fourth payphone when he called MERHI at 17: 15 reinforcing his role in the calls to the 

news agencies. 2126 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _16:7-11,48:10-24; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:T147 _ 43-44; B.EL
SABEH/PRH042:Tl28 55:10-21. 

Those holding such a motive need only have detonated the bomb, and a false claim blaming Sunni extremists 
in fact undermines their interests. 

P00546. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:l85,188, Annex B,rows.90447,90449,90452-90453; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, paras.1246-1247,map.164; P01266, row.0939; P01221, row.8733. 
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1038. It was shortly after this call that Al Jazeera finally broadcast the full videotape 

recording. 2127 

1039. The final inter- call occurred at 17:24 when MERHI called SABRA on his return 

journey to Dahyieh, for their task had now been completed. 2128 

2. Abandonment of Shortly After the Attack Cannot Be Mere Coincidence 

1040. All three were discarded on 15 and 16 February 2005, mirroring the 

disposal of the and phones just before the Attack.2129 This 

further demonstrates co-ordination amongst these three sets of phones, indicating their 

overall operation by a sophisticated, single entity. 

1041. MERHI' s last ever call on his was on the morning of 15 February 2005.2130 

1042. ONEISSI was in contact with family members during 15 February, until the morning of 

16 February 2005 when he received the last ever call on his 2131 

1043. SABRA's final call took place on 16 February 20052132 with 
2133 

1044. activity on 15 February 2005 was confined to Dahyieh, 2134 mostly 

2127 

2128 

2129 

2130 

2131 

2132 

2133 

2134 

2135 

connecting to SFEIR2 and SFEIR3, 2135 which was close to the main focus of and 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T169 _52-54; See also 5D00167, p.13: "The tape was broadcast after 17:00, at about 
17:15" and 5D00169, p.3: "Videotape was broadcast at around 5:30pm". 

G.PLATT/PRH147:T348_59-60; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:l89, Annex B,rows.90454-90455; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.l248, map.l64; P01221, row.8734; P01266, row.0940. 

See above, Section VI.E. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:202, Annex B,rows.90496; P01266, row.0942; G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, 
para.l249. 

P01223, row.8149. See also P01223, rows.8136-8148. 

P01221, row.8739. 

Purple Associate 375 was co-sited with MERHI and Abass MERHI (Purple Associate 744) on 14 January 
2005 along the road to Anjar and was also inactive around the date of ABU ADASS' abduction on 16 January 
2005. See above, Section VI.C.2; P01339, row.1170. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slide:204, Annex B,rows.90499-90501. See also P01266, row.0942; 
G.PLATT/PRH147:P01783, para.l248. 

G.PLATT/PRH147:P01923, slides:202-203, Annex B, rows.90495-90498. 
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activity. 2136 This supports the link at this critical time between MERHI, ONEISSI, 

and SABRA on the one hand, and between the covert network users who had executed 

the Attack from which the false claim was intended to divert responsibility. 

1045. The simultaneous disposal of the three personal phones at this time so abruptly, 

after years of continuous and frequent use, and following their sudden intensity of contact 

confined to the delivery and broadcast of the false claim, is extraordinary. 

1046. The location, timing, and pattern of inter-Purple call activity on 14 February 2005, 

confined to and mirroring the respective locations and activities necessary to delivering 

and broadcasting the false claim, and their sudden, permanent, joint cessation in the 

following days, provides in itself very strong evidence that MERHI, ONEISSI, and 

SABRA undertook the delivery ofthe false claim of responsibility. 

104 7. The efforts deployed with regard to each element of the false claim plot, not least the 

abduction (and it must be assumed the murder) of ABU ADASS, points unerringly to the 

conclusion that it was not intended merely an addendum to the conspiracy to assassinate 

HARIRI. Rather it was an integral part of it: aimed at shielding the real perpetrators from 

their involvement, whilst deflecting blame from their sponsor who evidently feared being 

held accountable in its absence. 

2136 J.E.PHILIPS/PRH435:P01118, slides:59-64. 
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VIII. NATURE & METHOD OF ATTACK 

A. The Attack caused indiscriminate loss of life, destruction and terror 

1048. On 14 February 2005 at 12:55,2137 HARIRI was assassinated by a bomb explosion on 

Rue Minet el Hos'n in Beirut. In addition to killing HARIRI, the explosion killed the 

following 21 other persons: 

• Zahi Halim ABU RJEILY; 

• Yahya Mustafa AL-ARAB; 

• Mahmoud Saleh AL-HAMAD AL-MOHAMMED; 

• Mahmoud Saleh AL-KHALAF; 

• Sobhi Mohammed AL-KHODR; 

• Omar Ahmad AL-MASRI; 

• Mazen Adnan AL-ZAHABI; 

• Joseph Emile AOUN; 

• Rima Mohammed Raif BAZZI; 

• Abdo Tawfik BOU FARAH; 

• Yamama Kamel DAMEN; 

• Mohammed Saadeddine DARWISH; 

• Basse] Farid FULEIHAN; 

• Abd Al-Hamid Mohammed GHALA YEENI; 

• Mohammed Riyadh Hussein GHALA YEENI; 

2137 I.SURSOCK/PRH548:P00317, 50002773,50002782. 
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• Rawad Hussein Suleiman HAIDAR; 

• Farhan Ahmad ISSA; 

• Talal Nabih NASSER; 

• Alaa Hassan OSFOUR; 

• Haitham Khaled OTHMAN, and 

• Ziad Mohammed TARRAF. 2138 

1049. Additionally, 226 other persons were injured in the explosion. 2139 

1050. The magnitude and impact of the explosion was immense. It could be seen and heard far 

outside the environs of Beirut. 2140 The immediate area was instantly transformed into 

total darkness. 2141 The immediate aftermath was utterly "horrifying". 2142 Footage taken 

from the scene moments afterwards captured the horror of multiple persons and vehicles 

on fire. 2143 Extensive fires were caused by many vehicles exploding within close 

proximity to the bomb. 2144 Columns of fire and thick black smoke billowed from the 

scene. 2145 The inferno extended to the surrounding structures, including the Byblos Hotel, 

and smoke poured out of the St. Georges Hotel, making it hard for anyone nearby to 

breathe within the total darkness that cloaked the area. 2146 

2138 

2139 

2140 

2141 

2142 

2143 

2144 

2145 

2146 

Agreed Fact 2(i). See also POOOOl. 

Agreed Fact 2(ii) . See Annex A. 

P00069, D0226603; P00113, D0000660-61. 

K.TOUBAILI/PRH57l:T36 39:14-15. 

K.TOUBAILI/PRH57l:T36 11:8-10. 

P0005l;P00053;P00060;P00061;P00063;P00064;P00065. 

A. VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345775; K.TOUBAILI/PRH571:T36_12:22-24; P00053; P00060; 
P00061;P00063;P00064. 

K.TOUBAILI/PRH57l:T36_11:8-10. See also e.g. P00100, D0184529-46; P00101, D0185015-18, 
D0185031-37, D0185039-52, D0185071-73, D0185078-80, D0185084-88; P00104, D0185963-69, 
D0185971-75, D0185981-6004; P00174, 00:00:28-00:03:45. 

K.TOUBAILI/PRH57l:T36 25:2-9. 
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1051. The structural damage was devastating. Road surface material was blown to the very top 

ofthe St. Georges Hotel,2147 and vehicle fragments penetrated the inside ofboth the St. 

Georges and Byblos Hotels,2148 as well as being blown into the sea.2149 The destruction 

extended well beyond the site of the explosion. Windows up to a distance of300 metres 

were obliterated by the blast. 215° Fire fighters arriving at the scene reported seeing 

shattered glass everywhere in the wider downtown area. 2151 

B. The magnitude, method and execution of the Attack 

1. A vast quantity of military grade high explosives was used in the explosion 

1052. Findings of a number of experts, called as witnesses, support the conclusion that the 

quantity ofhigh explosives used was vast. The final analysis of the position and size of 

the explosive device was made by two Argentinian experts, Daniel AMBROSINI and 

Bibiana LUCCIONI, by identifying the size, elevation and shape of the explosive which 

would explain both the appearance of the crater and the damage observed on surrounding 

buildings. 2152 This was done by performing computerised numerical simulations with 

different amounts and arrangements of the explosives,2153 as well as developing 

computerised structural models of selected key points of the facades of the St. Georges 

and Byblos Hotels,2154 which could then be compared with the actual crater and building 

damage seen at the crime scene. 2155 

1053. Based on the size of the crater alone, 2156 AMBROSINI was able to provide a range for 

the explosives of 2400 to 3100 kg TNT equivalent. 2157 After having added the analysis of 

2147 

2148 

2149 

2150 

2151 

2152 

2153 

2154 

2155 

2156 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011356. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011356. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 500 11358,para.6.6; PRH566:P00125, 50007772-74; M.WILSON/PRH585:P00164. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011362. 

K.TOUBAILI/PRH571:T36 7:19-23. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187 ,D .AMBROSINI/PRH188:P003 78, D0254623. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00377, 60190400. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00377, 60190400. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00377, 60190397. 

The size of the crater, in the shape of a truncated cone, created by the explosion was determined to be 11.4 
metres for the upper diameter, 8.3 metres for the lower diameter and 1.9 metres for the depth: 
B.HOOGEBOOM/PRH387:P00209, 60182186. 
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the damage pattern to both the St. Georges and Byblos Hotels, LUCCIONI was able to 

refine the range of the explosives further to 2500 to 3000 kg,2158 making the final 

calculation for the amount of explosives used to kill HARIRI somewhere between 

2500kg and 3000kg TNT equivalent. 2159 

1054. During their examination of the crime scene,2160 the Swiss forensic team located several 

metal fragments showing typical washouts. 2161 The presence of washouts on metal 

fragments, together with the large number of vehicles on fire immediately after the 

explosion, indicated that a high-explosive material had been used. 2162 The Swiss gave a 

provisional estimate for the amount of explosives as 1000 kg,2163 described as a 

conservative estimate. 2164 This estimate was based on the assumption that the charge was 

placed directly on the ground; however, if the bomb was above the ground, the amount of 

explosive would be even greater.2165 

1055. The Dutch forensic team observed typical indicators of specific structural damage,2166 for 

example the crater, the damage to the columns and the overhang of the entrance to the St. 

Georges Hotel, and the moved concrete wall of the Byblos Hotel, indicated a detonation 

caused by high explosives. 2167 From the damage to buildings, vehicles, surrounding lamp 

posts and other objects at the crime scene, the Dutch team concluded that a large amount 

ofhigh explosives had been detonated. 2168 

2157 

2158 

2159 

2160 

2161 

2162 

2163 

2164 

2165 

2166 

2167 

2168 

D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:T119 _87-88; B.LUCCIONI/PRH187,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00378, D0254627. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187 ,D .AMBROSINI/PRH188:P003 78, D0254630,D0254640. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187:T121_98:1-8; B.LUCCIONI/PRH187,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00378, D0254650. 

A team of Swiss explosives experts visited the crime scene at the request ofthe UN Fact-Finding Mission in 
March 2005: K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011351. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011357. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:T64_57 -58 ; K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011367. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011368. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:T65 83:1-5. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:T65 89:4-9. 

In July 2005, a team of Dutch investigators and forensic scientists were asked to conduct a further forensic 
investigation of the crime scene and the work was undertaken in August and September 2005: A.VAN DE 
CRAA TS/PRH 168 :P00244, D0345691-92. 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345710,D0345775. 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345775. See also A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:T67 8:20-22. 
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1056. As part oftheir examination, the Dutch team took swabs from several metal fragments 

that were thought to have been close to or part of the lED. Those swabs were then sent to 

an explosives laboratory for testing for traces of explosive substance. 2169 Significant 

amounts of RDX were found on four swabs, 2170 three of which were taken from parts 

identified as from the Mitsubishi Canter. 2171 The fact that such large amounts of RDX 

were present on the swabs strongly supports the conclusion that an RDX-based high 

explosive was used in the explosion. 2172 RDX is a very powerful high explosive and is 

considered a military explosive, used for military applications due to its large destructive 

power.2173 RDX is 1.35 times more powerful than TNT. 2174 

2. Explosives were mounted in a Mitsubishi Canter Van, the VBIED 

(a) Nature of crater & structural damage prove that the explosive device was 

detonated above ground consistent with a VBIED 

1057. Forensic scientists and experts that examined the crime scene concluded that the bomb 

was an above ground explosion using high explosives. 2175 From comparing the 

dimensions of the crater and the damage pattern on both the St. Georges and Byblos 

Hotels seen in their simulations with the actual crater and damage observed at the crime 

scene, AMBROSINI and LUCCIONI concluded that the explosive load was placed in a 

distributed, not concentrated,2176 shape and was located between 50 and 80 em from the 

ground. 2177 

2169 

2170 

2171 

2172 

2173 

2174 

2175 

2176 

2177 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345701-02; G.MURRAY/PRH558:P00277, 311160-61, 
G.MURRAY/PRH558:T78 11-12. 

G.MURRAY/PRH558:P00277, 311161; G.MURRAY/PRH558:T78_18.The swabs in question were from 
LV00550, LV00555a, LV00555b, and LV00558. 

LV00550 is identified MCV part P00130, and LV00555 is identified MCV part P00134. See also 
G.MURRAY/PRH558:T78 18-19 

G.MURRA Y /PRH558:P00277, 311162; G.MURRA Y /PRH558:T78 _34:20-23. 

A.V AN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345694; G.MURRA Y /PRH558:P00277, 311162. 

G.MURRAY/PRH558:P00277, 311163; G.MURRAY/PRH558:T78_27:1-9. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011368. 

A concentrated shape of the explosives was numerically analysed and discarded: B.LUCCIONI/PRH187, 
D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00378, D0254649. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187 ,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00378, D0254650; B.LUCCIONI/PRH187 :T 121_98: 1-8. 
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1058. AMBROSINI and LUCCIONI discarded the theory that the explosion occurred 

underground.2178 The smaller amount of explosives needed to produce the observed crater 

from under the ground was not capable of producing the damage observed on the 

buildings. 2179 Conversely, the amount of explosives needed for an underground explosion 

to produce the building damage observed would have produced an enormous crater.2180 

1059. The Swiss team's assessment of damage to the glass in surrounding buildings led them to 

conclude that the extent of the overall damage accorded with an above-ground 

explosion. 2181 Additionally, the fact that vehicles at the crime scene had been embedded 

with metal pieces flying in a low trajectory close to the ground, 2182 and a lamp post being 

bent close to the ground by an object also flying at a low trajectory, 2183 also favoured an 

above-ground explosion. 2184 Furthermore, the presence of washouts on vehicles and 

metal structures originally located close to the crater indicated an above-ground 

explosion.2185 

1060. The forensic scientist in explosives, who was part of the Dutch team, also concluded that 

the explosion had taken place above ground.2186 This conclusion was based in part on the 

horizontal perforations of vehicles at the crime scene being strong indicators of an above

ground explosion, 2187 and on damage to buildings and damage to the general environment 

of the crime scene.2188 For her, the two main indicators that the explosion took place 

217R 

2179 

21RO 

2181 

2182 

2183 

2184 

21R5 

21R6 

21R7 

2188 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00378, D0254649; B.LUCCIONI/PRH187:T121_8:9-17. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00378, D0254649; B.LUCCIONI/PRH187:T121_8:9-17. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00378, D0254649. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:T64_72-73; K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242,50011367. 
See also K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:T64_70-71 ; P00243. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:T64_35; K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242.1, D0008396-97. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:T64_59; K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242.1, D0008415-17. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:T64 83-84. 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011367. 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:T66_6:4-6,33:20-25; A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345692. 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:T66_33:20-25,43-44. 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:T66 44:14-20. 
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above ground were the severely bent columns of the St. Georges Hotel, as well as the fact 

that the wall of the Byblos Hotel had slid in the direction away from the explosion.2189 

(b) Size, volume, height, and distribution of the explosives demonstrate that 

the VBIED was a bomb mounted within a small truck 

1061. In its plasticised form, the typical density ofRDX is approximately 1.45g/cc, making it 

approximately 1.35 times more powerful than TNT. 2190 Given the fact that RDX 

comprised most, if not all, of the explosive material,2191 the weight of the explosives used 

for the bomb was a minimum of 1852 kg. 2192 Factoring in the density of RDX, this 

amount would have had a volume of 1.277 cubic metres. 2193 A visual depiction of the 

approximate size was presented in court using cardboard boxes,2194 and AMBROSINI 

commented that the boxes provided a physical understanding of the enormous quantity of 

explosives used.2195 Such a large quantity of explosives would exceed the loading 

capacity of an average car, but would be entirely within the standard carrying capacity of 

a Mitsubishi Canter. 2196 When factoring in AMBROSINI and LUCCIONI's conclusion 

that the explosive load was distributed and located between 50 and 80 em above 

ground,2197 the size, volume, height, and distribution of the explosives are entirely 

consistent with the VBIED being a small truck; thereby strongly supporting an ultimate 

conclusion that the improvised explosive device ("lED") was mounted in the loading bay 

of a Mitsubishi Canter. 

21R9 

2190 

2191 

2192 

2193 

2194 

2195 

2196 

2197 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:T66_ 47-54,63:13-25,66-67; A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, 
D0345719 ,D0345721-22,D0345727. 

G.MURRAY/PRH558:P00277, 311163; G.MURRAY/PRH558:T78_27:1-9. 

G.MURRAY/PRH558:P00277, 311161-62; G.MURRAY/PRH558:T78_28:6-7. 

Since RDX is 1.35 times more powerful than TNT, when we talk about 2500 kg of TNT -equivalent, it equals 
1852 kg ofRDX (2500 divided by 1.35). See also Tl20_3:1-6. 

Since RDX has a typical density of approximately 1.45g per cubic centimetre, 1852 kg of RDX equals 1.277 
cubic metres (1852kg equals 1852000g, which is then divided by 1.45 to give us approximately 1277000 
cubic centimetres, which is equal to 1.277 cubic metres). See also Tl20_3:6-11. 

P00387. See also Tl20 2-4. 

D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:Tl20 5:10-14. 

See Tl20 3:22-4:14. 

B.LUCCIONI/PRH187 ,D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:P00378, D0254650; B.LUCCIONI/PRH187 :T 121_98: 1-8. 
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(c) Parts of Mitsubishi Canter Van purchased in Tripoli recovered from the 

crime scene demonstrate that it was the VBIED at the centre of the explosion 

1062. Vehicle parts collected at the crime scene were identified as belonging to a Mitsubishi 

Canter. 2198 In total, 41 of all the collected vehicle parts were identified by Mitsubishi 

expert Gerhard GEYER as consistent with being from a Mitsubishi Canter. 2199 

1063. Amongst the 41 Mitsubishi parts, the most significant was an original and unmodified 

piece of an engine block with the number 4D33J01926,2200 originating from a white 2002 

Mitsubishi Canter2201 that was imported by PRH075 from the United Arab Emirates on 

17 December 2004, 2202 and placed in PRH063 's showroom in [Redacted], Tripoli,2203 

from where it was sold on 25 January 2005. 2204 Microscopic brittle granular fractures, 

2198 

2199 

2200 

2201 

2202 

2203 

2204 

G.GEYER/PRH348:P00213. Some of the Mitsubishi parts were retrieved from inside the crater by the 
members of the ISF Explosives Bureau, who were the first to enter the crater after the explosion: 
W.OTHMAN/PRH129:T68 _5: 12-21,14: 10-15; W.OTHMAN/PRH129:T69 _16:22-17:5; 
M.KHASHAB/PRH125:T71_13: 18-22; J.SAFI/PRH127:P00315, 60286454-55. [Redacted], they retrieved 
and produced a total of 23 vehicle parts, confirmed as originating from a Mitsubishi Canter: P00130-POO 152 . 
This was accomplished following repeated searches ofthe crime scene and inside HARIRl's convoy cars at 
Helou Barracks, as well as being handed additional vehicle parts collected by the Lebanese Army and divers 
searching the water adjacent to the crime scene: PRH566:T41_17:1-7,22: 1-15,40-41,49-50; PRH566:P00121; 
PRH566:P00125, 50007772-75; PRH566:P00129, L0014822-23. See also S.YAZBEK/PRH589:P00255. 
After finding a Mitsubishi emblem on one of the parts, the maintenance department of a Mitsubishi dealership 
was consulted and parts potentially from a Mitsubishi were listed: PRH566:T41_27:19-23,29:21-30:3 ,33:4-
13; P00123; PRH566:P00124. Additional vehicle parts identified as belonging to a Mitsubishi Canter were 
collected by: (1) a team of international divers: P00165-P00166 ; M.WILSON/PRH585:P00164, 
202341,202345; M.WILSON/PRH585:T43 _27-28,44; (2) the Swiss team during the first international crime 
scene search: P00224; G.GEYER/PRH348:T61_35-36; K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242,50011358; and (3) 
the Dutch team during a further crime scene search: P00166.2; P00214-P00217; P00220-P00223; P00226-
P00227; P00229-P00232; A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345788, D0345790, D0345791, 
D0345792, D0345795, D0345796, D0345797, D0345799, D0345800, D0345801, D0345802, D0345803, 
D0345805, D0345816, D0345822. See also P00250; P00250.1. 

G.GEYER/PRH348:T60_54-57,57, 61-63, 62-66, 66-68, 71-74, 76-78, 79-82, 83-86, 86-88, 88-89; 
G.GEYER/PRH348:T61_8-12, 12-18, 19-21,23-24,24-28,28-31,32-33,33-34,35-36,37-39,39-41,41-43,43-
44,45, 45-46, 46-47, 48-49, 49,50-52, 52-54, 55-56, 56-59, 60-62, 62-63, 63; G.GEYER/PRH348:P00213; 
G.GEYER/PRH348:P00233. See also P00250. 

P00214, collected by a member ofthe Dutch forensic team: J.KUITERT/PRH165:T74_27-28; A.VAN DE 
CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345800. A forensic expert examination of the engine block revealed that there 
was no welding or metallic inclusion, thereby suggesting that the engine block was an unmodified original 
part: PRH185:P00343, 60144864-65 . The number on the engine block had been engraved using a character 
font specific to Mitsubishi: PRH186:P00342, 60171783. None of the character in the number on the engine 
block had been altered in any way such as milling, re-stamping, falsification, or alteration: PRH186:P00342, 
60171783-84. 

P00479,60136518;P00480. 

PRH075:Tl61_19:16-17; P00480. 

PRH063:Tl58_75-76; PRH075:Tl61_36:8-16; P00473.1; PRH063:P00474, para.18. 

PRH063:Tl59 9-11. 
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indicating that the engine block had been subjected to overload or shock, were identified 

on its surface,2205 reflecting the involvement ofthe engine block in the explosion. 

1064. Several features identified by teams of Lebanese investigators and international forensic 

experts convey the location of the Mitsubishi Canter in close proximity to the explosives 

and at the centre of the explosion. These features include: the fragmentation of the 

engine; the finding ofMitsubishi Canter parts in the bomb crater; the projection of some 

of its parts over a distance of 80 metres;2206 other recovery locations; the degree of 

destruction, as well as the impact of metal pieces found on the bodywork of parked 

vehicles. 2207 Further, based on their examination of the crime scene, the Dutch team 

concluded that the most likely scenario for the explosion was that the lED had been 

located in the cargo space of the Mitsubishi Canter. 2208 

3. The VBIED was detonated by a suicide bomber 

(a) Detonation via suicide bomber only viable option on complex target 

1065. The use of a suicide bomber for the detonation of the lED (concealed inside the loading 

platform of the Mitsubishi Canter) was chosen by the perpetrators because it was the only 

viable option for executing such an attack on a complex target, albeit rendered more 

vulnerable by the reduction in HARIRI's security. 2209 

1066. A suicide bomber detonating the bomb would evade the protection of the jamming 

devices with which three cars in HARIRI's convoy were equipped. 2210 A wireless 

detonation of the bomb was precluded by the electromagnetic fields generated by those 

2205 

2206 

2207 

2208 

2209 

2210 

PRH185:P00343, 60144864-65. 

H.KAR1M/PRH128,J .SAFI/PRH127,M.KHASHAB/PRH125,W.OTHMAN/PRH129:P00247, 50006981 

K.SCHLATTER/PRH172:P00242, 50011367-68. 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:T66_90:23-91:1; A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345754, 
D0345759, D0345775. See also A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:T66_35:16-25. 

PRH009:T301_50-52; PRH357:Tl56_13; PRH149:Tl57_81. 

A.DIAB/PRH291:Tl03_49:1-4; PRH507:P00289, 201351-52; A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, 
D0345832-33. 
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jamming devices which prevented receivers from picking up signals being broadcasted or 

transmitted. 2211 

1067. Further, a suicide bomber would be able to activate the detonator immediately next to the 

target, thereby naturally aiding the accuracy of its timing. The high speed with which the 

convoy habitually travelled, 2212 rendered the timing of detonation crucial to the success of 

murdering the target, notwithstanding the magnitude of the explosives. 

1068. Expert findings identified the method of detonation of the lED as a suicide bomber,2213 

already positioned at the location of the Attack in a VBIED parked in a slightly oblique 

position along the pavement. 2214 This location furnished the suicide bomber with a better 

view from the rear-view mirror and placed it as close as possible to HARIRI's vehicle 

when the convoy arrived. 2215 

(b) Activation of jamming devices in HARIRI's convoy during the convoy's 

movements on 14 February 2005 precluded wireless detonation 

1069. Security personnel that were travelling with HARIRI in the convoy on the day of the 

Attack confirmed that the jamming devices were switched on and fully operational.2216 

The driver of the second car in the convoy recalled switching on the jamming devices 

when HARIRI left the cafe and before he stepped into his car.2217 The convoy security 

personnel knew that the jamming devices were operational from the interference of the 

commercial radio and because the mobile phones lost their signal. 2218 One of the ISF 

members in the convoy on 14 February 2005 was told by the driver ofhis convoy car that 

the driver had been listening to a joke on the commercial radio but he did not get to hear 

the whole joke because the radio cut out as soon as the convoy cars started when HARIRI 

2211 

2212 

2213 

2214 

2215 

2216 

2217 

2218 

PRH507:P00289, 201352; M.KHASHAB/PRH125:T71_56:15-17; A. VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, 
D0345833. 

M.DIA/PRH150:T84_39-40; PRH009:T301_26:12-13. 

PRH155:P00266, 60037040; A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345769,D0345775-76. See also 
Z.NASR/PRH513:P00282, 60287014. 

PRH155:T77 _11:16-18; PRH155:P00266, 60037033-34. 

PRH155:T77 11:20-23. 

PRH076:T81_37 -38; PRH076:T82 _37-38; A.CHEHADEH/PRH322:T83 _ 20:7-8,38:20-23,61 :2-5; 
PRH009:T301 65:24-66:1. 

A.CHEHADEH/PRH322:T83 _11-12,20:7 -8. 

PRH076:T81_37: 18-20; PRH076:T82 _38:8-1 0; M.DIA/PRH150:T83 _78:4-14; M.DIA/PRH150:T84_ 6-7. 
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left the cafe. 2219 Another ISF member travelling in the convoy further confirmed that the 

jammers were working on 14 February 2005 because when the convoy approached the 

St. Georges Hotel, the jammers triggered alarms in cars parked on the side of the 

street. 2220 

1070. If the ambulance, the last car in the convoy, was far enough back, more precisely 

24 meters, from the last car of the convoy equipped with a jammer, then the commercial 

radio and the mobile phones sometimes avoided the interference of the jamming 

devices. 2221 This occurrence was due to the jammers in the convoy sending a stronger 

signal forward, in the direction the convoy was travelling, in order to protect HARIRI's 

car, and a weaker signal towards the rear of the convoy where the ambulance was 

d . . 2222 nvmg. 

1071. The jamming devices were updated and checked on a daily basis, sometimes even twice 

per day. 2223 They were also physically checked in detail three or four times a week by the 

electronics technician employed by HARIRI. 2224 The last checkup was conducted two 

days before 14 February and the jamming devices were working perfectly.2225 

Additionally, the jamming system was also checked and monitored four times a year by 

the external expert on jamming devices who had supplied HARIRI with the jammer 

systems in his convoy. 2226 During his last inspection and maintenance conducted in early 

January 2005, the jammers were working properly. 2227 

1072. An expert inspection of the two jamming devices found in what remained of the second 

and the fifth vehicles of the convoy confirmed that the jammers had been switched on 

2219 

2220 

2221 

2222 

2223 

2224 

2225 

2226 

2227 

PRH009:P01185, para.19. 

PRH357:T156 37-38. 

A.DIAB/PRH291 :P00290, 60289697 ,para.20; A.DIAB/PRH291 :T 103 _ 48-50 ; A.DIAB/PRH291 :P00333. 

A.DIAB/PRH291:P00290, 60289697,para.20; A.DIAB/PRH291:T103_ 44:21-25; A.DIAB/PRH291:P00333. 

A.DIAB/PRH291:T103_ 46:22-24,79:5; PRH076:T81_37:5-9. See also A.DIAB/PRH29l:P00290, 
60289709,para.37. 

A.DIAB/PRH291 :T103 _ 8:10-11 ,46:20-22; A.DIAB/PRH291 :P00290, 60289703,para.3. 

A.DIAB/PRH291 :P00290, 60289708-09,paras.36-37 . 

PRH507 :T85 _7 -9,14:22-24,20:10. 

PRH507:P00293, para.5-9; PRH507:T85_16:6-13,20:2-6; PRH507:P00294, 50004359. 
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and were functioning properly when the explosion occurred. 2228 Furthermore, having left 

his vehicle after the explosion, the driver of the ambulance saw that the lights of the 

jammer's consoles in the cabin of the fifth convoy vehicle were still on before the car 

caught fire as a result of the explosion. 2229 

(c) Positioning of Mitsubishi Canter moments before the Attack demonstrates 

the VBIED was a suicide bomb 

1073. CCTV footage of a white van, visually indistinguishable from a Mitsubishi Canter, 2230 

moving towards the crime scene only moments before the Attack, illustrates that the 

VBIED, the Mitsubishi Canter, was detonated by a suicide bomber. 

1074. In summary, the relevant CCTV footage from 14 February 2005 captured a white van 

passing through the President Suleiman Frangieh tunnel shortly before noon and merging 

to the right. Approximately 50 minutes later, at 12:51:26, immediately after HARIRI's 

departure from Place d'Etoile towards the crime scene, a similar white van reappeared 

from the right, passed between the Phoenicia and Monroe Hotels and, adapting its speed 

to meet the convoy's timing, crawled very slowly into its final position mere moments 

before the explosion.2231 

(i) President Suleiman Frangieh tunnel CCTV footage 

1075. On 14 February 2005, a white van was captured on cameras 1 to 6 of the President 

Suleiman Frangieh tunnel CCTV footage shortly before noon, passing through the tunnel 

heading towards the Ain-El-Mreisseh area. 2232 The tunnel runs from the Fuad Chehab 

area through the centre of Beirut, emerging in the Ain El-Mreisseh area on Fakhreddine 

2228 

2229 

2230 

2231 

2232 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:T66_99-103; A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345833-35; 
PRH507 :T85 _39-40,42-44. 

PRH256:T88 16:5-9. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, paras.12-13,74. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T33_ 41-51; R.FRASERIPRH283:P00049. 

P00006 Camera 1 at CCTV footage time 11:54:43 (extract from P00079); P00007 Camera 2 at CCTV footage 
time 11:54:45 (extract from P00078); P00008 Camera 3 at CCTV footage time 11:54:49 (extract from P00077); 
P00009 Camera 4 at CCTV footage time 11:54:54 (extract from P00076); P00010 Camera 5 at CCTV footage 
time 11:54:56 (extract from P00075); POOOll Camera 6 at CCTV footage time 11:55:00-11:55:15 (extract from 
P00073); R.FRASERIPRH283:T32_50-51,54-56,60,87:3-9; R.FRASERIPRH283:P00005, para.146. 
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Street, next to the Phoenicia Hote1. 2233 In February 2005, the tunnel had a full CCTV 

system with 28 cameras operating 24 hours per day.2234 The CCTV footage from 

14 February 2005 was provided by a tunnel control room employee.2235 Robyn FRASER, 

who analysed the footage, testified that the time as seen in the CCTV footage from the 

tunnel was approximately 1 minute and 54 seconds behind real time. 2236 

1076. Camera 6 was positioned at the exit of the tunnel and offers a view of the tunnel 

emerging on Fakhreddine Street, south of both the Phoenicia and Monroe Hotels.2237 The 

white van exited the tunnel, as seen in footage from Camera 6, 2238 travelling up the slope 

in the right-hand lane, 2239 before moving towards the right, making a right turn, or at least 

veering to the right and disappearing out of the footage. 224° FRASER marked the position 

of the white van as it emerged from the tunnel and merged with traffic to the right. 2241 

1077. Footage from tunnel Camera 6,2242 taken nearly an hour later at approximately 12:50:58 

in real time, 2243 shows what appears to be a similar white van re-entering the traffic 

stream from the right-hand side, some distance down from the tunnel exit, and merging 

with traffic from the tunnel near the Monroe Hotel, before moving towards the left in the 

direction of the Byblos and St. Georges Hotels. 2244 The timing of the white van as seen in 

this CCTV footage from tunnel Camera 6 is consistent with the time a similar white van 

is seen in the CCTV footage from the Phoenicia Hotel. 2245 

2233 

2234 

2235 

2236 

2237 

2238 

2239 

2240 

2241 

2242 

2243 

2244 

2245 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_ 41:15-23,70; P00003. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_ 42:13-20; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, paras.130,133. 

H.CHERRI/PRH310:P00071, paras.24,34; P00072; P00073-P00079. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_79:13-21; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.140. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_57:11-24; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.132. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_56, 59, 60, 87:9; P00002; POOOll Camera 6 at CCTV footage time 11:55:00-
11:55:15 (extract from P00073). 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_62:2-5; P00033-P00035. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32 _ 62:23 -25,64:20-22; P00036-P00043. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_73-75,87:1-2; P00004. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_75,87:10-ll; P00013, 00:13-00:25; Q.MUGG/PRH555:P00081, 60285555, 
para.11,60285603-18. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_81;R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.149. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_76; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, paras.149-150; 
Q.MUGG/PRH555:P00081, 60285555,para.11. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32 _1 04:1-1 0; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005,para.150. 
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1078. A single frame from a CCTV recording by a camera in the Phoenicia Hotel on 

14 February 2005 captured a white van,2246 similar in appearance to a Mitsubishi Canter 

and the white van seen in the tunnel and HSBC CCTV footage, 2247 moving in the 

direction of the crime scene.2248 In February 2005, the Phoenicia Hotel was estimated to 

have had 82 CCTV cameras,2249 from which footage was obtained after the explosion?250 

The single frame of the white van was captured by Camera 7,2251 located on an external 

corner of the Phoenicia Hotel. 2252 It faced east towards the Monroe Hotel, 2253 taking 

a view of the road exiting the tunnel, 2254 across Fakhreddine Street with the tunnel exit on 

the right-hand side. 2255 The approximate position of the white van when seen in the 

footage was marked by FRASER. 2256 

1079. The white van emerged from behind the Monroe Hotel. 2257 The fact that it had not come 

from the tunnel is consistent with it being the same white van seen re-emerging from a 

side road to the right in the footage from Camera 6 in the tunnel.2258 It then travelled 

north along Fakhreddine Street towards the intersection ofMinet El Hosn Street. That the 

white van did not appear again in the CCTV footage from Camera 7, which has a view 

east along Minet El Hosn Street, indicates that it turned left and headed west along Minet 

El Hosn Street in the direction of the crime scene. 2259 

2246 

2247 

2248 

2249 

2250 

2251 

2252 

2253 

2254 

2255 

2256 

2257 

2258 

2259 

P00015; R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_89:6-7,90:12-14; P00273.2, 1:36:49. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_90:15-23; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, paras.111,113. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T33 _ 48:9-17; R.FRASER/PRH283:T32 _92:4-10,100: 12-18; P00019; 
R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.111. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_83:15-18; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.95. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_84-85. See also R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005,paras.86-87,91; PRH240:P00273.1, 
para.20. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_84:3 -7,89:20-22; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.l10. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_85:22-25. See also R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_87-88; P00012, D0172190. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32 91:3-6. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32 86:5-7. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32 91:8-17. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_96; P00017; R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_99-100; P00019. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_93:2-3,104:15-23;R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_105-106. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32 104:1-10. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.111. 
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1080. FRASER testified that the time as seen in the Phoenicia Hotel CCTV footage (13:39: 14) 

was faster than real time by approximately 4 7 minutes and 48 seconds, 2260 thereby 

indicating that the real time of the Phoenicia Hotel CCTV showing a white van was 

12:51:26,2261 mere minutes before the explosion at 12:55:05.2262 This is consistent with 

the white van being used as the VBIED and being moved into position shortly before the 

explosion by a suicide bomber. 

(iii) HSBC CCTV footagi 263 

1081. The HSBC branch located close to the crime scene had 16 CCTV cameras positioned on 

the outside of the building, with Camera 15 providing the best view towards the road 

leading to the St. Georges Hotel and therefore the passing ofHARIRI's convoy.2264 The 

HSBC CCTV footage shows a white van moving very slowly across the field ofvision 

from right to left following that road as it passes between the St. Georges and Byblos 

Hotels moments before the arrival ofHARIRI's convoy and the explosion. 2265 There are 

strong similarities between this white truck in the HSBC CCTV footage, the one 

appearing in the earlier CCTV footage from the tunnel and the Phoenicia Hotel, 2266 and 

also, making allowances for modification as a VBIED, the Mitsubishi Canter van that 

was imported and sold in Tripoli on 25 January 2005 prior to its involvement in the 

explosion. 2267 

1082. The white van seen in the HSBC CCTV footage is evidently travelling outside of the 

normal flow of traffic. It is moving very slowly with its speed estimated as only one tenth 

2260 

2261 

2262 

2263 

2264 

2265 

2266 

2267 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_102:11-12; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.103. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_103:2-3; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.lll. 

I.SURSOCK/PRH548:P00317, 50002782. 

See for reliability: PRH070:P00261, 60289848, para.8, 60289849, paras.ll-12, 60289854-55, 60289857, 
para.8, 60289858, paras.l3-14, 60289866, paras.l7-19; B.YAMOUT/PRH062:P00181, 60289881-
82,paras.21-22. See also R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, paras.l9-40; 
R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_111-112,113:2-5; R.FRASER/PRH283:T33_3:19-25. 

PRH070:P00261, 60289865-66, para.l6; B.YAMOUT/PRH062:P00181, 60289879, para.ll; P00023; 
R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_111; P00022; R.FRASER/PRH283:T32_106-109. See also R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, 
paras.41-46. 

P00024; P00026; R.FRASER/PRH283 :T33 _15-18;P00027, D023431 0-20; R.FRASER/PRH283 :T33 _18-20. 
See also T .JOLLY /PRH333 :P00080, para.9. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T33_7-9; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.l3. 

R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.74. 
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of the speed of the other vehicles, as it occupies ten times as many frames on the footage 

whilst covering the same distance. 2268 The speed ofHARIRI's convoy as it approached 

the St. Georges and Byblos Hotels was estimated by those within it as approximately 

70km/h. 2269 The corollary is that the white van was travelling at around 7km/h. 

1083. This demonstrates that the white van was not merely manoeuvring into position outside 

the St. Georges Hotel, but in fact was also co-ordinating its movement and positioning 

with the anticipated timing of the convoy's arrival. The white van can be seen leaving the 

purview of the HSBC footage around one minute before the first cars in HARIRI's 

convoy appear on the same camera. 2270 The explosion occurs five seconds later. 2271 

1084. If the front of the convoy took five seconds to reach the site of the explosion from the 

location covered by the footage and the white van was travelling at a tenth of the 

convoy's speed and continued crawling at the same speed after it left the footage, it 

would have arrived at the site of the explosion around 50 seconds later. In other words, 

assuming it was the VBIED, it would have arrived at the crime scene only 15 seconds 

before the convoy and the explosion itself. This provides conclusive support for the 

assertion that the VBIED was detonated by its driver. 

(d) The only Unidentified Man was situated next to the bomb at the moment of 

detonation 

1085. Following the explosion on 14 February 2005, in which 23 people died at the scene or in 

the aftermath of the blast, only 20 complete bodies were recovered.2272 These bodies were 

subsequently identified and certified as deceased. 2273 [Redacted]. The utter destruction of 

their convoy vehicle, car number 404, indicated that it was the closest convoy vehicle to 

the centre of the blast. 2274 

2268 

2269 

2270 

2271 

2272 

2273 

2274 

R.FRASER/PRH283:T33_7:10-22; R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.75. 

PRH256:T87 _19:5; PRH076:T81_70:19-20; A.CHEHADEH/PRH322:T83 _20:22-23. 

P00024. See also R.FRASER/PRH283:P00005, para.74, para.77; 
R.FRASER/PRH283:T33_11 :7-12,20:21-22. 

P00024. See also I.SURSOCK/PRH548:P00317, 50002782. 

F.AYOUB/PRH120:P00194, 202018. 

P00191; P00192; F.AYOUB/PRH120:P00204, 60112889,60112900,60112907,60112915 . 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345746; PRH155:P00266, 60037015. 
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1086. When small fragmented human remains were recovered from the scene, 2275 each too 

small or damaged for visual identification, the organic specimens were sent for testing to 

establish DNA profiles and through that by comparison, groups of matching DNA could 

be constructed.2276 DNA cross-comparison identified many of the small human remains 

as being from [Redacted],2277 as well as small parts from other known deceased 

. . 2278 H II ..: f k I v1ct1ms. owever, very sma 1ragments rom an Un nown Man were a so 

recovered. 2279 

1087. In total, 92 biological parts from the Unknown Man,2280 with a combined weight of no 

more than 1 kilogram, 2281 were recovered. 2282 A tooth recovered at the crime scene 

matching the DNA of the Unknown Man suggested that the man was no more than 

25 years old. 2283 The remains associated with the Unknown Man, collected by the 

2275 

2276 

2277 

2278 

2279 

22RO 

22R I 

22R2 

22R3 

See e.g. M.KHEIREDDINE/PRH130:P00236, 60294628,60294668-73; B.AL-HAMSI/PRH257:P00258.1; 
B.AL-HAMSI/PRH257:P00258.2; M.JBEILY/PRH344:P00259.2; T.GEMAYELIPRH337:T44_36-38; 
T.GEMAYELIPRH337:P00175. 

DNA testing was completed by Dr. Issam MANSOUR at the American University of Science and 
Technology lab, see F.A YOUB/PRH120:P00197; F.AYOUB/PRH120:P00199; 
I.MANSOUR/PRH508:P00206; I.MANSOUR/PRH508:P00207; I.MANSOUR/PRH508:P00208; the 
Universite Saint Joseph lab, see F.AYOUB/PRH120:P00196; and the Netherlands Forensic Institute 
("NFI"), see R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00278. 

A. VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345773; R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00278, 60275411,60275415, 
60275419-27; C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318.1, D0259273, group7, D0259275,group18. See also P00267; 
P00283. 

C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318.1, groups 2-19. See also e.g. R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00278, 
60275410,60275416,60275419-27; P00283. The single sample identified by Dr. GERRETSEN as DNA 
profile F was a small part of a human tibia bone: R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00278, 60275417,60275420; 
R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00279, 60279496 ; P00279.1; P00279.2. The NFI compared the bone to the 
known traumatic leg injury suffered by a survivor (believed to be person number 26 in Annex A): 
R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00279, 60279497. Although a definitive match was not possible, the bone found 
was compatible with being from the known injured victim: R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00279, 60279497-98; 
R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:T79_71-74. Whilst the NFI have the DNA profile of the bone 
(R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00278, 60275417, 60275420), no DNA profile from the injured person is 
available in order for a definitive match: see T79 69:10-18. 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345773-74; R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00278, 60275389,60275412-
14,60275419-27; C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318.1, D0259273,group.l. See also P00267; P00283; P00319. 
Uknown Man: a DNA profile established from human remains found at the crime scene that came from an 
unidentified male person. 

Some biological parts were sampled more than once, and therefore 97 matching profiles are scheduled in 
P00319. 

F.AYOUB/PRH120:T57 9:3-8. 

PRH155:P00266; M.JBEILY /PRH344:P00260; M.JBEILY /PRH344:P00259.1; 
R.GERRETSEN/PRH492:P00278; F.AYOUB/PRH120:P00200; F.AYOUB/PRH120:P00196; I.MANS 
OUR/PRH508: P00206; F.AYOUB/PRH120:P00197; E.HA WA/PRH422:P00256, para.9,60286286-97. 
The biological remains of the Unknown Man are listed in P00319. 

F.AYOUB/PRH120:T57 _8:18-23; F.AYOUB/PRH120:P00197, 50004951. 
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Spanish forensic team, were found in Area 6,2284 and Area 1I.2285 Area 6 is described in 

the Spanish report as the exit way from the crime scene, which is the direction towards 

which the convoy was travelling. 2286 Area 1 I is in the same direction as Area 6 -it is a 

flat roof surface of the St. George Hotel. 2287 Consistently, parts of the Unknown Man 

examined by the Dutch were also recovered west of the explosion site. 2288 

1088. The overall distribution of remains from the Unknown Man demonstrates that the 

Unknown Man was positioned just forward of the VBIED, inside or immediately in front 

of the cab of the vehicle and no more than one or two metres from the lED at the moment 

of explosion. 2289 Professor F ouad AYOUB confirmed that the Unknown Man would have 

been closest to the blast.2290 

1089. These findings reinforce the conclusion not only that the bomb was detonated by 

a suicide bomber, an "Unknown Man", but also that it was not Ahmad ABU ADASS. 

The DNA of the Unknown Man did not match that of ABU ADASS, nor was ABU 

ADASS' DNA found at the crime scene. 2291 

4. The location was carefully selected to maximise the precision and impact of the Attack 

1090. It is evident that the utmost care was taken to select the location, as well as the method, 

of the Attack. Extensive surveillance of HARIRI's security and travel arrangements 

would have revealed that, even following the reduction ofhis detail at the beginning of 

December 2004, he travelled habitually: 

2284 

22R5 

2286 

2287 

22RR 

22R9 

2290 

2291 

(i) in the middle of a six vehicle convoy equipped with jamming devices; 

One part was collected from Area 6A, see PRH155:P00266, 60037095. Another part from Area 6H, see 
PRH155:P00266, 60037100. The most items (numbering 34) were recovered in Area 6C, see 
PRH155:P00266, 60037097. See also P00319. 

10 parts were collected from Area II, see PRH155:P00266, 60037058. See also P00319. 

PRH155:P00266, 60036849. 

PRH155:P00266, 60036770,60036773. 

A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345773-74. 

A.V AN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345773. See also P00319.1 which illustrates the distribution of 
the remains of the Unknown Man on a marked map. 

F.AYOUB/PRH120:T56 62:3-8. 

See below, Section IX.A.l.(a). 
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(iii) using common routes such as the Airport road, the route between Zouk Mosbeh 

and Faqra Villa, and the maritime or coastal road en-route between Faqra Villa or 

Parliament and Quraitem Palace. 2292 

1091. The location selected to detonate the bomb not only formed part of a route on which he 

was known to travel regularly, particularly from Parliament, 2293 but was also situated: 

(i) immediately before a bend; (ii) between two tall buildings; and (iii) in downtown 

Beirut. 2294 All three features are likely to have factored into the final decision. 

1092. The location chosen would necessarily have enforced a significant, crucial reduction in 

the normal speed of the convoy, 2295 rendering HARIRI' s security convoy far more 

vulnerable to attack by facilitating the necessary precision in the timing of detonation. 

1093. Other locations on this and routes elsewhere, such as the turn off from Zouk Mosbeh to 

Faqra, also featured bends in the road. The proximity of two tall buildings, which could 

be expected to amplify the effects of such a vast explosion on the convoy vehicles, 

together with the downtown location, provided additional features capable of maximising 

the impact on the victims and the public at large. 2296 

5. The resources, training, extensive preparation, skill, and experience necessary to execute the 

Attack is only consistent with the actions of the Accused being led by a sophisticated military 

1094. The successful execution of a complex attack on an eminent public figure, subject to high 

levels of security protection, required several features as a minimum: 

2292 

2293 

2294 

2295 

2296 

(i) sophisticated organisation, planning and financial resources; 

(ii) access to approximately 2 Y2 tonnes of military grade high explosives; 

See e.g. above, Sections V.C.2.(b); VII.E.3-4; VII.F.l.(c);VII.J.4.(b);VII.K.2.;VIII.B.3.(a). 

T.SOUBRA/PRH559:P00336, paras.60,86; PRH076:T81_25:20-25. 

P00154; P00054; P00055; P00056; P00057; A.VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345697; PRH155:P00266, 
60037023. 

M.DIA/PRH150:T84 39-40. 

W.OTHMAN/PRH129:T70_ 42; D.AMBROSINI/PRH188:Tl19 _31:17 -21,37:15-24. 
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(iii) a group ofhighly co-ordinated, organised, disciplined, trusted individuals with the 

skill, training and experience to, amongst other things: 

• conduct extensive, meticulous and highly co-ordinated covert 

surveillance of the target's security and convoy over weeks and months; 

• transport and store the explosives; 

• adapt a truck, install that vast quantity of explosives, and assemble a 

VBIED capable of reliably eviscerating a specific car in a convoy; 

• identify and condition a suitable individual with the exceptional 

composure, skill and commitment required to move the VBIED into an 

appropriate position at the time required, and to detonate the bomb with 

precision, moments before killing themselves; 

• do all of the above without arousing suspicion or leaving a trace of their 

identity. 

1095. The existence of all of these features could only be found in a sophisticated, experienced 

group supported by an unusually well-resourced sponsor. 
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IX. NATURE & PURPOSE OF THE CLAIM OF RESPONSIBILITY 

A. The Claim of Responsibility was False 

1. ABU ADASS was not the suicide bomber 

(a) ABU ADASS' DNA was not at the crime scene 

1096. None of the human remains found at the crime scene belonged to Ahmed ABU 

ADASS. 2297 

1097. In the hours following the explosion, given the release of a video featuring Ahmed ABU 

ADASS and the arrest ofhis parents, ISF officers took the precaution of obtaining DNA 

samples from both parents, in the form of saliva samples. 2298 Saliva samples were also 

obtained from the sisters of ABU ADASS. 2299 A nuclear DNA profile of ABU ADASS 

was also established from samples taken from his tooth-brush.2300 

1098. The nDNA profiles from all human remains collected from the cnme scene were 

compared to the DNA profile of ABU ADASS. No comparison led to any match, or even 

to any close correspondence. 2301 Furthermore, the comparison of the mtDNA profile of 

his mother against all other mtDNA profiles found on all of the human remains 

demonstrated that none of them were her biological children or relatives of maternal 

lineage. 2302 

2297 

2298 

2299 

2300 

2301 

2302 

C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318, 60278548,60278550,60281214. See also I.MANSOUR/PRH508:P00206, 
D0361795; I.MANSOUR/PRH508:T58_ 44. 

Y.KHA YREDDINE/PRH593 :P00257, 60286519. 

F.AYOUB/PRH120:P00201; F.A YOUB/PRH120:P00202. 

F.AYOUB/PRH120:T57_16. The tooth-brush had been collected from the ABU ADASS family household by 
the ISF and was received for testing by Dr. Issam MANSOUR on 16 February 2005: 
I.MANSOUR/PRH508:T58_33. See also, MANSOUR/PRH508:P00206, D0361782. The DNA profile derived 
from the tooth-brush was a match to at least one allele from each of the parents and therefore, Professor AYOUB 
could say that the person was the biological son of the ABU ADASS family: F.AYOUB/PRH120:T57_17-18. 
See also A.NOHRA/PRH139:P00117, 50002596,p.5; I.MANSOUR/PRH508:P00206, D0361795. Professor 
Christophe CHAMPOD confirmed that there is very strong support for the proposition that Ahmed ABU 
ADASS [Redacted]: C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318, 60278547. 

C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318, 60278548,60278550,60281214. CHAMPOD had been asked to provide a 
global statistical analysis of the many DNA profiles which were gathered by scientists working on the human 
remains, and to address, amongst other questions, the probabilistic value of whether any of the DNA profiles 
could have originated from Ahmed ABU ADASS. C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318, 60278534. 

C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318, 60278548,60278550,60281214. 
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(b) The "Unknown Man" was the Suicide Bomber 

1099. All human remains found at the crime scene, no matter how small, were analysed; all 

except those of the "Unknown Man" were identified. 2303 Expert analysis of his remains, 

and their distribution, demonstrated that the Unknown Man was closest to the site of the 

blast: inside or immediately in front ofthe cab of the VBIED. 2304 

(c) The task of the Suicide Bomber was crucial & complex whereas ABU 

ADASS could not drive 

1100. The success of the plot, into which vast resources, planning, preparation and time had 

been invested, rested on the composure and skill of the suicide bomber. He was required, 

h . h . 1 1 . . 2305 . h h d d . 2306 w en g1ven t e s1gna , to manoeuvre a manua transm1sswn, ng t- an nve, 

explosive-laden truck into a position, at an appropriate angle,2307 to facilitate the 

detonation-all amidst mid-day Beirut traffic and with careful regard to timing of the 

convoy's arrival. 2308 The timing of detonation was crucial to the ultimate success of the 

plot but also extremely difficult given the speed of the convoy targeted. 

1101. It defies logic that anyone other than an experienced driver would be chosen for such a 

crucial and complex task. ABU ADASS could not drive, had never driven a vehicle, a 

motorcycle or even a bicycle. 2309 

2303 

2304 

2305 

2306 

2307 

2308 

2309 

See C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318,60278541; C.CHAMPOD/PRH433:P00318.1; T97_24:10-25:13; above, 
Section VIII.B.3.(d). 

F.AYOUB/PRH120:T56_62:3-8; A. VAN DE CRAATS/PRH168:P00244, D0345773. See also P00319.1 that 
illustrates the distribution of the remains of the Unknown Man on a marked map. 

E.g. W.OTHMAN/PRH129:T70_31-32; PRH155:P00266, 60037030. 

PRH075:Tl61_38:2; PRH063:Tl58_76:17; PRH04l:P00482, para.15. 

PRH155:T77 _11 :16-23; PRH155:P00266, 60037033-34. 

P00006; P00007; P00008; P00009; P00010; P00011, at CCTV footage time 11:55:00-11:55:15; P00015; 
P00024; P00026. 

PRH056:P02129, 300144; PRH056:P02128, L0005309; PRH056:P02132, para.20; PRH056:5D00476, 
L0008189; PRH056:5D00510, 50008357; PRH087:Tl98_12,78; PRH087:P00597, para.9; T.ABU 
ADASS/PRH636:P00461,50003489; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00512, 50008247; T.ABU 
ADASS/PRH636:5D00513, 5008260; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00515; 
Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, para.IOI. 
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(d) ABU AD ASS was making plans for his future life, including marriage 

1102. ABU AD ASS planned to return home on the day he disappeared. He departed the house 

without saying farewell to his parents, having told his mother that he would be away for 

only a couple of hours. [Redacted]. He did not take extra clothing or any other 

possessions that he would need for what would become his first night away from home. 

He left his Qur'an in his bedroom, and a book open on the table. On the day of his 

disappearance, he "was usual as every day".2310 

1103. Moreover, ABU AD ASS was making future plans for himself, belying the claim that he 

would have run away and killed himself a few weeks later. On his father's advice,2311 he 

had starting working and saving money for marriage. One week before his disappearance, 

ABU ADASS set aside funds for his future bride's wedding dress[Redacted].2312 Two 

days before his disappearance, ABU AD ASS showed his friend a book cover that he had 

illustrated, told his friend he would be paid for it, and asked for his friend's opinion on 

the cover.2313 Now that he had found work, ABU ADASS was looking forward to 

marriage. 2314 

1104. ABU ADASS' known character traits provide further corroboration for the fact that he 

was not the suicide bomber. The evidence of four witnesses who personally knew ABU 

ADASS indicates that he was non-violent and apolitical; 2315 he was "a person who never 

believed in violence" and was "good hearted". 2316 Witnesses stated that he never 

becoming a martyr,2317 and used to say of suicide bombers that "whoever perpetrated 

2310 

2311 

2312 

2313 

2314 

2315 

2316 

2317 

[Redacted]; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00512, 50008249; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00513, 
50008260. 

See T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00512, 50008248. 

[Redacted]. 

Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, para.63,205597. 

Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, para.101,205597. 

T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00512, 50008248; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00513, 5008260; T.ABU 
ADASS/PRH636:5D00514, 500 11216;T .ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00515, 50003688; PRH056:P02131, 
paras.87-90; PRH056:5D0051 0, 50008357; PRH087 :T 198 _12,46,4 7--48; PRH087 :P00596, paras.4 7--48; 
4D00212, 50008261-62. 

T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00515; PRH087:Tl98_29:5-8,11-12,15-17; Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, 
205598. See also PRH056:P02129, 300145; PRH056:P02130, para.53; PRH056:P02131, paras.81-82. 

PRH056:P02131, paras. 93-94. 
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such acts was insane".2318 To the extent that ABU AD ASS may have been exposed to or 

was curious as a young man about extremist views, 2319 this would fit the stereotype of a 

religious extremist and make the false claim more believable. 

(e) ABU ADASS was abducted & coerced into making the video because his 

religious beliefs and background fitted the stereotype sought for the false 

claim 

1105. All four witnesses who knew ABU ADASS identified aberrations in his appearance 

throughout the false claim video which support the conclusion that he had been subject to 

significant stress and coercion in making the video. 

1106. They noted that he "had obviously lost a lot of weight", was "pale and tired", and 

"looked a bit harsh".2320 His beard appeared thicker,2321 and he was wearing a headcap 

and a shawl on his shoulders for the first time. 2322 His voice, normally strong, was instead 

"very low", "subdued", and "broken"; the tone of his voice betrayed fear. 2323 His 

demeanour and appearance was out of character, and was incongruous for a "Mujahid" 

defiantly raising "the banner of support and jihad in Greater Syria", 2324 to "avenge [ ... ] 

innocent martyrs". 2325 

2318 

2319 

2320 

2321 

2322 

2323 

2324 

2325 

PRH056:5D00476, L0008189-90. 

See items apparently found in the Abu Adass family residence including from a computer seized at the 
property, e.g. 4D00567-4D00568, 4D00570-4D00582. 

T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:P00461, 50003490; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00513, 50008260; T.ABU 
ADASS/PRH636:5D00514, 50011217; T .ABU ADASS/PRH636: 5D00515, p.2; T .ABU 
ADASS/PRH636:5D00518, 500 11527; PRH056:P02128, L0005312; PRH056:P02131, para.170; 
PRH087:Tl98_12; PRH087:P00596, para.114. 

PRH056:P02129, 300146; PRH056:P02131, para.170; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00515, 50003691. See 
also [Redacted]; P00767, D0114247. 

T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:P00461, 50003490; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00513, 50008260; T.ABU 
ADASS/PRH636:5D00514, 50011217; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00515, 50003691; T.ABU 
ADASS/PRH636:5D00518, 50011527; PRH056: P02128, L0005312; PRH056:P02129, 300146; 
PRH056:P02131, paras.170,172; Z.RAMADAN/PRH103:P01775, para.99; PRH087:Tl98_12,24:9-
15,25:5-12; PRH087:P00596, para.112. See also [Redacted]. 

T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:P00461, 50003490; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00513, 50008260; T.ABU 
ADASS/PRH636:5D00514, 50011217; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00518, 50011527; PRH056:P02128, 
L0005312; PRH056:P02129, 300146; PRH056:5D00476, L0008184. 

P00500. 

P00499.1. 
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1107. The claim of responsibility, both the letter and the video, purported to justify the 

assassination of HARIRI as an infidel. The espoused motives for murdering not only a 

fellow Sunni Muslim, but also an eminent and widely popular one, in a religiously 

motivated suicide attack focused on HARIRI's close relationship with the Saudi Arabian 

regime and his wealth. 2326 

1108. It appears that ABU ADASS was abducted and coerced into making the video because 

his background, religious approach and appearance most closely fitted the stereotype of 

a person who may have been believed to harbour the motives espoused in the video. He 

was, amongst other things: 

(i) A young, devout Sunni Muslim who prayed, with few exceptions, five times a day 

every day at the Arab University Mosque; 2327 

(ii) Born and raised in KSA, a fact that was widely known in his community, and which 

influenced his beliefs and dress;2328 and 

(iii) Categorised by some, on this basis alone, as "Salafist" or "Wahhabist"-forms of 

Islam that, the Prosecution submits, would have been associated by some with violent 

extremism. 2329 

2. ABU AD ASS claimed responsibility on behalf of a fictitious group: previously unknown and 

never heard of again 

1109. Responsibility for the assassination of HARIRI was claimed on behalf of one group2330 

and that group did not exist. "El-Nusra-wal-Jihad-fi-Bilad-El-Sham"2331 was previously 

unknown before the conspirators made the false claim of responsibility to Reuters and Al 

Jazeera and, significantly, it was never heard from again. 

2326 

2327 

2328 

2329 

2330 

2331 

P00499.1; P00500. 

PRH056: P02131, paras.48,50. [Redacted]. 

E.g. PRH056: P02128, L0005311; 5D00474, 50008251; 5D00510, 50008354; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636: 
P00461,50003489; 5D00512,50008247. 

E.g. PRH056:P02128, L0005311; PRH056:P02129, 300143; PRH056:P02131, para.80; 
PRH087:Tl98_12,27:16-17; PRH087:P00596, para.28; T.ABU ADASS/PRH636:5D00512, 50008246. 

E.g. G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl69 _16-21. 

P00499; P00500. 
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1110. Ghassan BEN-JEDDO, an experienced journalist and the Al Jazeera bureau chief in 

Beirut, was knowledgeable about claims ofresponsibility.2332 In a live broadcast on 14 

February 2005, shortly after telling AI Jazeera viewers and the wider world of this claim 

of responsibility, BEN-JEDDO shared his assessment of the claim that it was 

promulgated by an unknown, unrecognised group and was "just a cover, no more no less, 

because there is a very important security apparatus behind the assassination of Rafi[k] 

Hariri".2333 

1111. In an effort to establish that the group should be taken seriously, the conspirators had 

emphasised that it would be in AI Jazeera's interest to co-operate with them, for 

HARIRI's assassination would not be an isolated incident and AI Jazeera would "hear a 

lot about us [the group] in the future". 2334 

1112. However, in his testimony BEN-JEDDO reiterated that he had never heard of this group 

before and that, even ten years later, he had never heard of it again. 2335 Unsurprisingly, 

the invisibility of this group was confirmed by other witnesses. 2336 

1113. The plot, for which this previously invisible extremist entity claimed responsibility, is 

characterised by an exceptional level of sophistication, resources, discipline, knowledge 

and experience. The suggestion that this could have been the work of a new, unknown 

group is rightly considered nonsensica1.2337 

2332 

2333 

2334 

2335 

2336 

2337 

E.g. G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl68_55-58; G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl69 _17 -21. 

P00497, 00:35:50-00:36:02; 5D00179,p.15. See also P00497, 00:22:50-00:23:17; 5D00179, pp.9-10; 
G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T168 _ 84:12-20,87:7-11. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:Tl69 51:16-24. 

G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T168_83-84; G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T169 17; G.BEN
JEDDO/PRH020:Tl70_31-32,86-87,93:19-20. 

PRH006:Tl65_ 47:7-8; PRH012:Tl72_58:6-11. 

E.g. P00497, 00:35:43-00:36:47; 5D00179, pp.15-16. 
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B. The Claim of Responsibility was Calculated to Mislead Public Perception as well 

as the Investigation 

1. The false claim was intended to mislead the investigation and shield the perpetrators from 

justice 

1114. It is axiomatic that any false claim of responsibility would tend to mislead, confuse, 

distract or divert a subsequent investigation into the circumstances of the crime, and 

thereby shield the perpetrators from justice. The objective of those who created the false 

claim was not to ensure that a specific, identifiable group or entity would be blamed, 

punished or suffer other adverse consequences - indeed the entity concerned was 

fictitious. Rather, the primary objective was to confuse and divert forensic enquiry away 

from the true perpetrators. 

1115. The forensic trail left by the false claim plot2338 was designed to dovetail with the trail 

left by the Attack, 2339 and to direct attention towards the general Tripoli area and away 

from the group of perpetrators situated in Dahyieh, Beirut. In particular, the connection 

between the false associations of: (i) the -obviously used to surveil 

HARIRI and execute the Attack-and the Tripoli area; (ii) the purchase of the Van used 

in the Attack and the Tripoli area, and (iii) ABU ADASS' movements and the Tripoli 

area, tended to encourage the focus of attention there, and divert and discourage any 

further enquiry into covert telephone use in the Beirut area, including the base area 

heavily used by the conspirators in Dahyieh. 

1116. However, a peculiar feature of this conspiracy is not only that a claim and video were 

created to attribute false responsibility, but that the inherent risks were accepted and the 

resources deployed when, ostensibly, it was not strictly necessary to do so. The extreme 

2338 

2339 

2340 

care and skill (e.g. by the use of the ) taken by the conspirators to leave 

absolutely no evidential or forensic trace as to the identity of those who had committed 

the terrorist act and assassination 2340 would logically, without further consideration, 

render the false claim unnecessary. 

See above, Section VI.C.2. 

See above, Sections V.A.1; V.B.l.(a); V.C.2.(a); V.C.4.(b ). 

See above, Section V.C.4.(b). 
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2. An essential purpose of the false claim was to mislead or confuse public perception of the 

responsibility of those who otherwise stood to be accused of the Attack 

1117. The false claim was not merely about misleading the investigation, it was evidently 

aimed at influencing and manipulating public perception: both Lebanese and, in the 

circumstances, the wider, international community. 

1118. The deliverers of the false claim were peculiarly anxious to ensure the public broadcast 

of the false claim video, even after it had been safely delivered to Al Jazeera.2341 It was 

evidently an essential part of their purpose. 

1119. Having ensured that Al Jazeera had received the false claim, the conspirators could have 

stopped there if their only goal was to misdirect the eventual investigation. Instead they 

persisted in making a third, otherwise unnecessary, call to Al Jazeera from a fourth 

payphone to demand, while shouting and issuing threats and intimidation from a public 

location, that the false claim actually be broadcast. 2342 

1120. Given the risks and lengths undertaken to issue a false claim, including the abduction 

(and by logical extension murder) of an individual and the making and delivery of 

a video, the absence of any strict forensic necessity to do so, combined with the peculiar 

anxiety to ensure that it was broadcast publically, it is a logical conclusion that the false 

claim was not only to mislead the investigation but to deflect the focus from those who 

could stand to be blamed for the Attack by the wider community. 

1121. International pressure for Syria to withdraw from Lebanon, exacerbated by the unusually 

broad political consensus within the Bristol Group, had reached its zenith.2343 HARIRI, a 

powerful and popular leader seeking reelection, was perceived by senior pro-Syrian 

actors to embody the interests of both. 2344 His reelection as a leader of Lebanon, 

governing without Syrian constraint, 2345 was contrary to the interests of those aligned 

with maintaining the status quo of Syrian control over Lebanon. 

2341 

2342 

2343 

2344 

2345 

See above, Section VI.D. 

E.g. G.BEN-JEDDO/PRH020:T169 _51:16-24,53: 16-17,107: 13-25,108:1-3; PRH006:Tl65_80: 13-14. 

See above, Sections VII.B; VII.C.2; VII.D; VII.K.4. 

PRH045:P01107, paras.33-34. 

See above, Section VII.G.l. 
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1122. This was the context amidst the escalating political tensions in the months preceding the 

Attack, particularly in light of the perceived motives for the bomb attack on Marwan 

HAMADE, 2346 which rendered it almost inevitable that the Syrian regime would stand to 

be blamed for the assassination ofHARIRI. 

1123. Therefore, the Accused's acts, in the context where the Accused's interests were aligned 

with maintaining the status quo, were consistent with deflecting the focus and diluting 

what would otherwise be irresistible international and domestic pressure for Syria to 

leave Lebanon. The publication of a false claim neither served the interests of an anti

Syrian actor motivated to eject the Syrian presence from Lebanon, 2347 nor an extremist 

group motivated to promote its own standing and political agenda. 

2346 

2347 

M.HAMADE/PRH038:T99 _16:7 -11,48:10-24; W.JUMBLATT/PRH684:Tl47 _ 43-44; B.EL
SABEH/PRH042:Tl28 55:10-21. 

Those holding such a motive need only have detonated the bomb, and a false claim blaming Sunni extremists 
in fact undermines their interests. 
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X. INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILTY OF THE ACCUSED 

1124. A YY ASH, MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA are responsible for the crimes with which 

they are charged in the Indictment. The evidence proves every element of the pleaded 

crimes beyond reasonable doubt. First, the assassination ofHARIRI by public detonation 

of explosives was a terrorist attack. Second, the perpetrators intended to kill HARIRI, 

and at least foresaw the possibility that the 21 other deceased, and the 226 injured, could 

be killed. Third, the 226 injured persons survived for reasons that were beyond the 

control of the perpetrators. Finally, detonating an explosive equivalent to 2500 

kilogrammes of TNT, in the middle of the capital in order to kill HARIRI while he was 

traveling in his armoured convoy, would not have been possible without a conspiracy. 

1125. AYYASH participated directly and intentionally in the execution of the terrorist attack, 

the intentional homicide, and the attempted intentional homicide. MERHI, ONEISSI, 

and SABRA, having agreed to do so prior to the Attack, both aided and abetted the 

perpetrators through acts preparatory to the offence and helped shield the perpetrators 

from justice. Each Accused conspired to commit a terrorist act through the assassination 

of HARIRI by means of a large explosive device in a public place. 

A. The crimes 

1126. It should be undisputed that, on 14 February 2005, Lebanon suffered a terrorist act, 

resulting in intentional homicide with premeditation, and attempted intentional homicide 

with premeditation -all committed by means of an explosive device, and all constituting 

felonies under Lebanese law. 2348 Nor should it be disputed that these crimes were the 

result of a conspiracy aimed at committing a terrorist act. The Prosecution has proven 

each of the requisite elements for these crimes beyond reasonable doubt, as set out 

concisely below. 

2348 See LCC, Arts. 179,200-201,315,549. 
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1. The assassination of HARIRI was a terrorist act committed by means of an explosive device 

(Counts 2 and 6) 

(a) Law 

1127. The Appeals Chamber, relying largely on Article 314 ofthe Lebanese Criminal Code 

("LCC"), has concluded that the elements of the crime of terrorism applicable before the 

Tribunal consist of: (1) "the volitional commission of an act"; (2) "through means that 

are liable to create a public danger"; and (3) "the intent of the perpetrator to cause a state 

of terror". 2349 

1128. In discussing this third element, the Appeals Chamber has identified a non-exhaustive list 

of factors used by Lebanese courts when establishing the intent to cause terror, namely: 

(1) "the social or religious status of the principal target"; (2) "the commission of the 

attack in daylight in a street full of people"; (3) "the collateral killing ofbystanders"; ( 4) 

"the use of explosives"; and (5) "the destruction of residential and commercial 

buildings".2350 

(b) Application of the law to the facts 

1129. The targeted assassination ofHARIRI, through an enormous explosion- in the heart of 

Lebanon's capital city, in the middle of a weekday, in utter disregard of human life- was 

a terrorist act by means of an explosive device. 2351 

1130. First, the explosion was intentional. 2352 Second, an "explosive device" is recognised by 

the LCC as an example of"means liable to create a public danger", 2353 and moreover its 

detonation in a populated public space around mid-day on 14 February 2005 created an 

inherent and obvious public danger. Finally, there can be no doubt that the perpetrators 

acted with the specific intent to cause a state of terror, particularly since all factors 

identified by the Appeals Chamber to establish the intent to cause a state ofterror2354 are 

2349 

2350 

2351 

2352 

2353 

2354 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.147. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.60. 

See Decision on Applicable Law, para.147. 

See above, Section VIII.B. 

LCC, Art. 314. See also Decision on Applicable Law, para.4 7. 

See Decision on Applicable Law, para.60. 
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met: (1) the status of HARIRI, a prominent political figure in Lebanon; (2) the 

commission of the attack in daylight in a busy urban area; (3) the collateral killing of 

bystanders; ( 4) the use of explosives; and ( 5) the destruction of commercial or residential 

b "ld" 2355 m mgs. 

2. The perpetrators, acting with premeditation, used explosive materials to intentionally murder 

HARIRI and 21 others (Counts 3, 4, 7, and 8) and are also responsible for the attempted 

intentional homicide of226 persons (Counts 5 and 9) 

(a) Law 

1131. The Appeals Chamber has identified the following elements of intentional homicide to be 

applied before the Tribunal: (1) "an act or a culpable omission aimed at impairing the life 

of [a] person"; (2) "the result of the death of a person"; (3) "a causal connection between 

the act and the result of death"; ( 4) "knowledge of the circumstances of the offence 

(including that the act is aimed at a living person and conducted through means that may 

cause death)"; and (5) "intent, whether direct or dolus eventualis".2356 

1132. Attempted intentional homicide consists of the following elements: (1) "a preliminary act 

aimed at committing the crime (the beginning of the execution of the crime)"; (2) "the 

subjective intent required to commit the crime"; and (3) "the absence of a voluntary 

abandonment of the offence before it is committed". 2357 

1133. With regard to intent, the Appeals Chamber has stated that "the perpetrator must have the 

intent, as defined by Article 188 or 189 ofthe LCC, vis-a-vis the death ofthe victim as a 

result of his behaviour",2358 which includes dolus eventualis.2359 When determining 

2355 

2356 

2357 

2358 

E.g. Agreed Facts Decision, Disposition ("(i) In addition to killing Mr. Rafiq HARIRI, the explosion killed 21 
other persons listed in Schedule A of the Indictment; (ii) The explosion injured 226 persons listed in Schedule 
B of the Indictment; [ ... ](vi) Mr. Rafiq HARIRI was a prominent political figure in Lebanon"). See also, 
above, Section VIII. 

Decision on Applicable Law, paras.184-185. There appears to be some variance between the Appeals 
Chamber's language in these paragraphs and in the disposition. With respect to the element of killing "a 
person", as opposed to killing "another person", the Prosecution relies on the disposition as being more 
reflective of the original Arabic text in Article 547 of the LCC, which states in relevant part:"I~U\..,..,.i) ~ u-a". 
The Prosecution observes that the English translation referred to by the Appeals Chamber does not appear to 
be fully accurate. E.g. Decision on Applicable Law, para.151. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.187. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.l64 (setting out as well Article 188 as providing that "[i]ntent consists of 
the will to commit an offence as defined by law", and Article 189 as providing that "[a]n offence shall be 
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intent, "Lebanese courts have held that since the perpetrator's intent is usually hidden in 

his mind, it can be inferred from outward criteria such as the circumstances of the crime, 

the means used by the perpetrator, [ ... ] etc. "2360 

1134. The Appeals Chamber has also articulated the scope of the perpetrator's criminal 

responsibility for "the death and injury of unintended victims of a terrorist act": 

[W]ith regard to the death of unintended victims, the perpetrator is responsible for an 
intentional homicide on the basis of dolus eventualis if he had foreseen the possibility of 
the additional deaths and accepted the risk of their occurrence. With regard to unintended 
victims who were injured, the perpetrator is responsible for an aborted intentional 
homicide, because although the perpetrator has executed all the elements of the crime of 
intentional homicide with dolus eventualis, he did not achieve the expected result for 
reasons beyond his control. 2361 

1135. Premeditation is "an aggravating circumstance, not an element", and it reflects "a 

well-conceived and designed plan, prepared with a clear and calm mind and 

demonstrating a firm and lasting commitment to perpetrate the crime".2362 

(b) Application of the law to the facts 

1136. As agreed by the Parties, the explosion on 14 February 2005 killed not only HARIRI, but 

also 21 other innocent persons. 2363 An additional 226 persons were injured, but 

survived. 2364 

2359 

2360 

2361 

2362 

2363 

deemed to be intentional, even if the criminal consequence of the act or omission exceeds the intent of the 
perpetrator, ifhe had foreseen its occurrence [and] accepted the risk"). 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.165 ("Under Article 189, ifboth knowledge and intent can be found, the 
mens rea exists, even though the criminal intent (dol) is indirect, meaning that it is dolus eventual is. The mens 
rea still exists even though the victim is not predetermined (such as in the case of an individual wishing to kill 
anyone, and not a specific person), and despite an error on the identity of the victim ( erreur sur Ia personne ), 
or an error in the nexus (such as in the case of an individual throwing a victim over a bridge, with the purpose 
to see his victim drown: he is still held responsible for the crime of intentional homicide, even though the 
victim dies because he or she hit the stones beneath the bridge and not because of drowning)"). 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.164. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.183. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.186. 

See Agreed Facts Decision, Disposition; Redacted Amended Consolidated Indictment, F2720, 12 July 2016, 
Schedule A. In Latin Script and in Arabic, the names of the additional homicide victims are: Zahi Halim ABU 
RJEILY, Yahya Mustafa AL -ARAB, Mahmoud Saleh AL -KHALAF, Mahmoud Saleh AL -HAMAD 
AL -MOHAMED, Sobhi Mohammed AL -KHODR, Omar Ahmad AL -MASRI, Mazen Adnan 
AL -ZAHABI, Joseph Emile AOUN, Rima Mohammed RaifBAZZI, Abdo Tawfik BOU FARAH, Yamama 
Kamel DAMEN, Mohammed Saadeddine DARWISH, Basse! Farid FULEIHAN, Abu Al-Hamid Mohammed 
GHALA YEENI, Mohammed Riyadh Hussein GHALA YEENI, Rawad Hussein Suleiman HAIDAR, Farhan 
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1137. This tragedy was the result of the deliberate, public use of explosives equivalent to 

approximately 2500 kilogrammes of TNT that was detonated in downtown Beirut with, 

among other aims, the aim of causing HARIRI's death.2365 The Attack therefore fulfils all 

the requirements of intentional homicide2366 and attempted intentional homicide2367 under 

Lebanese law. The assassination ofHARIRI was knowing and intentional, and the other 

resulting deaths and injuries were reasonably foreseeable. Although these additional 

victims may not have been the direct aim of the explosion, the perpetrators could only 

have acted with the dolus eventualis to incur criminal responsibility for these intentional 

h . .d 2368 d d . . I h . .d II 2369 om1c1 es an attempte mtentwna om1c1 es as we . 

3. The targeted assassination ofHARIRI by public detonation of explosives was the work of a 

conspiracy (Count 1) 

(a) Law 

1138. The Appeals Chamber described the following elements of conspiracy that are to be 

applied by the Tribunal: (1) "two or more individuals"; (2) "who conclude or join an 

agreement"; (3) "the aim of the conspiracy must be a terrorist act"; ( 4) "with an 

agreement on the means to be used to commit the crime (which for conspiracy to commit 

terrorism must satisfy the 'means' element of Article 314)"; and (5) "the existence of a 

criminal intent".2370 

Ahmad ISSA, Talal Nabih NASSER, Alaa Hasaan OSFOUR, Haitham Khaled OTHMAN, and Ziad 
Mohammed T ARRAF. 

(Jj\ .... '(,?~\ .l..a..:o.l ~ ,~\ ~ ~ ,u.I.:.J\ e:JI........:. ~~ .~1 .l..a.:o...l\ e:JI........:. ~~ "..,;y.ll ~ ~ '~.) yl ~ ~lj 
.J,!_) J..-,1..; '~3.J~ lJ:l..lll ..l.o....> ~ •CJ..al......<:. j...\S 4....L.., 'l:_) >! ~ji 3-¥- '',?Je '--'JI_; ~ l..,_; 'UY'- J,..j '--'JY.>- ,~ill u\..l~ 
~Y=-- ~ 'i\ 'Y-"'u ~ J)Lb ·~ .l..a..:o.i d..,._)'_;~ uL...,L ~ ~\3_; ,~)\t. ~ ~t.,_; ~ ·~)\t. ~ ~~-¥- •ul:..fo 

2364 

2365 

2366 

2367 

2368 

2369 

2370 

.'--'IJ.b ~ ~t.,J 3 ul.....:ic. ..l.!L;. ~ 'J~ 

See Agreed Facts Decision, Disposition ("The explosion injured 226 persons listed in Schedule B of the 
Indictment"); Indictment, Schedule B (providing the identities of226 victims, and redacting their names in the 
publicly filed versions). See also Decision Under Rule 167, T423_11:16-25. 

See above, Section VIII. 

Decision on Applicable Law, paras.l84-185. 

See Decision on Applicable Law, para.l87. 

See Decision on Applicable Law, paras.l64-165. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.l83. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.202. 
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1139. The Appeals Chamber further explained, "[t]he agreement can be conditional, depending 

on a foreseeable particular circumstances or a likely future event. In other words, the 

conspirators can agree on the commission of the crime if the circumstance or the event 

occurs."2371 A conspirator can therefore join the conspiracy after its inception, so long as 

he reaches the necessary agreement with other conspirators. The other conspirators need 

not be identified, and no specific form for the agreement is required. 2372 

(b) Application of the law to the facts 

1140. The Attack was the product of a multi-faceted and meticulously designed plan, coupled 

with an unwavering commitment to see these criminal acts through to their completion. 

This could not have been the premeditated act of just one man. The extent of co

ordination underlying this mission, from start to finish, 2373 including extensive 

surveillance and the use of military-grade explosives, points to the existence of an 

agreement among numerous persons for this criminal purpose.2374 The Attack could only 

have been the result of a conspiracy to commit a terrorist act by means of explosive 

materials. 

B. The modes of responsibility 

1. Perpetration and co-perpetration 

1141. The Appeals Chamber relied on the LCC definition of"perpetrator", which reads: "the 

perpetrator [auteur] of an offence is anyone who brings into being the constitutive 

elements of an offence or who participates directly in its commission".2375 The same 

could be said for a co-perpetrator in a crime that involved multiple actors. 2376 

1142. The Appeals Chamber also highlighted that, under Lebanese law, a participant to a crime 

that requires multiple actors and actions would be guilty as a co-perpetrator of this crime 

2371 

2372 

2373 

2374 

2375 

2376 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.196. 

Decision on Applicable Law, paras.l95-196. 

See above, Sections V-VIII. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.202. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.213. 

Decision on Applicable Law, paras.213-214. 
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if he played a principal and direct role in its commission, even if his role does not fulfil 

all the objective elements ofthe crime.2377 

2. Accomplices 

1143. The Appeals Chamber has identified the objective elements of complicity as: "(i) an 

understanding (whether immediate or long-standing), (ii) assistance in a form specified in 

Article 219 [of the LCC], and (iii) conduct by the perpetrator amounting to a crime".2378 

Articles 219( 4) and 219( 5)-charged in this case2379-provide for accomplice liability 

respectively for"[ a ]nyone who aids or abets the perpetrator in acts that are preparatory to 

the offence" and for "[a]nyone who, having so agreed with the perpetrator or an 

accomplice before commission of the offence, helped to eliminate the traces, to conceal 

or dispose of items resulting therefrom, or to shield one or more of the participants from 

. . '' 2380 Justice . 

1144. The Appeals Chamber has identified the subjective elements of complicity as: 

"(i) knowledge of the intent of the perpetrator to commit a crime; and (ii) intent to assist 

the perpetrator in his commission of the crime". 2381 Illustrating these concepts, the 

Appeals Chamber has confirmed that bare knowledge of a crime (without any conduct) or 

assistance "without awareness that such assistance is designed to help commit a crime" is 

not complicity, but that complicity arises even in situations where the accomplice tells 

the perpetrator where the victim lives and ascertains the victim's schedule to assist in the 

commission of the crime.2382 Even if the crime committed is more serious than that for 

2377 

2378 

2379 

23RO 

23R I 

23R2 

2383 

which the accomplice gave his assistance (he intended to assist a robbery, but the 

perpetrator killed someone instead), the accomplice is guilty of the more serious crime so 

long as it is established that "he had foreseen the possibility of perpetration of the more 

serious crime and willingly took the risk of its commission (dolus eventualis)".2383 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.215. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.219. 

See Indictment, paras.63(a),65(a),67(a),69(a) (pertaining to Counts 6 through 9). 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.218. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.220. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.220. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.221. 
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1145. In accordance with the Chamber's invitation to do so,2384 the Prosecution provides further 

submissions on the matter of complicity under Lebanese law. But regardless of how the 

Chamber interprets Lebanese law, MERHI, ONEISSI, and SABRA possessed the 

requisite intent and knowledge to be held responsible as accomplices under Lebanese 

law, as set out further below. 

(a) The knowledge requirement for accomplices under Lebanese law 

1146. With respect to the subjective elements of complicity, and despite its observation that the 

Lebanese court decisions "do not seem to delineate with any clarity or precision the 

knowledge requirement for accomplice liability under Article 219 of the Lebanese 

Criminal Code,"2385 the Chamber considered reasonable "the Appeals Chamber 

interpretation that an accomplice must have known that the perpetrator intended to 

commit a particular crime". 2386 The Chamber stated that some of the Lebanese case law 

cited by the Appeals Chamber2387 supports the position that: "while an accomplice must 

have known of the perpetrator's intent to commit a particular crime, this does not mean 

that an accomplice must have known the precise factual details of the crime or its 

minutiae". 2388 

114 7. One of the Lebanese decisions relied upon by the Trial and Appeals Chamber specified 

that the accomplice "must be aware of 'his act, its consequences [and] the criminal intent 

of the perpetrator"'. 2389 Article 188 of the LCC defines intent as "the will to commit an 

offence as defined by law". 2390 Thus, the level of knowledge necessary to establish 

complicity to a criminal project depends on the accomplice's knowledge of the 

perpetrators' intention to commit an offence defined under Lebanese law and not on any 

particular factual details of the offence. 

23R4 

2385 

2386 

23R7 

23RR 

23R9 

2390 

Decision Under Rule 167, T423_ 42:13-23,47:11-13. See also Appeals Decision on Reconsideration of the 
Applicable Law Decision, para.37. 

Decision Under Rule 167, T423_ 46:23-25. 

Decision Under Rule 167, T423_ 47:1-4 

Decision Under Rule 167, T423_ 44:9-10. 

Decision Under Rule 167, T423_ 44:4-8. 

E.g. Decision Under Rule 167, T423 _ 46:1-2 (referring to a Mount Lebanon Indictment Chamber, Decision 
No. 304 of21 October 1993). 

LCC, Art. 188. 
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1148. Lebanese courts have found that an accused can be an accomplice to a cnme even 

without detailed knowledge of the perpetrators' intent. For example, complicity in 

terrorism does not require knowing details of the terrorist project, such as the identity of 

the targeted victims or the place and time of the attack,2391 while complicity in intentional 

homicide does not require knowing details such as the means used to impair the life of a 

person, the identity of the victim(s), or where and when the victim(s) will be targeted.2392 

Given that, under Lebanese law, accused persons have been held responsible as 

accomplices for such crimes without knowing these details, it necessarily follows that 

Lebanese law does not require that accomplices have such knowledge. Moreover, this is 

the only sensible reading of the law. Otherwise a knowing, intentional participant to a 

terrorist act or a homicide could be exonerated by simply avoiding knowledge of certain 

details. That is not, and cannot be, an accurate reflection of the law. 

1149. Consequently, to fulfil the requirement of knowledge necessary to be found responsible 

as an accomplice to the pleaded crimes (terrorism, intentional homicide, including 

2391 

2392 

E.g. Lebanese Cassation Court, 6th Chamber, Decision No. 106/2017, 30/03/2017, Cassandre Database 
(concluding that individuals should be tried as accomplices to terrorist acts where they helped others enter 
Syria so that they could join terrorist organisations, where they knew of these individuals' destination and the 
acts committed by these organisations); Lebanese Cassation Court, 6th Chamber, Decision No. 54/2014, 
18/02/2014, Cassandre Database (overturning the investigating judge's decision to stay the prosecution of an 
individual, and stating that the accused's contribution of 2,000 Kalashnikov bullets for a terrorist !:,'TOup 
constitutes complicity in the group's crimes under Article 219 of the LCC, without finding the accused had 
detailed knowledge of the group's activities or of what the bullets were to be used for); Lebanese Cassation 
Court, 6th Chamber, Decision No. 237/2013, 3/10/2013, Cassandre Database (determining that the accused 
should be tried as an accomplice under Article 219( 4) of the LCC, where the accused knew the principal 
perpetrator and his activities and would have known the general situation in Syria and why he was being 
asked to transport weapons and supplies to persons there). 

E.g. Lebanese Judicial Council, Case No. 2/2008, Judgement No. 112015, 9 January 2015 (concluding that the 
accused, named Arabi, was complicit in intentional homicide because he shared information with the 
perpetrators about a neighbourhood that, he knew, the perpetrators were interested in because they were 
seeking to avenge the killing of their brother, without any discussion of whether the accused knew the identity 
of the persons eventually killed or the details of how the intentional homicide would unfold) ; Lebanese 
Cassation Court, 6th Chamber, Decision No. 221/2008, 11/12/2008 (concluding that the accused-who 
belonged to terrorist groups and had moved a number of terrorists to an apartment in Abou Samra and 
provided them with weapons, ammunition, and timers that could be used for explosive devices-was an 
accomplice to the crimes of intentional homicide (Articles 549/219 (4)) and attempted intentional homicide 
(Articles 549/201/219(4)) in respect of the (i) killing a corporal in the army and adjutant in the ISF in addition 
to the father-in-law and the two daughters of the latter and (ii) attempting to kill a number of soldiers and 
civilians without consideration of whether the defendant knew that the crimes of intentional homicide and 
attempted intentional homicide will be on that day, in that manner, and against those specific people). See 
also, Lebanese Cassation Court, 6th Chamber, Decision No. 84/2000, 16/05/2000 (ruling that the accused's act 
of providing weapons to the perpetrators for the purpose of executing an armed robbery made him an 
accomplice, punishable under Articles 639,640 and 219(4) of the LCC, to the aggravated robbery that led to 
the murder of two victims. In the court's view, the accomplice could be punished for the killings through 
Article 640 despite not knowing that they would occur, because they were foreseeable). 
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attempted intentional homicide), an accused need only be aware that the perpetrators 

intended to commit: 

• An act through means that are liable to create a public danger and with the intent to 

cause a state of terror; and 

• An act aimed at impairing the life of a person. 

(b) To the extent the Chamber considers that Lebanese Courts have taken 

different or conflicting views with respect to the knowledge requirement for 

accomplices, the Chamber should interpret Article 219 of the Lebanese Criminal 

Code in a manner consistent with international standards 

1150. If the Chamber maintains that Lebanese jurisprudence does not "delineate with any 

clarity or precision the knowledge requirement for accomplice liability under Article 219 

of the Lebanese criminal code",2393 the Chamber should adopt "the interpretation which it 

deems to be more appropriate and consistent with international legal standards". 2394 

1151. The elements of aiding and abetting under international criminal law are the most 

appropriate "international legal standards", which can assist the Chamber in interpreting 

the subjective elements of complicity under Lebanese law. 2395 The Prosecution submits 

that these international legal standards, discussed below and reflected in Article 3 of the 

Statute, are consistent with Lebanese law. Moreover, the confirmed Indictment also 

includes Article 3 modes of liability for all Counts, including accomplice liability for 

Counts 6-9. While the Chamber can find the Accused guilty on all Counts pursuant to the 

modes of responsibility provided in the LCC, Article 3 modes have not been withdrawn. 

2393 

2394 

2395 

Decision Under Rule 167, T423_ 46:23-25. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.40. The Appeals Chamber concluded that this was the approach for the 
Tribunal "when Lebanese courts take different or conflicting views of the relevant legislation". Decision on 
Applicable Law, para.40. 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.206 (noting that the language of Article 3 of the Statute, which directly 
refers to aiding and abetting, reflects international criminal law regarding modes of criminal liability including 
complicity, and that it "reflects the status of customary international law as articulated in the case law of the 
ad hoc tribunals"). 
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1152. The ICTY and ICTR confirmed that the degree of knowledge required by aiding and 

abetting is confined to the type of crime to be committed and the intent of the 

perpetrator. 2396 According to the ICTY Appeals Chamber in the Sainovic et al. case: 

to satisfy the mens rea requirement for aiding and abetting, it must be shown that the aider 
and abettor knew that his acts or omissions assisted the commission of the specific crime 
by the principal, and that the aider and abettor was aware of the essential elements of the 
crime which was ultimately committed, including the intent of the principal perpetrator. In 
addition, the Appeals Chamber recalls that it is not necessary that the aider and abettor 
know the precise crime that was intended and was in fact committed[ ... ]. 

The Appeals Chamber has previously defined "specific crime" as referring to, for 
example, "murder, extennination, rape, torture, wanton destruction of civilian property, 
etc." There is no legal requirement that the aider and abettor know every detail of the 
crime that was eventually committed. 2397 

1153. This conclusion is further supported by the ICTY Appeals Chamber in the Simic Appeal 

Judgement2398 and by the ICTR Appeals Chamber in the Nahimana et al. Appeal 

Judgement, 2399 both of which stated that an aider and abettor is not required to know 

either the precise crime that was intended or that such a crime was in fact committed. 

1154. The ad hoc tribunals provide a clear and unequivocal position as to the knowledge 

requirement concerning aiding and abetting. It is not necessary for the accomplice to be 

aware of the precise crime to be committed, but only the relevant legal category. 

Lebanese decisions that have not required accomplices to have detailed knowledge of the 

crimes intended or committed, such as those relied on above, are most consistent with 

these international standards, and the Chamber should adopt this approach in interpreting 

Article 219 ofthe LCC. 

2396 

2397 

2398 

2399 

E.g., ICTY, Sainovic et al. Appeal Judgement, para.1772; ICTY, Haradinaj et al. Appeal Judgement, para. 58; 
ICTY, Mrksic and Sljivancanin Appeal Judgement, para. I 59; ICTY, Simic Appeal Judgement, para.86; ICTY, 
Blaskic Appeal Judgement, para.50; ICTY, Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, para.102(i); ICTY, Tadic Appeal 
Judgement, para.229(iii). See also ICTR, Karera Appeal Judgement, para.321; ICTR,Nahimana et al. Appeal 
Judgement, para.482. 

ICTY, Sainovic eta!. Appeal Judgement, paras.l772-1773 (references omitted), referring to ICTY, Tadic 
Appeal Judgement, para.229(iii); ICTY, Vasiljevic Appeal Judgement, para.1 02(i). In the Sainovic et al. case, 
the ICTY Appeals Chamber found that the trial chamber correctly concluded that the accused need not know 
"of the 'precise' crimes in terms of the exact location where murder was to be committed or the number of 
people to be killed" in order to be found responsible of aiding and abetting such crimes. ICTY, Sainovic eta!. 
Appeal Judgement, paras.1774-1775. 

ICTY, Simic Appeal Judgement, para.86. 

ICTR, Nahimana et al. Appeal Judgement, para.482. See also ICTR, Karera Appeal Judgement, para.321 ("It 
is well established that it is not necessary for an accused to know the precise crime which was intended and 
which in the event was committed, but he must be aware of its essential elements"). 
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C. AYYASH is guilty of all five counts with which he is charged 

1155. AYYASH played a crucial role in the execution of the terrorist Attack that ripped 

through downtown Beirut on 14 February 2005. He was a co-perpetrator in the crimes of 

committing a terrorist act by means of an explosive device (Count 2), the intentional 

homicide of HARIRI and 21 additional persons (Counts 3 and 4), and the attempted 

intentional homicide of 226 persons (Count 5). He agreed with others to commit this 

terrorist act by means of an explosive device (Count 1 ). 

1. Considered in its totality, the evidence demonstrates AYYASH's culpable acts 

1156. The evidence, considered as a whole as it must be, demonstrates that AYYASH: (i) co

ordinated and participated in the surveillance of HARIRI from the very early stages of 

preparation for the Attack until its execution;2400 (ii) co-ordinated the purchase of the Van 

used as a VBIED in the Attack;2401 and (iii) co-ordinated the execution of the Attack on 

14 February 2005. 2402 

(a) AYYASH co-ordinated and participated in surveillance ofHARIRI 

1157. Evidence of AYYASH's participation at the centre of and network 

2400 

2401 

2402 

2403 

2404 

2405 

phone calls that were conducted at times and locations relevant to HARIRI and his 

movements demonstrates that he co-ordinated surveillance ofHARIRI's movements and 

observations of locations relevant to HARIRI and to the Attack. 2403 This conclusion is 

supported by other evidence and analysis, including: 

• the patterns of contacts between AYYASHand BADREDDINE;2404 

• the patterns of ,and network contacts between A YY ASH and other 

network phone users;2405 

See above, Sections V.C; VII.E-L. 

See above, Sections V.C.2.(a); VII.G.2.(a); VII.I.7. 

See above, Sections V.C.2.(d); V.C.4.(a), (c); V.D; VII.L. 

See above, Sections V.C; VII.E-L. 

See above, Sections V.A.2; V.C; V.D; VII.D.5; VII.E.2; VII.F.l.(a); VII.G.2; VII.I.3.(c); VII.I.4; VII.I.5.(a); 
VII.I.7.(b); VII.J.5; VII.K.5. 

See above, Sections V.C; VII.E-L. 
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• expert evidence that the covert network phones operated as Mission Phones involved 
. . . 1 . . 2406 m cnmma act1v1ty; 

• evidence of AYYASH' s, and other users', involvement in the purchase 

of the Van used as the VBIED in the Attack; 2407 

• evidence linking A YY ASH and the to HARIRI' s movements, as well 

as to the movements ofthe VBIED, on 14 February 2005; 2408 

• evidence linking the with the false claim of responsibility as well as 

evidence that the claim was, indeed, false; 2409 and 

• evidence of the cessation of use of the and networks, as well as the 

, linked with the timing of the Attack. 2410 

(b) A YY ASH co-ordinated the purchase of the Van used as the VBIED in the 

Attack 

1158. A YY ASH's co-ordination of the purchase of the Van used in the Attack is demonstrated 

by communications evidence showing that: 

2406 

2407 

2408 

2409 

2410 

2411 

• on 11 January 2005, AYYASH visited the area of the vehicle showroom in Tripoli 

from where the Van was purchased, and while there, communicated with 

BADREDDINE using the 2411 

• on 15 January 2005, S8 travelled to Tripoli and was in the vicinity of the showroom 

when he contacted S6, who in turn contacted A YY ASH, who, using the 

, subsequently contacted BADREDDINE; later that day S8 again 

See above, Sections V.C; V.D. 

See above, Sections V.C.2.(a); VII.G.2; VII.I.7. 

See above, Sections V.C.2.(d);V.C.4.(a); V.D.1; VII.L.(2-3). 

See above, Sections V.C.4.(d); V.C.5; VI.G.; VII.H; VII.J.6; IX. 

See above, Sections V.C.3; VII.M.2. 

See above, Sections V.C.2.(a)(ii); V.C.4.(c); VII.G.2; VII.I.7.(c). 
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contacted S6 from Tripoli who again contacted AYYASH; the calls between S8, S6 

and AYYASH were on the 2412 

• on 25 January 2005, S6 activated cell towers covering the vehicle showroom in Tripoli 

where the Van was purchased around the time of that purchase, that he was in contact 

with AYYASH while there;2413 and 

• the Van purchased that day was used as the VBIED in the Attack. 2414 

1159. This conclusion is supported by the following evidence and analysis: 

2412 

2413 

2414 

2415 

2416 

2417 

2418 

2419 

• the patterns of contacts between AYYASHand BADREDDINE;2415 

• the patterns of ,and network contacts between A YY ASH and other 

Network phone users; 2416 

• expert evidence that these network phones operated as Mission Phones involved in 
. . 1 . . 2417 cnmma activity; 

• evidence linking the phone users, including AYYASH, S6, and S8, 

with surveillance ofHARIRI, conducted not only by 

network phone users;2418 

• evidence linking the with the 

, but also , and 

, including AYYASH, S6, 

and S8, who were also involved in the final preparations for and the execution of the 

Attack on 14 February 2005; 2419 

See above, Sections VII.G.2; VII.I.7(c). 

See above, Sections V.C.2(a)(ii); V.C.4.(c); VII.G.2; VII.I.7. 

See above, Sections VIII.B.(2-3). 

See above, Sections V.A.2; V.C; V.D; VII.D.5; VII.E.2; VII.F.l.(a); VII.G.2; VII.I.3.(c);VII.I.4; VII.I.5.(a); 
VII.I.7.(b); VII.J.5; VII.K.5. 

See above, Sections V.C; VII.E-L. 

See above, Sections V.C; V.D. 

See above, Sections V.B; V.C.; VII.E.3; VII.F; VII.I; VII.J; VII.K.2-3. 

See above, Sections V.B; V.C.4; V.D; VII.F; VII.I.3. 
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• evidence linking the with the false claim of responsibility as well as 

evidence that the claim was, indeed, false; 2420 and 

• evidence of the cessation of use of the and networks, as well as the 

, linked with the timing of the Attack. 2421 

(c) AYYASH co-ordinated the execution of the Attack 

1160. AYYASH's co-ordination of the execution of the Attack on 14 February 2005 is 

demonstrated by evidence of the movements and communications patterns of the 

users on 14 February 2005 tracking HARIRI from Quraitem Palace to 

Parliament to the scene of the Attack. 2422 This conclusion is supported by the following 

additional evidence and analysis: 

2420 

2421 

2422 

2423 

2424 

2425 

2426 

• the patterns of contacts between AYYASHand BADREDDINE;2423 

• the patterns of ,and network contacts between A YY ASH and other 

network phone users;2424 

• evidence of the involvement of the in surveillance of HARIRI;2425 

• evidence linking A YY ASH and the phones with the and 

networks, which were also involved in surveillance ofHARIRI and locations relevant 

to him· 2426 
' 

to the , specifically, AYYASH's • evidence linking the 

possession of both and network phones, and the 's role at 

h f h . f . 1" d 2427 t e apex o t e consp1racy rom 1ts ear 1est ays; 

See above, Sections V.C.4.(d); V.C.5; VI.G.; VII.H; VII.J.6; IX. 

See above, Sections V.C.3; VII.M.2. 

See above, Sections V.C.2.(d); V.C.4.(a), (c); V.D; VII.L. 

See above, Sections V.A.2; V.C; V.D; VII.D.5; VII.E.2; VII.F.l.(a); VII.G.2; VII.I.3.(c);VII.I.4; VII.I.5.(a); 
VII.I.7.(b); VII.J.5; VII.K.5. 

See above, Sections V.C; VII.E-L. 

See above, Sections V.C.2.(b-d);V.C.4.(a); V.D.;VII.J.(2-5); VII.L.2. 

See above, Sections V.B; V.C; V.D; VII.F; VII.I.3. 
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• expert evidence that these network phones operated as Mission Phones involved in 
. . I . . 2428 cnmma act1v1ty; 

• evidence of A YY ASH communications, v1a the 

BADREDDINE on the day of the Attack; 2429 

, with 

• evidence of AYYASH' s, and other users', involvement in the purchase 

of the Van used as the VBIED in the Attack; 2430 

• evidence linking the with the false claim of responsibility delivered 

after the Attack as well as evidence that the claim was, indeed, false; 2431 and 

• evidence of the cessation of use of the and networks, as well as the 

, linked with the timing of the Attack. 2432 

2. AYYASH participated directly in the execution of the crimes 

1161. As set out above, A YY ASH played a crucial role in the execution of the Attack. 2433 

1162. AYYASH carried phones from each of the networks involved in the Attack and, as 

demonstrated above, played a pivotal role in all phases of their operation. Using 

2427 

2428 

2429 

2430 

2431 

2432 

2433 

2434 

, and phones,2434 AYYASH: 

• co-ordinated and participated in the surveillance ofHARIRI from the very early stages 

of preparation for the Attack until its execution; 

• co-ordinated the purchase of the Van that was used as a VBIED in the execution of the 

Attack; and 

See above, Sections III.F.4(a,c,d); V.A.(l-2); V.B.4;VII.D.5; VII.E.2. 

See above, Sections V.C; V.D. 

See above, Sections V.A.2; V.C; V.D; VII.K.5. 

See above, Sections V.C.2.(a); VII.G.2.; VII.I.7. 

See above, Sections V.C.4.(d); V.C.5; VI.G.; VII.H; VII.J.6; IX. 

See above, Sections V.C.3; VII.M.2. 

E.g. Decision on Applicable Law, para.213. 

AYYASHwas theuserofGreen 300, Red 741, Blue 233, Yellow 294, andPMPs 165, 170,935, and 091. See 
above, Section.III.F. 
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• co-ordinated the execution of the Attack from the vicinity of the crime scene on 

14 February 2005. 

1163. These activities establish beyond reasonable doubt that A YY ASH played a principal and 

direct role in the commission of the Attack, and thus is responsible as a co-perpetrator of 

the underlying crimes. 

1164. The Appeals Chamber has confirmed that, under Lebanese law, there is no requirement 

that a co-perpetrator fulfil all the objective elements of the crime. The Appeals Chamber 

referred to the Attempted Assassination of Minister Michel Murr as an example of a case 

where those "who helped plan a car bombing, by devising the plan, supervising its 

implementation, arranging for the surveillance of the target, and making preparations for 

the execution of the crime" were guilty as co-perpetrators of the crime of intentional 

homicide and attempted intentional homicide. 2435 

1165. Other Lebanese cases also confirm that someone who plays a principal role in the 

execution of a crime is guilty as a co-perpetrator even if his underlying acts do not 

constitute an element of the crime. 2436 In the Rachid Karami case, for example, the 

Lebanese Judicial Council re-qualified the criminal conduct of the accused Khalil Mattar 

as co-perpetration and not complicity to the crimes of terrorism and intentional homicide. 

It found that his acts constituted direct participation in those crimes since Mattar 

2435 

2436 

Decision on Applicable Law, para.215. 

E.g. Lebanese Judicial Council, Judgement No.2/1999, 25/06/1999 (Rachid Karami case), pp. 171-174 
(explaining that: (1) an accomplice is someone who helps in the execution of the crime through an act that 
does not constitute the objective element of the crime or does not constitute the principal, executive act; while 
(2) a co-perpetrator is someone who commits part of the objective elements of the crime or an executive act, 
or plays a principal role in it, even if the underlying act does not constitute an element of the crime); Lebanese 
Cassation Court, ih Chamber, Judgement No.155/2007, 18/10/2007 (the Court of Cassation stated that the co
perpetrator is defined under the last part of Article 212 of the LCC as "the one who directly participated in the 
execution of the crime". This direct participation could have four different forms: (I) committing the 
objective elements of the crime together with the perpetrator; (2) committing some of the objective elements 
of the crime; (3) committing a principal executive role in the crime; or (4) despite being initially an 
accomplice, executing a principal role at the crime scene. In that case, the Court of Cassation re-qualified the 
criminal conduct of the accused as co-perpetration and not complicity (as it was described in the indictment 
and the trial judgement). The Court of Cassation found that the accused's acts constituted direct participation 
in the crime of intentional homicide committed by another person because: (1) the accused knew about the 
physical perpetrator's criminal intent and remained silent about it; (2) the accused induced the victim, through 
a fake meeting, to the scene where he was killed; (3) the accused was in contact with the physical perpetrator 
before and after the crime; and ( 4) both the accused and the physical perpetrator benefitted from killing the 
victim). 
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knowingly used a device to signal to the perpetrator when Karami's helicopter was 

passing by a specific location to facilitate the use of explosives to kill Karami. 2437 

1166. In the present case, just like in the Michel Murr case, AYYASH is guilty of helping to 

plan, supervise, surveil, and prepare the execution of a car bombing, and is therefore 

responsible as a co-perpetrator for the underlying crimes. Moreover, as in the Karami 

case, AYYASH's participation in, and co-ordination of, surveillance on 

the day of the Attack ensured that the VBIED was in position when HARIRI's convoy 

passed, thus enabling the detonation of the explosives in order to kill HARIRI and others. 

Indeed, when compared to the Karami case, A YY ASH's activities on the day of the 

assassination were much more pronounced. On 14 February 2005, AYYASH participated 

in, and co-ordinated the surveillance of, HARIRI directly before his assassination, and 

also co-ordinated the placement of the VBIED as well as the execution of the Attack, 

thus further demonstrating his direct participation in the commission of the crimes. 

3. AYYASH's conduct and role in the terrorist, murderous Attack demonstrate his underlying 

intent, as well as agreement with the perpetrators and conspirators 

1167. AYYASH's conduct and role leave no room for doubt that he acted with the requisite 

criminal intent for all crimes with which he is charged. AYY ASH's contribution to the 

surveillance activities establishes that he knew the identity of HARIRI as the main target. 

His involvement in choosing the Canter Van demonstrates knowledge of the means of the 

Attack through a VBIED, as does his co-ordination of the network responsible for 

guiding the VBIED into position just prior to its detonation. His surveillance of, and 

presence at, the crime scene also demonstrates that he necessarily would have foreseen 

the likelihood that the public explosion would cause additional deaths, an outcome that 

he either intended or one whose risk he accepted through his ongoing participation in the 

crimes. This further confirms that A YY ASH acted with the intention to cause terror and 

to cause the death ofHARIRI and other individuals, and that he knowingly agreed with 

other perpetrators and conspirators, including MERHI, BADREDDINE and the 

members ofthe assassination team, to bring about this objective. 

2437 Lebanese Judicial Council, Judgement No.2/1999, 25/06/1999 (Rachid Karami case), pp. 171-174. 
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D. MERHI is guilty of all five counts with which he is charged 

1168. MERHI supported the terrorist Attack by co-ordinating one of its integral components

the false claim of responsibility- which in turn also helped shield the perpetrators of the 

Attack from justice. He served as an accomplice to the crimes of committing a terrorist 

act by means of an explosive device (Count 6), the intentional homicide ofHARIRI and 

21 additional persons (Counts 7 and 8), and the attempted intentional homicide of 

226 persons (Count 9). His intentional, knowing conduct demonstrates that he conspired 

with others to commit this terrorist act by means of an explosive device (Count 1 ). 

1. Considered in its totality, the evidence demonstrates MERHI's culpable acts 

1169. Using both a and a , 2438 MERHI co-ordinated the false 

claim of the terrorist plot, specifically the: (i) profiling, identifying, selecting, and 

abducting of ABU ADASS as a suitable scapegoat for the false claim of 

responsibility; 2439 and (ii) dissemination of the false claim to the media and ultimately to 

the public both in Lebanon and abroad. 2440 

(a) MERHI co-ordinated the selection and abduction of ABU ADASS 

1170. Evidence ofMERHI's communications with ONEISSI and SABRA during the COLA 

Phase,2441 and evidence that the COLA Phase coincides with the time period where 

ABU ADASS met and later left his home with a man calling himself"Mohammed",2442 

demonstrate that MERHI co-ordinated the profiling, identifying, and selecting of 

ABU AD ASS as the scapegoat for the false claim of responsibility. This conclusion is 

supported by other evidence and analysis, including: 

2438 

2439 

2440 

2441 

2442 

2443 

• evidence of the pattern of MERHI' s and 
. . 2443 

commumcatwns; 

MERHI was the user of Green 071 and Purple 231, as well as the Grey Phone. See above, Section.III.C. 

See above, Sections VI.A-C; VII.F.2; VII.H; see also above, Section VI.F. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.D; VII.M; VI.E, VI.F. 

See above, Sections VI.A;VI.B.2;VI.C; VI.F.2; VI.G; VII.F.2. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.B; VI.C; VII.F.2; VII.H.3. 

See above, Sections V.B.3; V.C.5; VI.A; VI.F; VI.G; VII.F.2; VII.H.2; VII.J.6. 
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• expert evidence that the operated as mission phones involved in 

''1 .. 2444 cnmma act1v1ty; 

• evidence of MERHI' s 

the link through the 

communications with BADREDDINE, and 

to the activities of A YY ASH and the other users 

of the ,and networks, in preparation for and execution of the Attack 

on 14 February 2005; 2445 

• evidence of the increase m communications between MERHI, 

ONEISSI, and SABRA during the relevant time period; 2446 

• evidence that ONEISSI's and SABRA's presence in the vicinity of the Arab 

University Mosque during the COLA Phase was exceptional; 2447 

• evidence of the exceptional inactivity of the 

ABU ADASS' disappearance; 2448 

around the time of 

• evidence of the correspondence of calls with calls to ABU ADASS' 

h f1 h. d' 2449 orne a ter 1s 1sappearance; 

• evidence of the activity linked to the delivery of the false claim of 

responsibility after the Attack on 14 February 2005; 2450 

• evidence demonstrating that ABU AD ASS was the individual on the videotaped false 

claim of responsibility, and that the claim was false; 2451 and 

• evidence of the cessation of use of the 

co-ordinated with the Attack. 2452 

and 

See above, Sections V.A.2; V.C.l.(b); V.C.3;V.C.4.(d); V.D; VI.E. 

See above, Sections V.C.4.(d); V.C.5; VI.A; VI.F; VI.G. 

Networks and 

See above, Sections VI.A.; VI.B.2; VI.C.3; VI.D; VI.F; VII.F.2; VII.M. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.B.2; VII.F.2. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.C.l.; VII.H.3. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.C.2; VII.H.3. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.C.3; VI.D.; VII.M.l. 

See above, Section IX. 
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(b) MERHI co-ordinated the dissemination of the false claim of responsibility 

1171. Evidence of the exceptional activity on 14 February 2005 linked to the 

2452 

2453 

2454 

2455 

2456 

2457 

2458 

2459 

calls to Reuters and Al J azeera and to the collecting of the videotape from the tree2453 

demonstrates that MERHI co-ordinated the dissemination of the false claim of 

responsibility on that day. This conclusion is supported by the following additional 

evidence and analysis: 

• evidence of the pattern of MERHI' s and 
. . 2454 commumcatwns; 

• expert evidence that the operated as mission phones involved in 
. . 1 . . 2455 cnmma act1v1ty; 

• evidence of MERHI' s 

the link through the 

of the ,and 

on 14 February 2005; 2456 

• evidence of the increase m 

communications with BADREDDINE, and 

to the activities of A YY ASH and the other users 

networks, in preparation for and execution of the Attack 

communications between MERHI, 

ONEISSI, and SABRA during the indictment period;2457 

• evidence linking the with the profiling, identifying, selecting, and 

abducting of ABU ADASS; 2458 

• evidence demonstrating that ABU AD ASS was the individual on the videotaped false 

claim of responsibility, and that the claim was false; 2459 and 

See above, Sections V.C.3; V.D; VI.E; VII.M.2; VII.L.3. 

See above, Sections VI.D; VII.M.1; see also, above, Section VI.F. 

See above, Sections V.B.3; V.C.5; VI.A; VI.F; VI.G; VII.F.2; VII.H.2; VII.J.6. 

See above, Sections V.A.2; V.C.l.(b); V.C.3;V.C.4.(d); V.D; VI.E. 

See above, Sections V.C.4.(d); V.C.5; VI.A; VI.F; VI.G. 

See above, Sections VI.A.; VI.B.2; VI.C.3; VI.D; VI.F; VII.F.2; VII.M .. 

See above, Sections VI.A-B; VI.C.(l-2).; VII.F.2; VII.H; see also, above, Section VI.F. 

See above, Section IX. 
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Networks and 

2. MERHI's conduct and co-ordination demonstrate his assistance to, and agreement 

with, the perpetrators and conspirators 

1172. MERHI bears responsibility as an accomplice to the crimes charged under Counts 6-9. 

MERHI co-ordinated the false claim component of the terrorist plot As demonstrated 

above, through his overarching co-ordination of this aspect of the plot, MERHI played a 

central role in each stage of the false claim, including: 

• profiling, identifying, selecting, and abducting ABU ADASS as a suitable scapegoat 

for the false claim of responsibility; and 

• disseminating the false claim to the media and ultimately to the public both m 

Lebanon and abroad. 

1173. MERHI's ongoing communications with ONEISSI or SABRA on every key date in the 

false claim component of the plot, as well as his co-ordination with the 

leaves only one reasonable conclusion: that MERHI played a crucial role in supervising 

all stages of the false claim of responsibility. 

1174. The false claim was seen by the conspirators as an essential part of the assassination plot, 

as evidenced by the time, resources, and risk that they undertook to have it readied before 

the Attack, as well as by the fact that the Attack did not take place until the false claim 

was prepared. This preparation must necessarily be considered acts that were preparatory 

to the offences of committing a terrorist act and intentional homicide (including 

attempted intentional homicide), and MERHI aided and abetted the perpetrators through 

his co-ordination and supervision of these preparatory acts prior to 14 February 2005?461 

Moreover, MERHI's actions demonstrate that he agreed before the explosion to shield 

the participants from justice for these offences, an action that he furthered when he co-

2460 

2461 

See above, Sections V.C.3; V.D; VI.E; VII.L.3; VII.M.2. 

See LCC, Art. 219( 4 ). 
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ordinated the dissemination of the false claim of responsibility in the aftermath of the 

Attack. 2462 

3. MERHI knew the perpetrators' intent, and he concluded or joined the conspiracy with the 

intention of assisting the perpetrators both before and after the assassination 

1175. The evidence also demonstrates that MERHI possessed the requisite intent and 

knowledge, meeting the subjective elements to be held responsible as an accomplice 

under Lebanese law for the crimes charged. 2463 

1176. MERHI was one of only three persons entrusted with a phone in the 

which served as the communication facility to oversee the preparation of both limbs of 

the assassination plot. His active participation in advancing and fulfilling the goals shared 

by the other users in the is, in itself, proof that MERHI knew of the plot 

and acted with the necessary mens rea to be held responsible for the crimes with which 

he is charged. 

1177. MERHI's knowledge of the plot, and intentional agreement with the co-conspirators, is 

further established through his ongoing use of his to supervise and co-

ordinate the false claim component of the plot. MERHI co-ordinated the actions of 

ONEISSI and SABRA as they located, identified, approached, and abducted a suitable 

individual to make the false claim of responsibility, which in turn required sufficient 

knowledge of the nature of the plot, including the means of execution. 

1178. A number of additional factors reinforce that MERHI must have had sufficient 

2462 

2463 

knowledge that he was assisting the perpetrators to commit a terrorist act and intentional 

homicide. MERHI was entrusted not to divulge that he was being asked to co-ordinate 

the identification, luring, and abduction of a Sunni male, who would never return to his 

home, and who could and would be falsely portrayed to his family and the outside world 

as a Sunni extremist capable of religious violence. It follows that he was a trusted 

operative who would have been entrusted with knowledge of the overall objective of the 

plot. In any event, he would have inevitably deduced the general objective of the plot 

given the nature of this task. 

See LCC, Art. 219(5). 

See above, Section X.B.2. 
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1179. MERHI also would have had to know what was to be said by those making calls to 

Reuters and Al J azeera, in order to pass those instructions along. The words used in the 

first payphone calls to the news agencies referred to HARIRI by name and also identified 

the same group as that named in the letter attached to the videotape of ABU ADASS. 

This instruction-crucial to the plot-would not have been left to the hour following the 

explosion. Such a conclusion cannot be reconciled with the level of co-ordination 

involved in the plot overall. 

1180. Furthermore, MERHI and others charged with delivering the false claim would have 

needed time to plan the delivery of the false claim. They needed to know who to call, 

where to call them from, and how to deliver the videotape. This planning would not have 

been left to the hour following the explosion. 

1181. MERHI played a critical, supervisory role that ensured the realisation of the false claim 

component to the assassination plot. He oversaw all key aspects of this component. There 

can be no doubt that MERHI knowingly and intentionally supported these crimes, with 

full knowledge of the intentions of the perpetrators. Moreover, MERHI's knowing and 

willful support of these crimes from early stages of the plot demonstrates that he 

intentionally and willingly agreed with others, including A YY ASH, ONEISSI, SABRA, 

and BAD RED DINE, to commit a terrorist act by means of an explosive device. 

E. ONEISSI and SABRA are each guilty of all five counts with which they are 

charged 

1182. ONEISSI and SABRA, individually and together, supported the terrorist Attack by 

participating in one of its integral components: the false claim of responsibility. They 

each served as an accomplice to the crimes of committing a terrorist act by means of an 

explosive device (Count 6), the intentional homicide of HARIRI and 21 additional 

persons (Counts 7 and 8), and the attempted intentional homicide of 226 persons (Count 

9). They intentionally aided and abetted the perpetrators in acts that were preparatory to 

these crimes, and also pre-emptively agreed to help shield the participants from justice, 

both with full knowledge of the perpetrators' criminal intent. ONEISSI's and SABRA's 

intentional, knowing conduct demonstrates that each of them conspired with others to 

commit this terrorist act by means of an explosive device (Count 1 ). 
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1. Considered in its totality, the evidence demonstrates ONEISSI's and SABRA's culpable acts 

1183. The evidence demonstrates that ONEISSI and SABRA each participated in the: 

(i) profiling, identifying, selecting, and abducting of ABU ADASS as a suitable 

scapegoat for the false claim of responsibility;2464 and (ii) dissemination of the false claim 

to the media and ultimately to the public both in Lebanon and abroad. 2465 

(a) ONEISSI and SABRA participated in the selection and abduction of 

ABUADASS 

1184. Evidence ofONEISSI's and SABRA's communications with MERHI and each other 

during the COLA Phase,2466 which coincides with the time period where ABU ADASS 

met and later left his home with a man calling himself "Mohammed", 2467 demonstrates 

that each participated in the profiling, identifying, selecting, and abduction of ABU 

ADASS as the scapegoat for the false claim of responsibility. This conclusion is 

supported by other evidence and analysis, including: 

2464 

2465 

2466 

2467 

2468 

2469 

2470 

• evidence of the pattern of 

MERHI's 

communications, as well as the pattern of 

communications in relation to the 
. . 2468 commumcatwns; 

• expert evidence that the 

criminal activity; 2469 

operated as Mission Phones involved in 

• evidence linking ONEISSI and SABRA, through MERHI's 

communications with BADREDDINE, to the , and through that to 

AYYASH and the other users of the , and networks, and their 

activities in preparation for and execution of the Attack on 14 February 2005; 2470 

See above, Sections VI.A-C; VII.F.2; VII.H. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.D; VII.M; VI.E. 

See above, Sections VI.A;VI.B.2;VI.C; VI.F.2; VI.G; VII.F.2. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.B; VI.C; VII.F.2; VII.H.3. 

See above, Sections V.B.3; V.C.5; VI; VII.F.2; VII.H; VII.J.6; VII.M. 

See above, Sections V.A.2; V.C.l.(b); V.C.3;V.C.4.(d); V.D; VI.E. 

See above, Sections V.C.4.(d); V.C.5; VI. 
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communications between MERHI, 

ONEISSI, and SABRA, during the indictment period;2471 

• evidence that ONEISSI's and SABRA's presence in the vicinity of the Arab 

University Mosque during the COLA Phase was exceptional; 2472 

• evidence of the exceptional inactivity of the 

ABU ADASS' disappearance;2473 

• evidence of the correspondence of 

h f1 h. d" 2474 orne a ter 1s 1sappearance; 

around the time of 

calls with calls to ABU ADASS' 

• evidence of the activity linked to the delivery of the false claim of 

responsibility after the Attack on 14 February 2005; 2475 

• evidence demonstrating that ABU AD ASS was the individual on the videotaped false 

claim of responsibility, and that the claim was false; 2476 and 

• evidence of the cessation of use of the , as well as the and 

phones, co-ordinated with the timing ofthe Attack. 2477 

(b) ONEISSI and SABRA participated in disseminating the false claim of 

responsibility 

1185. Evidence of the exceptional activity on that day linked to the calls to 

2471 

2472 

2473 

2474 

2475 

2476 

2477 

2478 

Reuters and Al Jazeera and to the collecting of the videotape from the tree2478 collectively 

demonstrates that ONEISSI and SABRA each participated in the dissemination of the 

false claim of responsibility on 14 February 2005. This conclusion is supported by further 

evidence and analysis, including: 

See above, Sections VI.A.; VI.B.2; VI.C.3; VI.D; VI.F; VII.F.2; VII.M. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.B.2; VII.F.2. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.C.l; VII.H.3. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.C.2; VII.H.3. 

See above, Sections VI.A; VI.C.3; VI.D.; VII.M.l. 

See above, Section IX. 

See above, Sections V.C.3; V.D; VI.E; VII.L.3; VII.M.2. 

See above, Sections VI.D; VII.M.1; VI.F. 
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communications, as well as the pattern of 

communications in relation to the 

operated as Mission Phones involved in 

• evidence linking ONEISSI and SABRA, through MERHI' s 

communications with BADREDDINE, to the , and through that to 

AYYASH and the other users of the , and networks, and their 

activities in preparation for and execution of the Attack on 14 February 2005; 2481 

• evidence of the increase in communications between MERHI, 

ONEISSI, and SABRA during the indictment period; 2482 

• evidence linking the with the profiling, identifying, selecting, and 

abducting of ABU ADASS; 2483 

• evidence demonstrating that ABU AD ASS was the individual on the videotaped false 

claim of responsibility, and that the claim was false; 2484 and 

• evidence of the cessation of use of the , as well as the and 

phones, co-ordinated with the timing of the Attack. 2485 

2. ONEISSI's and SABRA's conduct demonstrate their assistance to, and agreement with, the 

perpetrators and conspirators 

1186. ONEISSI and SABRA were each part of a select group, consisting of three persons, to 

have participated from start to finish in the false claim component of the assassination 

2479 

2480 

2481 

24R2 

24R3 

24R4 

2485 

See above, Sections V.B.3; V.C.5; VI; VII.F.2; VII.H; VII.J.6; VII.M. 

See above, Sections V.A.2; V.C.l.(b); V.C.3;V.C.4.(d); V.D; VI.E. 

See above, Sections V.C.4.(d); V.C.5; VI. 

See above, Sections VI.A.; VI.B.2; VI.C.3; VI.D; VI.F; VII.F.2; VII.M. 

See above, Sections VI.A-B; VI.C.(l-2).; VII.F.2; VII.H. 

See above, Section IX. 

See above, Sections V.C.3; V.D, VI.E; VII.L.3; VII.M.2. 
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plot. ONEISSI and SABRA each played a critical role in every stage that led to the 

realisation of the false claim: 

• profiling, identifying, selecting, and abducting ABU ADASS as a suitable scapegoat 

for the false claim of responsibility; and 

• disseminating the false claim to the media and ultimately to the public both m 

Lebanon and abroad. 

1187. ONEISSI's and SABRA's activities on every key date in the false claim component, as 

revealed through their use of a and in conjunction with other 

co-conspirators,2486 permit only one reasonable explanation: that they each played a 

prominent role throughout all stages of the false claim of responsibility. 

1188. The conspirators considered the false claim to be a crucial part of the assassination plot, 

as shown by the time, resources, and risk that they undertook to have the false claim 

prepared before the Attack, as well as by the fact that the Attack was not executed until 

the false claim was prepared. ONEISSI's and SABRA's participation in preparing this 

essential component of the plot in the months leading up to 14 February 2005 aided and 

abetted the perpetrators. 2487 These actions also demonstrate their agreement to do so prior 

to the Attack, and their dissemination of the false claim after the Attack helped to shield 

h . . 4': . • 2488 t e part1c1pants 1rom JUStice. 

3. Regardless of the Chamber's interpretation of Lebanese Law, ONEISSI and SABRA each 

possessed the requisite intent and knowledge to be held responsible as an accomplice, and each 

concluded or joined the conspiracy with the intention of assisting the perpetrators both before 

and after the assassination 

1189. Only one conclusion can be drawn from the evidence of ONEISSI's and SABRA's 

ongoing, co-ordinated actions to support this crucial part of the assassination plot: that 

they were each aware of the perpetrators' intent and knowingly agreed to join and 

support this conspiracy. From late December 2004 into early January 2005, in 

24R6 ONEISSI was the user of Purple 095(See above, Section III. D), and SABRA was the user or Purple 018 (See 
above, Section TILE). 

24R7 See LCC, Art. 219( 4 ). 
2488 See LCC, Art. 219(5). 
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mid -January 2005, and agam m the immediate aftermath on 14 February 2005, 

ONEISSI and SABRA repeatedly acted to further the false claim component of the 

assassination plot. 

1190. Their closely co-ordinated actions reveal a detailed level of planning by ONEISSI, 

SABRA, and MERHI aimed at ensuring the success of this false claim of responsibility. 

This was a crucial part of the plot to assassinate HARIRI by suicide bomber-otherwise, 

the conspirators would not have taken the risks inherent in making, distributing, and 

publicising the false claim2489-and its fundamental importance bolsters the conclusion 

that those entrusted with its success were part of the full conspiracy, and thus, 

knowledgeable of the necessary detail that they were assisting a terrorist plot. 

1191. A number of additional factors reinforce that ONEISSI and SABRA must have had 

sufficient knowledge that they were assisting the perpetrators to commit a terrorist act 

and homicide. ONEISSI and SABRA were entrusted not to divulge that they were each 

being asked to identify, lure, and abduct a Sunni male, who would never return to his 

home, and who could and would be falsely portrayed to his family and the outside world 

as a Sunni extremist capable of religious violence. It follows that they were trusted 

operatives who would have been entrusted with knowledge of the overall objective of the 

plot. In any event, they would have inevitably deduced the general objective of the plot 

given the nature of this task. 

1192. ONEISSI and SABRA would have had to have been instructed as to what was to be said 

by those making calls to Reuters and Al Jazeera. The words used in the first payphone 

calls to those news agencies referred to HARIRI by name and identified the same group 

as that named in the letter attached to the videotape of ABU ADASS. This instruction

crucial to the plot-would not have been left to the hour following the explosion. Such a 

conclusion cannot be reconciled with the level of co-ordination involved in the plot 

overall. 

1193. Furthermore, along with MERHI, ONEISSI and SABRA would have needed time to 

plan the delivery of the false claim. They needed to know who to call, where to call them 

2489 See above, Section IX.B. 
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